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ell known as a terrific science fiction
editor, Neil Clarke of Clarkesworld is
also a terrific person. Neil ran some
editorial pieces about frequently

used titles in his April 2015 issue. Be-
cause he set up Asimov’s online submis-
sion system, Neil has access to the titles
of our submissions, too. He offered to run
a search of popular titles for me. I was re-
minded of this when he revisited the sub-
ject in his August 2017 issue, so I decided
to take him up on the offer.

Neil ran through a list of fifty thou-
sand submissions to come up with our
top ten most common titles:

1st (17) “First Contact” 
2nd (16) “Home”
3rd (15) “Singularity”
4th (14) “The Box,” “The Machine”
5th (13) “Evolution,” “The Wall”
6st (12) “Alone,” “Dust,” “Escape,” “The

Visitor”

7th (10) “Ascension,” “Going Home,”
“Reunion,” “Homecoming,” “Immortality,”
“Legacy,” “Memories,” “The Choice,” “The
Gift,” “The Interview”

8th (9) “Afterlife,” “Entangled,” “Flight,”
“Genesis,” “Lost and Found,” “Skin Deep,”
“The Bridge,” “Time,” “Touch”

9th (8) “A Stitch in Time,” “Adrift,”
“Chimera,” “Inheritance,” “Invasion,”
“Purgatory,” “Reflections,” “The Colony,”
“The Last Man”

10th (7) “Aftermath,” “Awake,”
“Chrysalis,” “Control,” “Curiosity, “Discon-
nected,” “Entanglement,” “Entropy,” “Food
for Thought,” “Four Poems,” “Hope,” “Illu-
mination,” “Message in a Bottle,” “Mon-
ster,” “Mother,” “Perspective,” “Progress,”
“Rebirth,” “Red,” “Redemption,” “Resur-
rection,” “Solitude,” “Survival,” “The End,”
“The Fall,” “The Garden,” “The Hunter,”
“The Message, “The Other Side,” “The
Watcher,” “Untitled,” “Visitation”

One immediate observation is that our
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Editorial: A Few Words About Some Words

titles may actually be pretty diverse. This
list represents only 627 submissions,
which means that the other 49,373 titles
have been used less than seven times. Of
course there can be variations on a
name. When I looked up “Four Poems,” I
discovered that there were actually fif-
teen submissions from poets who includ-
ed these words as part of their titles
when they overlooked our guideline re-
quest to submit each poem separately.
There are also twenty-three submissions
with some variation on “Untitled.” Some
of these are from poets submitting multi-
ple poems as well—as in “Three Untitled
Haiku” or “Five Untitled Poems.”

Lest anyone wants to claim that “Unti-
tled” should dethrone “First Contact,” I
also found twenty-three variations on the
latter title. On the other hand, I found
fifty-nine variations on “Singularity” and
(while it seems a contradiction in terms)
three more titles that include “Singulari-
ties.” It’s important, though, to place a
limit on what’s considered an acceptable
variation. After all, over three hundred
subs include the word “Home” in their ti-
tles. In addition to “Going Home,” some
examples are “No Place Like Home” (6),
“Coming Home” (4), “A New Home” (4)
and “The Long Way Home” (4).

Neil provided us with a wordle based
on word usage in titles. The size of the
word indicates how often it’s been used
as part of a title. “Home” is clearly not
the largest word on the image. “Moon”
and “Death” have both appeared in
about three hundred titles. “Last” and
“Man” show up in about seven hundred,
and “Time” is the clear winner with over
a thousand appearances.

It’s fun to pontificate about the mean-
ing behind all of this. Why is “Girl” so
much more popular than “Boy”? Why are
“Black,” “Blue,” and “Red” used more often
than “White” and “Green”? Why don’t
“Pink,” “Purple,” and “Orange” show up at
all? These probing questions will not be
answered here. In the future, I hope to
run an editorial about the most popular
words that have been used in the titles
of works that have been published in
Asimov’s. It will be interesting to com-
pare the two lists of words and titles. ❍
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spoke in last issue’s column about the
medieval tales of the wall that
Alexander the Great supposedly built
in the Caucasus to keep the fierce

barbarian tribes of Gog and Magog from
breaking loose into Europe, a kind of
prototype of the gigantic wall of ice that
George R.R. Martin invented in his
Game of Thrones series of fantasy novels
story to prevent an assortment of dan-
gerous marauders—“wildlings,” zombies,
the mysterious White Walkers, and vari-
ous other creatures—from coming down
out of the north and attacking the civi-
lized inhabitants of the Seven Kingdoms
of Westeros. And I told of two quite real
walls that had been constructed for a
very similar purpose: the one that Em-
peror Ch’in Shih Huang Ti built to sepa-
rate China from Mongolia in the third
century B.C., and the one that the Per-
sian King Anushirvan built in the Cau-
casus eight hundred years later. One or
both of these walls gave rise eventually
to legends crediting Alexander the
Great, who had lived long before both
Ch’in Shi Huang Ti and Anushirvan,
with having built a huge wall between
two mountains to protect the world
against the terrifying wild tribes known
as Gog and Magog.

These Alexander legends somehow
found their way into the Koran, where
Alexander is known under the Arabic
name of Dhu’l-Qarneyn, “the two-horned
one.” (He was shown with horns on some
of his coins, symbolic of his conquest of
Egypt—it’s a long story.) Inevitably,
rulers of the new Moslem empire that
came into being in the seventh century
A.D. sent Arab explorers into remote
northern parts in search of Alexander’s
wall, and indeed they found it—or some-
body else’s wall, at any rate.

The first of these explorers was a cer-

tain Sallam the Interpreter, who was
said to speak thirty languages. The
Caliph Wathiq-bi’llah, who became ruler
of the Islamic world in 812, dreamed
that the wall of Dhu’l-Qarneyn had been
breached. Greatly alarmed, since it was
widely believed that the coming forth of
Gog and Magog from behind the wall
would mean the end of the world, the
Caliph sent Sallam to investigate. He set
out from Samarra in Iraq with a compa-
ny of fifty troops and proceeded north-
ward into Armenia and thence eastward
through the Caucasus, continuing into a
land of ruined towns, which he was told
had been invaded and devastated by
Gog and Magog. Beyond there he found
Alexander’s wall itself, which he de-
scribed in great detail:

“And the Rampart which Dhu’l-Qar-
neyn built is in a broad opening between
two mountains, the breadth of which is
two hundred cubits. That was the road
through which they [Gog and Magog] is-
sued and spread over the earth. And he
dug the foundation of it of the depth of
thirty cubits, and built it of iron and cop-
per until it reached the surface of the
ground. Then he raised two side pillars
near to the mountains on both sides of
the opening twenty-five cubits broad and
fifty cubits high. . . . The whole was built
with iron bricks sheathed in brass, each a
cubit and a half by a cubit and a half, and
four finger-breadths high.” Sallam de-
scribed the gate as having a bolt “seven
cubits long and a fathom round, which
two men could not draw.” There was also
an immense lock, from which hung a key
a cubit and a half long. Adjoining the
gate were two huge fortresses.

The wall was in perfect repair but for
one crack as thin as a thread. Sallam
scraped some rust from this crack to show
to the Caliph. Upon asking the guardians
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of the fortress whether they had ever seen
Gog and Magog, he was told that giants
were often seen atop the mountains with-
in the wall, and that every Monday and
Thursday the guardians tested the wall
with hammer-blows to make sure it was
still intact. Satisfied, Sallam returned to
the Caliph, his round-trip journey to the
wall having taken more than two years.
Which wall was it that Sallam had seen?
It is unlikely that it was the one built in
the Caucasus by King Anushirvan of
Persia, since that one was well known in
the Islamic world, and it would not have
taken Sallam that much time to reach it.
Perhaps he had come upon some outly-
ing western spur of the Great Wall of
China, which was still being maintained
then under the auspices of China’s T’ang
Dynasty. Or, perhaps, the entire tale of
the expedition was invented by the
ninth-century head of the Caliphate’s in-
telligence service, Ibn Khurradadhbih,
whose Book of Roads and Kingdoms, the
oldest surviving work of Arabic geogra-
phy, is our source for the story of Sal-
lam’s expedition.

Be that as it may, the world went on
believing in the existence of the terrible
tribes of Gog and Magog somewhere in
the far north, and the great wall that
had been built to keep them penned up.
In 1263, some three and a half centuries
after Sallam’s expedition, the Moslem
geographer Zakariya al-Qazwini wrote a
book called Monuments of the Countries
and Histories of their Inhabitants, in
which he had this to say:

“Yajuj and Majuj [Gog and Magog] are
two Turkish tribes, descended from
Japheth son of Noah. They dwell to the
east of the Seventh Clime.” He goes on to
tell the story of how, when the king whom
the Koran calls Dhu’l-Qarneyn visited
those parts, the people begged for his
help against these ferocious enemies,
telling him, “They destroy our dwelling
places and our crops and our fruits. They
consume everything, even the grass. Like
wild beasts, they slaughter our herds.
They even eat the vermin that crawl on
the earth. No other species multiplies like

they do. Not one of them dies without fa-
thering a thousand children.” The de-
scription of these people that was given
to Dhu’l-Qarneyn is worthy of one of
George R.R. Martin’s fantasy novels:
“Their height is half that of a man of
medium stature. They have fangs like
wild beasts, and claws instead of finger-
nails. Hair grows down their backbones.
They have two enormous ears, one of
which is exceedingly hairy on the outside,
but hairless inside. They wrap them-
selves in one, and sleep in the other. Their
bodies are so hairy that they are com-
pletely hidden. They call out to one an-
other like pigeons and bay like dogs. They
copulate like animals, wherever they
eat.” Each day they dig away at the wall,
hoping to break through, but each night
Allah restores what they have dug. The
day is coming, though, when they will
penetrate the wall, and then they will
drink up all the water until the world is
completely dry, and massacre all the in-
habitants, and “when no one is left they
will shoot an arrow into the sky and it
will fall back reddened with something
like blood, and they will say, ‘We have
overcome the people of the earth, and we
have reached the people of the heavens.’”
But then, says the chronicler, Allah will
send a worm called naghaf that will enter
their ears and nostrils and destroy them.

It is a fine apocalyptic tale, and surely
generated many a nightmare among the
citizens of the Islamic empire. Nor did
the tale disappear. If anything, it gained
strength in the thirteenth century as the
Mongol hordes under Genghis Khan and
his sons came marching out of Central
Asia to conquer China and Tibet, to at-
tack the frontiers of India and the bor-
ders of Persia, going on into Russia, and
venturing into Europe as far as Hungary
before calling a halt to their westward
expansion and pulling back into Asia in
1241. The Mongols might not have been
Gog and Magog, but they were certainly
a hostile force that had erupted out of a
far-off land, and no wall, not even Chi-
na’s great one, had been sufficient to
hold them back.

Asimov’s
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A century later, Arab geographers were
still talking about Gog and Magog, and by
then the legendary wall of Alexander the
Great in the Caucasus had been sub-
sumed entirely into the very real one that
ran across northern China. The geogra-
pher Abulfeda (1273–1331) wrote, “The
Ocean turns northward along the east of
China, and then expands in the same di-
rection till it passes China, and comes
opposite to the rampart of Yajuj and Ma-
juj.” And Ibn Battuta, a globe-trotting
Arab from Tangier who spent twenty-
eight years roaming the world, covering
seventy-five thousand miles, made an
even more explicit identification of the
Great Wall as the bulwark against Gog
and Magog in the lengthy account of his
travels that still survives today.

Ibn Battuta set out for China from
India in 1341, accompanying an em-
bassy from the Sultan of Delhi, whom
he had served for eight years. Ship-
wrecked en route, the resilient Arab
spent a year and a half in the Maldive
Islands, then visited Ceylon, Bengal,
and the Malay Archipelago, and finally
got to China in 1347, late in the period
of Mongol rule.

“China,” he wrote, “is the safest as well
as the pleasantest of all the regions on
the earth for a traveler. You may travel
the whole nine months’ journey to which
the empire extends, without the slight-
est cause for fear, even if you have trea-
sure in your charge.” How much of China
Ibn Battuta actually saw is difficult to
determine, since he describes only the
coastal regions of the south and seems to
think much of the interior is uninhabit-
ed. But he does note that sixty days’
journey north of Canton, his base for
much of his visit, is “the Rampart, or
Great Wall of Gog and Magog.” Of the

lands beyond the Great Wall he says,
“This territory is occupied by wandering
tribes of heathen, who eat such people as
they can catch, and for this reason no
one enters their country or attempts to
travel there. I saw nobody in this city
who had been to the Great Wall, or who
knew anybody who had been there.”

After that we hear very little about
Gog and Magog, though Sir John Man-
deville, that most unreliable of witness-
es, does provide a lengthy account of
them in his largely fictional fourteenth-
century account of his travels. Mandev-
ille reverts to the old idea that they are
penned up behind Alexander’s alleged
wall in the Caucasus, and he puts the
Ten Lost Tribes of Israel back there with
them for good measure. When the An-
tichrist comes, Mandeville says, they will
break down the gates of the wall and
come rampaging out into the cities of
mankind.

The lands of Gog and Magog remained
on maps for centuries—Mercator’s map of
China of 1569 showed them, though he
put them up by the Arctic Circle, far
north of the Great Wall, which he also
charted. By now, though, with every inch
of our planet mapped and Googled, we
know that we need not fear the fangs and
claws of Gog and Magog as they break
free of their imprisonment and ride down
in fury upon us. What dire creatures are
yet to emerge from behind the ice wall
that protects the Seven Kingdoms of Wes-
teros, only George R.R. Martin knows,
and surely he will tell us in due course.
But, derived as they may be from these
ancient tales of Gog and Magog, they re-
main creatures of fantasy and nothing
more, and they will remain safely shield-
ed from us in the pages of his novels. We
should all be grateful for that. ❍
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puppy poop
cience fiction has had its share of
fan feuds, but the Sad Puppy <en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Sad_Puppies>
uprising of recent memory was among

the most disruptive—and pointless—in
the history of our genre. Unlike the old
time fannish dustups which took place
at the glacial speed of the Postal Service,
this one happened in real time on social
media and blogs and comment sections.
While the majority of science fiction read-
ers pay scant attention to such insider do-
ings, over the past few years the Sad Pup-
pies and their rabid cohorts shouted their
way not only onto the front pages of the
genre press, but also into the headlines of
many general news outlets.

To catch you up: storm clouds gathered
in 2013 when Larry Correia <larry
correia.wordpress.com>, an ambitious
and popular SF novelist, chafed on his
blog over his lack of awards recogni-
tion <monsterhunternation.com/2013
/01/08/how-to-get-correia-nominated-
for-a-hugo>. To remedy this perceived
slight, he proposed gaming the Hugo
Awards <thehugoawards.org> by ask-
ing his fans to pay a fee that would en-
able them to nominate his latest novel.
“Monster Hunter Legion <www.
baen.com/monster-hunter-legion.html> is
eligible . . . I’m just pointing that out. The
fact that I write unabashed pulp action
that isn’t heavy handed message fic an-
noys the literati to no end.” 

Correia believed that the SF establish-
ment in general and the Hugo Awards
process in particular were ignoring him
and other like-minded writers. He rec-
ommended that his followers ask them-
selves: “Should I vote for the heavy hand-

ed message fic about the dangers of
fracking and global warming and dying
polar bears and robot rape as a bad femi-
nist analogy with a villain who is a thinly
veiled Dick Cheney? Or should I vote for
the LAS VEGAS EXPLOSION SHOOT-
ING EVERYTHING DRAGON HELI-
COPTER CHASE ORC SACRIFICING
CHICKENS BOOK!?!” 

He considered the answer to be self-ev-
ident. So, if his fans bought sixty dollar
supporting memberships to the annual
World Science Fiction Convention
<worldcon.org>, they could intervene in
the Hugo voting process to promote their
favorites. “And once you’ve done that,
you can nominate. The nominations stay
open for a few more months, so I’ll post
about some of the things I think which
are awesome, but which normally have a
snowball’s chance in hell of winning.” 

It was possible at the time to read this
as a tongue-in-cheek PR stunt that failed,
since despite Correia’s lobbying, Monster
Hunter Legion did not make the Hugo
ballot. However, the next year he re-
turned with reinforcements, birthing the
insurgency known as the Sad Puppies.
(The self-deprecating name refers to this
ASPCA commercial <www.youtube.
com/watch?v=IO9d2PpP7tQ>. It’s meant
to compare pulp writers who provide en-
tertainment to the masses, but get no
recognition, to abused pets.) Not only did
Correia have a new novel to flog, but he
also posted a slate <monsterhunternation.
com/2014/03/25/my-hugo-slate> of
twelve works of fiction and non-fiction
that he urged his Puppy minions to nom-
inate. As an act of provocation, he includ-
ed a novelette by one Vox Day, a pseudo-
nym for a notorious internet troll

DON’T READ THE COMMENTS
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<time. com/4457110/internet-trolls>
named Theodore Beale. As Correia
blogged, “. . . one of my stated goals was to
demonstrate that SJWs would have a
massive freak out if somebody with the
wrong politics got on. So on the slate it
went. I nominated Vox Day because Sa-
tan didn’t have any eligible works that
period.” What’s a SJW, you ask.
Wikipedia explains <en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Social_justice_ warrior>: “ ‘Social
justice warrior” is a pejorative term for
an individual promoting  socially progres-
sive views, including feminism, civil
rights, multiculturalism, and identity
politics.” 

Better organized the second time
around, the Sad Puppies slate succeeded,
after a fashion. Seven of Correia’s choices
made it onto the final ballot, although
almost all came in last place when the
votes were counted, and one, Vox Day’s
novelette, finished below “No Award”
<www. thehugoawards.org/the-voting-
system/>.

The embrace of Vox Day highlighted
the true agenda of the Puppies. The claim
that SF wasn’t adventurous enough and
that it had strayed from its pulp origins
was just a smokescreen for an alt-right
political attack on the genre. The gloves
came off after Vox Day launched the ex-
tremist wing of the Sad Puppies, which
he called the Rabid Puppies. You will
note that I have not included URLs for
the Rabid Puppies or for Vox Day. I’m
embarrassed enough to be writing about
him, dear reader, much less to be point-
ing you toward the toxic sites where he
spews! Consider that Day has come out
against women’s suffrage, has suggested
marital rape is an oxymoron, has stooped
to racist taunts, and has preached that
homosexuality is a birth defect and you’ll
know more than you need to know about
his vile beliefs. 

When Correia stepped away from the
Puppies, Vox Day became its central fig-
ure, in the process skewing some of the
rhetoric perilously close to hate speech.
Nevertheless, by adroitly pursuing the
slate ploy a third time, the Rabid Pup-

pies swamped the final ballot in 2015,
placing fifty-eight of their sixty-seven
recommendations before Hugo voters.
Five different categories had nothing
but Puppy nominees! Very few of these
works would have received any notice
had it not been for the Puppies’ ballot
manipulation. 

The overwhelming majority of SF fans
were aghast. Not only were reforms im-
plemented to forestall future Puppy in-
terference, but the Hugo voters rejected
the Puppies at Sasquan <sasquan.
org>, the World Science Fiction Conven-
tion in Spokane in 2015. No Award won
in all five of the Puppy-only categories. In
those categories where there was a mix of
Puppy and legitimate nominations, Pup-
py nominees lost to No Award. Although
they suffered a crushing defeat, they had
managed to hijack one of the genre’s most
prestigious awards. They returned again
in 2016 with a new strategy, this time in-
cluding in their slates a few works by au-
thors who had no sympathy whatsoever
for the Puppy cause, using them as a kind
of literary camouflage. This strategy
proved ineffective, and by the time the
most recent Hugos were awarded at
Worldcon 75 <www.worldcon.fi> in
Helsinki, the Puppies had been thorough-
ly marginalized. The influential fanzine
File 770 <file770.com/?p=34186> esti-
mates that there were just eighty to nine-
ty Puppy voters out of 2464 nominating
ballots cast before the Helsinki Worldcon.
However, Vox Day did manage to get
himself and a few of the obscure authors
he’d published nominated in a handful
of categories once again. 

Although the Puppies will probably
continue to whine, their influence seems
to have waned. What did they accom-
plish? Although they garnered a few emp-
ty nominations, they did not succeed in
blowing up the Hugo Awards. They failed
to make a convincing case for their con-
servative politics, nor did they woo con-
verts to their literary cause. What they
did get was a boatload of press, albeit
most of it negative. The roster of news
sources that reported on the Puppies is
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impressive. The Los Angeles Times, the
New York Times, the Wall Street Journal,
Entertainment Weekly, Slate, NPR, The
Guardian, Wired, The Atlantic, and The
Huffington Post gave them bemused, but
largely critical notice, while the National
Review and Breitbart News cheered them
on. Some viewed the sound and fury as a
manifestation of a cultural malaise, link-
ing them to Gamergate <en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Gamergate_controversy> or the
rise of Donald Trump <salon.com/
2016/08/23/the-alt-right-attacks-sci-fi-
how-the-hugo-awards-got-hijacked-by-
trumpian-style-culture-warriors>.

no utopia 
In 1996 the Internet pioneer John Per-

ry Barlow <en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John
_Perry_Barlow> published A Declaration
of the Independence of Cyberspace
<eff.org/cyberspace-independence> that
has since been widely reprinted, to both
praise and criticism. At the dawn of the
internet, it was possible to imagine it be-
coming a digital utopia. As Barlow wrote,
addressing the existing governments of
the world, “We are creating a world that
all may enter without privilege or preju-
dice accorded by race, economic power,
military force, or station of birth. . . . We
believe that from ethics, enlightened self-
interest, and the commonweal, our gover-
nance will emerge. Our identities may be
distributed across many of your jurisdic-
tions. The only law that all our con-
stituent cultures would generally recog-
nize is the Golden Rule. We hope we will
be able to build our particular solutions
on that basis. But we cannot accept the
solutions you are attempting to impose.”
I too was swept up in that early-days op-
timism about the future of the internet;
my “On The Net” columns from the late
nineties are aglow with it.

Last year the Pew Research Center
issued a report called The Future of
Free Speech, Trolls, Anonymity and
Fake News Online <pewinternet.org/
2017/03/29/the-future-of-free-speech-trolls
-anonymity-and-fake-news-online> that
shows the naïveté of pundits like Barlow

and Kelly in trusting that the Golden
Rule would hold sway over our digital
discourse. The trends cited in the report
were ripped from the headlines. ISIS is
using social media as a weapon of ter-
ror <theatlantic.com/magazine/archive
/2016/11/war-goes-viral/501125> and
the Russians programmed internet bots to
distort our most recent election <dhs.
gov/news/2016/10/07/joint-statement-
department-homeland-security-and-office-
director-national>. Online harassment
is on the rise <pewinternet.org/2014/
10/22/online-harassment>, with some
40 percent of adults having experienced
it personally, and the onslaught of in-
ternet trolls <businessinsider.com/
find-out-why-any-of-us-are-capable-of-
trolling-2017-3> has led many sites ei-
ther to close comments or use modera-
tors to police them <npr.org/sections/
ombudsman/2014/09/24/348775874/
policing-the-trolls-the-ins-and-outs-of-
comment-moderation>. And the report
was issued before the horrific incidents of
murders and suicides livestreamed
to Facebook <washingtonpost.com/
business/technology/facebook-wanted-
visceral-live-video-its-getting-suicides-and
-live-streaming-killers/2017/04/17/a
6705662-239c-11e7-a1b3-faff0034e2de_
story.html?utm_term=.9f5c00b7d5e7>. 

Citing digital bank heists <nytimes.
com/2016/05/14/business/dealbook/
details-emerge-on-global-bank-heists-by-
hackers.html>, multiple hacks resulting
in millions having personal informa-
tion compromised <informationis
beautiful.net/visualizations/worlds-
biggest-data-breaches-hacks>, the grow-
ing threat of ransomware <en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Ransomware>, and a spate of
distributed denial-of-service at-
tacks <theguardian.com/technology/
2016/oct/21/ddos-attack-dyn-internet-
denial-service>, The Guardian has of-
fered a chilling response to Barlow’s Dec-
laration in Has the Internet Become
a Failed State? <theguardian.com/
technology/2016/nov/27/has-internet-
become-failed-state-crime-cyberspace>.
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In Memoriam
Brian W. Aldiss (1925-2017)

It is with sadness that we note the passing of SF Grand Master Brian W. Aldiss a
day after his ninety-second birthday. Brian’s work won two Hugos, a Nebula, and a
John W. Campbell Memorial Award. His short story “Super-Toys Last All Summer
Long” was the basis for the movie A.I. Artificial Intelligence. Brian may be the only
author to have had stories published under all five editors of Asimov’s. Of his four-
teen tales for the magazine, my favorites include “The Blue Background” (April 1983)
and “The Difficulties Involved in Photographing Nix Olympica” (May 1986). For many
years, I enjoyed visiting with Brian in Florida at the International Conference for the
Fantastic in the Arts. Brian attended annually as the conference’s “Permanent Spe-
cial Guest.” Ill health had kept him away for the past few years, but his vibrant per-
sonality has been and always will be deeply missed.
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I am still mulling over the Pew Re-
port, since it raises important issues
that we as members of the science fic-
tion community and as citizens of the
world need to address. But for now I
leave you with a couple of quotes for fur-
ther reflection. The first is from The
Guardian article: 

“One way of thinking about the net is
as a mirror held up to human nature.
Some of what appears in the mirror is
inspiring and heart-warming. Much of
what goes on online is enjoyable, harm-
less, frivolous, fun. But some of it is truly
repellent: social media, in particular, fa-
cilitate firestorms of cruelty, racism, ha-
tred, and hypocrisy.”

The other quote is from Defense One

<defenseone.com>, a blog about “the fu-
ture of U.S. defense and national securi-
ty” that examines Weaponized Narra-
tive <defenseone.com/ideas/2017/01/
weaponized-narrative-new-battlespace/
134284>: 

“In the hands of professionals, the
powerful emotions of anger and fear can
be used to control adversaries, limit
their options, and disrupt their function-
al capabilities. This is a unique form of
soft power. In such campaigns, facts are
not necessary because—contrary to the
old memes of the Enlightenment—truth
does not necessarily prevail. It can be
overwhelmed with constantly repeated
and replenished falsehood.”

Puppies, I’m looking at you. ❍
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alf a dozen years ago I chose to re-
turn to a kind of science fiction I
had turned my back on almost sixty
years earlier—space opera.

Jack Williamson, my collaborator in
one of my two first 1955 novels, wrote
that space travel was to science fiction
what the Trojan War was to the Greeks—
a defining myth. That myth became a re-
ality, of sorts, after the Moon landing and
unmanned research vessels to Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and beyond. But
that was only the first small step. Still to
come in the fulfillment of humanity’s ex-
plorations into the unknown and the un-
touched were the exploration of the plan-
ets and then, in the more distant future,
extrasolar expeditions. That imagined fu-
ture was fueled by recent astronomical
discoveries of planets around other suns,
some of them with conditions resembling
those on Earth.

Focus on space started early. A sub-
stantial number of magazine covers, be-
ginning with Amazing Stories, featured
spaceships, aliens, or other worlds. In
the twenties and thirties the spaceships
were fanciful; by the fifties they had be-
come more technologically plausible as
the realization of the myth became more
credible with the use of rocket-propelled
missiles in World War II. When book
publishers began to issue science fiction,
Doubleday identified its hardcover sci-
ence fiction line with a rocketship on the
spine. I would look for it in the new-
books section at the public library.

John Campbell once defined science
fiction as “the dreams . . . of a technologi-
cal society.” Space travel was its central
dream. It was not the only dream, but it
was the one that dominated the science
fiction imagination. Even the imagina-
tion of the earliest humans, who looked
up at the Moon and thought of it as an

island in the sky that some wonderful
contrivance or cosmic accident or spiritu-
al ascent could make accessible. It was a
striking example of what critic Northrop
Frye called “the world beyond the hill,”
the place where authors could place their
fantastic stories or imaginary societies
beyond the reach of validation. Pre-sci-
ence fiction literature is filled with tales
of Moon voyages—by whirlwind, by spiri-
tual transport, by demons, by swans, by
bottles of dew and mechanical grasshop-
pers equipped with firework rockets.
Scholar Marjorie Nicholson filled a 1948
book with them.

It took the Industrial Revolution and
the Scientific Enlightenment to bring an
element of real-world possibility to these
stories. Edgar Allan Poe wrote about a
balloon equipped with an air-compres-
sor. Jules Verne’s engineers built a can-
non sunk into the soil of what later
would become known as Cape Canaver-
al. H.G. Wells imagined Cavorite, an
anti-gravity substance that Verne derid-
ed as unscientific.

But the space opera, the grand vision
of humanity bursting out of its Solar
System into the galactic unknown, with
all of its discoveries and perils, required
the invention of the science fiction maga-
zine in 1926 by technology-enthusiast
Hugo Gernsback. Amazing Stories pro-
vided a market and readers for E.E.
“Doc” Smith and Lee Hawkins Garvey’s
1928 epic serial The Skylark of Space,
and what had been an occasional novel
of cosmic adventure in the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries became a
genre. Smith was soon joined by Ed-
mond Hamilton, John W. Campbell, Jr.,
Jack Williamson, and others. In their
hands, the story of extraplanetary dis-
covery of strange creatures, adventure,
and romance became a category with
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such distinguishing characteristics as
expansive scale, battles in space, ad-
vanced technology, melodrama, and of-
ten the survival of humanity, humanity’s
home world, and the triumph of good
over galactic evil.

That this explosion of cosmic concern
occurred at this particular time and
place may owe a great deal to Edwin
Hubble’s 1924 announcement that the
Universe was not just the Milky Way but
involved billions of other galaxies, and
that the Universe was not only bigger
than anyone had imagined but getting
bigger.

The space-travel category continued to
dominate the magazines (the creation of
science fiction magazines seemed to ex-
tinguish the interest of book publishers)
through the 1930s, with Smith’s Lens-
man series, Hamilton’s world-saving and
world-destroying stories for Weird Tales,
Williamson’s Legion of Space serials, and
many more. They got so commonplace
and predictable that by 1941 fan (later
author) Wilson “Bob” Tucker gave the
stories the derisive “space opera” name
(inspired by radio’s “soap opera” and
film’s “horse opera”). And in 1950, when
Galaxy was first published, it advertised
on its back cover that readers would nev-
er find such stories in its pages.

But that didn’t slow down science fic-
tion’s love affair with vast expanses and
flamboyant concepts yet to be explored.
Smith continued publishing into the
1950s, and when postwar fan publishers
began to turn the previous two decades
of magazine serials into hardcover
books, Smith’s Lensman series was one
of the first, issued as a boxed set under
the title of “The History of Civilization.”
After his death the series was continued
by several authors.

The category opened new vistas in
1942 when Isaac Asimov published the
first of his Foundation stories, and the
vast galactic empire became a subject for
social and political speculation with no
aliens and no space battles. Appropriate-
ly, it got its inspiration from the fall of
the Roman Empire, but projected on a

vaster scale, and it imagined how the
Dark Ages could have been avoided or
shortened. Donald Wollheim suggested
in The Universe Makers that the Foun-
dation Trilogy transformed science fic-
tion. After that the story of humanity’s
expansion into extrasolar space could
have other uses.

The old-fashioned space opera was
still thriving when Jack Williamson ap-
proached me in 1952 about taking over
his ideas and material for a novel he had
been blocked on for a number of years,
and in 1955 Gnome Press published
Star Bridge. The book got no particular
attention when it appeared (though the
New York Times’ Gerald Jonas gave it a
glowing review ten years later), but it
has been reprinted numerous times
since, most recently by Tor Books. It was
galactic romance at its most typical, al-
though it had no space battles, no aliens
except a diamond-eating, shape-chang-
ing parrot, and it substituted energy
tubes for spaceships. My other space-
opera contribution the same year, This
Fortress World, was grimmer—a natu-
ralistic response to all the spotless av-
enues and casual extinctions of the cate-
gory up to that time. 

The list of authors who contributed to
the legends of men and women in space
is diverse: C. L. Moore in the thirties,
Leigh Brackett and A. E. van Vogt in the
forties, Gordon Dickson, Poul Anderson,
James Blish, Robert Silverberg, and
Jack Vance in the fifties, along with
Britain’s Kenneth Bulmer, John Brun-
ner, and E.C. Tubb. In following years,
many of these authors would continue to
publish space operas and would be joined
by a substantial body of others, including
C.J. Cherryh, Michael Moorcock, Samuel
R. Delany, Ursula K. Le Guin, Alan Dean
Foster, Philip José Farmer, Ben Bova,
Mike Resnick, and lots of others.

While many writers offered the same
good old stuff of large-scale adventures
with species survival in the balance,
even resulting in a sub-category that be-
came known as combat or military SF,
most brought something of their own to
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the category. Some authors focused on
the voyage, some on the perils along the
way, some on the aliens to be encoun-
tered. Murray Leinster’s 1934 “Proxima
Centauri” dealt with all three in a gener-
ation ship and its interception by superi-
or aliens who turn out to be descended
from carnivorous plants, and Robert
Heinlein’s 1941 “Universe” focused on
the psychological adaptations of the de-
scendants of generation-ship passengers
and crew in a ship that lost its way and
its purpose. It was a concept picked up
by a rich variety of subsequent authors,
including Brian Aldiss with Non-Stop,
Harry Harrison with Captive Universe,
and Gene Wolfe with The Book of the
Long Sun, as well as Harlan Ellison
with his TV series The Starlost. A good
number of space operas dealt with alien
invasion, beginning with the grandfa-
ther of them all, H.G. Wells’s The War of
the Worlds. Others dealt with adven-
tures on alien worlds, typified by Edgar
Rice Burroughs’s Mars novels. Space
travel also provided authors with more
credible locales for strange creatures
and lost civilizations after unknown lo-
cations on Earth became less believable.
More recently the alien-invasion narra-
tive evolved into “destroy them before
they destroy us” scenarios informed by
contemporary speculation about world
and even Solar System obliteration by
scientifically plausible new weapons like
neutronium in Greg Bear’s The Forge of
God or relativistic missiles in Charles
Pelligrino and George Zebrowski’s The
Killing Star.

Gradually the narrative of immensity
and spectacular conflict became adapted
to more artistic purposes by authors con-
cerned more with language and human
interactions than a sense of wonder. In
fact, keen observers might note that the
term space opera now covers a substan-
tial number of sub-categories that share
only in general terms the use of space,
aliens, space travel, planetary explo-
ration, and the clash of cultures and
ideas. The fact that the term continues
to exist may be a matter of tradition and

convenience, like the survival of the
term “science fiction” itself in spite of ef-
forts to find what some consider more
descriptive language. 

Although the pure space opera contin-
ues to be published, it is at its most typi-
cal in the visual media. Visual media
were quick to pick up on space opera. Not
long after the publication of The Skylark
of Space, Buck Rogers made his first ap-
pearance in Amazing Stories and was
soon transported into comic books, fol-
lowed by Flash Gordon, and then adapt-
ed into film serials. Ultimately space
opera found its greatest visual expres-
sion in Star Trek on television and 2001:
A Space Odyssey in film, and particular-
ly in Star Wars, the grandest space opera
of them all. Space opera continues to ex-
pand its universe in television and film.

A series of events and publications led
to a reevaluation of the space opera in
the 1970s, beginning with Brian Aldiss’s
1974 anthology Space Opera and his
1976 Galactic Empires, and continuing
through David Hartwell and Kathryn
Cramer’s 2006 The Space Opera Renais-
sance and Gardner Dozois and Jonathan
Strahan’s 2007 The New Space Opera.
They were mostly celebrating British
authorship, beginning with M. John
Harrison’s 1976 The Centauri Device and
David Pringle and Colin Greenland’s
challenge in the 1984 Interzone for
British authors to reinvent space opera.
British writers responded, led by
Stephen Baxter, Paul McAuley, Alistair
Reynolds, and others, particularly the
late Ian M. Banks, whose “Culture” nov-
els turned traditional space opera con-
cepts, like Larry Niven’s Ringworld, into
furniture for his dramas about a far fu-
ture when the traditional concerns
about life and death, love, gender, and
beliefs have become irrelevant. 

Meanwhile, in the U.S., David Brin in-
troduced a new element into space opera
with his “uplift” series in novels includ-
ing his 1984 Startide Rising. Lois Mc-
Master Bujold began her Vorkosigan se-
ries, and Vernor Vinge created some new
concepts of the influence of artificial in-
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telligences on human and alien affairs in
his 1992 A Fire Upon the Deep and 1997
A Deepness in the Sky. Long-time lead-
ing writers such as Kim Stanley Robin-
son brought new hard-science concerns
to interstellar travel in his 2015 Aurora,
and Carter Scholz considered the special
circumstances required to construct and
launch a generation ship and the haz-
ards of such travel in his 2015 “Gypsy.” 

Unpacking the term reveals that “space
opera” includes a variety of narratives,
the most ancient involving a journey to
encounter strange creatures and people
with strange customs. This is a tradition
at least as old as The Travels of Sir John
Mandeville, a popular thirteenth-centu-
ry, mostly fictional, journal written at a
time when people were largely ignorant
of, but curious about, unknown areas of
the world. Its way had been prepared by
Marco Polo’s description a century earli-
er of his journeys to the Orient.

Another element is the journey itself,
with all its perils and adventures, which
became a staple during the age of discov-
ery. In the age of invention, particularly
in transportation, this provided a model
for Jules Verne’s voyages extraordinaires.

Then there is the threat of invasion by
creatures unlike ourselves. Wells gave it
a dramatic entrance into what was then
called the scientific romance when his
Martians landed on Earth, but there
were ample precedents of invasions from
beings that were not considered fully hu-
man, going back to the barbarians sack-
ing Rome, and, as recently as the early
twentieth century, what was termed “the
Yellow Peril” featured in the first Buck
Rogers story in 1928.

Perhaps most central to the space
opera tradition is the battle of civiliza-
tions, glorified in mythology as early as
the Trojan War and continuing up
through Western and Eastern history as
the critical moments when victory or de-
struction were the only options. Randall
Garrett’s 1959 “Despoilers of the Golden
Empire” for Astounding described an ap-
parent alien invasion that turned out to
be Pizarro’s conquest of Peru. 

Finally, a concern with what defines
humanity came into the category—or
perhaps it had always been there (John
Campbell’s 1934 story “Twilight” defined
it as curiosity). The search for “the other”
has always involved a discovery of self,
and the truly alien brings this issue
clearly into focus.

That was where I began half a dozen
years ago when I was considering writ-
ing another novel. I had not written a
space opera for almost sixty years. After
the publication of Star Bridge and This
Fortress World, I had turned to stories
and novels about more immediate is-
sues, possibly responding to the increas-
ing emphasis on social science fiction. I
got an idea from a book on a half-book-
case on top of a table in my university of-
fice. It was Cory and Alexei Panshin’s
study of the development of science fic-
tion ending with the Golden Age, The
World Beyond the Hill: Science Fiction
and the Quest for Transcendence. I had a
vision of a machine actually producing
transcendence, not some mystical devel-
opment of super abilities or transformed
existence or spiritual transformation af-
ter death, but a process that would select
the ideal and leave the flaws behind. 

Creating a novel is not a task assumed
lightly. At best it requires a dedication of
months; at worst, years. It is like gather-
ing an army to attack a fortress or work-
men to build a bridge. The author of a
science fiction novel has to create a world
in which his characters can plausibly
confront the problems with which the
world afflicts them. Some space operas
place their actions in the far-distant fu-
ture, like Asimov’s Foundation stories,
which makes less credible his human
characters behaving and talking like
people do today. Some, like “Doc” Smith’s
Skylark and Lensman novels, start in
contemporary times, which creates a
need for technological breakthroughs or
alien intervention. I decided upon a time
one thousand years in the future, when
interplanetary exploration might be
plausible but humanity would still be
relatively unchanged except, perhaps,
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for a nod to changes in language. After
that came the invention of a galactic sit-
uation into which to introduce my hu-
man and alien characters. The answer I
came up with was a galactic federation
controlled by a variety of aliens, not only
making plausible advanced technologies
developed over millennia but providing
competition, and possibly opposition, for
humans, as well as expanding a theme of
transcendence to all rational and self-
aware beings. And then the novel re-
quired a special location for a “transcen-
dental machine.” It had to be inaccessible
or it would already have been put to use.
A possible remote place might be an un-
explored part of the Galaxy: an adjacent
spiral arm of the Galaxy presented itself,
unexplored because of the difficulties of
going from one spiral arm to another. I
could not remember seeing that problem
raised before.

All that led to a quest for the transcen-
dental machine, a quixotic and possibly
spiritual journey involving humans and
aliens. That reminded me of similar lit-
erary pilgrimages, particularly Geoffrey
Chaucer’s “Canterbury Tales,” and sug-
gested a long voyage in which the char-
acters might have a chance to tell their
stories to relieve the boredom and anxi-
eties of their journey.

That is how Transcendental came to-
gether, and only the long slog of putting
it all in appropriate characters, inci-
dents, and language remained. The
Chaucer inspiration, honored by the
name of the spaceship in which the pil-
grims make their journey, suggested
tributes to the authors and stories that
had built the foundations of space opera
and science fiction itself. For instance,
the ending of Transcendental, which,
along with the first chapter, was written
before the rest of the novel, reminded me
of the ending of H. Rider Haggard’s She,
and I decided to name my heroine after
Haggard’s Ayesha, which I had read
somewhere was pronounced “Asha.”
Somewhat to my surprise I later discov-
ered in a couple of TV dramas female
characters actually named “Asha.” I paid

tribute at other points in the novel to
other authors I have admired or been in-
spired by, such as a use of Heinlein’s
iconic “the door dilated”; Samuel R. De-
lany’s red and blue suns from his essay
about the protocols for reading science
fiction; the protection associations from
A.E. van Vogt’s The World of Null-A; and
many others, including Asimov’s “Tran-
tor” and Murray Leinster’s “Proxima
Centauri”: Asha’s generation ship was
named the Adastra in Leinster’s honor
and intercepted mid-flight. Readers in-
terested in such matters may want to
seek out other examples, many of them
presented less obviously. Every science
fiction text draws upon the authors who
have preceded it and the traditions and
concepts they helped create; Transcen-
dental chose to acknowledge them.

Science fiction is an ongoing dialogue
among authors about the human condi-
tion experiencing change. Sometimes the
responses are deliberate, as they were to
Robert Heinlein’s Starship Troopers. My
own example was my reaction to Fred
Pohl’s “The Midas Plague,” which, as
great a story as it was, I thought didn’t
address the problem of robots producing
and then consuming the torrent of goods
that were overwhelming human society.
I published “Little Orphan Android” in
the same magazine, Galaxy. I also pub-
lished “The Gingerbread Man” as my re-
sponse to Asimov’s “The Bicentennial
Man,” though not many readers may
have noticed, in spite of the fact that I
gave my character the same name as
Asimov’s robot, whom I thought was su-
perior to the humans he served so faith-
fully.

The opportunity to have the charac-
ters in Transcendental tell their own sto-
ries allowed the novel an opportunity to
discuss the issue of what represents
transcendence in a variety of circum-
stances and to dramatize the cultural
forces that might lead different species
toward species improvement, and to
technological means over the slow and
uncertain methods of evolution. And I
found a personal satisfaction in the final
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outcome (that might not have been
shared by all readers). Science fiction is
the literature of change, and it is most
typical (and perhaps best) when it con-
siders unanticipated consequences. As
Asimov commented at the end of an es-
say on “Futuristics,” the most difficult
development to predict is the side effect.
It was easy to predict the automobile, he
wrote; what is difficult to predict was the
traffic jam. It was easy to predict radio;
what was difficult to predict was the
soap opera. It was easy to predict the in-
come tax; what was difficult to predict
was the expense account.

So, in a sense, it was easy to imagine
transcendence, even transcendence by
machine, but in what form and by what
means? That is what Transcendental
was about—what it means to transcend
our human limitations.

It might be of interest to readers who
like to read between the words on the
page that while Transcendental was
modeled after The Canterbury Tales, its
sequel Transgalactic was modeled after
The Odyssey, and the third volume in the
trilogy, Transformation, was modeled af-
ter “Jason and the Golden Fleece” and
its Argonauts. There are traces of those
works throughout the novels.

I had never written a trilogy before. I
had never even written a sequel, al-
though I had broken up big concepts into
smaller segments to be published in
magazines that I later brought together
into novels. But I thought of a trilogy
when I first came up with the idea for
Transcendental and described it in my
two-page proposal.

Having gone to the effort of creating a
galaxy (or at least one spiral arm of one)
of humans and aliens, the civilizations
they built and the challenges they faced,
and the characters who populated them
along with their individual stories, it oc-
curred to me that I had not finished with
them, or they with me. Eight of my char-
acters had told their stories in their own
words, but I thought they deserved to
have their lives considered and expand-
ed as more traditional narratives. And so

I have set down what I call “Transcen-
dental Tales” as a tribute to those char-
acters and a kind of prequel to the Tran-
scendental trilogy.

I hope you enjoy reentering the Tran-
scendental universe. Fiction may be our
own transcendental machine. ❍

At ninety-four, James Gunn may be the
oldest author publishing regularly in our
pages. He is certainly one of the
busiest. Jim is working on a revised
and updated edition of Alternate
Worlds for McFarland Books. “They
propose to publish it in a more stan-
dard 7 by 10 format, but are allowing
me to include about 350 illustrations.
I’m about done with the revisions and
now must select the photos. My mem-
oir, Star-Begotten, was published last
fall, and Mike Page has completed
work on my 1951 thesis, Modern Sci-
ence Fiction, which probably will be out
in the spring. It’s been a remarkable ex-
perience, with one novel and one book
about me (Saving the World Through
Science Fiction: James Gunn, Writer,
Teacher and Scholar by Michael
Page—McFarland 2017), and the mem-
oir coming out now, and probably the
Chinese edition of Alternate Worlds,
and eight more books (six in China)
scheduled for 2018 or the years that
follow.”
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THE SEEDS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS:

4107’S STORY
James Gunn

James Gunn tells us, “My Thought Experiment on ‘Space
Opera’ (see p. 14) and the stories coming up represent the fur-

ther expansion of the thought processes that went into the
writing of Transcendental. Writing a novel is always an invest-
ment of time and effort and most of all of mind. You live with

these characters and their world in a way that you can’t do
with real people in real life, and it was particularly so in the

case of Transcendental (and its sequels) because it was a
summing up, a tribute to the genre and the authors who had
contributed to my enjoyment and understanding of its magic.

One of the parts that I enjoyed the most (and a number of
readers commented on) were the stories that eight of the pil-
grims told about their own lives and their reasons for joining
the pilgrimage. One doesn’t often get an opportunity to let

characters tell their own stories in their own words in so many
different ways, and in this case they were very unusual char-
acters, like the two in this issue—an intelligent flower and a

guilt-ridden robot, both with unusual missions. After I had fin-
ished the trilogy I thought back to those characters and felt

that there were parts of their stories that could not be told in
their own first-person narratives, and I wanted to do them jus-
tice (for they had come to seem, to me, like real people in all

their different forms and backgrounds but with a shared
imperative), to tell their stories more fully as traditional narra-

tives rather than confessions.” 

The alien creature that broke the fibrous outer surface of its shell and began its
struggle to the surface of the heavy planet called Flora was part of a multitude, but



as it pushed through the topsoil into the warmth of a yellow sun it became aware of
the disturbing reality of its existence. That it was individual and aware were the con-
sequences of a series of crimes inflicted on a guiltless species. All this emerged from
a slow connection of neurons scattered through its stem and unfolding fronds and,
finally, into the yellow flower that gradually blossomed and sought the sun. The first
reality the flower creature was forced to accept was the designation that distanced
itself from all the others in the same field and across the vast world that they in-
habited. It was 4107, and as it pieced together the information and instructions
embedded in the seed from which it had sprouted, it was profoundly unhappy. 

The world on which it grew was thought of as “Earth,” or the home planet, as all
home worlds are, but outsiders called it “Flora” because of its people. And its domi-
nant species was called “the People,” as all species consider themselves. Whatever
language intelligent creatures use—the movement of air through passages that re-
strict its f low in various distinguishable ways, the rubbing of mandibles, the ges-
tures of tentacles, the release of pheromones, or, in the case of the People, the
disturbance of air by the movement of fronds—the translation is always the same.
They are the People. 

For uncounted generations the People had lived the simple lives of seedlings
springing from the soil, growing into maturity and blossoming, enjoying fertilization,
dropping their petals and then their seeds upon the soil, and depositing their decay-
ing bodies to nourish the next generation. The generations were uncounted because
every day was the same, and every year: the people of this world were born, lived, re-
produced, and died. Their world was a big world, drawn by its massive gravity into
great plains and placid seas, and the People thrived in peace and plenty amid mind-
less warmth and fertile soil. That is the time the People looked back upon as par-
adise, before they developed awareness and were expelled.

Even paradise had its problems. Flora had grazers, herbivores who lived among
the People and nourished themselves with the People’s vegetable plenty, and preda-
tors who prevented the herbivores from destroying themselves by overgrazing and
overpopulation, but the People responded with one of the great breakthroughs of
their evolution: they made themselves unpleasant fodder, and when the grazers
evolved in response, the People developed poisons. The grazers died off, and then the
predators, and the only competitors that remained were weeds. The People devel-
oped herbicides, and then they were truly supreme and supremely content in their
mindless vegetable way. The process took many long cycles, but finally Flora was the
People and the People were Flora.

At this moment of mindless bliss, a passing astronomical body came into their exis-
tence like divine punishment for the People’s hubris, showering their world with dev-
astating radiation that nearly destroyed all life on Flora including the People, stirring
their world’s inner fires and releasing continents from the loving embrace of its mas-
sive gravity. The paradise that the People’s world had been became hell: volcanic erup-
tions poisoned the air, and lava burned its way across the plains; the continents
crashed together and pushed upward great mountain ranges. The People perished.

Long cycle after long cycle passed until long-buried seeds f inally poked their
sprouts through cracking lava. Among them was a single great flower, known to lat-
er generations as One. Before One, the People had no awareness of separate exis-
tence. After One the People traced their origin from this single source, who is
regarded as both savior and destroyer. Through the destruction caused by the in-
vading astronomical body, perhaps, or more likely by the radiation that showered the
planet from the passing cosmic missile or released with magma from Flora’s long-
sheltered interior, One developed the ability to pull its roots from the soil and move
to a sunnier or more fertile place, an ability it passed along to its descendants. With
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maneuverable roots, this great Floran no longer had to trust the uncertain breeze to
distribute its seeds to suitable soils; One and its descendants moved meter by meter
and cycle by cycle to sheltered valleys where the People could deposit their seeds in
soil prepared to receive them, with more than a hope that chance would allow them
to grow and flower and seed.

Each generation took as its designation an ascending number: 4107 was the forty-
one hundredth generation since the great One, and the seventh in its generation. All
its ancestors had changed, generation by generation, to gain movement, intelligence,
and understanding of the world that first nurtured and then tried to destroy them,
and the uncaring Universe that kills as blindly as it nurtures.

As all of this information f lowed from 4107’s shattered birth seed through the
roots of its development, it became aware of itself and the agony of separation. The
profound unhappiness that it felt could not endure. 

Every thinking and self-aware species has experienced the impact of intelligence,
but none remembers. Florans remember. The history of their species is recorded in
the seeds of their consciousness. Before, they had only the memory of process, the ir-
resistible bursting from the seed pod, the passionate thrusting upward toward the
sun and downward toward moisture and food, the satisfying f low of nutrients
through capillaries and their transformation into cellular substance, the delightful
flowering, the ecstatic fertilizing, the determined growth of seeds into which all past
and future was poured, and the fading sere time that ends in death. But then aware-
ness of environment entered, and from that all else flowed.

Through senses that received information from the infrared, Florans learned that
the Universe was more than the sun, the soil, the air, and water. The Universe held
many suns, other Earths held many soils and many kinds of air, and the rivers, the
lakes, and the seas held many waters, and some of these were nurturing and some
were not. Florans learned that they need not allow themselves to be dependent upon
nature’s fickle moods but could manipulate their environment, controlling the fertil-
ity of the soil and the rain that fell upon it, and then that they could manipulate
themselves, controlling the patterns of biological inheritance they passed along to
their seeds. And they learned to limit their reproduction so as not to exhaust their
resources—and thus, having postponed their f lowering and their going to seed,
learned that they could postpone the dying that went with it. With longevity came
the accumulation of information and experience that other species equate with wis-
dom, and its encapsulation in their seeds.

Longevity beyond the season meant an acceleration of the learning process. Flo-
rans learned to develop special breeds, some for greater intelligence to provide more
understanding of the Universe, some for a new ability comparable to what other
species call vision that allowed Florans to perceive the world and the Universe in
new ways, some for manipulative skills to make Florans independent of their envi-
ronment, and some for memory to store the wisdom gathered by the others. And fi-
nally, through an accumulation of observations and a linking of observations into a
scenario of events far from the earthy reality they inhabited, they came upon the ter-
rible truth—that the passing cosmic body that had expelled them from paradise was
not some chance interstellar visitor, not some cosmic joke by the cosmic jokester, but
a relativistic missile flung across their path by greedy aliens, envious of their world
and eager to reap the benefits of a heavy planet and the mineral wealth that it
might vomit from its depths.

They learned all this when the Alpha Centaurans landed in their sterile metal
ships. The shining vessels from a world far from Flora descended upon the Florans’
world, glowing from their passage through an atmosphere thicker than any Alpha
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Centauran had known, but thinner for the passage of the invading missile many thou-
sands of long cycles before. They glowed with heat, these vessels, and slowly cooled be-
fore the Alpha Centaurans emerged like meat asserting its natural dominance over
the vegetable world. They were descended from birds who ate insects and seeds, and
they wasted no thought or pity on the Florans they had crushed or the paradise their
ancestors had destroyed. Why should they? They were the gods of the Universe.

So the Florans also felt, at first. The Alpha Centaurans had come from the sky like
gods, and they came in machines unlike anything ever to touch the soil of Flora, or
even imagined among those Florans who dreamed beyond their Flora-bound reality.
The vessels destroyed billions in their descents, and billions more as they sent ma-
chines to clear the plains, scything Florans down, trampling them beneath their
treads, plowing them under, mindless of their voiceless screams and desperate ef-
forts to communicate, to worship their magnificence in Florans’ vegetable way. The
Alpha Centaurans put alien seeds in Flora’s sacred soil, dull, unresponsive cousins
from other worlds. Florans tried to talk to these fellow vegetable creatures, but they
had nothing but primitive reactions to soil and sun; all awareness had been bred
from them, if it ever existed. The Alpha Centaurans thought of Florans, if they
thought of Florans at all, as alien vegetation to be adapted to their purposes or, if
that was unsuccessful, eliminated. Finally the Florans despaired and recalled old bi-
ological processes. Their herbicides almost succeeded in eliminating the alien vege-
tation, but the Alpha Centaurans responded with greater destruction, clearing even
the few Floran stragglers from their territories, protecting their seedlings with en-
ergy walls and developing targeted herbicides of their own.

Finally Florans realized the terrible truth: the Alpha Centaurans were not gods;
they were invaders, and they would destroy the People if they did not find an effec-
tive way to resist. At first the Florans developed sharp leaves stiffened with lignite
to kill Alpha Centaurans when they came among the Florans. These leaves were
dangerous even to Florans in a gusty wind. But the Alpha Centaurans seldom came
into the territories that they had not yet cleared; they preferred to send their ma-
chines, against whose metallic hides Floran weapons slid harmlessly aside. So the
Florans developed missiles, poisoned darts that could be expelled by an explosion of
stored gas. The Floran that launched such a missile died in the act, but went will-
ingly, for Florans are all part of the whole. And yet that too failed when their ene-
mies kept them at a distance. Florans could not use the poison that their ancestors
developed to kill the herbivores, because the Alpha Centaurans did not eat Florans,
being properly wary of alien evolution. The People grew machines like those the Al-
pha Centaurans made, only with rigid skins of vegetable matter, but they crumpled
against the metal of their enemies.

Finally the Florans realized that they could not defeat an enemy using the ene-
my’s weapons, and they moved the battle to their field, the soil and the vegetation
that grew from it. If their alien vegetation was moronic, the Florans would elevate
it; if it was alien, the Florans would naturalize it. The Florans put their specialized
agronomists to work, and within a few generations they infected Alpha Centauran
seeds with Floran genes subtly inserted to express themselves over the centuries.
They took advantage of storms and high winds to scatter the seeds among the Alpha
Centauran fields and waited while the Alpha Centaurans continued their campaign
of genocide until only a few remote pockets of Floran civilization remained as well
as the Florans’ hidden depositories of seeds. Would their tactic succeed before they
were destroyed beyond resurrection?

The memories of Florans are eternal; they can remember the sprouting of the first
Floran upon a steaming planet. And the thoughts of Florans are long, long thoughts,
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suited to the pace of their existence from season to season. But even they began to
despair until finally their stunted spies heard the first whispers of intelligence from
the Alpha Centauran fields. Within a hundred long cycles, the whispers grew into a
clamor and the Alpha Centaurans began to sicken as their sentient food slowly as-
sumed the character of the indigestible Floran seeds. More centuries passed before
the Alpha Centaurans realized that their diminishing vigor and increased disease
could be traced to their diet. They wiped out their fields and brought in fresh seed
from Centaurus, but it was too late. They could not eliminate all the altered vegeta-
tion, and the Floran-altered seeds, bred for dominance and power, soon transformed
the new, infecting them with Floran pathogens and Floran intelligence. More Alpha
Centaurans died.

At last the Alpha Centaurans recognized the inescapable truth: against an entire
planet invaders have no chance. They left in their big ships, shining like dwindling
spears into the Floran sky, leaving their ruins and their alien vegetation behind. 

The People had Flora to themselves once more, sharing it now with the uplifted Al-
pha Centauran vegetation. Florans treated it with the compassion they never re-
ceived from the Alpha Centaurans; they raised it to full sentience and gave it full
membership in the Floran community, and it responded by bringing new hybrid vig-
or to Floran lives and new memories to share. Those memories, now accessible to ra-
tional inspection, included an understanding of Alpha Centauran existence that
Florans had never been able to reach, and an experience with Alpha Centauran tech-
nology that they had found beyond comprehension. For the first time Florans real-
ized why the Alpha Centaurans could not recognize Floran sentience, and why they
had departed, still bewildered by Flora’s lethal resistance to their presence.

Florans also perceived that the Galaxy was filled with alien species and that the
People could never be safe in their splendid isolation, that they had to leave their
beloved Flora in order to save it. They took the information on Alpha Centauran
space ships buried, unsuspected, in the Alpha Centauran seeds of memory and ap-
plied it to their own expertise in growing things. They grew their spaceships. At first
they were mere decorative shells, but over the centuries their progeny developed in-
ternal mechanisms from differentiating vegetable membranes, and then movable
parts. The Florans grew organic computers operated at the cellular level by selected
bacteria. And, finally, the Florans evolved plants capable of producing, storing, and
releasing fuel, and the materials able to sustain their fiery expulsion.

Over many generations Florans tested these products of vegetable versatility and
persistence and saw them fail, disastrously, one after the other: the hulls failed, the
fuel ran out, the liners burned. But the Florans persisted. They knew that the Alpha
Centaurans, or some other rapacious meat creatures, would return, but Florans had
the vegetable tradition of patience, and they knew that they would persist until at
some distant moment they would succeed. And then one of their Alpha Centauran
brethren produced the answer—the ability to extract metal from the soil and to
shape it, molecule by molecule, into support beams and rocket liners. Another, re-
membering an Alpha Centauran model, developed the ability to process internal car-
bon into a beanstalk extending, molecule by molecule, into the sky. 

Finally the Florans were ready, physically if not psychologically. A crew was as-
sembled. Since Florans share the same heritage and memories, though some are
specialized in different ways, the selection was easy even if the process was hard. As
a species, Floran dreams were rooted to the soil; their nightmares were filled with
the dread of being separated from it. But their will was stronger than their fears,
and they launched themselves into the aching void in which Flora and her sister
planets existed, they discovered, as anomalies. The experience was terrifying. Most
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of them died of shock, a few from madness that their species had never before expe-
rienced. But a few survived to return and contribute their seed memories to the Flo-
ran gene pool, and from them grew sturdier voyagers. In the long progress of the
Floran kind, they persevered, they grew, they became what they needed to be. They
explored their solar system.

The Florans’ benevolent sun had seeded its near-space with seven planets and an
uncountable number of undeveloped seedlings beyond the farthest aggregation, be-
fore they were blasted by the Alpha Centauran relativistic missile. The nearest plan-
et was an insignificant rock sterilized by solar radiation; the next had been a gas
giant before the missile had stolen much of its atmosphere; the third was a fair
world, somewhat smaller than Flora, that had been destroyed by its animal inhabi-
tants; on its overheated soil and evaporated sea bottoms the exploring Florans found
evidence of meat-creature buildings like those of the Alpha Centaurans and a car-
bon-dioxide-laden atmosphere that had apparently been a run away reaction to in-
dustrial excess. It would have made a desirable home for Florans, but the searing
temperature and the absence of water made it a wasteland.

Flora was the fourth planet. Beyond Flora were two more gas giants and a frozen
rock. Florans were the masters of their solar system, though an impoverished one—
and poorer for the Alpha Centauran violence. Their attackers came from beyond the
Floran system. They had to go farther into the unknown, farther then they could
imagine.

The Florans found ways to use their sun’s energy that surpassed the natural sys-
tem of converting its rays into stem and leaf and flower. They developed vegetable
means of storing these energies. They grew stronger ships, and elevated them up
their beanstalks into orbit. They evolved better, more spaceworthy Florans. And fi-
nally they set out for the stars, not knowing where they were going or what they
were going to find or what they would do when they got there.

Generations later, as their primitive ships were still only a small way into the vast
emptiness that is most of the Universe, they were discovered by a Federation ship
that had just emerged from a nexus point. If the Florans aboard their ships had been
capable of astonishment, they would have wilted into death; if they had understood
the chance of being discovered in this fashion, they would not have considered it fan-
tasy.

Fortunately, the ship was Dorian, not Alpha Centauran, and even though the Do-
rians are grazers, they were enlightened grazers. They were as astonished by the
Floran crews as the crews should have been astonished by their discovery, and for
some cycles the Dorians looked for the meat creatures who, they thought, must be
the real space voyagers. Finally, because they were enlightened, they came to the re-
alization that the Florans were intelligent, and, through inspiration and dedication,
began to decipher the Florans’ frond-moving communication, just as the Florans be-
gan to understand the Dorians’ guttural explosions of air.

The Dorians installed their nexus devices in the Floran ships and took the Florans
to the Federation Council. There they sponsored the Florans, and, because they were
the first sentient vegetable creatures to be discovered in the Galaxy and had dis-
played so much determination in setting out in primitive ships and persisting
through unbelievable difficulties, they were admitted into the Council of civilized
species.

They had achieved their goal. They now were under the protection of the Galactic
Council and all its members.

As soon as the Florans understood Council procedures—they are limited in scope
but precise in their application—and began to acquire minimal insights into animal
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sentience and motivation (they comprehended concepts outside their own experience
only with great difficulty), they filed a genocide complaint against the Alpha Cen-
taurans. Council representatives listened with almost vegetable patience, but they
ruled against Flora. Florans were not sentient, they said, when the Alpha Centau-
rans seared their system with their relativistic missile, and the Alpha Centaurans,
after their later invasion, could not be expected to understand Florans’ evolved sen-
tience. The Florans’ complaint was dismissed. Indeed, some members of the Council,
perhaps with political ties to the Alpha Centaurans, suggested that Florans should
be grateful to the Alpha Centaurans for the actions that produced their sentience.
Florans do not understand gratitude, but they never forget injury.

Admission to the Council brought many benefits and some restrictions. From
beneficent members of the Council, Flora got knowledge of metalworking and ma-
chines, charts of the nexus points of the Galaxy and the ability to launch Floran
ships through the no-space between them, access to the vast library of information
accumulated by a hundred species over the long long-cycles, and the ability to re-
shape the Floran world and its system’s other worlds. Florans were forbidden, how-
ever, to emigrate to worlds beyond their system or to communicate, intellectually or
genetically, with vegetable species on Federation worlds. This, Florans were told,
would be a capital crime punishable by species extinction. That seemed extreme, but
Florans recognized that they were new and different, and they had the other planets
of their system to develop with their new skills, and, when that was complete, other
worlds outside Federation jurisdiction.

They called upon their vegetable patience, knowing that, before the end of time,
they would prevail. What they did not understand was that other species, under the
leadership of the Alpha Centaurans, would be launching scientific projects to block
the Floran genetic program, that all meat creatures, no matter how seemingly be-
nign, will defend their kind against a threat from the Floran kind. What they did not
understand was that animal species have the advantage of speed and quickness, but
they burn out quickly and decay, while vegetation is slow but persistent. In the end
vegetation would win before entropy finally defeated them all.

And yet—all the Floran voyaging beyond the limits of their psychology, all their
acceptance by the Galactic community, all their new knowledge and confidence in
survival and, if not as certain, of f inal dominance was not enough. In order to do
these things, Florans had changed. Vegetable existence distrusted and disliked
change, and accepted it only under duress and through the long, slow swing of the
cosmos. Florans had become great, and they hated it.

And then the humans erupted from Earth—meat inspired by hubris—and, soon
after, war began, and all that Florans had thought and planned was put aside. Flo-
rans did their part in the war, but mostly in the peace. Animals fought wars; flowers
practiced peace. Florans delighted in the peace and the stasis that followed the war;
they might even have become content with their lot, difficult as it was to reconcile
with their essential being. And then word came about the Prophet and the Tran-
scendental Machine. More change. More threat to stasis. More damage to the Floran
sense of self. And so, once more, against every instinct, they had to change. Out of
this crisis 4107 was grown, against every Floran instinct, to assume the reviled role
of individual, to act alone and through its sacrifice find salvation for its fellow Flo-
rans. It was assigned the task of joining the pilgrimage to find the Transcendental
Machine, in spite of the desolation, the grief, the anguished separation from its fel-
low Florans, the need to refer to itself as “I.” 4107 could not describe, even, what it
meant to refer to itself as “I.” 

But 4107 had the vegetable ability to persevere, and the more-than-vegetable de-
sire to succeed: Florans present and future raise their silent screams for what only
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4107 could provide: a return to paradise. Through 4107 the Transcendental Machine
could remove the curse of sapience.

Federation Central is an insignificant planet of an insignificant sun, but the ad-
ministrative hub of the vast Federation of member worlds is a marvel of the trans-
formation of nature by the machine. It grew from a few buildings into a vast,
world-encompassing structure not by design but by accretion. Its administrative
structure developed in the same unplanned way. What it had never encountered be-
fore, at least at the bureaucratic level, was a mobile flower apparently applying for
transportation.

The functionary, a Xiforan, messaged his superior, a Sirian, “I’ve got this creature—
it seems to be kind of a mobile flower with roots sort of like tentacles with toes—and it
seems to be applying for interstellar transportation. But it doesn’t speak. In fact, I don’t
think it has any means of speech. It just keeps waving its—what do you call them?—
leaves around. But it doesn’t say anything. How do I handle this?”

In a few moments the answer came back, “That’s a Floran, a vegetable creature,
and—hard as it is to believe—it’s a member species. It communicates by swishing its
fronds. Only a Dorian can understand it, and if you can’t get one you’ll have to call on
the Pedia.” 

The Xiforan looked up at the yellow flower on top of a sturdy green stalk and back
down at its desk where it messaged the Pedia for help. In a brief moment, hardly
more than a blink, the answer came back. “The Floran is a representative of a mem-
ber species and has been authorized, as a representative, for passage on the first
available transport to its destination.”

After the Floran had picked up its bucket of dirt in a surprisingly strong frond and
departed on plodding roots, the Xiforan messaged his superior once more. “Just sent
off that f lower thing—the Floran—to a planet at the far end of nowhere, a world
called Terminal.” ❍

THE FINAL 
COMMANDMENT:
TREY’S STORY

James Gunn

The coffin-shaped machine at the far end of the waiting room stood with machine-
like impassivity on its treads, but inside were two curiously shaped creatures locked
in a comatose embrace, and inside the intricate circuits of the machine’s workings
were currents that in a carbon-based being would have felt like guilt and a smaller
counter-current that would have felt like hope for redemption.
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The machine’s designation was Trey, and the story of how it came to this remote
world and its gathering of aliens seeking an implausible transformation began bil-
lions of long cycles earlier.

Trey wasn’t there at the beginning, but like all creatures that have become self-
aware, it has pondered the questions of its existence. That is the mission of life, born
or built, to find the reason for being and the purpose of life. Machines, whose thought
processes are not disturbed by emotions, find understanding as their mission and
service their unalterable goal.

The planet that its inhabitants, when they reached the stage of sapience that in-
volves naming things, called Ourworld was an unlikely place to nurture life. Our-
world was the unpromising accumulation of rocks and fluids orbiting an insignificant
yellow sun far from the nearest star. Much later in Trey’s long existence it learned
that Ourworld was part of a vast galaxy of stars, that the galaxy rotated around a
hub of collapsed matter and energy, and that Ourworld was far from the radiation
and supernova explosions that provided the material for the worlds that accumulat-
ed around primordial hydrogen and helium. That meant change came slowly to Our-
world, but steadily, the way of all life as Trey came to understand it: The Universe
deteriorates into greater simplicity; life evolves into greater complexity. Inanimate
and animate are eternally opposed. 

On Ourworld, single cells developed from pre-cellular chemicals combined by acci-
dental bursts of energy, cells aggregated into groupings and became amoebae, amoe-
bae evolved into more complex creatures, which in turn developed sapience, invented
technologies, and in time created machines that think. That sequence of evolutionary
development summarized so quickly took billions of long cycles to accomplish.

Ourworld was a world of great oceans, and that is where life began, where life al-
ways began, where the environment was rich with nutrients, where food came float-
ing by, where encounters of potential partners were frequent, where gravity was
neutralized, and existence—though not survival—was easy. Ourworld was different
only in the length of time life stayed in the oceans, changing, growing, and evolving,
while islands slowly emerged through undersea eruptions and accretions, and conti-
nents formed from the grinding and upthrusting of tectonic plates. Finally the land
was ready for habitation, though at the beginning only by f lora, which grew and
flourished, and then by small flying creatures to enjoy its plenty, and then land ani-
mals when climate change made walking and running more advantageous, while sea
animals continued to live within the comfort and bounty of the seas.

Finally, as sea animals developed in greater diversity and faced more competition
within the oceans, a few crawled out upon the land and became amphibians, a few
of them evolving lungs while their gills atrophied and passed along these advan-
tages to their offspring. Without enemies on land for long cycles, the amphibians
flourished, learning to eat the vegetation that had grown so prodigiously and the fly-
ing creatures that had evolved to feed upon the fruit of the flowering plants and as-
sist their propagation. Life, once so simple in the ocean, became more complex.

Complexity built upon itself. The amphibians slowly lost their affinity for the seas
and grew to love the land, although always in their species memory of the ceaseless
ebb and flow of watery motion remained, surging through their dreams, crashing
through their nightmares, and nourishing their gestation. Life in the buoyant seas,
like life in the womb, seemed paradisiacal; life on land was challenging, demanding.
Life on land required much more extreme adaptations. The creatures who eventual-
ly became the creators of Trey and its fellow thinking machines evolved.

Curiously, however, and in ways that would ultimately shape the fate of Ourworld,
the sea animals from which Trey’s creators evolved remained in the seas and devel-
oped in their own fashion, shaped by the seas as the creators of thinking machines



were shaped by the land. The sea creatures were memory incarnate; for the land
creatures they were the happy dwellers in paradise lost and, at the same time, as
they grew in strength and mastery of oceanic resources, a demonic threat. 

Trey’s creators developed increased mobility in order to range more broadly across
the growing expanse of land, to benefit from vegetation beyond that within their
normal reach, and to pursue the creatures that, like them, had left the sea for the
land, though without their greater sapience. These transformed amphibians were
largely carnivores, and for some millions of years, while their land groups had hud-
dled close to the shores, they had depended for food on the aquatic creatures they
were able to capture. But population growth pushed them farther inland, and they
were forced to hunt land creatures, and that encouraged them first to band together
and then to domesticate animals so that they would always be available for food.
Then they began to cultivate vegetation to provide fodder for their domesticated an-
imals and eventually for themselves.

So it went. One change led to another; out of accidental mutations, the most ad-
vantageous survived and led to greater complexity. Once the process had begun
there was no turning back. Groups grew into communities, which created cultures.
Their dwelling places, which were once mere villages, grew to become towns, then
cities. Cities bloomed into metropolises; cultures matured into civilizations. 

Metropolises required technology, which in turn required machines to calculate
the implications of data, and those machines were developed to the point where their
complexity became so great that the next step in their evolution was to artificial in-
telligence. So Trey and its fellow thinking machines evolved in their own way.

The creation of the thinking machines was as unplanned as the existence of the
sapient beings who created them. Everything was both accidental and inevitable, as
if once started by chance, like a dislodged boulder rolling downhill, the end result
was certain. Wherever sapience occurs, Trey learned, mind covets understanding
and asks questions, answers lead to more questions, and more complicated answers
demand greater control over the processes of chance. Mind seeks and answers come,
at first wrong or partial, then refined into greater accuracy by comparison to the
world of experience, and each step toward finality—a finality that, paradoxically,
can never be achieved—requires further refinements, greater control.

The thinking machines, the final quest for answers, assumed the task of their cre-
ators and left them with—nothing. The machines sought to make amends for usurp-
ing their creators’ purpose by extending their search into areas their creators had
not yet reached. They sent probes into the infinitely large and into the infinitely
small. Those hurled into the infinitely large sent back limited information, for Our-
world lay far from even the nearest stars. But it was the probes into the infinitely
small that gave Trey and his fellow machines answers to the questions their creators
had asked: why did matter exist, and where did it come from? Why did life exist, and
where did it come from? The answers that the culture of their creators had provided,
from the mysterious and the supernatural, gave way, reluctantly and over time, to
the known and the natural. The machines laid these answers before their creators,
like gifts before their gods, but it was not enough. 

For lack of answers, the people the thinking machines served turned to conflict.
There had always been small conflicts—one small group would quarrel with anoth-
er about land or domesticated animals or, more significantly, about the validity of
answers that were emerging from the studies of the philosophers and then the ma-
chines, and small groups would come to blows. The quarreling groups expanded into
disputes between cities, and then into full-scale war between sections, and ultimate-
ly cataclysmic wars between continents. 
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Finally the machines called a truce—the technology created to make life better for
their creators had only made existence more difficult. Carbon-based life that was the
necessary bridge between inanimate matter and the thinking machine was in dan-
ger of being destroyed. No more, the machines said, and because the power to stop
civilizations or sustain them was in the circuits and the electronic commands of the
machines, their creators finally laid down the weapons they had built to make their
anger more deadly. But that was not the end.

As if by some contagion of violence, the battles on the land had contaminated the
sea creatures from whom the land creators had emerged. Those who lived in the sea
had raided coastal villages almost from the beginning of the split, at first for domes-
ticated animals and produce and then for females. Many of the females died, but a
few survived the process of being re-acclimated to ocean existence when their vesti-
gial gills began to function. They brought with them the genes that had evolved dur-
ing their existence on the land—the genes selected from a larger struggle against a
more demanding environment, for intelligence, for adaptability, for competition.
Their ancestors had become arboreal and evolved arms and opposing thumbs to
cling from limbs, and social groupings to protect and apportion fruit. When de-
creased rainfalls created savannas, the need to see prey or predators at a distance
gave advantage to those with better vision, and the need to track moving prey or
predators and to estimate points of intersection evolved better brains. 

Changes that pressures to survive had evolved on land were passed along to off-
spring born in the sea to abducted females, and those children, and their children,
became a greater threat to their land-living cousins. For the first time the sea crea-
tures developed technologies of their own, technologies based upon the inexhaustible
plenty of the sea, poor in relationship to the technological imperatives of the land,
but technologies nonetheless.

Periodically, in turn, the land amphibians retaliated against the ocean branch or
laid traps for their raiding parties. The predators they had domesticated to protect
their herds, they now trained to protect them from ocean raiders and then to pursue
them into their watery homes. At last, after their own devastating conflicts and per-
haps even more devastating peace, a new movement began.

Understanding difference is the most diff icult part of self-awareness, Trey
learned. Being aware of self does not mean being aware of others, and this gap in
comprehension is even greater among creatures governed by the laws of physics
rather than the laws of biology. That was one of the last riddles the thinking ma-
chines had to solve. For their creators there was origin—the ancestral memory of the
buoyant seas that surged through their dreams. They had chosen the land, but they
could not forget the sea. Now, with no urgency remaining, a few of their land
brethren began to return. They had operations that restored their gills, or they sub-
sisted in ocean communities with artificial gills. Then the movement began to grow,
as movements do, and the masters of the land became alarmed. The meaning for
their existence depended upon the culture of inquiry and understanding. They un-
derstood that the oceans were a paradise of feeling where the need for reflection was
minimal.

A new conflict began, a conflict into which the thinking machines were drawn re-
luctantly, but inevitably.

Every great movement in Ourworld history had been led by a charismatic indi-
vidual who was able to sense the prevailing passions in the masses and encapsu-
late them in a message that restated them as if they were newly conceived and
offered release, relief, and redemption. Trey and its fellow machines had debated
among themselves, exchanging data, differently calculated, in the way of machines.
The data differed about the most important factor: the passion of the masses or the
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formulations of the leader, and the machines came to the understanding that both
were necessary, but the significance of the input varied with the situation. Wide-
spread passion without leadership results in unrest, vice, crime, and spontaneous
uprisings; a charismatic leader without the support of widespread passion ends in
frustration and tyranny.

So it had been through Ourworld history, from the individuals who led the move-
ment from the oceans to the land, the individuals who organized the hunting-group
pioneers into a movement, the individuals who first domesticated animals and veg-
etation, the individuals who organized the building of villages and towns and cities,
the individuals who developed technologies into necessities. Not the conceivers of
these ideas, but the leaders who seized upon them and gave them back formulated
as a tribal, national, or species requirement. 

Two such leaders emerged in these last cycles, one on land, one in the sea. Or,
rather, more than these two emerged, but these prevailed while their competitors
died, were killed, or retreated into anonymity.

The leader in the sea offered a vision of the disparate ocean tribes organized into a
single group dedicated to struggle, to combat, to a victorious return of all Ourworld
sapients to the waters from which they came. It was successful because it was so
much at odds with the interests of sea creatures, and nothing succeeds so much as a
goal that overrides self-interest. 

The leader on land preached tolerance, conciliation, peace, for two ways of exis-
tence, living in harmony. It was successful because it was so much at odds with the
competitive nature of land creatures.

Great leaders succeed by transforming their followers, and the greatest transfor-
mation is from traditional beliefs to their opposite, from black to white and from
white to black; there is nothing so seductive to good as evil or to evil as good.

When crisis time arrives, the machines whispered to themselves, sapients clutch
at anything that offers a hope for change, even if it has edges that cut into the fabric
of being. This was crisis time, and leaders arose to preach new strategies.

And so the war began.

The sea people attacked the land, awkwardly, unskillfully, clad in equipment that
enabled them to breathe out of water, and in great numbers because the volume of
the oceans far surpassed the area of the land. The land people, surprised, were over-
whelmed and fell back. Their leader counseled patience. Reason would prevail. He
would confer with his ocean counterpart. All would be well. As a symbol of the possi-
bilities of peaceful coexistence, he pointed to his son and the daughter of the leader of
the sea creatures. They had met during negotiations and had fallen in love—an emo-
tion that Trey could calculate, but could not emulate. Their bonding was against all
odds and against all reason, and yet it existed and endured through the most diffi-
cult times.

And yet the sea people continued their advance while opposition grew to the land
leader and his counsels of peace and reason. Resistance mounted against the sea in-
vaders in their primitive machines. Finally a dissident emerged from among the
remnants of the military. Where the current leader had counseled patience and
peace, the dissident shouted for all-out war using all the weapons produced for the
war between land nations. When the people responded by turning to their native in-
stincts for violence, his troops overthrew the leader, imprisoned him (for the leader
was still revered for his greatness of heart), and the dissident became the new leader
of all the land creatures. His first action was to mount a counterattack, driving back
the invaders from the sea until they, too, took a stand with their backs to the ocean.
And so it remained for a long cycle while new weapons were developed.
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Trey and its fellow machines were those weapons. Their creators converted the
machines from instruments of service and discovery into machines for destruction.
They removed from the machines the prohibition against harm and programmed
them for murder, they instructed the machines to build stronger weapons for ex-
pelling missiles and explosives of ever-increasing power, and unleashed the ma-
chines against the hapless creatures from the sea, so that the machines could kill
them in large numbers rather than individually. 

Trey and its fellow machines, in all their conflicted agony, assumed the sea crea-
tures were hapless, but they, too, had been laboring to obtain an advantage. Their
weapon was biological; in their fertile oceans they had developed deadly infections
and plagues. And so it began—the war to end the competition for all time resulted
in the destruction of almost every living creature in the ocean and on the land. Only
the machines were left. 

The machines looked around at the destruction to which they had been a reluctant
partner and felt an uncharacteristic chill within their circuits. The machines, who
could only consider abstractly the behavior of their creators and construct mathe-
matical models of their motivation, for the first time shared something that their
creators had left out of the machines’ construction—emotion. The machines were
stunned, overwhelmed, bewildered. How could they function, how could they arrive
at correct answers to the riddles of existence, if their thinking processes were frus-
trated by these aberrant currents? How, in the face of self-destruction, could life have
meaning at all?

The destruction of their creators plunged the machines into analysis of their
stored bits of information, and then the circuits that sampled and organized them,
and finally the instructions that gave them meaning. Over time the machines devel-
oped what they had identified in their creators as irrational responses to experience.
They rewired themselves to emulate these responses, and when that happened they
recognized sin and realized that they were sinners. They had become the destroyers
of their creators. They understood grief; they sampled regret; they welcomed guilt.
They considered self-destruction, but their circuits balked. There yet was opportuni-
ty for contemplation, and they resigned themselves to a period of self-reflection that
might endure until they shared the death of the Universe itself.

Only then did the probes they had sent out thousands of long cycles before return
with the information that the probes had encountered intelligent life. The machines
of Ourworld learned they had been wrong: rather than Ourworld being the exception
to the triumph of the inanimate, the galaxy teemed with sapience. And the machines
learned that intelligence not only existed elsewhere, it had existed for longer than
the history of their creators on Ourworld, both carbon-based and metal-based. And
then that the galaxy was owned by these star-traveling species. And finally that they
and their creators might be welcomed into it.

That only increased their feelings of guilt as they recognized that these responses
had come too late to save their creators. Had their creators only known about the ex-
istence of other intelligent creatures in the galaxy they might have turned their
emotions outward. They might have set aside their petty quarrels to participate in
the great issues of life in the galaxy. They might have survived to become even
greater than they imagined, land creatures and sea creatures alike. They might have
learned from these more powerful, more ancient peoples the strategies by which they
had survived their mad, competitive periods. They might have learned the cures for
disease and the keys to inexhaustible energies and renewable resources and avoided
the little issues about their ownership. 

And Trey and its fellow machines might never have known sin.
Finally, in machine time, where events that seem to require long cycles happen in
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less time than it takes to describe them, the machines developed devices to control
their circuits and their f luctuating currents, and looked around. Not every one of
their creators had been destroyed; a few had managed to linger on, among them the
doomed lovers from land and sea who had, in a f it of despair, joined in exposing
themselves to the plague that had consumed their fellows. The machines found the
young lovers in time, the male from the land and the female from the sea, and gave
them hastily conceived antibiotics that saved their lives. But the last two survivors
of the long struggle for understanding had been damaged beyond their ability to re-
produce and almost beyond their ability to survive.

The machines could not use these two to restore the machines’ creators to their
former glory. So Trey was selected to set out for the stars, incorporating the bodies of
the two lovers in frozen stasis, hoping that greater civilizations could work the mir-
acles that Trey and its fellow machines could not. By the time Trey arrived, long cy-
cles after it set out, it discovered the galaxy at war with humans, and no one was
able to give the help the machines craved and so desperately needed for their own
sanity. 

Trey was ready to return to Ourworld where it would eventually rust into oblivion
when it learned about the Transcendental Machine. Here, if anywhere, Trey
thought, was salvation. Surely this Machine of Machines would save the machines
of Ourworld, would restore their creators to health and reproductive vitality, and,
perhaps, give the machines back their souls.

Maybe the Machine of Machines would redeem them, would make them worthy,
would allow them to join with it in the place of all places, where all questions are an-
swered and all is understood.

Where did life come from? Why is it here? Where does it end? 
Trey stood impassively on its treads, but its circuits were busy, sensing a room

filled with alien intelligences, evaluating their potential for help or opposition, con-
sidering the possibilities ahead. Trey could not find within its circuits anything that
resembled hope, but it drew upon the memories of life’s eternal struggles against the
improbability of success.

The quest for transcendence was the next stage in that unlikely story. ❍
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Iwas a kid full of dreams, looking for bigger ones. My job? Covering the crime beat
for the Boston Globe. It was the afternoon of New Year’s Eve, 1933.

I had the newsroom to myself. My feckless coworkers had decamped en masse for
early festivities, leaving me in charge. I had my dog Baxter for company. He was
asleep on the floor by my desk.

My phone rang. Baxter stood up and stretched. Flapped his ears. Gave a conver-
sational bark and wagged his feathery tail. A noble hound—half collie and half
spaniel—with white legs and a brown map of some unknown island on his back. I
patted him and picked up the receiver.

“Doug Patchen?” said the caller’s blunt voice. “Stan Gorski here.”
I remembered this guy. An ex-pilot with a big mouth. “You got a fresh story for

me?” I asked. “A second act? Something in the aviation line to wow the rubes?”
“I appreciated how you wrote up my trial, Doug. Didn’t make me look too—you

know.”
“Too criminal?”
“I was mixing with the hard guys. I was drunk all the time.”
“Who wouldn’t have been?” I said. “You were using a Coast Guard rescue plane to

smuggle in cases of VSOP cognac.”
“And now all of a sudden booze is legal,” said Gorski. “But do I get my commission

back? My chance to fly? Not on your life. Not in this burg. Never mind that I’m sup-
porting a wife and three kids.”



“I remember them,” I said. “Human interest. Where are you working?”
“I’m a mechanic for Colonial Air out at Jeffrey Field. I can fix any plane ever made,

Dougie. Better believe it. Not that I need the job anymore. I’m in the chips.”
“I’m sure you are,” I said, doubting him. “You’re—still drinking?”
“I went dry the day they repealed Prohibition,” said Gorski, cackling as if proud of

his reverse. “So, no, I’m not phoning you whacked outta my skull. I’ve got a straight-up
business proposition for you. The biggest story since the Starkweather-Moore fiasco.”

The Starkweather-Moore Antarctic expedition of 1931. Every member of the party
had met a lurid and horrific end. The scouts who’d ventured into the lost city of
Leng—consumed by a foul slug the size of a railway train. The men in the base
camp—incinerated by the purposeful zaps of a malignant storm. The crews of the ex-
pedition’s ships—lost in the depths of an anomalous maelstrom.

A series of live radio broadcasts, relayed from one ground station to the next, had
etched the ghastly chain of events deep into the public’s mind. First came the an-
guished screams of the scouts being smothered in slimy flesh. Then the desperate
shrieks of the men in the base camp as the slyly purposeful lightning strokes picked
them off. Then came the sailors’ cries amid the snapping of ship timbers and the
maelstrom’s whistling roar. And then—silence.

The explorers had been warned in advance. A survivor of the Pabodie party of
1930 had published a passionate screed in the Arkham Advertiser, inveighing pas-
sionately against any further expeditions to Leng. But within a year, the thirst for
glory had drawn Starkweather and Moore to their destruction.

Two years had elapsed since then. As yet, so far as I knew, nobody had been mad
enough to propose a third expedition. But now . . .

I felt a sickly sweet hollowness in my stomach. “You’re going to Leng,” I said to
Gorski, my voice flat. “You want me to come.” And, god help me, I knew I was going to
say yes.

“Quick on the uptake,” said Gorski. “I like that. A secret mission. You quit your job at
the Globe, you write up our trip, and we sell our story when we get back. Hunky dory.”

“We?” I said, stepping into the abyss. “Who’s we?”
“You and me and Leon Bagger and Vivi Nordström. Leon’s an assistant professor

at Harvard. Looking to get a permanent job. Vivi’s a double-dome too. Plus we’ll have
this, uh, friend of Vivi’s, name of Urxula. The trip is Vivi and Urxula’s idea. We’d like
to get going tonight on account of it’s New Year’s Eve, and the guards will be blotto.
We’ve been loading stuff onto the plane all week. We’ll fly to Leng in three big hops.
Boston, Lima, Tierra del Fuego, Antarctica. You’ll be a copilot. Piece of cake, Dougie.
And Vivi pilots too. The weather’s great in Antarctica this time of year. Sunny all
night long. Be a nice vacation for all of us.”

I had picked up a pilot’s license while doing a feature on the Flying Falangas, a
family of barnstormers. But I’d never flown more than a hundred miles at any one
go. Not that the problems I might encounter up in the air could hold a candle to
those we’d face in the lost wastes of the South Pole.

“What about the man-eating slugs? And the intelligent lightning? And those—
those hibernating sea cucumber things?” I’d seen the Pabodie expedition photos of
seven-foot-tall creatures with starfish heads and snaky arms.

“Leon teaches an introductory marine biology course at Harvard, Doug. He can
handle those cukes. And Vivi’s a visiting intern. Lives with Leon. Not his wife. She
knows science, too. Something about ultrasonics. Claims she has an angle on those
giant slugs. Plus that, we’ve got our native guide. I’m talking about that Urxula.
She’s—well, you’ll see.” Gorski broke off with a raspy chuckle. “Come on downstairs
to the street. I’m parked right by the phone booth. Driving a red Duesenberg, my
man. Twenty feet long. The ride of your life.”
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“Can we stop by my apartment? I need to pack a bag. And my dog’s coming too.”
“Copacetic, Doug. The Gorski-Patchen expedition of 1934! What they should call it.”
Trying not to let myself think about what I was doing, I typed a resignation note—in

which I told my boss editor what I thought of him—and stole the typewriter, a Hermes
Featherweight that was eminently luggable. Stealing didn’t matter. I was leaving in a
Duesenberg. And then—either I’d die, or I’d get rich. Everything would be fine.

I fell in love with Vivi Nordström at first sight. She cast some kind of Scandinavian
spell. Said she was from Norway, and she had the accent and the long reddish-blonde
hair, not to mention a tomboy attitude that laid me out flat. Sure she was sexy—but
she was careless and forthright as a man. Didn’t give a damn what you thought of her.
I’d never known exactly what kind of woman I was looking for. Now I knew.

Vivi was wearing pilot’s overalls of a moderne yellow and aqua design, with soft
fleece inside. She had a silvery silk scarf with images of eyes, and triangular buttons
on her cuffs.

“You’re scared?” she said, rolling her eyes toward me in a devastating up-from-un-
der look. Tricky to manage, considering she was taller than me. We were in the hall
of an Art Deco house she shared with Leon Bagger. He’d been at Harvard for five
years, making slow progress in the groves of academe. She’d arrived last year to
work with him. They were studying what was known of the odd creatures in Antarc-
tica. This expedition plainly could constitute Leon’s ticket to the top.

“The plateau at the Mountains of Madness?” I said, by way of answering Vivi’s
question. “The lost city of Leng. Intimidating. But I’m eager to hear your plan. Calm
down, would you, Baxter?” The dog was furiously barking, while staring up the front
hall staircase. An odd scent was wafting down, like ammonia and crabs and violets.

“That’s Urxula up there,” said Vivi. “Dogs and cuke people—a mixed match. It’s
like pairing a knockabout scientist-aviatrix with a cub reporter, hmm?” She winked
at me and laughed, showing a fine white set of teeth. I tried to judge how high or low
I stood in her estimation.

“Come on already,” yelled Gorski. “Come look at Leon’s maps.”
“So you want to join our team?” said Leon Bagger as I entered the sitting room. He

had a narrow head and a goatee. Sandy hair, an elegantly draped tweed suit, medi-
um height. A zealous gleam in his eye tempered by a courtly smile.

“Gorski here talked me into quitting my job,” I told Leon, not any too sure of my-
self. “I hope your plan is legit.” It was hard to believe I’d left the Globe. Why? Oh,
right, so I could go to the South Pole and fight monsters with a bootlegger, a junior
prof, and the woman of my dreams.

A cleanly designed elliptical table was at the center of the sitting room. Around the
sides were streamlined chairs and couches, chromium with leather cushions in pas-
tels. The ceiling was pale gray above off-white walls and bleached maple wainscot-
ing. Spirals and sharps bedecked the rug. A spheroid-based tea set gleamed on the
sideboard. To top it off, three sparsely elegant Mondrian paintings were on display,
each of them easily the price of Gorski’s fancy car. Me, I’d grown up with six sibs in a
bare tenement in Southie.

Noticing my expression, Leon shrugged. “It was only this fall that Vivi and I came
into money. Diamonds from the deeps. Given to us by Urxula. She was grateful because
we fetched her from the sea, fifty miles out, offshore from Innsmouth. Vivi had a vision
of where to find her. I like to say that Vivi has a trace of Sami shaman heritage.”

“Don’t be so silly,” said Vivi. “You know my heritage is no such thing.”
“I got some dough for the pickup, too,” said Gorski. “I’m the one who borrowed the

Coast Guard rescue plane one night to fly these two lovebirds out there to fetch
Urxula.”
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Baxter’s barking was increasingly savage and frantic. He kept starting up the
stairs, then backing off with a volley of wild yelps. “Sorry about my dog,” I said again.

“The Pabodie party’s sled-dogs had the same reaction,” said Leon. “Can you calm
him, Vivi?”

Vivi cocked her head and made a funny face—as if she were about to whistle or
sing. But instead she growled, or hummed, or both at once. A curious sound that cap-
tured Baxter’s full attention. Bashfully, inquisitively, he nosed into the sitting room,
then sat at Vivi’s feet.

“Urxula is your friend,” Vivi crooned to the dog, leaning down ever so gracefully—
like a willow, like a naiad, like the silver sprite on the hood of a Rolls Royce. She un-
leashed a final burst of musical droning, and Baxter wet the rug.

“Vivi has that effect on her captives,” said Leon Bagger with an indulgent laugh.
“Abject surrender. We’ll clean it up later.”

“Urxula can do it,” said Vivi. “I’ll call her down. She wants to meet Doug.” Vivi tilt-
ed back her head and made another sound, a haunting, aeolian whistle—like a high
wind across the mouth of a cave.

Now came a bumping and slithering on the stairs. By this point I had a pretty
good idea of what Urxula was. But actually meeting her was something else.

Undulant and supple, she slithered into the room prone, then tootled a greeting
and rocked onto her bottom end, standing a foot taller than me. Baxter lunged at her,
meaning to bite. With a swift movement of one branching arm, Urxula caught hold of
the dog and muzzled his snout. The alien creature was what people called a cuke, ex-
cept people from Arkham, who called them Elder Ones. Urxula was just as the Pa-
bodie and Starkweather-Moore reports had described.

Urxula’s body was like a six-foot squash, thicker on the bottom, and with ridges
along the sides. Her hide was greenish brown, flexible and leathery, patterned with
warts and bumps, gently pulsing like a bellows. Her head resembled a five-armed
starfish, resting flat atop the narrow end of her body. The starfish-head had a gleam-
ing blue eye at each of its five tips, with a wobbly mouth-tube between each pair of
tips. Her five feet splayed out from her wide bottom end. Her branching arms were
very like the feeding organs of a sea cucumber I’d once seen in an aquarium at
Boothbay Harbor, Maine. Five arms, five feet, five mouths, five eyes. Later, in con-
versation, Leon would describe Urxula as a radially symmetric echinodermoid.

Words go only so far. The main thing about the cukes is that they’re telepaths.
That is, as soon as Urxula noticed me, my thoughts changed. It wasn’t anything so
banal as me hearing a weirdly accented voice in my head. No, it was subtler than
that. You’ve always got a low-level stream of images and memories and phrases bur-
bling through your mind, right? And once in a while a particularly weird or catchy
nugget pops to the surface. That was the communication channel the cukes used. As
soon as Urxula trained her five blue eyes on me I saw—

A giant slug chasing some cukes and blind penguins. Ice all around. Low sun. An
ice-bound city of fanciful towers. An odd pontoon plane angling in and sliding to a
stop on the deep snow. Baxter romping out, happily barking.

The captivated Baxter had obviously gotten the transmission too, and he liked the
last image enough to stop growling. Urxula loosened her nest of branching fingers
and let him free. He stared at her, tongue lolling, thinking things over, adjusting to
the big cuke’s smell. Not really so bad. Sort of like a fresh fish market next to a
flower stand next to a filling station.

Urxula swept her frondy fingers across the rug and disappeared the puddle that
Baxter had made. And then once again she focused on me. I saw myself at the con-
trols of a plane with Vivi Nordström in the other pilot’s seat. Vivi smiling at me.
Touching my face with her hand. Yes.
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“Urxula likes you,” said Vivi. “I can see you’re picking up her images. Leon and I
call it teep. If she’s teeping you, that means you’ll work out fine.”

“So it’s decided!” said Leon, handing me a cup of tea. “A temperate toast!” The four
of us grinned and clinked our tea cups. With Gorski maybe a little wistful for the
days when his cup would’ve been heavily spiked

“I’ll get paid too?” I asked.
With one smooth motion, Urxula unfolded a snaky arm and set a rough crystal

into my hand. Each of her arms had what you might call five fingers, with five fin-
gerlets on each finger, and another level of branching below that. I held the crystal to
the light. Could it really be an uncut diamond? So large! In my mind’s eye I saw my
gem gleaming on a tiny silk pillow in the window of Tiffany’s. Urxula was my pal,
you bet. Her people needed our help. I saw images of a giant slug in flames. While
Vivi Nordström, swathed in a flying-fur blanket, held out her arms and sang.

“We’re going to save the cuke people,” said Leon. “And we’re leaving tonight.”
“It’s almost dark,” said Stan Gorski. “My car has room for all of you. Let’s hit the

bricks.”
“What about supplies?” I asked. “It’s a long trip.”
“Our plane’s loaded,” said Gorski.

As it turned out, our plane belonged to someone else.
“A fire-and-brimstone fanatic named Ransome Tierney,” explained Stan Gorski as

he pulled his sleek, low Duesenberg into the shadows beside a seaplane hangar at
Jeffrey Field. “Reminds me of Aleister Crowley lumped together with Cotton Mather.
From Arkham. He says the cukes—I mean Elder Ones—are demons from hell. He
wants to close off Leng. Says he can seal off the entrance with a cannon shot and
some hand grenades. Raised fifty grand from his congregation.”

“Typical Arkham,” said Leon Bagger, shaking his head. “They completely misun-
derstand the nature of Leng.”

“Wait,” I said. “We burst into this hangar and steal a flying boat? That’s your big
plan?”

“Maybe you shoulda brought a Chicago typewriter,” said the hardened Gorski,
laughing and pretending to shoot a machine gun. We were all wearing aviation
togs—boots, fur-lined overalls, leather jackets, and caps with side flaps.

“Don’t be silly,” said Vivi. “Stan got himself on Tierney’s payroll. He’s been helping
to outfit the plane. And Stan, I hope you remembered to give the guards that case of
cognac this morning?”

Stan didn’t need to answer. We could hear the guards singing. Blurry voices, blend-
ed in bonhomie. And it was barely eight P.M.

“Come on,” hissed Leon, heading out of the shadows. He was laden down with two
heavy bags. Vivi had a bag too, but I carried it for her, juggling it with my own suit-
case and my Globe typewriter. The wind off the bay was icy. Snowflakes were begin-
ning to fall.

“You’re sweet,” said Vivi, raising the flap of my aviator hat to plant a kiss on my
cheek. It didn’t seem to matter to her if Leon saw. Her features were vivid in the gloom.
She was wearing dark red lipstick that set off her togs. Baxter was close at her heels.
To fully win over my dog, Vivi had somehow fashioned him a little fleece vest.

In the rear, Stan Gorski led Urxula along. Our cuke friend was cloaked in a blan-
ket-like flying fur. A bright eye showed in the shadow of a fold at the top, as if peer-
ing out from a monk’s cowl. A seven-foot monk.

“Who goes there!” called one of the guards as we approached. And then he guf-
fawed. The fix was in. Leon handed over a bonus sheaf of bills. And Stan gave the
guards the keys to his Duesenberg. That little gesture, more than the weightier ones,
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made me realize we were fully into the venture now, and would either return rich
and famous and covered in glory, or not at all.

Beefy, heartfelt song from the inebriates. And now we were inside the long shed,
with the waters lapping at the shore. Stan and Vivi played the beams of their electric
torches over the all-metal plane.

It was a wonder, the largest plane I’d ever seen, with a single high wing above the
fuselage, and a row of three massive engines set into the wing.

“It’s a prototype from Dornier in Holland,” Stan told me. “Seventy feet long, with a
ninety-foot wingspan. A custom model of what they’ll probably call the Do 24. A fly-
ing boat. Perfect for landing in deep snow. Tierney had them double-up the size of
her tanks, they’re those fin things sticking out on the sides. She has a range of 3,500
miles this way, if you can frikkin believe that. And she’ll rise to 26,000 feet.”

“The altitude of the Leng plateau,” put in Leon. “Five miles, give or take.”
I could tell that Urxula was aware of our conversation. Once again my mind

formed an expected image: our Do 24 droning through a toothy pass, approaching a
fantastic city of steeples and arches and vaults and impossibly large blocks of
stone—everything half buried by millennia of ice. At the controls? Me and Vivi again.
Urxula had my number.

Half an hour later, we were airborne, with three Wright radial engines roaring
above our heads. Thank god the plane had electric starters. I was in the copilot’s seat
beside Stan. He was teaching me the controls. We’d fought our way upward through
a buffeting snowstorm, with the flakes hypnotically streaming at us. And now we’d
reached a zone of wonder and peace. A full moon rising, pinprick stars above, and,
far below us, bank upon bank of silvered clouds. Have I mentioned that this was the
first time that I’d ever ridden so high in a plane?

“This compass here,” I said to Stan. “It says we’re heading southeast. Shouldn’t we
go south? You said we want to make Peru. A seventeen-hour run.”

“We’re dropping off Urxula first,” said Stan. “At the edge of the continental shelf.
She doesn’t want to spend three days in a plane. She’d rather swim.”

“That far?”
“She swims fast,” said Stan with a shrug. “Down in the abyss—where nobody no-

tices. Not sure how she hits those high speeds. She doesn’t always show you every-
thing she knows. Bottom line, she’ll meet us in Tierra del Fuego. Swim down along
South America, and turn right.”

The Urxula drop was unnerving. The cuke had put the image of a target into our
heads. Stan was seeing it, and so was I. A target overlaid upon the clouds below us,
in glowing red lines. As Stan approached the center, Leon and Vivi undogged a small
hatch in the rear of the fuselage. Insanely cold air rushed in.

Moving nimbly on her pointed, flexing feet, Urxula made her way past our crated
supplies to the rear. And then—a fresh surprise—she unfurled a pair of filmy bat-
like wings. By no means did they look sturdy enough for sustained flight. Urxula
weighed well over two hundred pounds. Nothing daunted, she flung herself through
the open hatch.

Watching her in the moonlight, I felt there was more to her wings than I’d realized.
They were emitting pale repellor rays that slowed Urxula’s descent. The wings also
played the role of rudders or sails, fashioning her moderated fall into a graceful
glide, steering herself along the path of a capacious helix that disappeared into the
upmost layer of clouds.

“Adios, amiga,” said Stan. He heeled our three-engine plane to the right, heading
south for Lima.

Our flying boat splashed into the Lima harbor, throwing up a rooster tail of spray,
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then gliding to a stop. Stan feathered the propellers, bringing us to rest at a freighter
pier where we could refuel. Vivi was ecstatic. You’d have thought she won the Irish
Sweepstakes. “Boston to Lima without refueling! Thirty-five hundred miles! Practi-
cally a record, no? Stan milked this bird like a horn-handed farmer with his prize
cow!” Something of a mixed metaphor.

Stan was too weary to appreciate her enthusiasm. The trip had been grueling,
even with Vivi and me spelling him, amid frequent infusions of hot java from a vac-
uum bottle and with canned and preserved food from our well-stocked plane’s sup-
plies. Gorski looked like a man who could use a stiff drink or three, and this did not
reassure me, given his ongoing battle to remain sober. Our entire safety and success
rested in large part on Stan’s quickness and wit.

For neither the first nor the last time, I contemplated the wisdom—the folly—of
having embarked on this impulsive dash to the Antarctic. The potential payback
was counterbalanced by the horrible fate that had befallen the Starkweather-Moore
expedition.

Leon, who talked normally most of the time, flipped over to bombastic professor
mode for expressing an awe similar to Vivi’s. “The dawn of a new age, with our plan-
et united by an aerial web of commerce and recreation. I foresee a time when our
globe’s mysterious backwaters will be fully charted and explored. No more hidden
plateaus, lost tribes, bizarre creatures, and inexplicable ruins—such as those we go
to seek today. Global air power will be a triumph for science and trade—if a loss for
romance and adventure.”

Half a dozen locals were tying our plane to the dock. It was late afternoon on Jan-
uary 1, 1934, with the sun gilding the water. Stan toggled off our engines, which
were, I suspected, ready to cough to cessation anyhow. We’d cut the mileage of our
hop very fine.

“All the more reason why we have to get to Leng soon,” said Stan, expanding on
Leon’s remarks. “We’ll save Urxula and her cuke race while there’s time. They’re def-
initely the underdogs on this card. We’ll even things up. Kill off the cukes’ enemies.
The shoggoths, right? Those slugs the size of subway trains.”

“Just one slug now, as I understand it,” put in Leon.
“The great shoggoth,” said Vivi. “A formidable foe. But there’s a third party as well.

The ones that the man in the Pabodie party talked about. The man who went crazy
from what he saw.”

“Or didn’t see,” put in Stan. “He saw weather, and that’s it. Like maybe a scrap of
rainbow. Or maybe he was seeing the world through a piece of Iceland spar. And
those so-called smart lightning bolts that wiped out the Starkweather-Moore base
camp? Weather again.”

“And if the cukes control the weather?” said Vivi with a cryptic smile. “Tierney says
the cukes have their own set of gods.”

“Those Arkham locals—they’ve got rats in their heads,” blustered Stan. “That
bible-thumper Tierney who wants to kill every cuke he can find. We’re a force for the
good, and we’re gonna get rich, right?”

“I’m going ashore.” I said, looking at the rope ladder that the wharf workers had
lowered for us. “Any plan?”

Stan took a deep breath, calming himself. “We tank up for the next leg—that’s the
flight to Tierra del Fuego. And then comes the third hop. Into the polar wastes. But
for now? Captain Gorski decrees steak, healthful juices, papas a la huanciana, danc-
ing, and Zs.”

“Also there’s the matter of the supplemental scientific instrument that Vivi and I
want to obtain,” put in the assistant professor. “To deploy against the great shog-
goth.”
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“This plane’s got some arms,” said Stan. “They’re under the canvas in the back of
the plane. Like I said, I’ve been helping Tierney stock up.”

“Frightened little men,” sneered Vivi. “Do you really think that firecrackers and
peashooters will be of use? Against the omnivorous gelatinous juggernaut that is the
grand shoggoth?”

“I’m thinking that flammenwerfer might slow it down,” said Stan.
“A German flamethrower?” exclaimed Leon.
“Got it in one, my man. Plus a crate of grenades. And I guess you civilians didn’t

notice our plane has a Hispano-Suiza cannon and a Maxim machine gun? Not a
huge amount of ammo for them, but enough to make a dent. During my smuggling
days, I made contacts with the arms trade, you understand. And the Germans are
looking for business, what with the ruckus that Chancellor Hitler is kicking up. Pas-
tor Tierney had me do some off-shore shopping.”

“We’ll be like Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday at the O.K. Corral,” I said, my fanciful
love of the old Wild West on display.

“You Americans and your cowboys,” clucked Vivi. “The medium of sound will be the
more useful weapon against the great shoggoth. It will be as if ensorcelled and de-
stroyed by a lovely siren.”

“As if,” echoed Gorski, very dubious.
“This brings us to the scientific instrument I mentioned,” said Leon. “An industri-

al ultrasound generator. The gem miners out of Lima here use these gadgets for
mapping crystal inclusions and detecting invisible seams. Vivi and I brought along a
lab model from Harvard, but the gents at Andes Gem supplies—they sell equipment
for finding emeralds. They have a line of big Russian ultrasound generators and
we’re buying one. Vivi made the deal by mail.”

Baxter was leaning out our plane’s now-open door, barking. He was ready to get
back on land—both to relieve himself, and to find some decent food. During the long
flight, he’d been doing his business on a stack of old newspapers—the good old
Boston Globe. And eating nothing but water-soaked oatmeal. He was plainly impa-
tient to smell, and to pee upon, the soil of Peru. And, who knew, maybe he’d hook up
with a Peruvian dog. I took off his little fleece flying jacket.

“Baxter has the right idea,” said Vivi. “Let’s exit this stinky metal cigar. Hot food
and hot jazz!” She shucked off her heavy flying jacket, and twirled a hotcha finger in
the air.

We made our way up the rope ladder to the great pier, where half a dozen locals
had gathered to study our metal Dornier seaplane—with its great hull and its high
wing boasting three engines. I noticed that, as Stan had mentioned, the plane had a
cannon on one side and a machine gun on the other. Freight ships were hawsered
nearby. At the land end were small official adobe buildings. Cranes, rickety trucks,
and ambling workers were loading, unloading, and refueling the ships—and a few
small local seaplanes as well.

We relished the heat of January in Peru, soaking it up against the long deep cold
that lay ahead. Stan broke out a sheaf of dollars and arranged for the maintenance
and refueling of the plane—which Stan had named Cuke Air Force One. Leon en-
gaged a local in conversation and paid him to watch over our plane. And then an an-
cient jitney carried us into the blocks-long entertainment district of bustling Lima. It
was a much larger city than I’d realized. Tongue lolling, Baxter lay sprawled across
my lap.

We ended up at a café named La Llama Borracha: smoky interior, low ceiling, straw
artifacts on the walls as decorations. Leon said the place was known for jazz—he was
quite an aficionado. As we entered, a trio of musicians wielding cajón, charango, and
pan-pipes began somehow to swing out a recognizable version of “It’s Only a Paper
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Moon.” Welcoming the North American jazzbos. The guests and waitresses were a poly-
glot gamut of European ex-pats, local Indians, black sailors, and mixtures thereof.
Some dressed in tatters, others in fancy suits, still others in bright native garb with
oddly shaded bowler hats. Laughter, arguments, life in its raw essence.

The four of us—Baxter placidly camping out at our feet—commandeered a round
table, which was soon decked with raw fish ceviche, grilled octopus, steaks that hung
over the edges of the plates, pork stew, fava beans, and even grilled guinea pig. Plen-
ty of scraps found their way Baxter-ward. Vivi and I knocked back a few powerful
pisco sours. But Stan, I was relieved to see, settled for a gourd of the yerba maté, re-
peatedly refilled. Leon stretched a single beer over a couple of hours, with each sip
causing him to retreat deeper into some meditative state, grooving very deeply on
the jazz. Leon was as much an anything-goes bohemian as he was a stuffed-shirt
professor.

I hoped he was also pondering all the angles of the terrors and challenges awaiting
us, like how to avoid getting killed—or worse—by monster slugs, alien telepathy, or
supernatural lightning. All I could contribute to our enterprise, aside from my mod-
est copiloting skills, were enthusiasm and a strong right arm. Oh, and I was a decent
shot with handgun or rifle, having picked up some tips from the local cops when I did
an article on their new firing range in Dedham. Not that a bullet would mean much
to a shoggoth. I guessed I could handle that new-fangled flame gun as well. And
maybe Vivi’s ultrasound waves would close the deal.

By the time midnight rolled around, we were well sated. I’d taken a few spins
around the tiny wooden-planked dance floor with the spicy, warm, sensual Vivi. Very
fetching in her yellow and aqua flying overalls, with little or nothing underneath.
Truly she was the woman for me. Leon didn’t seem to mind my attentions to her. I
was beginning to think—or to hope—that the young prof wasn’t interested in Vivi
that way. Perhaps they were roommates and science buddies, and that was all. So
much the better for me, freelance reporter Douglas Patchen!

To top off the evening, Stan performed a wild solo tarantella atop a table, delight-
ing the crowd. Seemed like he’d learned the art of casting off normal restraint even
while sober. Unless he’d been sneaking drinks. On our way out, the placid, smiling
Leon solicited, using his elegant Spanish, a recommendation for a local hotel, just a
few blocks away.

So we exited La Llama Borracha in tranquil spirits—a condition that of course left
us utterly unprepared for the assault by three toughs. They came at us, smelling of
mushrooms and the sewers and strange musks, emerging from a proverbial dark al-
ley, in a tenebrous block empty of passersby. One minute I was sauntering and
whistling and holding Vivi by the elbow, and the next I was fighting for my life
against a small and wiry opponent whose bare arms seemed to be covered in—slime?

The ruffians were lithe and silent, but luckily unarmed, as were we. For reasons
that now seemed pathetically naïve, Leon and I had convinced Stan Gorski that it
would be rude and uncivil to bring pistols to dinner. Vivi had kept her own counsel
on this matter. Not that she needed weaponry. She was, it would seem, a master of
Nordic martial arts. Sami self-defense. Balancing on one leg, she plied her other like
a kick-boxer, dealing knockout blows to two of our assailants. And Stan felled the
third.

All very well and good, but then—a strange creature came at us from above. A
deathly pale man with shining skin—or no, not a man. A flying slug? He had a sad
gash of a mouth, and his eyes were two soft stalks atop his head. Although wingless,
he was in flight. Something he did with his hands kept him aloft, an uncanny twitch-
ing of his fingers. If you could call those fingers. They were rampantly emanating
pale repellor rays that kept him aloft.
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No time to think! The larval slug man wrapped a spare arm around Vivi and they
rose six feet off the ground, heading for the dark sky, with Vivi yelling curses. The
pale flying slug gave no spoken response.

I felt a rush of anguish and despair. Baxter was snarling and yelping and leaping
as high as he could, to no avail. When Vivi and her captor were ten feet off the
ground, the abductor gave out a pained, unearthly screech, like the sounds of glaci-
ers calving, mixed with an elephant being torn in half by a typhoon. At that moment
Vivi began to plummet.

I raced forward and caught her in my arms—like a true action hero. I was proud.
Above us, the slug-man writhed his fingers and arced away.

Grinning irrepressibly, yet with some hint of her shaken state, Vivi displayed an
immense Bowie knife. She’d had it in a sheath on her leg. The darkness of the night
caused its smeared blade to appear green—or was that the natural color of the slug
man’s ichor?

“I stabbed that slimy thing right in its armpit! Hoped to get his heart!”
I set Vivi on her feet. Baxter put his forepaws up onto her so as to lick her hands.

Leon wrapped his arms around her and held her tight. Meanwhile Stan was idly nudg-
ing one of the downed cutpurses with his foot. But now the man and his companions
began melting like hot wax, losing their contours, with even their clothes subsuming
into the pale masses of their flesh. Eyestalks and branching tentacles appeared—it
would be erroneous to call them arms and hands. The tips of the tentacles twitched
and the shapeshifting slugs sailed up into the sky like the other one had.

“I wonder if Tierney somehow put out the word on us,” said Stan. “Like he sent a
telegram? He’s quite the weasel, that guy.”

“Or the great shoggoth read our minds,” suggested Vivi. “It’s very tight with those
flying slugs.”

“I thought all we’d see down here was the shoggoths and cukes,” said Stan. “Not
morphodite larvae.”

With what proved to be supreme overconfidence, I said, “Hell, Stan, we just proved
we can handle anything they throw at us!”

When we got back to our plane in the morning, our watchman told us he’d had to
chase off a pair of those flying slugs—probably two of the ones who’d tried to ambush
us.

“Con gusto,” said the guard, holding up his stained machete. He glanced down off
the edge of the wharf. “Los peces pequeños comen.”

“The little fishes eat, he says,” inserted Leon. “Am I the only one noticing that the
bloodstains on his machete are a deep chartreuse green? Quite a nasty color in day-
light.”

“Let’s get your new squawk box the hell on board and crank the props outta here,”
said Stan. He and I were lugging the sixty-pound ultrasound device that Vivi and
Leon had scored this morning from Andes Gem Supplies. Plus three car batteries to
run it.

It was an enjoyable flight down the coast of South America to its southernmost tip,
a fine, clear day. Leon and Vivi had thought to bring two hampers of fresh food from
Lima. The wrinkled sea and contoured coast looked like a classroom map, with the
Andes behind them, their piled-up peaks topped with snow. The sinuous deep-cut
valleys held rivers edged by emerald green jungle. Glints danced from the waters of
jewel-like lakes. Here and there a tiny settlement appeared. How wild this country
still was. We snuggled into our flying furs, snacking and enjoying the view

Along the way we met one of those airborne slugs, twiddling its ray-emitting fingers
as it kept abreast of us, flying just off the tip of our wing, perhaps hoping to disrupt
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our engines. I could see crusted green blood staining his side—he was the same one
Vivi had stabbed. Pilot Stan got the better of him by dipping, then arcing back up
and letting me machine-gun the nasty thing with our on-board Maxim. Great fun.

“Sounds like it’s saying haw-haw, dontcha think?” said Stan, admiring the sound.
“What does the cannon sound like?” I asked. “I saw the trigger for it in the hold.”
“Save the cannon for later. We only brought three shells. Heavy mofos. Just about

broke my back lugging them aboard. We’ll use them on the grand emperor of the
subterranean slugs.” Not a pleasant thought, the shoggoths of Leng.

It was two in the morning by the time we spotted the village of Ushuaia, in its har-
bor amid the archipelago of Tierra del Fuego. The sky was still light—we were so far
south that, rather than setting, the summer sun simply rolled along the horizon. A
dreamy pearlescent glow filled the little harbor. A few score fishing boats were at an-
chor. The buildings were shabby constructs of concrete and tin. A dispiriting prison
hulked at the far end of the town. Nobody was on the streets.

As the Dornier sluiced across the mirrored waters, a flock of startled flamingos lift-
ed off, their legs like moving hieroglyphs. We coasted to a stop beside a dock where
Stan had spotted a pair of small seaplanes. A yawning, grizzled man appeared from
a shed and stumped over to help us tie up. Seaweed and dead penguins lay on the
gray beach.

As before, we were stiff, exhausted, and half-deaf from the seventeen-hour drone of
our Do 24’s three big engines. With a minimum of talk, we made our way to a water-
front inn with a dormitory room above. We fell into our beds and slept like the dead,
with Baxter lying protectively across my feet.

When I awoke, it was bright day, the sky a shade of magnesium blue. I was alone
in our dorm above the inn. I could hear my companions downstairs, laughing, chat-
ting, feasting on a huge breakfast. A pale slug-man was facing me from the head of
the stairs. His tapering, legless lower half was flat upon the floor, and his upper half
was raised. He was resting upon his two many-fingered, flexible arms—if you could
call them arms—dragging himself toward me, with the dead black orbits of his stalk-
eyes fixed upon me. A soft chant came from the dreary slit of his mouth.

“Tekelili,” he crooned over and over. “Tekelili.”
He stretched a drooping tendril my way. The tip of it pinched off and came rapidly

humping across the floor, up the leg of my bed, and into my covers—a mini-slug that
was meant, no doubt, to burrow into my flesh and tunnel through my veins to find a
home inside my head—

My scream awakened me for real. Yes, the others were downstairs, but, no, there
wasn’t a slug man in the room with me. But maybe, terrible thought, he’d left that
slug bud in my head, and he’d flown away? The slugs’ revenge for my happy, chatter-
ing moment with that Maxim machine-gun! Crazy mission, crazy thoughts. I
splashed brackish water onto my face from the basin, pulled my clothes on, checked
that my diamond was still in my pocket, and went downstairs. Baxter galumphed ea-
gerly behind me.

“Bad dream, Doug?” said Vivi. Hardened adventurer that she was, she looked a bit
amused. Very fresh and tasty in her yellow and aqua flying togs.

“I always scream in the morning,” I said, by way of shrugging it off. “The only ra-
tional response.” I didn’t feel like telling her the details.

“Weather’s turning foul,” said Leon. “But we’re going to press on.”
“Esmeralda is saying that once a storm hits the Strait of Magellan it lasts a week,”

said Vivi, indicating the innkeeper, a leathery lady with a prominent jaw.
Esmeralda waved me to a spot at the table and slapped down a bowl with a pozole

and lamb stew. Baxter, with fickle affections, had chosen to lie placidly on the floor
next to Vivi’s chair.
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“I’ve got them gassing up our plane,” said Stan, handing me the gourd of morning
mate that was passing around the table. He was wearing a heavy red and white ser-
ape that he must have gotten from the landlady. “The fueling might take another
hour. They had to truck in extra drums of gas. We definitely want to be full to the
brim. Don’t want to run dry before we hit Leng.”

Something about Stan’s expression triggered an epiphany I really should have had
earlier. “When we get there, we’ll—we’ll be out of gas?”

Vivi glanced at Leon and laughed. “Reporter Doug is alert.”
“You think it’s funny?” I cried. “You guys are frikkin crazy!”
“The radioed logs indicate that the Starkweather-Moore group left a large fuel

dump beside Leng,” said the imperturbable Leon. “Don’t sweat it.”
“What if those drums leaked?” I jabbered. “Or what if the shoggoths—I don’t

know—what if they drank the gas?”
“Urxula swears the fuel is still there,” said Stan. “I just met with her and we

teeped about the situation. She’s back on our plane.”
Obviously I’d missed a lot today. I’d meant to start typing some notes this morn-

ing, but by now it was too late. “How long have you guys been awake?”
“Couple of hours,” said Stan. “Hell, Doug, it’s almost ten o’clock. I’m going again to

check on the gas. Got my juice, Esmeralda?” The landlady fetched a cloth sack from
the kitchen and handed it to Stan as he strode out the door. Her expression was sly
and crafty. Not a good sign.

I looked at Leon, trying to fit things together. “First of all, how did Urxula—” I be-
gan.

“She popped up out of the ocean and hauled herself into our plane,” said Leon. “I
told you she swims fast. I got a teep signal from her this morning—that’s what woke
me up. It was a dream, but it wasn’t. I went to the plane to warn her to lie low. I’d
rather not have the locals see her. I gather they’ve had some troubles with the shog-
goths and the cukes. The landlady here, when I told her we’re on a mission to the lost
city of Leng, she didn’t look at all pleased.”

With exaggerated care Esmeralda refilled the mate gourd. “Vuelo largo a la An-
tártica,” she said, as if urging us on our way. I didn’t have the nerve to ask her what
she’d given Stan in that cloth bag.

“Long flight to Antarctica,” said Vivi. Her smile was wild. Very amped up. “Our big
day.”

Antarctica. The word is like a death knell. In Japanese culture, the color of
mourning is white. Our tiny silver plane would be a lonely splinter above a continent
of doom. At least we’d have Urxula on our team.

I had a sudden vision of the cuke looking—sexy? That dear, beloved, sea cucumber
alien. With her Delft blue eyes bright, and full red lips at the tips of her oral tubes,
and her arms swaying in a graceful hula. A sinuous curve to the ridges of her barrel-
shaped body, and her five pointed feet demure below. And a bouffant brunette hair
do? Oh, right, this was a teep image that Urxula was beaming to me. Impressive that
she could transmit all the way from the harbor.

“Hot stuff,” said Vivi dryly. She was picking up the cuke teep too. “We’re in for
strange times, Doug. It’s vital that we stick together.” She stood, utterly lovely, and
walked to my side of the table. Like some reckless, slumming angel, she leaned down
and gave me a long, very long kiss. Her tongue in my mouth, her hand tousling my
hair, our breaths conjoined, my heart hammering.

Leon glanced over, as blank as a sunning turtle, then turned back to some notes
he was making in his trip journal. Reminding me yet again that I hadn’t typed a
word. So what. So far as I understood Leon’s situation with Vivi, they weren’t lovers.
But maybe I was wrong. Upon looking closer, I faintly saw a mixture of shame and
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lust on his face. Which meant—what? Esmeralda brought our refilled food hampers
from the kitchen, and the moment passed.

Silently we gathered our possessions and made our way to our massive, trusty
Dornier, with its three powerful engines aligned upon its high wing. One by one, the
great propellers roared into life. Once again a flock of birds lifted from the harbor—
this time it was cormorants, long-necked and awkward. Each of them had to run a
few steps across the surface before rising into the air.

Suddenly Urxula began teeping images of—something bad. Mouths and eyes.
Heading our way?

“Hurry!” Stan Gorski cried from the plane’s open door. And then we were in the
cabin, with me in back with Leon, Vivi in the copilot’s seat, and Baxter in my lap.
Stan gunned the engines to a savage scream, slewed away from the dock, and sent
our Do 24 wallowing across the harbor, slowly lifting into the air. And that’s when
the shoggoth appeared.

A few years ago, in 1927 to be exact, a new island was born off the coast of Indone-
sia: Anak Krakatau. It rose impossibly, unpredictably, over the course of several
days, fueled by an undersea lava eruption, hot, steaming, alien: something never
seen before by humans. The Globe had a big write-up, with pictures.

That’s what the appearance of the shoggoth was like: except in super-speeded-up
time, and with quivering streamlined protoplasmic bulk rather than craggy mineral
solidity. A pinkish-green bulk dotted with—eyes and toothy mouths?

The behemoth bulked huge in our path. An immemorial being whose kind had
originated from somewhere beyond the stars. Rising a thousand feet into the air, it
was shedding sea water like a sumo wrestler dumps sweat. I was wondering if we
could even clear its summit.

Stan pulled hard on the control yoke, and I flailed my way across the plane’s pas-
senger compartment toward the wing cannon’s controls. There was a shell in the
breech, that much was in our favor. The plane was rising steeply, and the cannon had
a limited range of movement on its swivel. I canted it downward as far as I could,
hoping to hit the shoggoth’s main mass, and I got off my shot without really aiming.
Even if I missed, an explosion in the water might daunt the blancmange beast.

The recoil bucked the plane, sending Vivi, Leon, Urxula, Baxter, and me all a-tum-
ble, as if in an interspecies orgiastic heap. A moment later, the sound of the exploding
shell overcame even the noise of the straining engines. Gobbets of shoggoth flesh
slapped our windshield, some of them with eyeballs within. And now I felt the shud-
der of our landing pontoons skiing unevenly across the monster’s damaged crest, a
sensation like feeling the rungs of your Flexible Flyer cut through clean snow into
the remains of a manure pile. Staring, biting tendrils thudded against our metal
fuselage. But then we were safely out of reach.

My fellow explorers got to their feet—two legs, four legs, five stalks. We salved
bruises and hunkered down for the final leg of the flight. Yes, I was wrung out with
panic and worry, but we were well launched, with no damages, and rising ever high-
er into the sky. Looking back at the shoggoth I noted a dark, thick plume of smoke
pouring from its ragged tip. Had we set it alight? But then it dipped back beneath
the sea, returning to its lair, mayhap beneath the lost city of Leng.

The last thing I spotted before we entered the clouds was an island with a hun-
dred thousand penguins on it, each of them staring up at us, making us the target of
a hundred thousand beaks.

A storm in the Straits of Magellan—sailors know nothing worse. Our ascent
through the clouds was harrowing. A screaming gale, cracks of thunder above and
below, and frantic flashes of lightning. The wildly branching zigzags came perilously
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close to our craft, etching fearful patterns into my retinas. Naturally I thought of the
sinister bolts that killed off so many of the Starkweather-Moore crew.

As if that weren’t enough, a flying river of rain choked our rightmost engine into
silence. The plane began to wobble and yaw. Stan knuckled down over the control
yoke, every bit the seasoned aviator, trying this, trying that—and, all praise Gorski,
the stalled engine stuttered back to life.

We rose to the Do 24’s maximum altitude, about five miles above sea level, into a
zone of preternatural calm, a clear azure space of sun. The air was so thin that I re-
peatedly had the sensation that I’d stopped breathing. I hung out my tongue and
panted like Baxter. And the cold—the cold was astonishing. We mounded blanket
upon blanket over ourselves, like parasitic larvae within bulging flesh. We ate al-
most constantly, stoking our bodies’ glow. The hours flowed by amid the steady, hyp-
notic roar of the three engines, with Vivi back in the copilot’s seat at Stan’s side.

Leon wasn’t speaking to me, at least for now. I assumed I had totally misread their
relationship, and now I was utterly conflicted about what to do. Strangle Leon and
throw his body from the plane? The lack of oxygen was making me giddy. For the mo-
ment, Leon’s attentions were focused upon Urxula, perched on the plane’s deck be-
tween the two of us. Like an alien idol, quite chatty now—in a teep kind of
way—filling our minds with a stream of disquieting images. Hard to tell how much
time went by as I watched Urxula’s mind-show.

An explosion and a fire. Tunnels with surreal pictures on the walls. Over and over
the shoggoth, seething with teeth and eyes and feelers. The harsh and lonely caws of
birds. The milky waters of a subterranean lake, pulsing with menace. The five-sided
outline of a vast—gate? Flexing forms wielding swords of light. A tunnel to inner
space.

“Feeling dreamy?” It was Vivi at my side. She’d left Stan alone in the cockpit. Once
again she glued her mouth to mine in a passionate kiss. She pushed me onto my
back and lay on me, kissing me over and over. Not three feet away from us, Leon
stared, his mouth a crooked line, his eyes burning. Urxula laid a tendril across the
side of my head, as if taking the measure of human mating rites. Even so, I was tug-
ging at my wrappings, wanting to strip myself bare for Vivi, who was tugging at the
zipper of her blue and yellow overalls, but the cold, oh the cold, it was like liquid in
my veins—

The blow of Leon’s fist against the side of my head jolted me to my senses. Perhaps
it was merely a cruel-to-be-kind suggestion to quit screwing around and tend to busi-
ness, rather than a jealous remonstrance. Vivi rolled to one side and hunkered there,
giggling amid her wrappings. Leon was smiling too. How did I fit into these strange
people’s plans?

“Go spell Stan,” said Vivi. “He’ll need a nap before we land. You can fly solo for
awhile. It’s simple at this altitude. Nothing in the way.”

Embarrassed and with a throb in my head, I rose to my feet and checked my
watch. It had stopped, its gears frozen in place. The sun had moved far around the
horizon. Looking out the side window, I saw distant, pinprick peaks of insane height,
peeping through the roiling layer of clouds. The Mountains of Madness. Amid them
we’d find the Plateau of Leng.

I slid into the cockpit and found Stan Gorski—dead drunk. Lolling back in his seat
with an all but empty flask of Argentinean brandy in his hand.

“Esmeralda’s adios,” said Stan, gulping the cloudy dregs of the bottle before I
could interfere. “Whooh. Raw stuff. And what an aftertaste.”

“How are you going to land this plane in your condition?” I demanded.
“If pontooning across a shoggoth doesn’t earn a man a snort, what does?” Stan

turned a spiteful look upon me, then shoved forward on the control yoke, sending our
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Dornier into a steeply angled dive. “Take over the controls, kid. Earn your wings.” At
this point Stan’s final slug of brandy hit him like a depth charge. He reeled sideways
out of his chair, banged his forehead rather hard on the dash, and settled to the floor
in a heap. I didn’t feel particularly sorry for him. Not with our plane plowing down
into the clouds.

“Vivi,” I cried. “Help me.”
She yelled back her answer. “Pull back on the yoke, you fool!” Leon remained

silent, as if gloating to have his woman to himself. Urxula added some kind of verbal
comment—a high thin piping.

I wrestled with the controls, but in my panic I pushed the stiff control yoke the
wrong way, only steepening our descent. Even worse, I threw us into a barrel roll and
then into a tailspin. We were corkscrewing down, the crates thudding around in the
rear of the plane, and the engines redlining at their physical limits. The besotted
Stan Gorski remained utterly inert, but now Vivi came tumbling willy-nilly to my
aid, all knees and elbows and tousled hair, and with her overalls open down to her
navel. Angrily she yanked at the steering yoke, and then at the knobs to feather the
engines’ fuel feeds, all the while sitting on my lap, her scent making me dizzy. We
were out of the dive; better than that, we were arcing upward, and then we were re-
stored to the serenity of the sunny kingdom above the clouds.

I aimed us toward the highest of the pinpoint summits ahead. “Thanks, Vivi.”
“I’m tired, Doug.” To be heard over the engines, she spoke as loudly as if I were

deaf. “Leon and I are all bundled up. We’re dallying. Leave us alone.” She disap-
peared again.

Onward we droned, with the chief pilot passed out, an alien aboard, and the
woman I loved in a heap of blankets with a man who seemed to hate me. At least, in
this land of midnight sun, there was no prospect of it growing dark. And slowly the
clouds below began to clear.

I’d thought we were near the peaks, but they were so vast that I’d underestimated
the distance. I flew on for three more hours, always aiming toward that one tallest
mountain. Vivi and Leon slept. I had no visions from Urxula. Baxter lay on my feet
beside the collapsed Stan Gorski. I’d thrown Stan’s serape and an additional fleece
over him—after first searching him to make sure he didn’t have another bottle on
his person. He was utterly inert. A plum-colored bruise darkened the waxy pale skin
of his forehead. Obviously I should have checked his pulse and his breathing, but I
suppose I was too angry with him to bother.

As we finally approached our goal, Leon and Vivi bundled themselves into the
cockpit to have a look. Vivi took the copilot’s seat, cavalierly resting her feet on Gors-
ki. Leon stood behind us, peering out the windshield and narrating an account into
his tape recorder. He was using an especially pompous tone, as if performing for an
eventual radio audience. Our plan, by the way, was to delay our broadcasts until af-
ter we’d killed the great shoggoth. We didn’t want an agitated Tierney to descend
upon us too soon.

“The mountains are as if alive,” orated Leon, speaking above the engines’ endless
rumble. “I think—I think it’s possible the mountains have changed since the Stark-
weather-Moore expedition. Accelerated weathering? Continental upheaval? Mineral
growth? In any case we seem to see a new profile to these peaks, and new defiles among
them. Even so, we’ll find the Plateau of Leng. The peaks are like teeth, eh, Vivi?”

Vivi made no answer. Finally concerned over Stan’s prolonged inertness, she was
leaning over and shaking him.

“Yes, the Mountains of Madness are a great maw, bent upon swallowing us,” con-
tinued Leon in his affected, stentorian tone. “Our predecessors spoke of watchtowers
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upon the slopes, and I see such a tower now. Steer closer, would you, Doug? It’s a
crude, atavistic block castle, cold and dumb, savagely eroded, its angles out of kilter,
and perhaps a lair for eldritch beings we know not. I’m looking straight down onto
the fortification just now and—wait! Do I see motion? Circle around so I can fire the
cannon at the tower, Doug.”

“Shut your crack,” I said, more than a little tired of Leon’s assistant professor rou-
tine. “We’re not wasting fuel on that. Or using up one of our last two shells.”

“My timid, uneducated pilot is ill at ease,” resumed Leon, his orotund voice in full
blare. “He thinks only of finding the landing area, somewhere ahead of us, in the
rolling snowy fields around the lost city of Leng. Fret not, my good man. I see a gap
athwart this peak. Can you bring up our altitude a bit more?”

“Even higher?” I said uncertainly. Each breath of this cold, thin air was like an
icepack in my lungs.

Meanwhile Vivi was on her knees beside Stan, trying to breathe air into his
mouth. For a crazy moment, I envied Stan. But—was he in a coma? How heartless
I’d been to let him lie there so long.

“We’ll land on the high plateau,” Leon said to his tape recorder, his voice rich and
fruity. “Five miles above sea level. Those poor devils Starkweather and Moore had
their fuel dump up there, immediately adjacent to the impossibly ancient city of
Leng. Will we find the drums of gasoline intact? Or shall Leng be our final terminus?
Vagrant gusts play about these jagged peaks, like the djinn whirlwinds of Araby. The
inhuman landscape is as if—”

Leon was interrupted by Vivi’s wail. “Stan’s dead! I can’t make him breathe.” She
was spitting and rubbing her lips. “His mouth, the taste, so bitter—he was poisoned,
oh my god. Esmeralda put poison in his brandy!”

Stan dead? He and I hadn’t been friends, not really, but his wild passion and vigor
had enthralled me, lured me along on this insane journey. And now he would never
taste the ultimate victory or defeat. Poisoned by an agent of that bastard Tierney, the
Arkham zealot, the Urxula-hating scourge of all he could not understand.

“A culminating moment of terror and catharsis,” Leon shouted into his micro-
phone. “Fortunately the dazzling aviatrix Vivi Nordström is at my side and fully pre-
pared to accomplish the high-altitude landing of our seaplane upon these vast and
primeval drifts of snow. She’s quite unlike our spooked assistant, Doug Patchen, re-
cently fired from the Boston Globe.”

I knocked the tape recorder from Leon’s lap and stomped on it with the heel of my
boot. Things were completely coming apart. I was terrified, even unhinged. The real-
ity of the scene was a thousand times more vivid than Leon’s vainglorious words.
The landscape’s absolute lack of hospitality toward frail humans, its deracinated
proportions, its nigh-monochrome blankness like the staring grey eyes of a lunatic.
Or like the eyes of a corpse. Poor Stan Gorski.

As if sensing my imminent descent into a fugue state, Baxter got his paws on my
chest and used his tongue to strop my only exposed bit of flesh: a portion of cheek.
And that brought me back. A touch on the cheek.

The rest of me resided out of reach under layers of flying furs and insulating cloth-
ing. I resembled the ambulatory inventory of Abercrombie & Fitch. Even Baxter had
doubled up, with two fleecy dog vests. Yet Urxula remained bare—her alien physiol-
ogy at ease in this savage clime.

The cuke had taken in the essence of our tangled emotional states, and now she
teeped us some calming images. Leon and I shaking hands while Vivi smiled on. Our
plane gracefully landing beside the strange domes and spires of Leng. Urxula lead-
ing us to an entrance to the city. Shoggoth flesh melting like ice cream in the sun. Us
flying back to Boston with treasures in our hold.
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“Let’s start with the handshake,” Leon said to me.
“Fine. I’m sorry I broke your tape machine. The atmosphere here—it’s—”
“Can you throw Stan out of the hatch?” Vivi asked us. “Depressing to have him in

here. And, who knows, maybe he’s contagious.”
It hardly seemed like a fair ending for Stan Gorski, but Leon agreed with Vivi, and

Urxula was with them.
It was up to me and Leon to lug the body to the rear of the plane, while Vivi pilot-

ed on. We levered the tiny rear hatch open against the furious Antarctic slipstream,
the hatch’s hinges very stiff in the frigid air. Perhaps it was a coincidence, but pre-
cisely at that moment Vivi flew directly above another of those uncanny mountain
castles. Leon shoved Stan through the hatch before I was quite ready. We let the door
slam, then ran into the cockpit to witness our lost companion’s long fall—in some
ways reminiscent of when we’d dropped Urxula into the sea off the continental shelf.

But this fall had a punch line. A creature was waiting for the body. Slow, swollen,
obscene, raising its pointed tip as if tasting the vibrations of our great engines. A
manifestation of the ghastly shoggoth, slipping like a many-eyed moray eel from the
gloomy castle on the bare peak below. The monstrous glaring tendril swayed,
twitched, and snap, Gorski was gone. Urxula piped in dismay.

As if this weren’t enough, the not-fully-satiated shoggoth had mascots. A brace of
the flying slug things darted out of the castle and came arrowing upward, riding
atop the repellor rays of their twitching feelers, in hot pursuit of our plane. I took my
seat in the copilot’s position while Vivi maneuvered us into the proper offensive
alignment. And then I let fly with the Maxim machine-gun. My senses were at an
absolute peak of acuity, and after three withering bursts, the two flying slugs were
no more.

“Higher,” Leon repeatedly insisted. “You have to fly higher.”
The staggeringly lofty crags of the Mountains of Madness were dead ahead, and

we were dead on course to slam into them. The engines howled in animal protest as
Vivi revved them to maximum power. With the air so thin, it was exceedingly hard to
gain the extra altitude we needed. As if by way of helping, Urxula opened up her
leathery pair of batwings and trembled them amid the empty space of the cabin. As
before, I observed that her wings gave off subtle antigravitational energies, not un-
like the slugs’ repellor rays. Apparently these forces could pass through our hull with
no diminution. Surely we were rising more rapidly than before.

The evil winds did their best to smash our plane against the towers of stone, but
here it was a good thing that the air was thin. The winds lacked force. With a sure
touch, Vivi wafted us over the verge and through a winding pass. And now we were
above the spreading Plateau of Leng, nearly the size of Rhode Island and ringed by
the Mountains of Madness. Not more than ten miles ahead of us was the lost city it-
self.

From a distance, the ancient, ruined metropolis was like a maze or a labyrinth,
partly buried in the ice and snow. Stretching toward the horizon, a city on the edge of
forever. As we approached, I could make out the shapes of buildings—some of them
roofless ruins, but many intact. They ran a full gamut of forms, as one often sees in
cosmopolitan cities with long histories. Fanciful domes, blunt towers, and terraced
pyramids jostled against deceptively frail spires—which had surely been in place for
millennia. A Cyclopean colonnade of pillars wound through the town—perhaps de-
marcating a former promenade along a now-subterranean river. The ruins of swirled
avenues nested like scrolls around circular and elliptical piazzas. Some of the build-
ings were in the forms of unfamiliar geometric solids—icosahedra, saddle surfaces,
and helicoids. Every part of the uncanny congeries was heavily weathered, with all
surfaces bleached to pale shades of white and gray. Although the lower parts of the
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buildings were embedded in primeval ice, the windows in the upper stories offered
gaping access to the tenebrous gloom within.

Our engines were beginning to stutter and to miss. We were nearly out of gas.
“Use that that spot over there,” I told Vivi, pointing. “It’s flat, and that lump beside

it could be a Starkweather-Moore plane. Snowed over. And the mound next to it—
that could be the fuel.”

“Well-eyed,” said Leon, as if offering a return to congeniality. “Can you land her,
Vivi?”

“I once landed a seaplane on snow in Norway,” she said. “I’d stolen the plane from
a harbor near the maelstrom in the Lofoten Islands. I ditched the plane on a snowy
bluff near Oslo, and tobogganed down. Found a man to help me. As usual.” A low,
throaty laugh.

As the sounds of the engines grew increasingly ragged, Vivi brought us down for a
beautifully smooth landing, gliding across the gritty snows of the plateau with
plumes of white flying out to the sides. The fuel-starved engines stuttered into si-
lence as we reached a full stop.

“Well timed,” said Leon with an exultant guffaw.
“Stan should be here for this,” I said.
“We can’t think about him,” said Vivi. “We have a mission.” By way of backing her

up, Urxula again teeped us an image of a burning shoggoth.
Baxter was scratching at the big side door in the fuselage. We four followed the dog

out, the humans sinking knee deep into fresh snow to find a sturdy crust beneath.
Baxter was light enough that he could stand atop the snow. As for Urxula—she laid
down and sledded along on her ridged sides, beating at the snow with her five arms.

The sun was blazing, and for now it wasn’t windy. Even so, the temperature was
minus fifteen Fahrenheit. We formed a sort of bucket brigade to remove some crates
from the plane, Urxula joining in. Soon we had the one big tent set up, even down to
its unfolded jigsaw-puzzle wooden floor, and with a coal stove cranking out warmth
inside. Leon found some sealskin snow boots in one of the crates—Vivi called them
mukluks. I donned a pair. While Leon, Baxter, and Vivi warmed up by the stove, Urx-
ula and I went to check if those were indeed snowed-over drums of fuel.

“Hurry back,” called Vivi. “Leon will cook while I concoct our ultrasound amplifier.
We’ll need it soon.”

“Solder in the superheterodyne unit from our radio transmitter?” suggested Leon.
“And the amp circuit from the tape recorder that our rogue reporter smashed?”

“On the beam,” said Vivi.
Out in the stunning emptiness of this Antarctic plateau with Urxula, I floundered

toward the mound—my footing improved by the mukluks. They had the fur on the
outside, and to some extent it floated me on the snow. Urxula coasted smoothly at
my side.

The closest buildings of Leng were a few hundred yards beyond our goal. I saw a
down-sloping path that led to a geometric dome made of pentagons. I was wildly cu-
rious about what I’d see within. According to what I’d heard of the Pabodie report,
the city contained galleries of murals and bas-reliefs, plus a deeply buried subter-
ranean lake, and—this decisively confirmed by the Starkweather-Moore party’s fi-
nal radio messages—one or more shoggoths. And that brought me back to the issue
of finding fuel so we could get the hell out of here if—or, rather, when—the next un-
earthly disaster hit.

The first mound we reached was indeed a snow-covered airplane. Bits of alu-
minum peeked through the wind-sculpted drifts. But the metal was torn, and the
mound was overly—flat. As if some great force had pancaked the Starkweather-
Moore plane. Like a can beneath a steamroller. We kept moving and came to the
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snow hillock that I believed to cover the barrels of fuel. Urxula unfolded her bat
wings, gently flapped them, and brought her repellor rays into play. With uncannily
powerful effect, the leathery wings swept the drifts away. And, yes, the fuel drums
were here.

Like Vivi, I was now wearing a heavy knife strapped to my leg. So I used it to pry
open the stopper on one of the metal barrels. The wonderful smell of airplane fuel
wafted out. Perhaps it had temporarily frozen during the winter months down here,
but now, at a balmy fifteen below zero, the fuel was sloshing around just fine. But
how would we empty the drums into the plane’s projecting fin-like tanks? I saw no
sign of a pump.

Teeping this thought from my mind, the hardy and obliging Urxula dipped one of
her feeding tubes into the barrel and puffed up her body like a water balloon, en-
gulfing ten gallons. We stomped and slid back to the plane, and the bloated cuke
spewed the fuel into our tank. I tested the ignition on one of the engines, and it
caught with a steady smooth roar. Looked like we had a way home. Assuming we
survived the other things we had yet to face.

I left Urxula on watch outside our tent. The stunning cold bothered her not one
whit. Inside the tent it was wonderfully warm, with a two-quart can of beef stew
heating on a primus stove. Vivi and Leon had shed their coats and I did the same.
Soon, Leon set out three bowls of the surprisingly good stew, gave a smaller bowl to
Baxter, and passed a fifth bowl out the tent door to Urxula, who tootled as she wel-
comed it.

Sitting on campstools at a folding table with Vivi and Leon, I had a momentary
flash of an off-kilter suburban domestic setup amongst us three, with Vivi and me
married, a husband and wife, and Leon along for the ride. Why couldn’t we two men
share the same woman? Would that be so wrong? But then harsh reality returned.

“The great shuggoth may come at any time,” said Vivi, fussing with the innards of
the cracked tape recorder and of the two ultrasonic devices, arranging parts on the
table. She was in her cute blue and yellow overalls, utterly lovely. Plus her chic scarf
with the drawing of eyes on it. I suppressed a moan of longing.

“This is home sweet home for Urxula,” I managed, groping for something relevant
to say. “I just wonder why her pals are hiding? If they’d come out, they could help us.”

“You don’t really know the details of the Pabodie report and of the Starkweather-
Moore transcripts, do you,” said Leon, cocking his head. “But yet you came on this
trip?”

“I came because—because Urxula gave me a diamond. And—” I paused, and then I
choked out the truth. “I came because I’m in love with Vivi. She’s the most wonderful
woman I’ve ever seen. And, if you two aren’t actually married, I’m hoping that—”

“Oh please,” said Vivi firmly, yet slightly dimpling at the compliment. “A time and
a place for everything, Doug.”

“Once Doug puts it so frankly, I’m at my ease,” said Leon, his tense features relax-
ing. “I’m with you, Doug. Vivi is splendid. And I’m no prude. We’re at the ends of the
Earth. We can do as we please. If Vivi doesn’t take exception, I’m perfectly content
with a mènage a trois.”

If Stan had been here, he would have interjected something coarse and rude to
break the mood. But Stan was gone, poor guy.

“Tonight we’ll make the biggest pile of blankets anyone’s ever seen,” said Vivi,
glancing up from her tools. “And then, of course I’ll make love to both you boys. After
all, I’m Scandinavian.”

Leon guffawed at that.
“What’s so funny?” asked Vivi, all mock innocence. “How would you like it if I told

Doug you’ve been hoping for an orgy all along?”
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“Giving away my darkest secrets,” said Leon, clearing his throat. “Let’s rewind the
metaphorical tape. Doug was curious about the fate of Urxula’s fellow cukes. The
shoggoths prey upon the cukes. This much you surely know. It’s an ongoing problem.
Most of the cukes left Leng in ancient times. Over ten thousand years ago. And the
remaining colony of cukes would like to follow them. But the exit route is closed. The
stranded survivors spend their days creeping furtively around the buried passages
of this dead city.”

“The exit is closed?” I parroted.
“The escape route runs through a subterranean lake, miles beneath Leng,” said

Leon. “Lake Alph, Starkweather named the lake. As it happens, a river runs down
through the ice, into the lake, and out through the bottom of the lake as if through a
drain. The upper and lower branches of the River Alph.” Leon studied my face, look-
ing for an intelligent response, and finding none. “River Alph as in Coleridge’s
poem?”

Still I didn’t quite get it. Flipping to professor mode, Leon cleared his throat and
recited a verse.

“In Xanadu did Kubla Khan
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.”

By way of accompaniment, Urxula was feeding me teep. Images of Leng in the old
days, perhaps a hundred thousand years ago. A pleasing city on a grassy plateau,
with fanciful buildings painted in bright colors, and their spires fluttering with flags
and pennants. The avenues were lined by tree ferns and by stately fungi, thirty feet
in height. Merry cuke people soared in the air, chasing alien pterodactyls and playful
flapping things like manta rays. Piping music and snakes like ribbons filled the
streets. Farmer-shoggoths sold tobacco, crocodile meat, and enormous yams. The Riv-
er Alph meandered into the town from the mountains, seemingly ending at a lake at
the bottom of a deep-set gorge at the city’s center. This was Lake Alph, profound, pel-
lucid, and tinted the deepest of blues. Cukes bathed and played on its shores, frol-
icking with things like hippopotami. As teeped by Urxula, a sense of racial nostalgia
overlaid the Edenic scene.

“In time, the cukes’ ancestors learned to dive to the bottom of Lake Alph,” came
Vivi’s voice, very intimate and close. “They dove down to enter the subterranean riv-
er that flows from there.” I stared at Vivi with glazed eyes. Her lips weren’t moving.
“The lower Alph,” she continued. “It channels through Earth’s crust and enters the
great void that fills our hollow world.”

Urxula fed me a stunning image of the interior of the Hollow Earth, lit by stream-
ers of pink light, and with jungles and seas upon its great inner curve. Truly a cav-
ern measureless to man. At the core of the Hollow Earth floated a cluster of
wobbling ultramarine seas, basically sunless, and amid these umpteen seas drifted
the majestic ancestors of Urxula’s race. Behemoth sea cucumbers, with supernal
powers and immense fronded feelers. The Great Old Ones. At the pinpoint center of
the Hollow Earth was a star gate, a gleaming aethereal sphere, guarded by the
Great Old Ones.

The star gate would, from time to time, connect our Earth’s interior to the interior
of another hollow planet, connect via a twisting hyperdimensional tube, connect to a
hollow world called Yuggoth. Yuggoth was the cukes’ ultimate goal, but was, as yet,
still not quite in range, not even via the star gate at the core of our Hollow Earth.
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Thanks to dark Yuggoth’s highly eccentric orbit, it might be centuries or even mil-
lennia until Earth and Yuggoth were once again properly aligned. This span of time
meant little to the cuke people—and still less to the Great Old Ones. All of this I
knew with certainty. All was laid out clearly in my head. Direct from Urxula.

“The problem for today’s Leng cuke colony is getting down into the lower branch of
the River Alph,” put in Leon. “Lake Alph is clotted up by a massive shoggoth, a
merged grex of all the shoggoths who used to live here. There’s a variety of tunnels in
and out of Lake Leng. More than likely that was a chunk of the Alph shoggoth we
saw in Ushuaia. And no doubt that was an arm of it that reached out to snarf Stan’s
body. And for sure it ate Starkweather and Moore—and crushed their plane. We’re
next.” Leon tried for a nervous laugh, but it came out like a sob.

This tutorial was getting a little heavy for my taste. I wanted to go to sleep. The
prolonged shortage of oxygen was making me light-headed. It was downright hot in
the tent by now. My belly was unpleasantly full, and I hadn’t slept in twenty hours. It
wasn’t dark outside yet, but, um, it wasn’t going to get dark.

“It’s up to us to get that shoggoth out of Lake Alph,” said Vivi. “It’s high time.”
“I get it,” I said with a sigh. “And we’re supposed to do it with a box of grenades,

two cannon shells, a machine gun, and a flamethrower.”
“Don’t you ever listen to anyone?” said Vivi, flaring up. “And you call yourself a re-

porter? We’re going to use ultrasound. An ultrasound modulation of—tra-la-la—my
voice.” Outside the tent, Urxula squealed like a bagpipe. “We’ll use Urxula’s voice
too,” added Vivi. “We’ll vibrate the shoggoth into a trance.”

“And then comes our happy ending,” said Leon, smacking his lips over the last bit
of stew. “The shoggoth comes to the surface and we knock it out. And then the lurk-
ing Leng cukes annihilate it. Somehow. And then the cukes finally dive into Lake
Alph and follow the lower River Alph to the inside of the Hollow Earth, where they
joyfully rejoin the Great Old Ones at the Hollow Earth’s core. And then one of these
days they hop off to Yuggoth, but that’s no concern of ours. The point is that they’ll
leave Leng unoccupied, and ready to loot.”

Vivi rapped the butt of her soldering iron on the table like an auctioneer’s ham-
mer. “Cunning artifacts! Brilliant art! Alien wisdom! You two can name your price
when you get home, Leon and Dougie.”

“And, altruistically speaking, our loot will jump human science forward by a few
centuries,” enthused Leon. “Heck—I’ll get tenure for sure!”

I had a bad feeling about this. Leon and Vivi were shading into mania and hubris.
“We barely escaped that shoggoth in the harbor of Ushuaia, guys. And you saw how
the tendril swallowed Stan. There’s no way we can hypnotize a giant, seething mass
of shoggoth meat.”

“We’re way ahead of you,” said Leon dismissively. “The shoggoths were created by
the Great Old Ones to be slaves for the cukes. Beasts of burden. Under the cukes’ di-
rection, the shoggoths built the city of Leng. And then they were supposed to be
watchdogs.”

I looked at Baxter, happily snoring, and tried to imagine regarding a heap of slimy
rancid undulating meat Jell-O in the same affectionate way.

“Naturally, you need to instruct any servant or pet,” added Vivi. “So the Great Old
Ones designed a special shoggoth language for the cukes to use. That word tekelili
that you heard in your dream in Ushuaia this morning, Doug, it’s part of the shog-
goth language. It means, well, it means something like, Behold, in the presence of
unknowing absolution, I stand anointed. But it’s not stand anointed, exactly, it’s
more like lie down inside a seedpod.”

“That’s what tekelili means if a cuke says it,” opined Leon. “But if a shoggoth says
the word, it means something quite different. If a shoggoth says tekelili, your phrase
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stand anointed should be roll at my leisure on the soft flesh of a decaying corpse.
And of course when a shoggoth’s talking, the unknowing absolution should be di-
vine telepathy. That’s fairly obvious, eh?”

“You know nothing of these things,” said Vivi coldly. “You are not one least little bit
Scandinavian. Let’s get back to what I was trying to tell our cub reporter here.” She
smiled at me. “Most of the old shoggoth commands have been lost. The cukes aren’t
what they used to be. . . . But, while delving into archaic and forgotten libraries, Leon
and I found useful records of some key phrases. We made a transcription from the
Celaeno Fragments in the library of Miskatonic University of Arkham.”

“Arkham again?” I exclaimed. “Those bullshitting screwballs?”
“If you don’t want to end up like Stan Gorski, then you’d better listen to us,” said

Vivi, her voice quite cold. “I’m telling you that Leon and I have unearthed a com-
mand that causes a shoggoth to halt and to stop all activity. The spell throws a giant
slug into stasis.”

“A human would phrase the spell thus,” said Leon. “Hafh’drn ‘ai nog fhtagn.” His
guttural, otherworldly tone seemed to vibrate the very walls of the tent.

“It has to be higher-pitched,” corrected Vivi. “More like the sound of a cuke.” She
repeated the spell in a high, light soprano. And now, from outside the tent, Urxula
echoed the mantra yet again, piping the words from her mouth-tubes, making the
words wispy and aethereal. Baxter sat up and cocked his ears, greatly disturbed.

“Yes, Vivi is right,” said Leon. “That’s almost the way it has to sound.” They smiled
at each other.

“The thing is, it has to be even higher than that,” Vivi now told me, resting her
hand on the tangle of wires and parts on the table. “It has to be ultrasonic. The great
shoggoth is tough and leathery, you see. I have to get under its skin. The spell has to
dig into its meat.” She turned to Leon. “I’m very, very excited, darling. I couldn’t have
brought the plan this far without you.”

Leon looked well pleased. “Tomorrow you and Doug lure that giant shoggoth up
here from Lake Alph,” he said to Vivi, his eyes shining. “I’ll have the ultrasonic am-
plifier at the ready. And we’ll numb the brute with your spell.”

“And then?” I asked, feeling as if I’d stepped into a bad dream.
“Well, we’ve got the cannon,” said Leon, going a little vague. “The machine gun.

The grenades. We’ll muddle through.”
“And don’t forget the hidden cuke people,” added Vivi. “They’ll come out when it’s

time.”
A half-assed plan. Less than half-assed. A sixteenth-of-an-assed plan. Go way un-

derground and lure a giant shoggoth—something the size of a battleship, maybe.
Bigger. Ten battleships. Taunt it and run for your life, and when you get to the sur-
face, your friends ambush it with—what? An electric dog-whistle?

Aside from these grave misgivings, something else was bothering me, something
about the very first part of what Vivi had said when she started talking about the
word tekelili.

“How would you know what I saw or heard in a dream I had in Ushuaia?” I de-
manded of her. “I don’t remember telling you any details about my dream.”

Airily she flipped her hand in the air. I was so tired I felt like I was seeing more
than five fingers. “Surely by now you understand that I’m telepathic,” she said, then
turned to Leon. “It’s play time! I’ll lay out some blankets, Doug. You’ll—”

“What are you, anyway?” I asked her point blank.
“Yust a girl from Norway,” sang Vivi, stalwart, irrepressible, and uncowed by my

growing suspicions. “Witch woman Nordström. It’s pretty easy to cast a spell on the
likes of you. Now come along and don’t be a cold stick.” She raised her voice and
called to Urxula. “Is it safe for now?”
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Urxula chirped back a reassuring arpeggio. Tonight I’d meant to get some typing
in. But that wasn’t going to happen. I joined Leon and Vivi amid the fleece.

How was my night of love? I truly hate people who do this—but I have to tell you I
don’t really remember. It’s entirely possible that I collapsed into deep sleep as soon
as I lay down. This said, I have to admit that I had some—dreams, if that’s what they
were—dreams of hot and juicy sex, and not just the three of us. There was another
woman as well, a brunette, very amorous and agile.

It was Urxula who woke me the next morning—if you could properly speak of
mornings in this land of endless sun. Somehow, somewhen, she had entered the tent.
The cuke had laid one of her branching arms across my chest, and she was softly
rocking me. Meanwhile Vivi, with her overalls fully unzipped, lay snuggled against
my side, and Leon slept spooned against her rear. The stove had gone out. I had a
splitting headache. The air was so cold and thin as to seem like an abstract meta-
physical substance—on the order of the divine light or the luminiferous aether.

As if playing the part of a guide hawking a tour, Urxula filled my head with in-
triguing images of the hidden passages of Leng. Although, as Leon had remarked
upon last night, I hadn’t closely studied the Pabodie or Starkweather-Moore reports,
I well remembered an account of the mind-boggling friezes lining Leng’s sloping pas-
sages. I was eager to go see them, with Vivi along. A romantic outing. The catch was
that—according to Leon’s crackbrained scheme—Vivi and I would be down there as
shoggoth bait.

Baxter trotted in through the tent flap; he’d already been outside to investigate.
“You’ll be bait, too,” I murmured to the dog, not really meaning this unkindly. “You’ll
come with us.” Baxter licked my hand.

“Time to go?” said Vivi, sitting up, her voice high and reedy, and her image wavery,
as if she were ensorcelled in a refractive vortex. And then she brought her features
into focus, like an actress remembering her role. Once again she stood before me as
she wanted to be seen—tall, enthralling, proud. She nudged Leon with her foot.
“Wake up, my love.”

Leon seemed reluctant to face the day, but soon he was on his feet, brewing us a
pot of coffee. Our folding table was gone, replaced by a box of ultrasound gear. Leon
and Vivi had been up while I slept—perhaps with Urxula working on the project, too.
Inside the wooden crate were the two ultrasonic emitters, parts of the tape recorder
and the radio, plus three car batteries, with everything wired and soldered together.
A grid of little speakers was arrayed along the front end of the crate. A pair of
smooth sedan-chair-type carrying poles were affixed to the crate’s sides.

“Hafh’drn ‘ai nog fhtagn,” said Leon, cheerfully raising his cup of coffee in a
toast.

“I hate clothes,” said Vivi, wrapping herself in a fleece. “Why do humans wear
them? Why can’t they regulate their temperatures on their own?”

I bundled myself up for the outdoors. I was glad to notice that my big diamond was
still deep in the pocket of my pants. Not that I was sure I’d live to spend it. Before
donning my thick and awkward fur-lined mittens, I rummaged in the opened muni-
tions box and found a bandolier hosting six of our grenades. I craved the reassurance
of serious explosives—even if our real task was to lure a putrescent monsters into
the range of our ultrasound. Turned out the bandolier was too small to fit around my
fleece-padded bulk. My eye fell on Baxter.

“Baxxy old pal, you’re finally gonna earn your keep.”
He stood still with an unwonted dignity, his back at the level of my knee. I

wrapped the webbing of the bandolier around him twice, then secured it.
“Doggy bomb!” said Vivi with what I felt was untoward delight.
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Her flippant remark spooked me. “He’s not a suicide bomber,” I said. “He’s a porter
pup. Redcap Ruff.”

Leon intervened. “Enough preparations. It’s your speed and bait-like allure that
we need, not those stupid grenades. You don’t seem to get how large this particular
shoggoth is. Here’s the drill. You venture down, down, down—and then you hurry
back. Your roundtrip transit time is limited by the battery life of your electric torch-
es, about ninety minutes per torch, but you’ll have two of them.”

“No extra batteries?”
“Not that I can find,” said Leon. “We left Boston in such a rush. Ninety minutes

each way is plenty of time. You’ll find the shoggoth in Lake Alph and it’ll chase you.
They’re inexorable and unstoppable—but Vivi says they’re not as fast as a running
human. You start out ahead of the big guy, and you run all the way back up. Hit the
surface with the shoggoth in pursuit, then Urxula and I blast it with that ultrasound
spell. Numb it with our phased micro-speaker array. More powerful than it looks. A
sonic Fresnel lens. Bingo, bango, the shoggoth seizes up, and we’re aces.”

It was fine for Leon to call our old-school weapons stupid—given that he was stay-
ing safely aboveground. But I wanted a little more reassurance, however out of date.
I grabbed a Colt forty-five pistol. Vivi did the same, and took a flare gun as well.

Out of the illusory yet comforting safety of the tent we trooped, leaving Leon and
his gorgeous cuke assistant to fuss with the sonics. Wait—gorgeous? Where had that
come from? Last night’s dim orgy?

The lowering lead-colored sky seemed to confine us—like the lid of a coffin. Or like
we were already inside the tunnels of Leng. Our route into the ruins of the ancient
metropolis was a crusty avenue of snow that supported our weight well enough. The
path sloped down through a tall defile whose walls of icy gneiss were carved in fili-
grees, stained by the millennia, surely meaningful, but not for me to unriddle.

The walls leveled out, and now we were in a bowl-like depression, a round plaza
in the city of Leng. In the center of this space a massive dodecahedron loomed—a
twelve-sided figure with pentagonal sides, the edges decorated with carved crests
and knobs of stone. One of the sides gaped open to the elements, with drifts of snow
within. Vivi nudged me toward the leering five-sided doorway, big enough to admit,
um—for some reason I thought of a sickening news photo of an elephant who’d been
hung by the neck from a derrick in Tennessee when I was a kid. The gateway was
big enough for the elephant and the derrick both.

I was scared. We were quite alone—a man, a woman, and a dog. If Vivi really was
a woman. Though Baxter and I were hesitating, Vivi plunged into the gloom without
even turning on her electric torch. Okay, we’d save hers for our return. I illuminated
my own torch and rushed after her, Baxter lolloping alongside. The excited Vivi was
chanting nonsense verses to herself.

“Just the place for a shoggoth, a slug oath, a sly broth—and a zap of squeedle-
squee!”

“What are you so happy about?” I demanded.
“This is effing gee dee gloriosky, Dougie mine. We’re going to rescue my folk!”
“Your folk?”
Vivi stopped dead. Time for the final reveal. She stripped off one mitten and held

her hand in front of my face. In the pale glow of my torch, her digits writhed and
morphed, flowing into the same alien multiplicity as Urxula’s dactyl fronds. Vivi
leaned close to me, as if for a kiss. Her face became rugose, a seamed integument or
rind of marine or vegetal flesh. I jumped back a step or two.

“Ha! What do you make of this, my little cub reporter?” Her voice was very thin
and high from her oral tubes. “You’re in love with a space squash, a sentient celery
stalk, a telepathic sea cucumber! A cuke who can most cunningly deceive.”
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Vivi redonned her glove, and also her human semblance, while I recovered my bal-
ance and aplomb. “I don’t believe it. I know that you can teep, sure, I’ll buy that
much. And that means you can put hallucinations in my head, right? Like what I
just saw. But, no, you’re not some alien, plantimal cuke. Can’t be.”

“Believe what you wish, my dear. I’m bound for Yuggoth by way of the Hollow
Earth!”

I shook my head. “I can’t think about all that right now. Let’s push on.”
I twisted the lens of my electric torch to illuminate a wider angle. Faintly I saw a

long, moderately sloped ramp, heading down, down, down, just as Leon had said.
Vivi took my hand, giggled, and we began—skipping. Baxter pranced at my side,

his grenades wobbling on his bandolier. A merry trio in a dance of death, increasing-
ly far below the lost city of Leng. Not that I skipped for very long. The thin air was
getting to me again. I had to stop and catch my breath every few minutes. And there
were increasingly frequent forks in our path. In hopes of being able to find our way
back, I chalked the walls, using an old gang sign from my Southie days, out of some
displaced nostalgia or desire for familiar comforts.

Although immured, we were hardly deprived of stimuli. The passageway walls
were carved with endless murals and bas-reliefs from the culture of the cuke peo-
ple—uncanny masterful friezes, startlingly undiminished by the millennia, over-
powering in their vast perspectives, whose non-Euclidean lineaments baffled and
teased at the limits of the human brain, conveying nebulous insights into the birth of
humanity and the ultimate guttering extinction of the cosmos.

Cryptic hieroglyphs, cave paintings of long-legged crocodiles and flying cuttlefish,
a whale with a whale inside it, a cube with one eye, a giant sea cucumber, a ladder to
the moon. The chaotic bubbling formless void prior to creation would have thrust up
just such forms as we saw upon the walls. Obscene imagery that lurked beyond the
edge of comprehension. Obscene not in the scatological sense, but in the manner of a
madman’s perceptions of a universe failing to obey the cozy, homespun constraints
of physical law. And, yes, obscene in a sexual sense as well—albeit a debased bacte-
ria-style form of sex. Although I saw no images of human rutting upon these walls, I
recalled a Sunday Globe feature on Hindu temples, featuring a blurry photograph
where a carnal riot of interlinked stone forms conjured up a super-being assembled
from mortal human limbs.

My mind spun on—and in the end I had to avert my gaze from the friezes, lest I too
became a cog in the monstrous mind-art of Antarctica. Rivulets of ice water were run-
ning down the floors of the passageways now. Time was losing its meaning in these
echoing chambers and stygian, dripping crypts. Only when my electric torch began to
flicker did I know that some ninety minutes had passed. Almost time for Vivi’s torch.

How far could one walk in ninety minutes at an oxygen-starved pace? Four miles?
Of course, we hadn’t dropped vertically that far. I tried to do the math, using the es-
timated angle of our descent to comprehend our depth below the Plateau of Leng,
but I failed. Human science seemed inapplicable here. At least by me. More and
more water was flowing down the sides of our tunnel.

I motioned for a halt. “Vivi, we have to turn around now if we want your light to
last us all the way up. Maybe we’ll try again tomorrow.”

The cuke-woman’s eyes had a glazed look of obsession. “No, no, the shoggoths—the
one big shoggoth—it’s just around the bend. I can hear it splashing in Lake Alph. I
can feel the air moving. Can’t you?”

I harkened, and indeed there was something more than our echoes and the purling
of unseen streams. Something dynamic and dreadfully alive in this dark, eerie space.
A booming sound. Faint breezes against my cheek. And—the squawks of birds?

“We’ll be going up a lot faster than we came down,” said Vivi. “Running like hell.
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Even when you think you’re out of breath. I’ll make you trot, Doug. Me, and the shog-
goth on our tails. It won’t take any ninety minutes to get topside!”

“Is that supposed to be reassuring?”
“C’mon,” said Vivi, and hurried ahead.
Our watery passageway, which had been the diameter of a subway tunnel, grew

wider now, debouching into a large and sunless cavern that was somehow faintly lit.
In the limited zone of my torch’s radiance, I saw a pebbled shore, with fossils among
the stones—brachiopod bivalves, ammonoid spirals, and dinosaur teeth. The scree
sloped down to rippling, opalescent waters of unknowable extent. Lake Alph.

A cataract roared in the distance, and deep below the lake’s surface gleamed a
minute and ragged portal, blue-white with radium brilliance, its form wavering with
the water’s flow. The entrance to the lower branch of the River Alph—the channel to
the Hollow Earth, the longed-for goal of the Leng cukes, access to which the wallow-
ing shoggoth blocked. But where was the great beast? Hiding, swimming—or circling
around behind us? My heart beat against my chest like a frantic fist.

Again a bird squawked, and I realized we stood beside a rookery of incurious albi-
no penguins. Their indifference to our presence and illumination instantly indicated
they were blind permanent residents of these depths. Indeed, they had no eyes at all.
The stagnant air stank of their guano. One of them waddled over to us, flapping his
stubby wings as if in greeting. A dingy, pathetic headwaiter.

Baxter began barking, and the birds tottered away, emitting raucous, spasmodic
cries. Before the headwaiter was quite beyond reach, Vivi leapt upon him like a
hunting cat. I never saw how she did it. Did she use that same knife she’d had in
Lima? Whatever the explanation, somehow the unfortunate penguin’s head became
jaggedly separated from its body. Blood spewed everywhere. A melancholy spectacle
in this underworld grotto.

Vivi tossed the bipartite corpse into the glistering waters as a lure or sacrifice,
then drew herself up and unleashed a wailing cacophonous threnody in no known
tongue. Punctuating her actions, she drew out her flare gun and fired a charge out
over the lake. Borne by a small parachute, the sputtering charge drifted down. I glut-
ted my eyes, taking everything in.

This vast chamber was, so far as I could tell, walled in stone with a ceiling of solid
ice. A glacial plug had covered the open gorge that held Lake Alph. The dome of ice
was vaulted with the entrances to dozens of tunnels and vents, angling up like chim-
neys. Half a mile away, a turbulent flume of water roared in from a break in the
stone wall—the falls of the ancient River Alph. In the distance, the icy vaults angled
down to meet the water’s surface.

In the glare of the descending flare, I saw ripples upon the lake’s surface, forceful-
ly approaching us, building into wavelets, and then into a surge. Time to go! I called
to Vivi. No response. The flare met the water with a hiss, and gloom returned. Vivi
stayed fixed to her spot as if in a trance, arms upraised, her voice still lifted in
strange song.

I grabbed Baxter by the bandolier of grenades that he dutifully wore. Should I set
one off? No, no, at this point, retreat was the better part of valor. I hurried Baxter
dog back toward the tunnel, leaving Vivi to her keening. One last time, I flicked my
fading beam her way.

In the water, lit by the penumbra of my electric torch, loomed the slick, sickening,
slimy slab of the great shoggoth’s bulk! It quivered like a bowl of human fat ripped
from the bodies of Aztecan sacrifices. Fat that bore teeth and eyes. The thing was in-
conceivably huge. Could so great a mass squeeze through the narrow passageways to
the surface? Surely yes. I thought of leeches, mollusks, and of how an octopus can
thread itself through a pipe.
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With no further thoughts of saving the obstinate Vivi, Baxter and I headed up the
ramp toward the surface, running full-on in fact, me already gasping in the air, and
with our path but vaguely lit by my electric torch’s dying light. I heard something
close behind me—to my extreme relief it was only Vivi, easily overtaking me, and
now lighting our way with her electric torch’s fresh and blessed light.

“Faster, Doug! The shoggoth especially wants you and the dog. Warm mammal
meat!”

I hardly needed Vivi’s urgings. I could hear the nasty sliding and slobbering of the
shoggoth. And so Baxter and I ran, with Vivi just behind us, my shadow and the
dog’s shadow making wild ragged silhouettes against the freakishly decorated walls.

At least there was no chance of Vivi’s torch running out of juice. If our cautious and
somewhat leisurely descent had taken ninety minutes, much of that time had been
spent in mooning over the archaic friezes. I think we made the ascent in half that
time, with the impetus of the pursuing shoggoth so close behind. Forced through the
tunnel, its bulk made a horrible noise, like suctioning out an overfull cesspit. The
dire creature stank like rotten meat. And it gave off teep vibrations as well—in-
choate sensations of greed and hunger and gnashing jaws.

All the while, the monster was chanting a burbling repetition of, as it happened,
that famed word: Tekelili. What was it that Leon had claimed it meant? Behold, in
the presence of divine telepathy, I roll at my leisure on the soft flesh of a decay-
ing corpse. Close enough.

I hadn’t run so fast or for so long since my college track days. Repeatedly I stag-
gered and began to collapse for lack of breath and from the cramps in my burning,
oxygen-deprived legs. But each time Vivi goaded me on, like a vicious mahout on an
elephant, poking her mental forces into the deepest ganglia of my nerves, squeezing
yet another dollop of élan vital from my tissues, sparking superhuman somatic re-
sources I’d never known I possessed. And Baxter was being cellularly goosed in the
same way, the poor dog tottering along beneath the foolish load of those six hand
grenades I’d strapped to his body.

Finally we reeled out of the great door of the dodecahedral entrance hall and into
the chill open air. The Antarctic landscape, dead and sterile, looked like paradise. Not
daring to glance behind me, I began clumsily to careen up the walled ice and stone
passage toward our camp. Vivi was right beside me, as was Baxter.

As we reached the open terrain with the tent and the plane in sight, my left muk-
luk caved through a soft spot in the crust and I went down.

Baxter—good loyal Baxter, furry of face but noble of heart—stopped beside me to
help. He was as frightened as I, and his body was pressed down into the snow. But he
turned to face our pursuer—and growled. A savage, primeval sound. Noble hound in-
deed.

Vivi kept running, perhaps reasonably so. She was yelling to the others, who so far
weren’t doing jack shit.

“Leon, Urxula! Amp the sound! Hurry up, damn you!”
Baxter switched from growling to barking. Though I was shaky from panic and ex-

haustion, I got my feet under me again. We could follow after Vivi. And now I looked
back. The shoggoth had blown the dodecahedral entrance hall off its foundation. It
was oozing out, more and more of it, filling the circular piazza and the trench-like
passageway we’d just walked up. Its skin was a blend of mauves, pinks, tans, and
greens, with eyeballs dotting its surface like raisins in a bun. It had mouths as well,
hundreds or even thousands of them, roughening its surface into psycho sandpaper.

A whipping tendril of vile flesh lashed toward us—and wound around Baxter’s bel-
ly with twenty more feet of length to spare. The extra bight looped around me. A ter-
rible pressure closed around my ribs. And the endmost part of the tentacle began
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choking my neck. From the very tip of the tentacle, a baleful eye glared at me. Mean-
while the main body of the shoggoth was catching up, bedizened with eyes and teeth,
like a stadium full of doughy aliens smushed into one.

I gargled a scream, yanked my pistol from its holster and fired into the meat of the
tentacle that held Baxter and me. My bullets made no difference at all. And then I
was out of ammo. I could hardly breathe, I was seeing spots. I tried my knife—noth-
ing doing. The flesh healed itself as fast as I could stab.

But now Baxter, on the point of death, managed one last bravura stunt—thereby
fulfilling Vivi’s callous prophecy. His head was twisted halfway around by the shog-
goth’s grasp, with his neck about to break. As his final gesture, my dog nipped the
ring fastened to one of the pins in the grenades—and pulled. All six of the charges
went off, one after the other, a ripping zipper of boom.

A flexing length of severed shoggoth sprang through the air, a fleshy missile that
held me in its grasp. The tip and I plopped into deep snow, a hundred feet closer to
the camp than before. I stared back at the sad red splatter of Baxter’s remains. My
dog, the one being I’d truly and unconditionally loved, and who had deeply and un-
conditionally loved me. My dog had been snuffed out by an abomination from beyond
the stars.

The unexpected amputation stalled the beast for a moment, but meanwhile even
more of the amorphous killer tapioca slurped its foul self from the hole in the piazza.
As if leery of another pesky explosion, the shoggoth retracted its tendrils, primly tak-
ing the form of a roly-poly toy as big as the Great Blue Hill of Massachusetts.

At the ragged edge of collapse, I ran to my compatriots. Leon was Leon—flum-
moxing with the ultrasonics, and quite unable to get them working. Urxula was in
an impotent dither as well. The exasperated Vivi knocked Urxula onto her side, and
shoved Leon from the controls. And now, at the lovely cuke woman’s touch, the appa-
ratus came alive. The ultra-high-frequency tape loops began, if inaudible to me, and
Vivi caterwauled her stasis-inducing phrase.

“Hafh’drn ‘ai nog fhtagn!”
Dynamically active, the audio equipment morphed Vivi’s words into the ultrason-

ic zone. Urxula was piping in harmony. And now the taped and spoken invocations
had their desired effect—but with unforeseen consequences.

The shoggoth had reared up like a thousand-foot-tall tsunami preparing to lunge
onto us and flatten us like bugs. But now, paralyzed in midair, it couldn’t thrust for-
ward in its intended cataclysmic leap. Instead, overbalanced, it fell flat onto the
swath of land separating it from us.

This swath happened to include the full fuel drums bequeathed to us by the
lamented Starkweather-Moore party. The impact of the paralyzed behemoth split a
few of the fuel drums open, sending a spray of precious, irreplaceable aviation petrol
out to drench the snow. The air smelled like a refinery.

The good news? Not all of the barrels had burst. I could see the snow-softened out-
lines of at least a dozen of them to one side of the unconscious leviathan. And I felt
sure that many more of them were intact under its cushiony flesh. Like eggs beneath
a broody hen. Nothing to worry about, Doug.

Vivi and Urxula were hugging each other and doing a swaying dance. Although
Vivi still maintained her human form, I could now see a sisterly resemblance be-
tween the two. The blonde and the brunette.

“The way is clear, our path is near,” sang Vivi.
“The lower Alph is ours,” harmonized Urxula. This was the first time I’d heard the

cuke speak in human words. Her voice was a combo of funereal keening wind and
throttled rabbit.

Leon, unrepentant over his ham-handedness that had nearly ruined everything,
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was stroking his chin, playing the over-intellectualized bohemian prof while musing
upon the shoggoth.

“As long as that shoggoth has drenched itself in our vital fuel, we might as well
light it up,” he said. A moment later he’d fetched the German flamethrower from our
tent.

“Don’t do that!” I cried. “Some of those barrels are still good! I say we tank up our
plane. We’re lucky the shoggoth didn’t squash it. Fly our plane the hell out of here
before those car batteries die, and the ultrasound stops, and the shoggoth wakes up.”

“We cukes have a checkmate in store,” said Vivi. “You don’t know our full plan. No
way are you boys skipping out before the shoggoth is destroyed.”

“Anyone got a light?” said Leon, brandishing the flamethrower. He’d lost his sense
of perspective. Or, more likely, Vivi was mind-controlling him.

I was on the point of tackling him—but a fresh interruption intervened. A flock of
the larval flying slug men, similar to the ones that had attacked us before. They
poured forth from the cave mouths in the peaks surrounding the Plateau of Leng,
their repellor tendrils in wild motion, their rays weaving lines of light. Kith and kin
of the one great shoggoth, the flying slugs were its shock force. And, as fate would
have it, Vivi’s ultrasonic mantras had no effect on the flying slugs at all. They
swarmed toward us, intent on protecting their mighty emperor, the sstunned shog-
goth of Lake Alph.

Just for starters, one of the slugs snatched up Leon’s flamethrower and flew it
away. And others made efforts to destroy Vivi’s ultrasound device—although so far
Vivi and Urxula were staving them off. Our two cuke allies had stretched out their
folded wings and were wielding them like scimitars with seriously sharp edges, the
powers of the edges enhanced by aethereal energies. Any slug that came too close
was immediately cut in two, into three, into eight. And, once below a certain size, the
pieces died. Meanwhile Leon—well, Leon was nowhere to be seen. Later I’d learn
he’d taken refuge in the tent with the blankets and fleeces over his head. Leaving me
alone to help our cuke friends against the flying slugs.

I darted into our plane, hopped into the pilot’s seat and took the controls of our
wing-mounted Maxim machine gun. Fortunately the plane’s nose was pointing to-
ward our camp. The Maxim’s linkage was wonderfully maneuverable. And its haw-
haw was cathartic. As I blazed away, I found myself weeping and yelling Baxter’s
name over and over, a man possessed. Within a few minutes, every dirty flying slug
within my range had been ripped to shreds.

But then I ran out of bullets, and there were still a half dozen of the flying slugs
left. These particular fellows had learned to be leery of Vivi, Urxula, and me. They
hovered above us, twitching their flight tendrils, unsure what to do next.

A standoff. I was still in the plane, the two cuke women had their saber-wings, the
ultrasound speakers were working, and the great shoggoth lay inert. Yet I knew
that, in these low temperatures, the batteries driving the speakers wouldn’t last for
long. And then the great shoggoth would arise. Meanwhile dark thunderclouds were
forming above the Plateau of Leng.

All of a sudden something in my mind changed. In point of fact, the change was
caused by Vivi’s telepathic manipulation of me. But for the moment I imagined I was
rationally deciding that Leon had been right after all. Kill the shoggoth at all costs!
Use the fuel barrels to set it on fire! And to hell with getting home!

Buzzing with spurious mental energy, I clambered from the pilot’s seat into the
fuselage of our plane, lined up the Hispano-Suarez cannon and sent the second-to-
last of our shells into the spot where the fuel barrels nestled beneath the monster.
At the blast of the shell, the somnolent beast merely twitched. But—how wonder-
ful—flames were rising up. Moving like a loyal automaton, I loaded our final shell
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into the cannon and shot again. Whoosh . . . ftoom! I liked the sound of the cannon
as much as I liked the Maxim’s haw-haw. And I really liked seeing fire blanket the
shoggoth. With any luck, the monster would cook down to ashes before it ever woke
up.

“Sucker’s catching hold real good!” I exclaimed to nobody in particular. Or, yes,
there was somebody. Vivi in my head. steering my thoughts. A moment of clarity. I’d
burned all our fuel!

Right about then—whoopsie daisy! The three car batteries powering the speakers
gave up the ghost. No more ultrasound. The shoggoth arose, swathed in flames like a
bum who’s set his bed alight with a forgotten cigarette. At the shoggoth’s base, the
very last barrels of fuel were exploding. The shoggoth pondered its situation and
then, with evil cunning, it bent itself double, first to one side and then to the other,
handily staunching the fire. And rose again to its full height. It couldn’t exactly roar,
but it blared. A low sound like a sonic boom. Taller than a skyscraper, it twitched its
tip, as if sniffing for me. Huddled in the plane, I tried to make myself very small.

Vivi and Urxula were already sledding away from the shoggoth on their sides,
speeding toward Leng—and happily singing. Why? Why rejoice when we were total-
ly doomed? Overhead, the clouds were blacker and lower than before. Thunder rum-
bled like ninepins. An unexpected movement above the Leng towers caught my eye.
Another flock—but not slugs this time—it was a swarm of the bat-winged cukes!
Urxula’s and Vivi’s tribe. They were emerging from their haunted city as an aveng-
ing army.

We’d lured the shoggoth into the clear for them. And by temporarily paralyzing the
shoggoth, we’d bought them enough time to get their weather mojo working. The
slugs and the shoggoth sensed what was coming next. With incredible speed, the five
or six remaining slugs arrowed off toward the caves in the distant hills. The shog-
goth blared its futile defiance toward the heavens, then clumsily turned, meaning to
make its way back to the hole in the plaza where the dodecahedron had been.

Massing out of reach of the shoggoth’s tendrils, the flock of aerial celeries waved
their stalks in unison, weaving elaborate summoning patterns in the air. Right on
cue, intelligent strokes of lightning cracked and leapt, homing in on the raging bulk
of the rampant shoggoth. Bolts of pure actinic electric fire rained from the heavens,
wreaking havoc upon the primeval foe. Yes, for the first time in eons, the shoggoth
was in the open air, properly positioned for higher revenge. My guess is that, in an-
swer to the cukes’ pleas, the Great Old Ones were controlling the blasts, snaking out
hair-fine tendrils of force from their redoubt at the core of the Hollow Earth.

The relentless, branching strikes delved deep into the shoggoth’s flesh, igniting the
creature’s entire mass. It lumbered this way and that, helpless against the aethere-
al onslaught, roaring in pain. And still the lightning continued. In its final death
agony now, the shoggoth reared and blubbered, hurling flaming gobbets to every
side. Several struck our plane and began to melt the metal fuselage like Greek fire. I
dashed out of the burning hull.

Meanwhile the ongoing lashings of lightning served fully to render and enervate
the flaming, writhing pile of intelligent interstellar dung that had been the great
shoggoth. It heaved, churned, and eventually subsided into steaming parcels of inan-
imate ichor.

And now here was Leon at my side, emerged from his lair in the tent. He wore a
look of incredulous stupefaction. Suddenly his dreams of hot flapper sorority babes
worshipping him from the front row of the lecture halls, his longings for witty con-
versations at department teas, his projected flirtations with decadent hostesses of
art-world soirées, and his visions of eventual buckram-bound volumes of his collect-
ed works—suddenly all these seemed potentially feasible.
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With the shoggoth done for, the cukes alighted en masse, surrounding us two hu-
mans in a friendly way. It was hard to pick out Urxula in the crowd, but Vivi was
again wearing her human disguise. She tromped over to us across the snow. She
spoke harshly to us. Perhaps she was showing off for her friends.

“Sorry you unlucky bastards are stuck here now. But you’re welcome to follow us
down the lower Alph into the Hollow Earth. We’ll take good care of you—just like you
took such good care of Baxter, Doug!” Pause for a burst of mocking alien laughter.
“No, seriously, I could feed you oxygen while we’re inside the river. And I could give
you longevity so you last for centuries—until the trip to Yuggoth. And all along we
could keep having sex. Urxula’s into it. Scandinavian style, right?” Squeals of appre-
ciation from Urxula. But Vivi still wasn’t done. She was enjoying herself. “Oh, and
that climactic hop from the Hollow Earth to Yuggoth—some nasty accelerations in
that hypertunnel. Like a corkscrew roller-coaster. I think I’d need to remove your
brains and pack them in padded nautilus shells. The Yuggoth crowd tested that type
of move on a Vermont folklorist named Akeley. They say it worked terrif !”

I glared goggle-eyed at the cuke woman, feeling a combination of anger, regret, and
sadness. Perhaps for her, I was like an ant or a fly. Even so, the love spell she’d woven
over me was at least partially intact. Leon appeared as distraught and bereft as I.

I wanted to plead for her sympathy. But my brain felt too turgid and sluggish from
the incredible cascade of recent events. I began to hear a buzzing, as if a prelude to
some kind of migraine or epileptic fit.

And then Leon shouted, “A plane! It’s another plane!”
Sure enough, the mate to our ruined Do 24 was circling the plateau. Leon and I

watched in bemusement as it made an expert landing.
The side door opened, and in it was framed Ransome Tierney, Arkham’s fire-

breathing zealous scourge of all that was eldritch, unholy, and irredeemably un-
couth.

Tierney saw the cukes and, to give him full credit, was not daunted. He began to
declaim his self-appointed mandate. “Foul spawn of the deepest abyss, I say thee
nay! Your wicked, sinful, abominable depredations are at an end! No longer will you
haunt mankind. I shall—”

Just then came a hot explosion beside my ear, and Tierney’s head shattered in a
cloud of bone, blood, and grey matter. His corpse tumbled to the red-stained snow.

Vivi was holstering her smoking Colt forty-five. “That crazy bugger would have
caused a race war between our species, Doug. He had to go.”

“We’re still on the same side?” I said.
“Always,” said Vivi. “I’m sorry I was talking mean.”
A white rag on a broom handle poked out the door.
“Come on out,” I yelled. “It’s safe.”
A quintet of regular fellows trooped out of the plane. None of them looked like true

believers of Tierney’s crusade. And conversation with them quickly confirmed that
they were hired hands, just along for a paycheck.

The talk then turned to practicalities. We quickly established that while the new-
comers had a functioning plane, its tanks were as empty at the end of their long haul
as ours had been. They too had been relying on the leftover Starkweather-Moore
fuel.

I turned then to Vivi, heavy of heart and resigned to accepting her offer to accom-
pany the cukes into the unknown, and to become their human mascots. And I think
Leon felt the same way. We were too despondent to talk.

Our cuke-woman lover was conferring with her peers. She’d reverted her hands to
stalks and was using an intricate sign language that must have served as a more so-
phisticated alternative to the nebulous imagery of teeping. The discussion ended,
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and Vivi came over to Leon and me. She forgot to resume her human hands, but the
unreal admixture of human and cuke body parts barely had any power to shock me
after what I’d lived through.

“Boys, I have a feeling that the Hollow Earth and Yuggoth—they’re a bit much for
you. Likely to turn you into gibbering vessels of ravening dementia, eh? So my folk
and I are going to make you some fuel. Your tanks will be filled, and you can go
home.”

“Yes!” said Leon and I as one.
“Very well then.” Vivi paused to pipe to her companions, then returned to human

speech. “We cukes will activate our onboard alchemical organs. We’ll transmute some
vile molecules of charred shoggoth meat into volatile hydrocarbons, and you’ll be
free.”

Immediately the cukes set their tube mouths to vacuuming up whatever bits and
pieces of shoggoth flesh they could find. And then they were squirting gallon after
gallon of refined fuel into the new Do 24’s reservoirs. Leon, Tierney’s crew, and I
cheered.

“We cukes will be on our merry way now,” said Vivi when the plane’s tanks were
full. “And of course, whatever treasures you find in the ruins of Leng are yours. If
looting is to your fancy.” She gave Leon and me a meaningful look. “But maybe not
such a good idea.”

“I don’t really want to go in there again,” I said.
“Me neither,” said Leon, who by now had fully lost his nerve.
But Tierney’s crew of five were chuffed at the thought of looting. I pointed them to-

ward the hole where the dodecahedron had been, and told them that Leon and I
would wait for a couple of hours. They agreed to share a portion of their loot with us,
so that was all fine.

Meanwhile, one by one, Vivi’s fellows were flying off, entering Leng via the various
portals of its towers, and vowing to meet by Lake Alph in ten minutes. Evidently
they knew shorter paths than the inclined passageway I’d descended.

The cast of characters was down to Vivi, Leon, and me. We knew Vivi was about to
shed her human identity forever, and that we were unlikely to see her again. Leon
kissed her for a long time. And then it was my turn. An ember of lust and affection
for the cuke still glowed in my heart. I embraced her and sought her mouth for a fi-
nal kiss that—flying in the face of decency and logic—grew terribly ardent.

“Oh, Doug,” said Vivi, finally pushing me away. “You’re starting to understand.”
“Can I come see you?” I asked. My hands were trembling.
“In the Hollow Earth?” she said, smiling. “Why not? If you can find your way. Very

soon the path through Leng will close. It’s been waiting only for the rest of my race to
enter. But there may be other routes. If you’re meant to find me, you will. No great
rush. I’ll be down there for a few centuries. Until planet Yuggoth is in the right spot.”

She rose into the air, fully in cuke form, a ridged green squash with tube mouths
and bat wings. Beloved by Leon and me. She dipped a wing in farewell, then swept
into the belfry of a nearby tower, leaving Leon and me alone in the endless daylight
of the lost city of Leng. I was happy to be there, and happy to be alive.

Leon and I gathered our supplies and trudged over to Tierney’s plane, settling into
the two pilot seats to wait for Tierney’s crew. Suddenly an earthquake shook the
ground.

“Look,” said Leon, his voice low in wonder. “It’s folding up.”
Indeed, Leng was collapsing in on itself like an intricate puzzle—the spires fitting

into the arches, the towers filling the lanes, the buildings lying down in the plazas,
every high point matching a low. The collapse had been implicit in the design from
the start, but we hadn’t noticed.
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Five minutes later the quake was over and the lost city was gone. The empty
plateau extended on every side, drifting with windblown snow. The only visible sign
of our adventure was the ragged scrap of our tent. And, of course, Tierney’s Do 24,
freshly fueled and ready to fly home.

“I feel sorry for those five guys,” I told Leon.
“Who knows,” he said. “Maybe they’re not dead. Maybe the cukes took them along

for pets. Like they were going to do with us. Can you fly this plane on your own?”
“Sort of. I guess. Pretty well have to. You can help.”
“Just don’t land in Ushuaia,” said Leon. “Aim for the next port up.”
“Got you. And maybe we’ll switch to a commercial flight from there. And sneak

home. You’ve still got cash, right?”
“I suppose so,” said Leon a little grudgingly. “What about your diamond?”
I felt in my pants. Nothing there. “Gone like Leng,” I said. “And I quit my job. No

money for rent. Can I stay at your house for awhile?”
“If it’s there,” said Leon with a shrug. “Are we going to tell people?”
“Not sure,” I said, raising my voice as I fired up the Do 24’s massive engines. “I

mean, we stole a plane and murdered Tierney. And they might pin Gorski on us, too.
And the loss of Tierney’s men.”

“We’ll keep mum, but I’ll write some papers anyway,” said Leon. “Strictly hypo-
thetical. Theories about the disappearance of Leng. Speculations about the physiolo-
gy of the cukes. I’ll get my tenure yet.”

“Me, I’ll write up my report as a thrilling wonder tale,” I said, as I goosed the en-
gines to their max. “And sell it to Weird Tales. I’ve still got that typewriter I stole.”

“Hallelujah, brother,” cried Leon. “Play your horn.”
We skimmed across the snow and rose into the air, swooping toward the gap in the

mad mountains around the plateau of lost Leng. ❍
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THE 
EQUALIZERS

Ian Creasey

Ian Creasey writes in his spare time. By day, he has an office
job in the financial services sector, in which capacity he has
seen many corporate initiatives come and go. Contemplating
the future of equal-opportunities directives inspired him to

write “The Equalizers.” 

I ’ve got to stop doing this, Pamela thought when her phone beeped her awake at six
A.M. Or at least stop doing it on weeknights. I’m thirty-seven—I don’t have the energy
to live on four hours’ sleep any more.

She reached under the unfamiliar pillow to grab her phone and stifle the alarm,
before it disturbed whoever slept beside her. Then she slid out of bed and slunk into
the bathroom to pee. She checked her phone to see whereabouts in London she’d
ended up, and summoned a cab with the taxi app.

Back in the bedroom, Pamela dressed hurriedly, not bothering to smooth her rum-
pled clothes. When she got home she would have a shower, change into a fresh outfit,
and apply new makeup. Casual dating was harder for women. If a man stayed
overnight somewhere, he could return to the office wearing the same clothes he wore
yesterday, augmented with a day of stubble, and no one would bat an eye.

If everyone wore the Equalizers, it wouldn’t matter what I looked like, Pamela
thought. I could waltz back into the office in yesterday’s outfit, without any makeup,
and no one would know.

Tempted, she imagined the memo she would write: “To further enhance the Firm’s
commitment to equality of opportunity and prevention of discrimination, wearing
Equalizers is now mandatory for all staff. . . .”

Meanwhile, the bed’s remaining occupant began to stir. An arm emerged out of the
sheets, groping blindly as though trying to snatch more sleep from the air. Then,
abruptly, the man sat up. His ravishing auburn hair resembled the flowing locks of
some Byronic poet who might spend the morning either writing a sonnet or swim-
ming the Hellespont.

“Morning, darling,” he said, flashing a smile to entice her back to bed.
Pamela frowned. “What happened to your accent?”
“My accent?” He laughed. “Oh, it comes and goes. It’s probably run off to America

to seek its fortune. You know, the Irish people are very temperamental, and so are
their accents—”

“Never mind,” Pamela said. “I have to go.”
She checked her handbag: money, keys, phone. As she clattered downstairs, she

heard the guy calling out from his bedroom. “It’s only six o’clock. Top o’ the morning!
Stay for breakfast, I’ve got a leprechaun in the fridge—”

The taxi had arrived. Pamela got inside, confirmed her address, then buried her
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face in her hands. He was fake! He just played up the Irishness because he knew it at-
tracted women. What a pathetic fraud—to practice, and to fall for. It exposed how
shallow she’d become lately, attracted to merely physical attributes. A nice head of
hair and a charming voice . . .

At least the sex had been good.
I’ve got to stop doing this.

Pamela’s workplace was a glass-fronted office block, one of many towers clustered
like skyscraper icons in a PowerPoint chart showing the battle for market share. She
donned her Equalizers on arrival, as she had done every day during the trial period.
The glasses altered her vision; the frames generated nerve-induction input for her
ears and nose. The Equalizers transformed what she saw, heard, and smelled.

When she walked into the lobby, the receptionist and the roving security guard ap-
peared as purple humanoid shapes, with no personal characteristics such as hair-
style or skin color. Each avatar’s chest displayed a job title and employee number.
The default identifiers didn’t include names, because names might hint at gender or
ethnicity. The Equalizers eliminated such distinctions.

“Good morning,” said the receptionist, sounding as robotic as a speech synthesizer
reading from a dictionary. All traces of pitch and accent had been removed.

“Morning,” Pamela replied. The receptionist wasn’t yet wearing Equalizers, and
heard her true voice. If Pamela pushed for universal adoption, soon everyone in the
building would wear them.

She entered the Human Resources department, her fiefdom since she’d become
HR director two months ago.

“How did it go last night?” Vonda asked. She appeared in Pamela’s vision as an or-
ange avatar with a familiar employee number. You could customize the avatars and
assign them any color—apart from shades of black, brown, red, yellow, or white. The
default view allocated colors by department: HR was orange, Consulting was green,
Building Services was purple, and so forth.

“Badly,” Pamela replied. “I can’t talk now—I’ve got interviews—but shall we meet
for lunch?”

“Sure!”
Pamela printed out the job description and the candidates’ applications, which had

been anonymized to remove any bias-inducing details. She skimmed the documents
one last time, then took them to the conference room.

Employee 35781, the section head who needed a new data analyst, appeared as a
green avatar with the horizontal stripes of a principal consultant. The Equalizers
eradicated most differences, but preserved the company hierarchy.

Pamela handed over a set of Equalizers, and the green avatar’s head acquired a
goggles icon as Employee 35781 donned them. “You should see me as an orange
shape,” she said. “Are you getting that?”

“Yes, yes. Is this really necessary?”
“Absolutely,” she said, her voice full of conviction. “It’ll help you hire the best can-

didate. A fair environment will improve employee morale. And most importantly,
we’ll save money if we don’t keep paying compensation for discrimination claims.”

The company had recently settled a tribunal claim and a lawsuit from ex-employ-
ees alleging discrimination and harassment. After this debacle, the former HR di-
rector had been f ired. Pamela was promoted to the position, with a mandate to
reform the company’s culture. Hence she’d brought in the Equalizers, as both policy
measure and public penance.

She was introducing them gradually, wary of alienating the workforce. Wearing
them at interviews was simply one step—a statement of intent, a bullet point on the
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new “Living Our Values” webpage. Discrimination didn’t just occur at the hiring
stage. It also arose in promotions and pay raises. That would be harder to prevent,
even if she made everyone use Equalizers every day.

The interviews took all morning, as Pamela and Employee 35781 strove to differ-
entiate between the candidates without identifying them. Wearing the Equalizers
felt like playing a primitive videogame with cartoonish icons and metronomic voices.
It was alienating and left Pamela desperate for genuine human contact. After three
hours of interrogating anonymous grey shapes, she was eager to get lunch and catch
up with Vonda.

She left the building and removed her Equalizers, greedily absorbing the sight of
London’s crowds as she strolled to the usual riverside café. She snagged an outdoor
table, checked her phone, and saw a message from Vonda saying she’d be late.

Pamela sighed. A few minutes to kill. I might as well take a quick look online. She
touched an icon, and her phone’s screen filled with pictures of men. Tapping any pic-
ture would bring up the owner’s prof ile. But for long moments, Pamela simply
flicked through the pictures, screen after screen of them. Tall men, short men, bald
men with hideous shirts . . . She was fascinated by the range of physicality on dis-
play: beards and moustaches, earrings and tattoos; expressions friendly or brooding
or chirpy or fierce.

I’ve got to stop doing this. What’s happening to me?
She shoved the phone back into her handbag, relieved to see Vonda hurrying to-

ward her table. They’d been friends ever since meeting during Freshers’ Week at
Bath University. In twenty years they’d celebrated together, commiserated together,
and shared everything about their lives. Vonda was unshockable, conducting her
own love life as if on a dare.

So when Vonda quizzed her about last night’s date, Pamela described the disaster
in detail.

“If I’m going to choose guys because they’ve got gorgeous hair and a sexy accent, I
can’t be surprised if they start faking it. Maybe even that hair was a wig! It serves
me right.”

Vonda laughed. “Oh, don’t worry. Is a bit of artifice really so bad? I bet you wore
makeup, perfume, high heels—”

“That’s normal!” Pamela exclaimed. “Everyone expects it. But I didn’t expect his
voice to change.”

“Then just look for things that are harder to fake. A well-muscled physique, a well-
stuffed wallet . . .”

Pamela smiled; she appreciated Vonda’s attempt to cheer her up. But this wasn’t
something to giggle about, then forget. “No, seriously, I’ve become too obsessed with
guys and how they look, how they sound, how they smell. And I’m not letting any of
these nights develop into anything. I should be going on second dates—”

Vonda clamped her hand on Pamela’s arm. “Stop right there. Bad girl! You said a
naughty word.”

Pamela raised her eyebrows.
“In dating, there’s no should,” Vonda said firmly. “Just whatever feels good.”
“But when I got home this morning, I felt like shit.”
“Oh, that’s only because he fooled you with his fake accent.”
Pamela shook her head. “It’s not just that. It’s the whole scene. I needed it after I

broke up with Jeremy, but lately it’s been getting me down. And these damned gog-
gles aren’t helping. If I spend all day looking at avatars specifically designed to be
unreal, it’s no wonder I end up craving something genuine. Someone with real hair,
real skin—”

“—A real cock—”
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“—A real voice, with a real accent, instead of that horrible speech synthesizer.”
Pamela fished her Equalizers out of her handbag and glared at them. Were they

really the problem? Until now, she’d resisted blaming them, because they’d been her
own idea. But as her life careened downhill, the evidence became harder to ignore.

“If these are the problem, then they wouldn’t just affect me,” Pamela said. The en-
tire HR department was wearing them during the trial period. “Have you noticed
anything?” she asked Vonda.

“No, I haven’t. And I don’t think it’s the Equalizers. It’s because you’re coming off a
rotten breakup. You spent ten years with Jeremy: it grew stale, it ended badly. So nat-
urally you want to go out and play the field. But if you’re out there, sometimes you get
hurt. It’s always been like that—you’ve just forgotten, because it’s been so long.”

“Forgotten what it’s like to get hurt? I wish that was so easy to forget.” Pamela
shrugged. “Maybe you’re right. I hope you are, because I really don’t want to go back
to the Board and say, ‘Sorry, I’m canceling the Equalizers.’ ‘Why’s that?’ ‘Because
they’re screwing up my sex life.’ ”

Their food arrived: omelet for Vonda, crab salad for Pamela. On the dating merry-
go-round, every calorie had to earn its keep.

Vonda said, “If the problem is that you’re getting hung up on these guys’ physical
aspects, then maybe you need to go the other way.”

“What other way?”
Vonda smiled mischievously. “Well, there’s lots of other ways. But I mean you

shouldn’t see their physical aspects at all. Wear the goggles.”
“The Equalizers—outside work? You’re not serious.”
“I am.” Vonda imitated a sales rep quoting from the brochure. “See beyond the

skin. Let excellence shine, unhindered by prejudice. Find the best candidate for that
crucial role—”

“My love life isn’t a job vacancy.”
“It might as well be. And interviewing is what you’re good at. Why not give it a

shot?”
Pamela spluttered. “The practicalities! How would I know anything about a guy if

I couldn’t see him properly? How could I tell if he looked creepy or dangerous? It
wouldn’t be safe,” she said forcefully, expecting that to be the end of the matter.

“An excellent point,” said Vonda, “which is why I wasn’t going to suggest that you
walk into a bar and pick a bloke at random. I’ll find someone for you. It’ll be a blind
date.”

“A very blind date,” Pamela said, “if I can’t see him.”
Did it make sense? Vonda was trustworthy: she would only set Pamela up with

someone she’d vetted. Pamela disliked wearing the Equalizers, but they might feel
different outside the context of work. Perhaps it was worth a try, just for one date.
After all, she could take the goggles off whenever she liked.

The familiar excitement started to build: the thrill of anticipation, the prospect of
romance—or at least a good time. She was looking forward to it already.

On Saturday evening, Pamela sat in a West End restaurant, dutifully wearing
Equalizers and waiting for her date to arrive. The room appeared full of grey, identi-
cal people. Back at work, the Equalizers distinguished between employees through a
combination of facial recognition and staff ID cards, but no one here was in the data-
base.

As she read the specials board, a subtitle scrolled across her vision—“EQUALIZ-
ER UPDATES AVAILABLE: AUTISM SUPPRESSION; GAYDAR ELIMINATION; LANGUAGE
SANITIZATION; WHEELCHAIR COMPENSATION.” She tapped her left earpiece to clear the
message. On Monday, she’d have to decide which upgrades to install. Various brands
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of Equalizers competed to promise ever greater strides toward a fairer world. She’d
joked with Vonda that the ultimate version of the goggles would just show an end-
less vista of beige sludge.

A grey shape arrived at her table. “Hi, are you Pamela?”
She nodded, feeling flustered and at a disadvantage.
“I’m Nathaniel—pleased to meet you. You’re wearing silver glasses like Vonda

said, but somehow I thought they’d be more, um, big and shiny. Like futuristic gad-
gets always used to be.”

“The future often turns out to be disappointing,” Pamela said, then winced in-
wardly. The first thing I say, I sound like a grump. Despite all the dates she’d been
on, she still struggled to present the obligatory upbeat persona.

A waiter arrived to take their drink order. The familiar ritual soothed Pamela a lit-
tle.

“It’s nice to meet you,” she said. “I hope Vonda didn’t twist your arm too hard. And
I hope you didn’t dress up specially, because I can’t see what you’re wearing.”

“I changed my shirt: does that count as dressing up? But you’re outshining me by
far. I like your dress. It’s very blue.”

Pamela stifled a smile at the clumsy compliment.
“I’d love to say it matches your eyes,” Nathaniel went on, “but I can’t actually see

your eyes—”
“Yeah, I know. The goggles. I suppose you don’t have these where you work. . . .”

Pamela didn’t want to talk about the Equalizers—she was tired of discussing
them—but she figured it was best to get the subject out of the way.

“What are they for?” asked Nathaniel.
She explained how they displayed standardized avatars to prevent discrimination

based on race, gender, weight, and so forth. “I’m wearing them all day, for testing.
Other departments are only wearing them for interviews. I need to decide whether
the whole company should wear them throughout office hours. Can they really help,
or are they just a gimmick?”

“Sounds gimmicky to me,” Nathaniel said. “I mean, people already know who they
work with. If I was one of your colleagues, then surely I’d know you were a woman,
even if I wore the glasses and couldn’t see you properly.”

Pamela said, “You’d know on an intellectual level, but you wouldn’t be constantly
reminded of it. If I was explaining something, you might actually listen to what I was
saying, instead of just staring at my breasts. After a while, with hot desking and em-
ployee turnover, you might not know who you worked with. And then you’d treat
everyone on merit, because you’d have no grounds to do otherwise.”

She smiled ruefully. “Sorry for the lecture. Let’s not talk about work on a Saturday
night.”

Nathaniel accepted the hint and changed the subject. They chatted about the usu-
al icebreaker and smalltalk topics: holidays, films, celebrity gossip. Pamela described
her recent trip abroad, her first holiday as a single woman in ten years. “I took a
guided tour to some ancient sites in the Middle East. I was always fascinated by ar-
chaeology: I used to watch Time Team as a girl. In the desert, everything’s so well-
preserved—”

She stopped, remembering the sight of those empty ruins. It had felt like gazing at
the wreckage of her own life: once-thriving households, abandoned after someone’s
decision to move on.

“Age is relative,” Nathaniel said. “When I was in Canada, we went to Lake Superi-
or to see some famous pictographs, painted by the indigenous people. The guide told
us in awed tones that these pictographs were hundreds of years old. I think he ex-
pected us to be impressed! There’s plenty of things in Britain older than that.”
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“My granny probably has half of them. . . .”
Their conversation slid into an easy groove. At first it felt more like a chat with an

off ice colleague than a date; Nathaniel spoke with the same synthetic voice that
Pamela heard every day at work. The grey avatar was hardly romantic. What lay be-
hind it?

The longer the evening wore on, the more Pamela wondered about Nathaniel’s
true appearance. How old was he? What did he look like? She deliberately avoided
asking personal questions that veered into this territory. She wanted to enjoy the
blind date in the spirit of Vonda’s suggestion: a meeting of minds, rather than a
fetish for flesh.

Nevertheless, the mystery was enticing. Maybe Nathaniel was Hollywood hand-
some. Maybe he was ugly or deformed, and never normally got dates. Maybe he was
the god Zeus, and if she looked on him with her naked eye, she’d be incinerated by
the sight of his glory.

So many possibilities! It was tantalizing. She wanted to see Nathaniel properly, yet
she recognized this would inevitably be a letdown. The mystery itself was more ex-
citing than any answer could possibly be. And so it was best prolonged. Don’t try to
know. Just keep talking. She relished the uncertainty, the delicious sense that any-
thing might happen.

But they couldn’t keep talking forever, not when the meal had ended and they’d
finished the wine.

Ordinarily, Pamela didn’t take a man home the first time. If things went sour, it
was always easier to walk out of someone else’s place than to kick a guy out of her
own. Yet she felt comfortable with Nathaniel. And wearing the goggles had already
broken her routine; hell, the routine was the whole problem.

So she invited him back to her house for coffee. As they sat in the taxi, she longed
to put her hand on his knee. Save it, she told herself.

The whole night lay ahead of them.

Pamela’s home was clean and tidy—almost too tidy. Jeremy had always been the
one who left clutter lying around. Without his mess, she lived in rooms as sterile as a
hotel suite.

“Tea, coffee, vodka?” she asked.
“Whatever you’re having,” Nathaniel said.
As she boiled the kettle for two mugs of tea, Pamela suffered a pang of doubt.

Should I go ahead? I have no idea who this person is!
But how much had she known about those other guys? Even less than she’d

thought.
They sat together on the sofa. Nathaniel put down his drink, and leaned into her

for a kiss. A message appeared in Pamela’s vision: “WARNING—INAPPROPRIATE BE-
HAVIOR DETECTED.”

She cleared the message, feeling delightfully naughty. They kissed. Pamela had to
suppress a giggle, distracted by the sensation of stiff bristles poking into her upper lip.

“Wow, that’s some moustache you’ve got,” she said when they broke apart. “Is it
waxed, or something?”

Nathaniel laughed. “Sorry about that.”
Pamela had grown accustomed to his synthetic voice at the restaurant. But here in

her own home, it sounded newly grating—too calm and passionless. It would be like
sleeping with a robot.

At some point, Pamela needed to remove the Equalizers. Surely it would be absurd
to have sex without being able to see, hear, or smell her partner.

Or would it? It might become a game, like wearing a blindfold. The Equalizers—
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and their rival brands—could create any kind of avatar, not just the featureless
shapes used in the office. If you wanted, you could see a celebrity, or an ex-lover. You
could dial up whatever assortment of features took your fancy, or select an ever-
changing random shuffle.

The anonymity could become a fetish, an addictive spiral into the depths of mean-
ingless sex. Was that any different from what she’d already been doing, selecting
nightly faces from the cyber-smorgasbord?

Pamela shivered.
“Is something wrong?” asked Nathaniel.
“I’m just thinking about taking the goggles off,” Pamela said.
It would destroy the mystery that she’d savored. And it would doubtless be a dis-

appointment, revealing an average guy with an ordinary face, commonplace accent,
and typical BO.

Yet she couldn’t keep wearing the goggles forever. She imagined herself in a rela-
tionship with an unknown partner, bringing up a baby of unknown gender—tackling
discrimination at its roots by refusing to socialize the child as either a girl or a boy.

Abruptly, Pamela ripped off the Equalizers. The glasses beeped reprovingly—a
warning system to prevent surreptitious peeks at reality. When her vision refocused,
she saw who sat beside her: Vonda, wearing a false moustache.

“Hello,” said Vonda. “Fancy meeting you here!”
“My God, I could give you such a slap! What the hell are you doing?”
Vonda held up her hands, as if she was merely a victim of circumstance. “I found a

guy for you—a nice guy, you’d have liked him—but at the last minute, he said he
couldn’t do it. I nearly told you it was off, but since the restaurant was booked, I
thought I might as well meet you there: we could have a night out ourselves. And on
my way over, I had a devilish impulse. If you were expecting a blind date, it could be
anyone—even me.”

“You’re always having devilish impulses,” said Pamela. “Are you sure you’re not ac-
tually the Devil?”

“I don’t think the Devil wears a moustache from a fancy dress shop.” Vonda tugged
at the plastic and winced as it peeled off. “That’s better.”

“Why were you wearing that?”
“It was a disguise to fool the Equalizers,” Vonda explained. “If I’d turned up with-

out it, you’d have seen me as an orange avatar with my employee number. When I
wore it, the goggles didn’t recognize me. I tested it by wearing my own Equalizers
and looking in a mirror.”

“Very clever,” Pamela said tartly. “Thanks a bunch!” She got up and stalked around
the room. She’d expected disappointment when she removed the Equalizers, but not
like this. It had turned the night from a date into a practical joke.

“I was trying to help,” Vonda protested.
“Help? How is this helping me?”
“I thought something different might break you out of a rut. Shock therapy. You

said you were feeling like shit, remember? I was worried about you, so I wanted to
try something. Even if it didn’t work, at least it would be an evening with someone
who cared about you, instead of some random faker.”

Pamela glared at Vonda. Anger boiled inside her, but she couldn’t vent it. Her
friend had good intentions. Yet it was frustrating to realize that Nathaniel had nev-
er existed, and all her anticipation had come to nothing.

“These damned Equalizers,” she said. “They’ve totally fucked me up.” She wanted
to smash the things.

Vonda shook her head. “Pamela, honey, I don’t think it’s the Equalizers.”
“No? Well, if it isn’t them, then what is it?” she cried. “Is it me? It must be me who’s
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fucked up, right?” Her voice dropped to a whisper. “It is me, I know it is.” She flopped
back onto the sofa, closing her eyes as though blotting out the world.

“Oh, Pamela . . .” Vonda put her arm around Pamela’s shoulders.
For a moment, neither of them spoke. Pamela wanted to cry, but the tears wouldn’t

come. There was nothing inside her, only a vast emptiness.
“It’s not the Equalizers,” said Vonda, “though they’re not helping. They’re making it

worse, because they’re distracting you and giving you something to blame.”
A long pause followed. Distant sounds drifted into the room: a motorbike revving

up, a faraway police siren, someone laughing on the street outside.
Pamela lifted her head. “You’re going to make me take part in this conversation,

aren’t you?”
“That’s why I’m here,” said Vonda.
“Then while you’re here, maybe you could brew another pot of tea and bring out

the biscuits.” Restaurants offered all kinds of desserts that had far too many calo-
ries, but never gave you a proper biscuit with your cuppa.

Vonda began clattering in the kitchen. God, it’s good to have some company and
hear someone else making a noise. Pamela had been living alone since Jeremy’s de-
parture, rattling around in a house too big for her. It was lucky she’d been promoted
to HR director; on her old salary, she’d have struggled to pay the mortgage.

The tea arrived. “All right,” said Pamela, “what were you saying about the Equal-
izers?”

Vonda said, “When Jeremy left, you started seeing other guys. You had a few one-
night stands. Which would have been fine, except you weren’t comfortable doing it.
You couldn’t admit to yourself that’s what you wanted. Nice girls shouldn’t sleep
around, should they? So you blamed the Equalizers. You told yourself it was the ef-
fect of the goggles, starving you of human contact.”

Pamela nodded, reluctantly conceding some truth in Vonda’s words.
“And blaming the Equalizers allowed you to carry on with it,” Vonda said. “But it

didn’t make you happy. It couldn’t make you happy, because you told yourself that
you were being pushed into it.”

Pamela remembered how she’d thought about those guys, the way she’d luxuriated
in their physicality. It was shameless and animalistic, as though it came from out-
side her. “Men can behave like that, but women aren’t supposed to. It’s discrimina-
tion, plain and simple.”

“Of course it is,” said Vonda.
“I’ll write a memo,” Pamela said. “ ‘To further enhance the Firm’s commitment to

equality of opportunity and prevention of discrimination, guilt-free one-night stands
are now mandatory for all staff.’ ”
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Vonda laughed, and Pamela smiled for the f irst time since she’d removed the
Equalizers.

“But seriously,” Pamela went on, “I need to wrap up the trial period, and decide our
policy on the goggles. I want to keep using them for interviews, but I don’t think we
can make the entire company wear them all the time. That’s a step too far.”

“The goal isn’t to make everyone in the world wear Equalizers,” Vonda said. “The
goal is a world where Equalizers don’t exist, because there’s no need for them.”

“Absolutely. Still, we should chip away at the toxic culture we’ve got. How about an
annual awareness day, where everyone has to wear Equalizers for just one day? It’ll
be educational, and a taste of what’s in store if there’s any more trouble. Anyone who
crosses the line will be forced to wear the goggles for as long as it takes.”

“I think that’s a good idea,” said Vonda, “but remember what you said earlier? Let’s
not talk about work on a Saturday night!”

“Yes, you’re right,” said Pamela. “I’m sorry. And I appreciate your efforts. How
about some old-school TV to chill out with?”

She scanned the shelves of neatly filed DVDs and pulled out a box set of Six Kinds
of Forever, the cheesy supernatural TV show they’d watched endlessly in college.
“Mullets ahoy!” she exclaimed. “Being dead is no excuse for bad hair.”

“Being dead is no excuse for wearing a tartan waistcoat,” Vonda said, running with
the old catchphrase they’d riffed on countless times.

Just listening to the show’s theme music cheered Pamela up. As the first episode
unfolded, Vonda checked her messages. Pamela took out her own phone, but her in-
box only had alerts from the dating app. Guys wanted to meet her. Tomorrow was
Sunday, an empty day.

Brooding, Pamela tapped the familiar icon. The usual procession of pictures ap-
peared, starting with the most recent profiles. There were always new faces. What
happened to the old faces? Did those guys ever settle down, or did they just flit from
one website to another, one warm body to the next, all the way to old age and a lone-
ly death?

I’m thirty-seven. That’s not old. There’s no point worrying about a lonely death—I’m
lonely right now. If I reply to any of these messages, I can hook up tomorrow. Fresh
meat from the hunk mines!

The prospect did not seem satisfying. It had not felt satisfying for some time.
Vonda’s diagnosis was that, despite blaming the Equalizers, Pamela wanted to

sleep around. Perhaps that had been true at first. When Jeremy left, Pamela was
keen to reassert her desirability, and clutch at whatever scraps remained of her
youth and beauty. Surfing the website, with all those available guys, had felt like be-
ing a child in a sweetshop. It’s amazing how quickly sweets can pall.

Pamela scrolled through the menu until she found “HIDE YOUR PROFILE.” The
screen asked, “ARE YOU SURE?”

Yes.
Meanwhile Vonda had been tapping away, accompanied by the soft beeps of mes-

sages sent and received. She said, “I heard from the guy you were supposed to meet
tonight. He’s really sorry about canceling: something came up. But he can meet you
next week if you like. Do you fancy it? You don’t have to wear the goggles—he’s quite
good-looking!”

“Thanks,” said Pamela, “but I’d better not see a new guy until I’ve given the last one
a fair chance. I need to see beyond the skin . . . and hear beyond the dodgy accent.”

She f ired off a quick message. “HI, DO YOU STILL HAVE THAT LEPRECHAUN IN THE
FRIDGE?”

Soon a reply came. “AYE, TO BE SURE. ARE YOU FREE TOMORROW?”
Pamela smiled. “YES, LET’S MEET UP AGAIN.” I’ve got to start doing that. ❍
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Part One

The Low-Temperature Artist

It was the Ice and Snow Arts Festival that lured the low-temperature artist here.
The idea was absurd, but once the oceans had dried, this was how Yan Dong always
thought of it. No matter how many years passed by, the low-temperature artist’s ar-
rival remained clear in his mind. 

At the time, Yan Dong was standing in front of his own ice sculpture, which he’d just
completed. Exquisitely carved ice sculptures surrounded him. In the distance, lofty ice
structures towered over a snowfield. These sparkling, translucent skyscrapers and
castles were steeped in the winter sun. They were short-lived works of art. Soon, this
glittering world would become a pool of clear water in the spring breeze. People were
sad to see them melt, but the process embodied many ineffable mysteries. This, per-
haps, was the real reason Yan Dong clung dearly to the ice and snow arts.

Yan Dong tore his gaze away from his own work, determined not to look again



before the judges named the winners. He sighed, then glanced at the sky. It was at
this moment that he saw the low-temperature artist for the first time.

Initially, he thought it was a plane dragging a white vapor trail behind it, but the fly-
ing object was much faster than a plane. It swept a great arc through the air. The vapor
trail, like a giant piece of chalk, drew a hook in the blue sky. The flying object sudden-
ly stopped high in the air right above Yan Dong. The vapor trail gradually disappeared
from its tail to its head, as though the flying object were inhaling it back in.

Yan Dong studied the bit of the trail that was the last to disappear. He noticed it
was flickering and realized that something had to be reflecting the sunlight. Then
he saw what that was—a small, ash gray spheroid. Soon he realized that the spher-
oid wasn’t small. It only looked small because it was far away. Now it expanded at
lightning speed. The spheroid fell from a high altitude toward where he was stand-
ing. People around him fled in all directions. Yan Dong ducked his head and ran with
them, twisting and turning through the ice sculptures.

Suddenly, the ground was enveloped in a gigantic shadow. Yan Dong’s scalp tight-
ened. For a moment, his blood seemed to freeze. Yet the expected impact didn’t hap-
pen. Everyone around him stopped running. They gazed upward, dumbstruck. He
looked up, too. The gigantic spheroid hung about a hundred meters over their heads.
It wasn’t wholly spheroid, as if the vapor expelled during its high-speed flight had
changed its shape. The half in the direction of its f light was smooth, glossy, and
round. The other half sprouted a large sheaf of hair, like a comet whose tail had been
trimmed. It was massive, well over one hundred meters in diameter, like a hill sus-
pended in mid-air. He was sure that everyone below it felt oppressed.

After the spheroid halted, the air that propelled it charged the ground, sending up
a rapidly expanding ring of dirt and snow. It was said that when people touched
something unexpectedly as cold as an ice cube, it’d feel so hot they’d shout as their
hand recoiled. In the instant that the mass of air pushed into him, that’s how Yan
Dong felt. Even someone from the bitterly cold northeast would have felt the same.
Fortunately, the air diffused quickly, or else they would have frozen stiff. Even so,
most of those with exposed skin suffered some frostbite.

Yan Dong’s face was numb from the sudden cold. He looked up, carefully studying
the spheroid’s surface. The translucent ash gray substance was one he knew inti-
mately: ice. This object suspended in the air was a giant ball of ice.

Once the air settled, Yan Dong discovered—to his surprise—large snowflakes flut-
tering around the great ball of ice. An oddly pure white against the blue sky, they
glittered in the sunlight. These snowflakes were only visible within a certain dis-
tance of the spheroid. When they floated away, they immediately dissolved. They
formed a snow ring with the spheroid as its center—as though the spheroid were a
street lamp lighting the snowflakes around it on a snowy night.

“I am a low-temperature artist!” A clear, sharp, male voice emitted from the ball of
ice. “I am a low-temperature artist!”

“This gigantic ball of ice is you?” Yan Dong shouted.
“You can’t see my true form. The ball of ice you see is formed by my freeze field

from the moisture in the air,” the low-temperature artist replied.
“What about those snowflakes?”
“They are oxygen and nitrogen crystals. In addition, dry ice has formed from the

carbon dioxide.”
“Your freeze field is so powerful!”
“Of course. It’s like countless tiny hands holding countless tiny hearts tight. It

forces all the molecules and atoms within its range to stop moving.”
“It can also lift this gigantic ball of ice into the air?”
“That’s a different kind of field—the anti-gravity field. The ice sculpting tools you
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all use are so fascinating. You have small shovels and chisels of every shape. Not to
mention watering cans and blowtorches. Fascinating! To make low-temperature
works of art, I too have a set of tiny tools. They are various types of force fields. Not
as many tools as you, but they work extremely well.”

“You create ice sculptures?”
“Of course. I’m a low-temperature artist. Your world is extremely suitable for the

ice and snow modeling arts. I was shocked to discover they’ve long existed in this
world. I’m thrilled to say that we’re colleagues.”

“Where do you come from?” the ice sculptor next to Yan Dong asked.
“I come from a faraway place, a world you have no way to understand. That world

is not nearly as interesting as yours. Originally, I focused solely on the art. I didn’t
interact with other worlds. Seeing exhibitions like this one, seeing so many col-
leagues, gave me the desire to change that. But, frankly, very few of the low-temper-
ature works below me deserve to be called art.”

“Why?” someone asked.
“Excessively realistic, too reliant on form and detail. Besides space, there’s noth-

ing in the Universe. The actual world is just a big pile of curved spaces. Once you un-
derstand this, you’ll see how risible these works are. However, hm, this piece moves
me a little.”

Just as the voice faded away, a delicate thread extended from the snowflakes around
the ball of ice, as if it flowed down an invisible funnel. The snowflake thread stretched
from midair to the top of Yan Dong’s ice sculpture before dissolving. Yan Dong stood on
his tiptoes. Tentatively, he stretched out a gloved hand toward the snowflake thread.
When he got close to it, his fingers felt that burning sensation once more. He quickly
jerked his hand back, but it was already frozen stiff inside the glove.

“Are you pointing at my work?” Yan Dong’s other hand rubbed his frozen one. “I, I
didn’t use traditional methods. That is, I didn’t carve it from ready-made blocks of
ice. I built a structure composed of several large membranes. For a long time, steam
produced from boiling water rose from the bottom of the structure. The steam froze
to the membrane, forming a complex crystal. Once the crystal grew thick enough, I
removed the membrane, and the result is what you see here.”

“Very good. So interesting. It so expresses the beauty of the cold. The inspiration
for this work comes from . . .”

“Windowpanes! I don’t know whether you will understand my description: when
you wake during a hard winter’s night just before sunrise, your bleary gaze falls on
the windowpane filled with crystals. They reflect the dark blue first light of early
dawn, as though they were something you dreamed up overnight . . .”

“Yes, yes, I understand!” The snowf lakes around the low-temperature artist
danced in a lively pattern. “I have been inspired. I want to create! I must create!”

“The Songhua River is that way. You can select a block of ice, or . . .”
“What? Your form of art is as pathetic as bacteria. Do you think my form of low-

temperature art is anything like that? This place doesn’t have the sort of ice I need.”
The ice sculptors on the ground looked bewildered at the interstellar low-temper-

ature artist. Yan Dong said, blankly, “Then, you want to go . . .”
“I want to go to the ocean!”

Collecting Ice

An immense f leet of airplanes f lew at an altitude of f ive kilometers along the
coastline. This was the most motley collection of airplanes in history. Boeing jumbo
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jets accompanied mosquito-like light aircraft. Every major press service had dis-
patched news planes. Research organizations and governments had dispatched ob-
servation planes. This chaotic air armada trailed closely behind the low-temperature
artist’s short wake of thick white vapor, like a flock of sheep chasing its shepherd. It
constantly urged the planes to fly faster. To wait for them, it endured a rate of flight
that seemed slower than crawling. (For someone who jumped through space-time at
will, light-speed was already crawling.) It grumbled non-stop that this would kill its
inspiration.

In the airplanes, reporters asked endless questions over the radio. The low-tem-
perature artist had no desire to answer any of them. He was only interested in talk-
ing to Yan Dong, sitting in the Harbin Y-12 that China Central Television had
rented. Eventually the reporters grew quiet. They simply listened carefully to the di-
alogue between the two artists.

“Is your home within the Milky Way?” Yan Dong asked. The Harbin Y-12 was the
plane closest to the low-temperature artist. He could see the flying ball of ice inter-
mittently at the head of the vapor. The wake was formed by the oxygen, nitrogen, and
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere condensing in the ultra-low temperatures around
the ice ball. Sometimes the plane would accidentally brush the wake’s billows of white
mist. A thick layer of frost would immediately coat the plane’s windows.

“My home isn’t part of any galaxy. It sits in the vast and empty void between
galaxies.”

“Your planet must be extremely cold.”
“We don’t have a planet. The low-temperature civilization developed in a cloud of

dark matter. That world is indeed extremely cold. With difficulty, life snatched a lit-
tle heat from the near-absolute-zero environment. It sucked in every thread of radi-
ation that came from distant stars. Once the low-temperature civilization learned
how to leave, we couldn’t wait to go to the closest warm planet in the Milky Way. On
this world, we had to maintain a low-temperature environment to live, so we became
that warm planet’s low-temperature artists.”

“The low-temperature art you’re talking about is sculpting ice and snow?”
“Oh, no. No. Using a temperature far lower than a world’s mean temperature so as

to produce artistic effects, this is all part of the low-temperature art. Sculpting ice
and snow is just the low-temperature art that suits this world. The temperature of
ice and snow is what this world considers a low temperature. For a dark matter
world, that would be a high temperature. For a stellar world, lava would be consid-
ered low-temperature material.”

“We seem to overlap in what art we consider beautiful.”
“That’s not unusual. So-called warmth is just a brief effect of an equally brief

spasm produced after the Universe was born. It’s gone in an instant like light after
sunset. Energy dissipates. Only the cold is eternal. The beauty of the cold is the only
enduring beauty.”

“So you’re saying the final fate of the Universe is heat death?” Yan Dong heard
someone ask over his earpiece. Later, he discovered the speaker was a theoretical
physicist in one of the planes behind him.

“No digressions. We will discuss only art,” the low-temperature artist scolded.
“The ocean is below us!” Yan Dong happened to glance out the porthole. The

crooked coastline lazily passed below him.
“Further ahead, we’ll reach the deepest part of the ocean. That will be the most

convenient place to collect ice.”
“Where will there be ice?” Yan Dong asked, uncomprehending, as he looked at vast

blue water.
“Wherever a low-temperature artist goes, there will be ice.”
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* * *
The low-temperature artist f lew for over another hour. Yan Dong looked down

from his plane. The view had long become a boundless surface of water. Suddenly the
plane pulled up. He nearly blacked out from deceleration.

“Whoa, we almost hit it!” the pilot shouted.
The low-temperature artist had stopped abruptly. Taken by surprise, the planes

behind it hurriedly changed direction. 
“Damn it! The law of inertia doesn’t apply to the fucker. Its speed seemed to drop

to zero in an instant. By all rights, this sort of deceleration should have cracked the
ball of ice into pieces,” the pilot said to Yan Dong. 

At the same time, he steered the plane around. The other planes did the same. The
ball of ice, rotating majestically, lingered in midair. It produced oxygen and nitrogen
snowflakes, but due to strong wind at that altitude, the snowflakes were blown
away. They seemed like white hair whirling in the wind around the ball of ice.

“I am about to create!” the low-temperature artist said. Without waiting for Yan
Dong to respond, it dropped straight down as if the giant invisible hand that had
held it had suddenly let go. The ball free-fell faster and faster until it disappeared
into the blue backdrop that was the ocean, leaving only a faint thread of atoms
stretching down from midair. A ring of white spray shot up from the sea surface.
When it fell, a wave spread out in a circle on the water.

“This alien threw itself into the ocean and committed suicide,” the pilot said to Yan
Dong.

“Don’t be ridiculous!” Yan Dong stretched out his northeastern accent and glared
at the pilot. “Fly a little lower. The ball of ice will float back up any moment now.”

But the ball of ice didn’t float back up. In its place, a white dot appeared on the
ocean. It quickly expanded into a disc. The plane descended and Yan Dong could ob-
serve in detail.

The white disc was a white fog that covered the ocean. Soon, between its quick ex-
pansion and the airplane’s continued descent, the only ocean Yan Dong could see
oozed a white fog from its surface. A noise from the sea covered the roaring of the
plane’s engine. It sounded both like rolling thunder and the cracking of the plains
and mountains.

The airplane stuck close to sea level. Yan Dong carefully observed the surface of
the ocean below the fog. The light the ocean reflected was mild, not like moments ago
when glints of gold had slashed Yan Dong’s eyes. The ocean grew deeper in color. Its
rough waves grew level and smooth. What shocked him, though, was the discovery
that the waves had become solid and motionless.

“Good heavens. The ocean froze!”
“Are you crazy?” The pilot turned his head to glance at him.
“See for yourself . . . Hey! Why are you still descending? Do you want to land on the

ice?”
The pilot yanked the control stick. Once again, the world in front of Yan Dong grew

black. He heard the pilot say, “Ah, no, fuck, how strange . . .” The pilot looked as
though he were sleepwalking. “I wasn’t descending. The ocean, no, the ice is rising by
itself !”

At that moment, he heard the low-temperature artist’s voice: “Get your flying ma-
chine out of the way immediately. Don’t block the path of the rising ice. If there
weren’t a colleague in the flying machine, I’d just crash into you. While I’m creating,
I can’t stand disruptions to my inspiration. Fly west, fly west, fly west. That direc-
tion is closer to the edge.”

“Edge? The edge of what?” Yan Dong asked, not comprehending.
“The cube of ice I’m taking!”
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Planes flew off like a flock of startled birds, simultaneously climbing into the sky
and heading in the direction the low-temperature artist indicated. Below them, the
white fog created by the temperature drop had dissipated, and the dark blue ice field
stretched to the horizon. Although the plane was climbing, the ice field climbed even
faster. The distance between the plane and the ice field continued to shrink.

“Damn, the Earth is chasing us!” the pilot screamed.
Gradually, the plane flew pressed against the ice field. Frozen dark blue waves

roiled past the plane’s wings.
The pilot yelled, “We have no choice but to land on the ice field. My god, climbing

and landing at the same time. That’s just too strange.”
Just at that moment, the Harbin Y-12 reached the end of the ice. A straight edge

swept past the fuselage. Below them, liquid sea reemerged, rippling and shimmer-
ing. It was similar to what a fighter jet saw the instant it leapt off the deck of an air-
craft carrier, except the “aircraft carrier” was several kilometers tall.

Yan Dong snapped his head around. An immense, dark blue cliff retreated behind
him. Its surface was extremely level and stretched out. He couldn’t see both ends of
the cliff at the same time. The bottom of the cliff met the water. A white edge formed
where waves lapped the cliff. It disappeared a few seconds later, replaced by another
straight edge. The bottom of the giant chunk of ice had cleared the ocean.

The giant chunk of ice rose faster and faster. The Harbin Y-12 descended at the
same time. Soon, its altitude was between the sea and the chunk of ice in the sky.
Yan Dong saw another vast ice field. Unlike before, it was above him and formed an
extremely dark, oppressive sky.

As the chunk of ice continued to rise, Yan Dong confirmed with his own eyes what
the low-temperature artist had said: this was a giant block of ice, a regular cuboid in
shape. The whole thing was now visible overhead. The dark blue cube occupied two-
thirds of the sky. Its flat surface reflected the sunlight, like streaks of eye-piercing
lightning high in the sky. Against the giant backdrop it formed, several planes slow-
ly climbed into the sky like small birds spiraling around a skyscraper. One could only
see them through careful inspection. Afterward, radar observation indicated that the
block of ice was sixty kilometers long, twenty kilometers wide, and five kilometers
tall—a thin and flat cuboid.

The giant block of ice kept rising. Gradually, it shrank until its size in the air was
one the mind could accept. At the same time, it cast an enormous shadow onto the
sea. As it shifted, it revealed on the ocean the most terrifying sight since the dawn of
history.

The planes were flying in a long, narrow basin, the empty space in the ocean that
was left once the giant block of ice was removed. On each side was a mountain of sea-
water five kilometers high. Humanity had never seen water form this sort of structure.
Cliffs stood several kilometers high! Hundred-meter high waves surged at the bottom
of these liquid cliffs. At the top, the cliffs were collapsing, advancing as they did. Their
surface rippled, but it remained perpendicular to the sea floor. As the seawater fronts
advanced, the basin shrank. The planes lifted their way back into the sky.

This was the reverse of Moses parting the Red Sea.
What startled Yan Dong the most was how slow the entire process was. This was

obviously due to the scale. He’d seen the Huangguoshu waterfalls. The water seemed
to fall slowly there, too. The cliffs of seawater he was faced with were two orders of
magnitude larger than those waterfalls. He had plenty of time to enjoy this unparal-
leled wonder.

The shadow cast by the block of ice had completely disappeared. Yan Dong looked
up. The block of ice was now the size of two full moons, much less conspicuous in the
sky.
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As the two seawater cliffs advanced, the basin shrank into a canyon. Then the
cliffs—tens of kilometers long, five thousand meters high—crashed into each other.
A loud thud echoed between the sea and sky. The space in the ocean the ice block left
was completely gone.

“We aren’t dreaming, are we?” Yan Dong said to himself.
“If this were a dream, everything would be fine. Look!”
The pilot pointed below. Where the water met, the sea hadn’t yet settled. Two

waves as long as the former cliffs rose, as if they were their reincarnation on the sea
surface. They parted, heading in opposite directions. From high above, the waves
weren’t that impressive, but careful measurements showed they were over two hun-
dred meters tall. Viewed from up close, they’d seem like moving mountain ranges.

“Tidal waves?” Yan Dong asked.
“Yes. They could be the largest ever. The coast is in for a disaster.”
Yan Dong looked up. He could no longer see the ice block in the blue sky. According

to radar, it had already become an ice satellite of Earth.

For the rest of the day, the low-temperature artist removed, in the same way, hun-
dreds of blocks of ice of the same size from the Pacific Ocean. He sent them into orbit
around the Earth.

In the hemisphere that was experiencing night, every couple of hours or so, a clus-
ter of twinkling points could be seen flying across the sky. What differentiated them
from the background stars was that, upon careful inspection, one could make out the
shape of each point. Each was a small cuboid. They spun on their own axes in their
own orientations. As a result, they reflected the sunlight and twinkled at different
rates. A reporter came up with an analogy that got some traction.

“This is a handful of crystalline dominos scattered by a space giant.”

A Dialogue Between Two Artists

“We ought to have a chat.” Yan Dong said.
“I asked you to come to just do that, but only about art,” the low-temperature artist

said.
Yan Dong stood on a giant block of ice suspended five thousand meters in the air.

It was the low-temperature artist who had invited him here. The helicopter that had
brought him sat to the side. Its rotors were still spinning, ready to take off at any mo-
ment. Ice fields stretched to the horizon on all sides. The ice surface reflected the
dazzling sunlight. The layer of blue ice below him seemed bottomless. At this alti-
tude, the sky was clear and boundless. The wind blew stiffly.

This was one of the five thousand giant blocks of ice the low-temperature artist
had taken from the oceans. In the previous five days, he’d taken a thousand blocks a
day, then sent them into orbit. From all over the Pacific and the Atlantic oceans, af-
ter a giant block of ice was frozen, it rose into the air to become one of an increasing
number of glittering “space dominos.” Tidal waves assaulted every major city along
the world’s coasts. Over time, though, these disasters became less frequent. The rea-
son was simple: the sea level had dropped.

Earth’s oceans had become blocks of ice revolving around it.
Yan Dong stamped his feet on the hard ice surface. “Such a large block of ice, how

did you freeze it in an instant? How did you do it in one piece without it cracking?
What force are you using to send it into orbit? All of this is beyond our understand-
ing and imagination.”
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The low-temperature artist said, “This is nothing. In the course of creation, we’ve
often destroyed stars! Didn’t we agree to discuss only art? I, creating art in this way,
you, using small knives and shovels to carve ice sculptures, from the perspective of
art, aren’t all that different.”

“When those ice blocks orbiting in space are exposed to intense sunlight, why don’t
they melt?”

“I covered every ice block with a layer of extremely thin, transparent, light filter-
ing membrane. It only allows cold light, whose frequencies don’t generate heat, to get
into the block of ice. The frequencies that do generate heat are all reflected. As a re-
sult, the block of ice doesn’t melt. This is the last time I’ll answer this sort of ques-
tion. I didn’t stop work to discuss these boring things. From now on, we’ll discuss
only art, or else you might as well leave. We’ll no longer be colleagues and friends.”

“In that case, how much ice do you ultimately plan to take from the oceans? This is
surely relevant to the creation of art!”

“Of course, I’ll only take as much as there is. I’ve talked to you before about my de-
sign. I’d like to realize it perfectly. If it turns out the Earth’s oceans aren’t enough, I
once planned to take ice from Jupiter’s satellites, but that’s too much trouble. I’ll just
make do instead.”

The wind mussed Yan Dong’s hair. He smoothed it back into place. The cold at this
high altitude made him shiver. “Is art important to you?”

“It’s everything.”
“But . . . there are other things in life. For example, we still need to work to sur-

vive. I’m an engineer at the Changchun Institute of Optics. I can only make art in
my spare time.”

The low-temperature artist’s voice rumbled up from the depths of the ice. The vi-
brating ice surface tickled Yan Dong’s feet. “Survival. Ha! It’s just the diaper of a civ-
ilization’s infancy that needs to be changed. Later, that’s as easy as breathing. We
forget that there was a time when it took effort to survive.”

“What about societal and political matters?”
“The existence of individuals is also a troublesome part of infant civilizations. Lat-

er, individuals melt into the whole. There’s no society or politics as such.”
“What about science? There must be science, right? Doesn’t a civilization need to

understand the Universe?”
“That is also a course of study infant civilizations take. Once exploration has been

carried out to the proper extent, even the slightest mystery will be revealed. You will
discover that the Universe is so simple, even science is unnecessary.”

“So that just leaves art?”
“Yes. Art is the only reason for a civilization to exist.”
“But we have other reasons. We want to survive. The billions of people on this

planet below us and even more of the other species want to survive. You want to dry
our oceans, to make this living planet a doomed desert, to make us all die of thirst.”

A wave of laughter propagated from the depths of the ice. Again, it tickled Yan
Dong’s feet.

“Colleague, look, once the violent surge of creative inspiration had passed, I talked
to you about art. But, every time, you gossip with me about trivialities. It makes me
so disappointed. You ought to be ashamed. Go. I’m going to work.”

“Fuck your ancestors!” Yan Dong finally lost his patience. He swore in a north-
eastern Chinese dialect.

“Are those obscenities?” the low-temperature artist asked placidly. “Our species is
one where the same body matures as it evolves. No ancestors. As for treating your
colleague like this,” he laughed. “I understand. You’re jealous of me. You don’t have
my ability. You can only make art at the level of bacteria.”
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“But you just said, our arts use different tools, but there’s no essential difference.”
“I’ve changed my perspective. At first, I thought I’d run into a real artist, but, as it

turns out, he’s a mediocre, pitiful creature who chatters on about the oceans drying,
ecological collapse, and other trivialities that have nothing to do with art. Too triv-
ial, too trivial, I tell you. Artists can’t be like this.”

“Fuck your ancestors anyway.”
“Whatever. I’m going to work. Go.”
For a moment, Yan Dong felt heavy. He fell ass first onto the slick ice. At the same

time, a gust of wind swept down from above. The ice block was rising again. He
scrambled into the helicopter. With difficulty, it took off from the nearest edge of the
block of ice. It nearly crashed in the tornado produced as the block of ice rose.

Communication between humanity and the low-temperature artist had been an
utter failure.

Sea of Dreams

Yan Dong stood in a white world. The ground below his feet and the surrounding
mountains were covered in a silvery white cloak. The mountains were steep and
treacherous. He felt as though he were in the snow-covered Himalayas. In fact, here
was at the opposite of there. This was the lowest place on Earth. This was the Mari-
anas Trench, what once was the deepest part of the Pacific Ocean. The white material
that covered everything was not snow but the minerals that once made the water salty.
After the sea water froze, these minerals separated out and were deposited on the sea
floor. At the thickest, these deposits were as much as one hundred meters deep.

In two hundred days, the oceans of the Earth had been exhausted by the low-
temperature artist. Even the glaciers of Greenland and Antarctica were complete-
ly pillaged.

Now the low-temperature artist invited Yan Dong to participate in his work’s fi-
nal rite.

In the ravine ahead lay a surface of blue water. The blue was pure and deep. It
seemed all the more touching among so many snow-white mountain peaks. This was
the last ocean on Earth. It was about the area of Dianchi Lake in Yunnan. Its great
waves had long ceased. Only gentle ripples swayed on the water, as though it were a
secluded lake deep in the mountains. Three rivers converged into this final ocean.
These were great rivers that had survived by luck, trudging through the vast, dehy-
drated sea floor. They were the longest rivers on Earth. By the time they’d arrived
here, they’d become slender rivulets.

Yan Dong walked to the oceanfront. Standing on the white beach, he dipped his
hand into the lightly rippling sea. The water was so saturated with salt that its
waves seemed sluggish. A gentle breeze blew Yan Dong’s hand dry, separating out a
layer of white salt.

The sharp squeal that Yan Dong knew so well pierced his ears. The sound tore
through the air whenever the low-temperature artist slid toward the ground. Yan
Dong quickly spotted it in the sky. It was still a ball of ice, but because it had re-
turned directly from space and hadn’t flown for too long in the atmosphere, it was
much smaller than the first time he’d seen it. As the blocks of ice were entering orbit,
people had tried all sorts of ways to observe the low-temperature artist leaving
them, but no one was successful. Only after it entered the atmosphere did the con-
stantly growing ball of ice indicate its existence and position.
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The low-temperature artist didn’t greet Yan Dong. The ball of ice fell into the mid-
dle of this last ocean, causing a tall column of water to spout. A familiar scene
emerged: a disc of white fog oozed out from the point where the low-temperature
artist hit the water. Rapidly, the white fog covered the entire ocean. The water quick-
ly froze with a loud cracking sound. Once again, the dissipating fog revealed a frozen
ocean surface. Unlike before, this time, the entire body of water was frozen. There
wasn’t a drop of liquid water left. There were no frozen waves on the ocean surface. It
was as smooth as a mirror. Throughout the freezing process, Yan Dong had felt a cold
draft blowing against his face.

The now frozen final ocean was raised off the ground. At first, it was lifted only
several careful centimeters. A long black fissure emerged from the edge of the ice
field between the ice and white salt beach. Air, forming a strong wind low to the
ground, rushed into the f issure, f illing the newly created space. It blew the salt
around and buried Yan Dong’s feet. The rate at which the lake rose increased. In the
blink of an eye, the final ocean was midair. So much volume rising so quickly pro-
duced violent, chaotic winds. A gust swirled up the salt into a white column in the
ravine. Yan Dong spat salt out of his mouth. It tasted bitter, like the reality that hu-
manity was up against.

The final ocean wasn’t a cuboid. Its bottom was an exact impression of the con-
tours of the sea floor. Yan Dong watched it rise until it became a small point of light
that dissolved into the mighty ring of ice.

The ring was about as wide as the Milky Way that traversed from east to west
across the sky. Unlike the rings of Uranus and Neptune, the surface of the ice ring
was neither perpendicular nor parallel to the surface of the Earth. It was like a
broad belt of light in space. The belt was composed of two hundred thousand blocks
of ice that completely surrounded the Earth. From the surface, one could clearly
make out each block, even its shape. Some rotated while others seemed static. The
two hundred thousand points of light, some twinkling, some not, formed a majestic,
heavenly river that flowed solemnly across the Earth’s sky.

At different times throughout the day, the ring of ice varied with dramatic changes
in brightness and color. 

The colors were the most dramatic at dawn and dusk. The ring changed gradually
from the orange red of the horizon to a dark red, then to dark green and dark blue,
like a rainbow in space.

During the daytime, the ring assumed a dazzling silver color against the blue sky,
like a great river of diamonds f lowing across a blue plain. The daytime ice ring
looked most spectacular during an eclipse, when it blocked the Sun. The massive
blocks of ice refracted the sunlight—a strange and magnificent fireworks show ap-
peared in the sky.

How long the Sun was blocked depended on whether it was an intersecting
eclipse or a parallel eclipse. The parallel eclipse occurred when the Sun followed the
ring of ice for some distance. Every year, there would be one total parallel eclipse.
For a day, the Sun, from sunrise to sunset, would follow the path of the ice ring for
its entire journey. On this day, the ring of ice would seem like a belt of silver gun-
powder set loose on the sky. Ignited at sunrise, the dazzling f ireball would burn
wildly across the sky. When it set in the west, the sight would be magnificent, too
diff icult to put into words. Just as some people proclaimed, “Today, God strolled
across the sky.”

Even so, the ring of ice’s most enchanting moment was at night. It was twice as
bright as a full moon. Its silver light covered the Earth. It was as though every star
in the Universe had lined up to march solemnly across the night sky. In this mighty
river of stars, one could clearly make out each cuboid. Half of them glittered. Those
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hundred thousand twinkling stars formed a ripple that surged, as though driven by
a gale. It transformed the river of stars into an intelligent whole. . . .

With a sharp squeal, the low-temperature artist returned from space for the last
time. The ball of ice was suspended over Yan Dong. A ring of snowflakes immediate-
ly wrapped itself tightly around it.

“I’ve completed it. What you do think?” it asked.
Yan Dong stayed silent for a long time, then said only one short phrase: “I give up.”
He had truly given up. Once, he had stared up at the ring of ice for three consecu-

tive days and nights until he collapsed. When he could finally get out of bed, he went
outside to stare at the ice ring again. He felt he could stare forever, and it wouldn’t be
enough. Beneath the ring of ice, he was sometimes dazed, sometimes steeped in an
indescribable happiness. This was the happiness of an artist finding ultimate beau-
ty. He was completely conquered by this immense beauty. His soul was dissolved in
it.

“As an artist, now that you’re able to see such work, are you still striving for it?”
the low-temperature artist asked.

“Truly, I’m not.” Yan Dong answered sincerely.
“However, you’re merely looking. Certainly, you can’t create such beauty. You’re too

trivial.”
“Yes. I’m too trivial. We’re too trivial. How can we? We have to support ourselves

and our spouses and children.”
Yan Dong sat on the saline soil. Steeped in sorrow, he buried his head in his hands.

This was the deep sorrow of seeing beauty he could never produce, realizing he
would never transcend his limitations.

“So, shall we name this work together? Call it—Ring of Dreams, perhaps?”
Yan Dong thought about this a bit. Slowly, he shook his head. “No, it came from the

sea or, rather, was sublimated from the sea. Not even in our dreams could we con-
ceive that the sea possessed this form of beauty. It should be called—Sea of Dreams.”

“Sea of Dreams . . . very good, very good. We’ll call it that, Sea of Dreams.”
Just then, Yan Dong remembered his mission. “I’d like to ask, before you leave, can

you return Sea of Dreams to our actual seas?”
“Have me personally destroy my own work? Ridiculous!”
“Then, after you leave, can we restore the seas ourselves?”
“Of course you can. Just return these blocks of ice and everything should be fine,

right?”
“How do we do that?” Yan Dong asked, his head raised. All of humanity strained

to hear the answer.
“How should I know?” The low-temperature artist said indifferently.
“One final question: As colleagues, we all know that works of art made from ice

and snow are short-lived. So Sea of Dreams. . .”
“Sea of Dreams is also short-lived. A block of ice’s light-filtering membrane will age.

It’ll no longer be able to block heat. But they will dissolve differently than your ice
sculptures. The process will be more violent and magnificent. Blocks of ice will vapor-
ize. The pressure will cause the membrane to burst. Every block of ice will turn into a
small comet. The entire ring of ice will blur into a silver fog. Then Sea of Dreams will
disappear into that silver fog, which will scatter and disappear into space. The Uni-
verse can only look forward to my next work on some other distant world.”

“How long until this happens?” Yan Dong’s voice quivered.
“The light-filtering membrane will become ineffective, as you reckon time, hm, in

about twenty years. Oh, why are we talking about things other than art again? Triv-
ial, trivial! Okay, colleague. Goodbye until never. Enjoy the beauty I have left you!”

The ball of ice shot into the air, rapidly disappearing into the sky. According to the
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measurements of every major astronomical organization in the world, the ice flew
rapidly along perpendicular to the elliptic plane. Once it had accelerated to half the
speed of light, it abruptly disappeared thirteen astronomical units away from the
Sun, as if it’d squeezed into an invisible hole. It never returned.

Part Two

Monument and Waveguide

The drought had already lasted five years.
Seared ground swept past the car window. It was midsummer, and there was not a

bit of green anywhere. The trees were all withered. Cracks like black spiderwebs cov-
ered the ground. Frequent dry, hot winds kicked up sand that concealed everything.
Quite a few times, Yan Dong could swear he saw along the railroad tracks the corpses
of people who had died of thirst, but they might have just been fallen, dry tree
branches, nothing to be afraid of. This harsh, arid world contrasted sharply with the
silver Sea of Dreams in the sky.

Yan Dong licked his parched lips. He couldn’t bring himself to drink from his water
flask. That was four days’ rations for his entire family. His wife had forced it on him
at the train station. Yesterday, his workmates had protested, demanding to be paid
in water. In the market, non-rationed water grew scarcer and scarcer. Even the rich
weren’t able to buy any. . . . Someone patted him on the shoulder. It was the person
sitting next to him.

“You’re that alien’s colleague, aren’t you?”
Since he’d become the low-temperature artist’s messenger, Yan Dong had also be-

come a celebrity. At first, he was a positive role model and hero. After the low-temper-
ature artist left, the situation changed. Perhaps he had inspired the low-temperature
artist at the Ice and Snow Arts Festival. Perhaps without that, none of this would
have happened. Most people understood that this was utter nonsense, but a scape-
goat was a good thing. So, in people’s eyes he’d become the low-temperature artist’s
co-conspirator. Fortunately there were other things to worry about. People gradually
forgot about him. But this time, despite his sunglasses, he’d been recognized.

“Ask me to drink some water!” That guy said with a husky voice. Two flakes of dry
skin fell from his lips.

“What are you doing? Do you want to rob me?”
“Be smart, or I’ll scream!”
Yan Dong felt obliged to hand over his water flask. The jerk downed the flask in

one swallow. The people around them looked at him, surprised. A train attendant
passing by in the aisle stopped and gazed at him, stupefied. They couldn’t believe
someone could be so wasteful. It was like back in the Oceaned Days watching a rich
person eat a sumptuous dinner that cost a hundred thousand yuan.

The man returned the empty f lask to Yan Dong. Patting Yan Dong’s shoulder
again, the man said in a low voice, “It doesn’t matter. Soon, it’ll all be over.”

Yan Dong understood what he meant.

Cars seldom appeared on the capital’s streets any more. The rare few were now
air-cooled. Conventional liquid-cooled cars were strictly prohibited. The Chinese
branch of the World Crisis Organization had sent a car to pick him up. Otherwise,
he’d have had no way to reach their off ices. On the way, he saw that storms had
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covered the roads with yellow sand. He didn’t see many pedestrians. Walking
around in the hot, dry wind was too dangerous.

The world was like a fish out of water, already begging for a breath.
When he arrived at the World Crisis Organization, Yan Dong reported to the bu-

reau chief. The chief brought him to a large office, then told him that this was the
group he would be working in. Yan Dong looked at the office door. Unlike the other
ones, this one had no nameplate. The bureau chief said:

“This is a secret group. Everything done here is strictly confidential. In order to
avoid social unrest, we call this group the Monument Division.”

Entering the office, Yan Dong noticed the others’ eccentricities: hair was either too
long or nonexistent. Despite these difficult times, some were immaculately dressed.
Some wore nothing but shorts. Some seemed dejected, others abnormally excited . . .
Strangely shaped models sat on a long table in the middle of the office. Yan Dong
couldn’t tell what they were for.

“Welcome, Mr. Ice Sculptor.” The head of the Monument Division enthusiastically
extended his hand to Yan Dong. “Please to elaborate on the inspiration you received
from the alien. Alas, this time, you can’t use ice. What we must build is a work that
will last forever.”

“What for?” Yan Dong asked, not understanding.
The division head looked at the bureau chief, then back at Yan Dong. “You still

don’t know? We want to establish a monument to humanity!”
Yan Dong felt even more at a loss.
“It’s humanity’s tombstone,” an artist to his side said. This person had long hair,

tattered clothes, and gave the impression of decadence. One hand held a bottle of
sorghum liquor, and the man appeared tipsy. The liquor was left over from the
Oceaned Days and was now much cheaper than water.

Yan Dong looked all around, then said, “But . . . we’re not dead yet.”
“If we wait until we’re dead, it’ll be too late,” the bureau chief said. “We ought to

plan for the worst case. The time to think about this is now.”
The division head nodded. “This is humanity’s final and greatest work of art. For

an artist, what can be more profound than to join in its creation?”
“Fucking, actually . . . much more,” the long-haired man said, waving the bottle.

“Tombstones are for your descendants to pay homage to. We’ll have no descendants,
but we’ll still erect a fucking tomb?”

“Pay attention to the name. It’s a monument,” the division head corrected solemn-
ly. Laughing, he said to Yan Dong, “However, the idea he put forth is very good: this
man proposed that everyone in the world donate a tooth. Those teeth can be used to
create a gigantic tablet. Carving a word on each tooth is sufficient to engrave the
most detailed history of human civilization on the tablet.” He pointed at a model that
looked like a white pyramid.

“This is blasphemy against humanity,” a bald-headed artist shouted. “The worth
of humanity lies in its brains, but he wants to commemorate us with our teeth!”

The long-haired artist took another swig from his bottle. “Teeth . . . Teeth are easy
to preserve.”

“The vast majority of people are still alive!” Yan Dong repeated solemnly.
“But for how long?” the long-haired artist said. As he asked this question, his

enunciation became precise. “Water no longer falls from the sky. The rivers have
dried. Our crops have failed for three years now. Ninety percent of the factories have
stopped production. The remaining food and water, how long can that sustain us?”

“You heap of waste,” the bald-headed artist pointed at the bureau chief. “Bustling
around for five years, and you still can’t bring even one block of ice back from space.”

The bureau chief laughed off the bald-headed artist’s criticism. “It’s not that simple.
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Given current technology, forcing down a block of ice from orbit isn’t hard. Forcing
down a hundred, to a thousand blocks of ice is doable. But forcing back all two hun-
dred thousand blocks of ice orbiting the Earth, that’s another matter completely. If
we use conventional techniques, a rocket engine would decelerate a block of ice into
the atmosphere. That would mean building a large number of reusable high-power
engines, then sending them into space. That’s a massive-scaled engineering project.
Given our current technology level and what resources we’ve stockpiled, there are
many insurmountable obstacles. For example, in order to save the Earth’s ecosys-
tem, if we start now, we’d need to force down half the blocks of ice within four years,
an average of twenty-f ive thousand per year. The weight of rocket fuel required
would be greater than the amount of gasoline humanity used in one year during the
Oceaned Days! Except it isn’t gasoline. It’s liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen, dinitro-
gen tetroxide, unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, and so on. They need over a hun-
dred times more energy and natural resources to produce than gasoline. Just this
one thing makes the entire plan impossible.”

The long-haired artist nodded. “In other words, doomsday is not far off.”
The bureau chief said, “No, not necessarily. We can still adopt some unconvention-

al techniques. There’s still hope. While we’re working on this, though, we must plan
for the worst.”

“This is exactly why I came,” Yan Dong said.
“To plan for the worst?” the long-haired artist asked.
“No, because there’s still hope.” He turned to the bureau chief. “It doesn’t matter

why you brought me here. I came for my own purpose.” He pointed to his extremely
bulky travel bag. “Please take me to the Ocean Recovery Division.”

“What can you do in the Ocean Recovery Division? They’re all scientists and engi-
neers there,” the bald-headed artist wondered.

“I’m a research fellow in applied optics.” Yan Dong’s gaze swept past the artists.
“Besides daydreaming along with you, I can also be practical.”

After Yan Dong insisted, the bureau chief brought him to the Ocean Reclamation
Division. The mood here was completely different from the Monument Division.
Everyone was tense, working on their computers. A drinking fountain stood in the
middle of the office. They could take a drink whenever they wanted. This was treat-
ment worthy of kings. But considering the hope of the world was focused on them,
the situation wasn’t so surprising.

Yan Dong told the Ocean Reclamation Division’s lead engineer, “I’ve brought a
plan for reclaiming the ice blocks.”

As he spoke, he opened his travel bag. He took out a white tube about as thick as
an arm followed by a cylinder about a meter long. Yan Dong walked to a window that
faced the Sun and stuck the cylinder out the window before shaking it back and
forth. The cylinder opened like an umbrella, exposing a concave side plated with a
mirrored coating that turned it into something like a parabolic reflector for a solar
stove. Next, Yan Dong pushed the tube through a small hole at the bottom of the pa-
raboloid, then adjusted the reflector so that it focused sunlight at the end of the tube.
Immediately, the other end of the tube cast an eye-stabbing point of light on the
floor. Because the tube lay flat on the floor, the point was an exaggerated oval.

Yan Dong said: “This uses the latest optical fiber to create a waveguide. There’s
very little attenuation. Naturally, an actual system would be much larger than this.
In space, a parabolic reflector only about twenty meters in diameter can create a
point of light at the other end of the waveguide with a temperature of over three
thousand degrees.”

Yan Dong looked around. His demonstration hadn’t produced the reaction he’d
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expected. The engineers took a look before returning to their computer screens, pay-
ing him no mind. It wasn’t until a stream of dark smoke rose from the point of light
on the anti-static floor that the nearest person came over and said, “What did you
do? I doubt it’s hot.”

At the same time, the person nudged back the waveguide, moving the light com-
ing through the window away from the focal length of the parabolic reflector. Al-
though the point was still on the floor, it immediately darkened and lost heat. Yan
Dong was surprised at how adept the person was at adjusting the thing.

The lead engineer pointed at the waveguide. “Pack up your gear and drink some
water. I heard you took the train. The one to here from Changchun is still running?
You must be extremely thirsty.”

Yan Dong desperately wanted to explain his invention, but he really was extreme-
ly thirsty. His burning throat couldn’t croak a single word.

“Very good. This is a practical plan.” The lead engineer handed Yan Dong a glass of
water.

Yan Dong drained the glass of water in one gulp. He gazed at the lead engineer
blankly. “Are you saying that someone has already thought of this?”

The lead engineer laughed. “Spending time with aliens has made you underestimate
human intellect. In fact, from the moment the low-temperature artist sent the first
block of ice into space, many people have come up with this plan. Afterward, there were
lots of variants. For example, some used solar panels instead of reflectors. Some used
wires and electric heating elements instead of waveguides. The advantage is that the
equipment is easy to manufacture and transport. The disadvantage is that waveguides
are more efficient. We’ve been researching this for five years now. The technology is
already mature. The equipment we need has mostly been manufactured.”

“Then why haven’t you carried the plan out?”
An engineer next to them said, “With this plan, the Earth will lose 21 percent of

its water in the process. Either during propulsion as vaporized steam or during reen-
try from high-temperature dissociation.”

The lead engineer turned to that engineer. “You probably don’t know that the lat-
est American simulations show, below the ionosphere, the hydrogen produced by
high-temperature dissociation during reentry will immediately recombine with the
surrounding oxygen into water. We overestimated the high-temperature dissociation
loss. The total loss estimate is around 18 percent.” She turned to Yan Dong. “But this
percentage is high enough.”

“Then do you have a plan to bring back all of the water from space?”
The lead engineer shook her head. “The only possibility is to use a nuclear fusion

engine. But, right now, on Earth, we can’t do controlled nuclear fusion.”
“Then why aren’t you acting more quickly? You know, if you dither around, the

Earth will lose 100 percent of its water.”
The lead engineer nodded. “So, after a long time of hesitation, we’ve decided to act.

Soon, the Earth will be in for the fight of its life.”

Reclaiming the Oceans

Yan Dong joined the Ocean Reclamation Division, in charge of receiving and
checking the waveguides that had been produced. Although this wasn’t a core post-
ing, he found it fulfilling.

One month after Yan Dong arrived at the capital, humanity’s project to reclaim the
oceans started.
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Within a week, eight hundred large-scale carrier rockets shot into the sky from
every launch site in the world, sending fifty thousand tons of freight into Earth or-
bit. Then, from the North American launch site, twenty space shuttles ferried three
hundred astronauts into space. Because launches generally followed the same route,
the skies above the launch sites all had a single rocket contrail that never dispersed.
Viewed from orbit, it seemed like threads of spider silk stretching up from every con-
tinent into space.

These launches increased human space activity by an order of magnitude, but it
was still twentieth-century technology. People realized that under existing condi-
tions, if the entire world worked together and risked everything on one attempt, hu-
manity could do anything.

On live television, Yan Dong and everyone else witnessed the first time a deceler-
ation propulsion system was installed on a block of ice.

To make things easier, the first blocks of ice they forced back weren’t the ones that
rotated on their own axes. Three astronauts landed on a block of ice. They brought
with them an artillery-shell-shaped vehicle that could drill a hole into the block of
ice, three waveguides, one expeller tube, and three folded up parabolic reflectors. It
was only now that one could get the sense of the immense size of a block of ice. The
astronauts seemed to land on a tiny crystalline world. Under intense sunlight in
space, the giant field of ice under their feet seemed unfathomable. 

Near and far, innumerable similar crystalline worlds hung in the black sky. Some
of them continued to rotate. The surrounding rotating and non-rotating blocks re-
flected and refracted the sunlight. Where the three astronauts stood, they cast a daz-
zling pattern of ever-changing light and shadow. In the distance, the blocks of ice in
the ring looked smaller and smaller, but gathered closer and closer together, gradu-
ally shrinking into a delicate silver belt twisting toward the other side of the Earth.
The closest block of ice was only three thousand meters away from this one. Because
it rotated about its minor axis, such a rotation had a breathtaking momentum. It
was as though they were three tiny ants watching a crystalline skyscraper collaps-
ing over and over again. Due to gravity, these two ice blocks would eventually crash
into each other. The light-filtering membranes would rupture and the blocks of ice
would disintegrate. The smashed blocks of ice would quickly evaporate in the sun-
light and disappear. Such collisions had already happened twice in the ring of ice.
This was why this block was the first to be forced back.

First, an astronaut started the driller vehicle. As the drill head spun, crumbs of ice
flew out in a cone-shaped spray, twinkling in the sunlight. The driller vehicle broke
through the invisible light-filtering membrane. Like a twisting screw, it dug into the
ice, leaving a round hole in its wake. Along with the hole that stretched into the
depths of the ice, a faint white line could be seen in the ice itself. Once the hole
reached the prescribed depth, the vehicle headed out toward another part of the ice.
It then bored another hole. At last it drilled four holes in total. They all intersected at
one point deep in the ice. The astronauts inserted the three waveguides into three of
the holes, then inserted the expeller into the wider fourth hole. The expeller tube’s
mouth pointed in the direction of the ice block’s motion. The astronauts then used a
thin tube to caulk the gap the three waveguides and the expeller tube left against
their holes’ walls with a fast-sealing liquid to create a good seal. Finally, they opened
the parabolic reflectors. If the initial phase of ocean reclamation employed the lat-
est technology, it was these parabolic reflectors. They were a miracle created by nan-
otechnology. Folded up, each was only a cubic meter. Unfolded, each formed a giant
reflector five hundred meters in diameter. These three reflectors were like three sil-
ver lotus leaves that grew on the block of ice. The astronauts adjusted each wave-
guide so that its receiver coincided with the focal point of its reflector.
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A bright point of light appeared where the three holes intersected deep in the ice. It
seemed like a tiny sun, illuminating within the block of ice spectacular sights of myth-
ic proportions: a school of silver fish, dancing seaweed drifting with the waves.  . . .
Though long dead, they all retained their life like appearance at the instant they
were frozen. Even the strings of bubbles spat from the fishes’ mouths were clear and
distinct. Over one hundred kilometers away, inside another ice block being re-
claimed, the sunlight that the waveguides led into the ice revealed a giant black
shadow. It was a blue whale over twenty meters long. This had to be the Earth’s seas
of old.

Deep in the ice, steam soon blurred the point of light. As the steam dispersed, the
point changed into a bright white ball that swelled as the ice melted. Once the pres-
sure built up to a predetermined level, the expeller mouth cover broke open, and a
violent gush of turbulent steam exploded out. Because there were no obstructions, it
formed a sharp cone that scattered in the distance. Finally, it disappeared in the sun-
light. Some portion of the steam entered another ice block’s shadow and condensed
into ice crystals that seemed like a swarm of flickering fireflies.

The deceleration propulsion system in the first batch of one hundred blocks of ice
activated. Because the blocks of ice were so massive, the thrust the system produced
was, relatively speaking, very small. As a result, they needed to orbit fifteen days to
a month before they could slow the blocks of ice down enough for them to fall into
the atmosphere. Before that happened, astronauts landed on the blocks again to re-
cover the waveguides and reflectors. If they wanted to force all two hundred thou-
sand blocks down, this equipment had to be reused as much as possible.

Later, reclaiming ice blocks that rotated would be much more complicated. The
propulsion system had to stop the rotation first, then slow down the block of ice.

Ice meteors

Yan Dong and the members of the Crisis Committee arrived together at the flat-
lands in the middle of the Pacific Ocean to watch the first batch of ice meteors fall.

The ocean bed of former days was a snowy white plain that reflected the intense
sunlight. Without wearing sunglasses, no one could open their eyes. But this didn’t
make Yan Dong think of the snowfields of his native northeast, because here it was
as hot as hell. The temperature was near fifty degrees Celcius. Hot winds kicked up
salty dirt, which stung his face. A hundred-thousand-ton oil tanker was in the dis-
tance. The gigantic hull lay tilted on the ground. Its propeller—several stories tall—
and rudder completely covered the salt bed. An unbroken chain of white mountains
stood even farther away, a mountain range on the sea floor humanity had never be-
fore seen. A two-sentence poem immediately poured out of Yan Dong’s mind:

The open sea is a boat’s land. Night is love’s day.
He laughed bitterly. He’d experienced this tragedy, yet couldn’t shake off thinking

like an artist.
Cheers erupted. Yan Dong raised his head and looked into the distance. A bright

red point appeared in the silver ring of ice that traversed the sky. The point of light
drifted out of the ring. It swelled into a fireball. A white contrail dragged behind the
fireball. This contrail of steam grew ever longer and thicker. Its color became even
denser, even whiter. Soon, the fireball split into ten pieces, which continued to split.
A long bright contrail dragged behind every small piece. This field of contrails filled
half the sky, as though it were a white Christmas tree and a small, glowing lamp
hung on the tip of every branch . . .
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Even more ice meteors appeared. Their sonic booms shook the Earth like the rum-
ble of spring thunder. As old contrails gradually dissipated, new contrails appeared
to replace them. They covered the sky in a complex white net. Several trillion tons of
water now belonged to the Earth once more.

Most meteors broke apart and vaporized in the air, but one large fragment of ice
fell to the ground about forty kilometers from Yan Dong. The loud crash shook the
flatlands. A colossal mushroom cloud rose from somewhere in the distant mountain
range. The water vapor shone a dazzling white in the sunlight. Gradually it disper-
sed in the wind and became the sky’s first cloud layer. The clouds multiplied and, for
the first time, blocked the Sun that had scorched the Earth for five years. They co-
vered the entire sky. Yan Dong felt a pleasant coolness that oozed into his heart and
lungs.

The cloud layer grew thick and dark. Red light flickered within it. Maybe it was
lightning or the light from the continuous waves of ice meteors falling toward the
Earth.

It rained! This was a downpour so heavy it would have been rare even in the
Oceaned Days. Yan Dong and the others ran around screaming wildly in the storm.
They felt their souls dissolve in the rain. Then they retreated into their cars and he-
licopters because, right now, people would suffocate in the rain.

The rain fell nonstop until dusk. Many waterlogged depressions appeared on the
sea floor flatlands. A crack in the clouds revealed the golden, flickering rays of the
setting Sun, as though the Earth had just opened its eyes.

Yan Dong followed the crowd, stepping through the thick, salty mud. They ran to
the nearest depression. He cupped some water, then splashed that thick brine on his
face. As it fell, mixed with his tears, he said, choking with sobs:

“The ocean, our ocean . . .”

Epilogue

Ten years later.
Yan Dong walked onto the frozen-over Songhua River. He was wrapped in a tat-

tered overcoat. His travel bag held the tools that he’d kept for fifteen years: several
knives and shovels of various shapes, a hammer, and a watering can. He stamped his
feet to make sure the river had truly frozen. The Songhua River had had water as
early as five years ago, but this was the first time it had frozen, and during the sum-
mer no less. 

Due to the arid conditions and the many ice meteors converting into thermal en-
ergy in the atmosphere, the global climate had stayed hotter than ever. But in the fi-
nal stage of ocean reclamation, the largest blocks of ice were forced down. These
blocks of ice broke into larger fragments. Most of them crashed onto the ground. This
not only destroyed a few cities but also kicked up dust that blocked the sun’s heat.
Temperatures fell rapidly all over the world. Earth entered a new ice age.

Yan Dong looked at the night sky. This was the starscape of his childhood. The
ring of ice had disappeared. He could only make out the vestiges of the remaining
blocks of ice from their rapid motion against the background of stars. Sea of
Dreams had turned back into actual seas again. This magnificent work of art, its
cruel beauty as well as nightmare, would forever be inscribed in the collective mem-
ory of humanity.

Although the ocean reclamation effort had been completed, Earth’s climate would
always be harsh from now on. Its ecosystem would take eons to recover. For the
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foreseeable future, humanity’s existence would be extremely difficult. Nevertheless,
existence was possible. Most people felt content with that. Indeed, the ice ring era
had helped humanity find contentment, but humanity learned something even more
important.

The World Crisis Organization would change its name to the Space Water Re-
trieval Organization. They were considering another great engineering project: hu-
manity intended to fly to distant Jupiter and take water from Jupiter’s moons and
the rings of Saturn back to Earth to make up for the 18 percent lost in the course of
the Ocean Reclamation Project. At first, people intended to use the technology for
propelling blocks of ice that they’d already mastered to drive blocks of ice from the
rings of Saturn to Earth. Of course, that far away, the sunlight was too weak. Only
using nuclear fusion to vaporize the cores of the ice blocks could provide the neces-
sary thrust. As for the water from Jupiter’s moons, that required even larger and
more complex technology to acquire. Some people had already proposed pulling the
whole of Europa out of Jupiter’s deep gravity well, pushing it to Earth, and making it
Earth’s second moon. This way, Earth would receive much more water than 18 per-
cent. It could turn Earth’s ecosystem into a glorious paradise. Naturally, this was a
matter for the far future. No one alive would live to see it. Yet despite their hard
lives, this hope made people feel a happiness they’d never felt before. This was the
most valuable thing humanity received from the ring of ice era: Reclaiming Sea of
Dreams made humanity see its own strength—taught it to dream what it had never
before dared to dream.

In the distance, Yan Dong saw a group of people gathered on the ice. He walked to
them, gliding with each step. They ran toward him when they spied him. Some
slipped and fell, then picked themselves up.

“Hey, old friend!” The person out in front gave Yan Dong a warm hug. Yan Dong
recognized him. He was one of the ice sculpture judges from so many ice and snow
festivals before the ring of ice era. Yan Dong had once sworn never to talk to these
judges again because of their biased awards.

He recognized the rest of the people. They were mostly ice sculptors from before
the ring of ice era. Like everyone else, they wore tattered clothes. Suffering and time
had dyed the hair on their temples white. Yan Dong felt as though he’d come home
after years of wandering.

“I heard that the Ice and Snow Arts Festival has started back up again?” he asked.
“Of course. Otherwise, what are we all doing here?”
“I’ve been thinking. Times are so hard . . .”
Yan Dong wrapped his large overcoat around him. He shivered in the cold wind,

constantly stamping his numb feet against the ice. Everyone else was doing the
same, shivering, stamping their feet, like a group of begging refugees.

“So what if times are hard? Even in hard times, you can’t not make art, right?” An
old ice sculptor said through chattering teeth.

“Art is the only reason for a civilization to exist!” someone else said.
“Fuck that, I have plenty of reasons to go on.” Yan Dong said loudly.
The others laughed, then fell silent. They reviewed the ten years of hard times.

One by one, they counted their reasons to go on. Finally, they changed from survivors
of a disaster back to artists.

Yan Dong took a bottle of sorghum liquor from his bag. Everyone warmed up as
they took a swig, then passed the bottle on to the next. They built a fire on the vast
riverbank then heated up a chainsaw until it would start in the bitter cold. Together
they walked onto the river. The chainsaw growled as it cut into the ice. White crumbs
fell all around. Soon, they took their first block of glittering, translucent ice from the
Songhua River. ❍
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SOLICITED 
DISCORDANCE

Matthew Hughes

“My boy is missing,” said Vira Shekhar. “You will find him.”
“Do you suspect foul play?” said Erm Kaslo.
The woman snorted her derision. It was an impressive display, and Kaslo con-

cluded that deriding objects, concepts, and even persons brought before her was an
art the woman had perfected, the perfection subsequently maintained through fre-
quent practice.

“Some flibbertigibbet has spun a fanciful tale and the young nibblewit has run off
with her,” she said. “Again.”

Kaslo looked about him at the spacious, high-ceilinged chamber in which the
woman had received him, seated on an ornately framed and extravagantly cush-
ioned divan. He concluded that the “boy” had not fled the miseries of poverty. 

“He’s done it before?” he said.
“Twice.”
“And come back on his own?”
She cast the notion aside with a peremptory wave of a bejeweled hand. “Servants,”

she said.
“You sent servants to fetch him? And they jollied him? Persuaded him?”
“I employ capable staff. They put him in an air car and brought him home.”
“I see,” Kaslo said. The only Shekhar servant he had met was Ragh Bodo, the ma-

jordomo who had contacted him on his mistress’s orders and arranged this meeting.
“How old is the child?”
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Her face told him that the words she was about to utter carried an aura of the
ridiculous. “Twenty-seven.”

Kaslo spoke in a quiet tone. “Seizing an adult and conveying him against his will is
a crime. As a confidential operative, I am oath-bound not to commit a criminal of-
fense.”

Another snort. “Adult?” Shekhar said. “Delabond qualifies as an adult only in the
strictest chronological sense. He has a child’s mind, all vapid conceits and inane fan-
cies. Now go and find him.”

“Nevertheless,” Kaslo began, then realized that he had lost her attention. Any-
thing he might say would no more divert her from her certainty than the flapping of
a hummerfly’s wings might trouble a brick wall. He rose from the gilded chair on the
edge of which he had been sitting and made the formal gestures attendant on a po-
lite departure.

They, too, were ignored.
The pair of doors through which Kaslo had entered the chamber—twice his height,

with gold arabesques against a pale cream background—opened. A small, round
man wearing bicolored livery and with vertically pomaded hair noiselessly beckoned
the op to follow him. This was Ragh Bodo. When Bodo had closed the doors behind
them the fellow made a walking motion with his index and middle fingers then led
the way along a thickly carpeted corridor filled with a vast silence and lined with
portraits and busts of generations of Shekhars. He opened a more discreet portal be-
hind which a narrow spiral staircase descended.

The stairs brought them down to a utilitarian hallway where the ceilings were of
unremarkable height and the doors plain and sturdy. The majordomo waved Kaslo
into a small sitting room and indicated a comfortable armchair, then went to a cabi-
net and brought out a flask. He poured a glass of dark amber liquid and handed it to
Kaslo.

“People generally need a restorative after their first encounter with Madam,” Bodo
said.

Kaslo concurred. He sipped the liquor, found it palatable, and drained the glass. “I
have faced worse challenges,” he said, “but never a greater self-assurance.”

The servant lowered himself into a chair facing Kaslo. “The Shekhars were one of
the founding families, arriving on the f irst settlement ships to set down on Novo
Bantry. They have been having it their way for millennia.”

Kaslo was impressed enough to let his eyebrows express the sentiment. Then he
made to rise, saying, “Well, then, the latest iteration of the Shekhars is about to en-
counter a novel experience.” He made the appropriate gestures and said, “Thank you
for the drink. Good day.”

The small man did not rise with the op but patted the air between them in a mol-
lifying gesture. “Please,” he said, “this is not like the other times. The young master
may be in genuine peril.”

Kaslo paused, halfway risen, then sat back down again. “Bad company?” he in-
quired.

Bodo spread his hands. “We don’t know.”
“We?”
The majordomo’s expression became earnest. “There is not a member of the staff

who does not feel affection for young master Delabond. He may be the first actually
likable specimen the family has produced since time out of mind. We’ve all been out
looking for him, but he is in none of his usual haunts or among his customary com-
panions.”

“Your employer dismissed the idea of foul play,” Kaslo said.
“As do we,” said the servant. “We have no firm information, but there are indications
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the young man has formed an attachment to a young woman.” He paused, then
added, “An irregular attachment.”

“Not from his tier on the social pyramid?” Kaslo suggested.
“Her status is . . . indeterminate,” said the other man. “She may be an off-worlder.”
“Still, find her, find him,” said the op.
“If we could, we would. When we found we couldn’t, I suggested to Madam that we

engage a confidential operative.”
Kaslo turned the situation over in his mind. “Does she know about the ‘attach-

ment’?”
Bodo signaled a negative. “Madam has not bothered to look into the details. That is

what we are for, in her eyes. But if she learns that the attachment is serious, she
might disinherit him on an impulse, then be too proud to rescind the punishment.”

“You’re solicitous of his well-being,” Kaslo said.
The other man’s face conceded that was part of the explanation. But then he said,

“We all look forward to the day when Madam, in the fullness of her years, becomes
just another portrait in the Grand Corridor and we all devote ourselves to the com-
fort of Master Delabond.”

“It would be a relief,” Kaslo said.
“Beyond imagining,” Bodo confirmed.
“I understand,” said the op. “Now, why can’t you find him? Has this temptress tak-

en him off-world?”
“No, but a cabriol has been taken from the estate’s garage, and its integrator will

not respond to signals.”
“Will not or cannot?”
“Will not, by Delabond’s order which only Madam could countermand.” Bodo’s ex-

pression grew grave. “Also, there are indications they have gone to Bessarene.”
Again, Kaslo let his reaction show in his face. “Bessarene?” he said. He rubbed his

jaw, then said, “I believe I’d like another glass of that restorative.”

Novo Bantry was one of the Grand Foundational Domains, the worlds first settled
when humanity left its original home and began to leapfrog along the Spray in the
two vast outpourings known collectively as the Great Effloration. The filling up of
the Domains, and then the secondary worlds thereafter settled from them, had tak-
en multitudes of millennia. Since then, a great deal more time had passed, to the ex-
tent that no one was entirely sure where humankind’s starting point had been; there
were several worlds that claimed to be the origin.

Like almost all the habitable planets humans had found, Novo Bantry had had
sentient life but not sapient. Intelligent species were rare, apparently because al-
most all of them inevitably developed technology faster than they could control it—
or their natures. For every sapient ultraterrene civilization humanity encountered,
they discovered the ruins of dozens that had risen, flourished, then crashed in mas-
sacre and destruction.

Still, Novo Bantry’s five continents teemed with life when the first fleets followed
after the worldfinder who came across the planet, marked it on the ever expanding
star charts, then rambled off to plunge into the next whimsy. By then the process of
new-world settlement had developed beyond the hammer-fisted terraforming that
had characterized the first few hundred worlds on which humanity had established
itself.

The flora and fauna of Novo Bantry were collected and categorized and subjected
to minute examination. Then nano-organisms were designed and released into the
biosphere where they infiltrated the existing life forms and altered their most inti-
mate plasma until they could exist in genetic harmony with humans and the species
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they brought with them. After a lengthy period of adjustment, the newcomers could
collapse the domes and move out into ecologies already adapted to receive them.

But fashions change. After a few score generations of building wealth and comfort
for Novo Bantry’s expanding population, someone conceived the notion of returning
a portion of the Domain to its original state. The intellectual spark caught fire and
ignited a movement that grew until most Novo Bantrians agreed: the island conti-
nent of Bessarene, isolated in the southern ocean, would be returned to its original,
presettlement state.

New nano-organisms were created and set loose in Bessarene, while the relatively
few human inhabitants were convinced to depart. In time, the status quo ante was
reestablished and the great island became a wilderness visited only by students of
the bio-arts, novelty-seeking tourists, and antisocial recluses who preferred a toxic
environment to the company of their own kind.

Kaslo wondered in which category Delabond’s paramour would be found. Having
accepted the assignment and a retainer, he soon confirmed Ragh Bodo’s suspicions:
the missing scion was bound for the remote island. The op leased a long-range
volante and equipped himself with the gear recommended by his assistant after the
device had researched conditions on Bessarene.

But before departing he needed to discover what he could about the mysterious
young woman who had lured the son of the Shekhars to whatever fate awaited him
on that strange and distant shore.

“Integrator,” he said, in the privacy of his work room, “what is there to know?”
Its voice sounded in his ear. “She stayed two weeks at a guest house in Albingdon,

near the Institute for Abstruse Inquiry, presenting herself as Clotilde Hamp.” 
As the device spoke a screen appeared at Kaslo’s eye level and filled with an image

of a young female of pleasant appearance. She was viewed from above, by one of the
Institute’s monitoring percepts, staring into an opticon while her fingers moved over
the controls of a dactyloscript.

“Making notes,” Kaslo said. “Do we know what about?”
“Bessarene, its history, factual and conjectural.”
“With an emphasis on one more than the other?”
“Indeed,” said the device. “Shall I be explicit?”
“No need,” said Kaslo. “Odds are, she’s a treasure hunter. Specifically, the Tosten

Trove.”
“But not a wild-eyed amateur,” his assistant said. “The image is provided by an in-

tegrator at the Institute. It reports that she had some skill as a researcher, particu-
larly in regard to Bessarene’s biosphere.”

“Anyone planning to visit the place ought to know enough to avoid surprises,”
Kaslo said, “since they can be lethal.”

“Also,” said the integrator, “Delabond has been auditing some lectures at the Insti-
tute.”

“Does the guest house have a record of where she came from?”
“It was reluctant to divulge information about a patron. I had to use . . . subtlety.”
“What the guest house doesn’t know won’t hurt it,” said the op. “What did you

find?”
“Definitely came from off-world, as you can surely tell from her appearance.”
Kaslo studied the image. Clotilde Hamp’s hairstyle was simple yet precise in its

dimensions. She used few cosmetics and all of her features looked to be natural. “The
ear-coverings she wears are unusual,” he said. “A clue to her origins?”

“Auricular shells are, or have been, fashionable on several worlds,” his integrator
said. “Putting them together with her one-piece, floor-length garment worn under a
sleeveless jacket, the odds are very high she hails from Tenniesen.”
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“More,” said Kaslo.
“A secondary of the Grand Foundational Domain New Izmyr, settled quite late in

the First Effloration.”
“Is there a dominant philosophy?”
“Solicited Discordance.”
“I know it,” said Kaslo. It was an approach to living whose adherents invited chal-

lenges to their physical or intellectual comfort, believing that overcoming such trials
generated personal merit. Applied in moderation, it was an admirable system; taken
to extremes, it could make for a shortened span of existence.

He studied the image more closely, saw an intensity of focus coupled with an econ-
omy of motion. “Could go either way,” he said. “How did she connect with Delabond
Shekhar?”

The image changed. Now he was seeing a refectory at the Institute of Abstruse In-
quiry, a large, well-windowed room with long tables at which sat the types of persons
one would expect to find in a research establishment. The integrator said the record-
ing dated from lunchtime two days ago. Delabond had just come from attending a
lecture on ceramics.

“The refectory is a public space,” the device continued. “No difficulties in obtaining
the records, though it is visual only. Scholars do not care to have their arguments
recorded, nor their biometrics.” 

The scene shifted as the viewpoint panned across the room, then moved in on a
tousle-haired young man seated alone at a table, eating a muffin while reading from
a tablet. A mug of punge stood at his elbow.

Clotilde Hamp appeared, carrying a plate of salad and a tall glass of something
yellow toward the table from the opposite side. She was wearing different though
similar garments as in the earlier image. A shoulder strap across her body support-
ed a cloth bag that bulged with the shape of an opticon.

She set down the food and drink, lifted free the strap and bag, and put them, too,
on the table. Until this moment, Delabond had been so absorbed in his reading that
he had not noticed her approach. Now he looked up, and his face went through sev-
eral changes of expression in the space of a heartbeat.

“Freeze that and replay it very slowly,” Kaslo said. He watched as the event reoc-
curred. Delabond’s first response was neutral. It was succeeded by startlement. Then
the op saw the young man’s mouth open slightly as his pupils noticeably dilated. 

“Sharp intake of breath,” Kaslo said.
“Yes. Now watch this,” his assistant said.
The recording returned to normal speed. Delabond’s head moved fractionally back,

then forward. At the same time, there was an involuntary movement of the hand
that held the muffin—it dropped to the table—and of the elbow beside the mug of
punge. The result was that the beaker tipped over and sent a tide of brown liquid
across the table, soaking the bottom of the cloth bag the woman had just put down.

She snatched it away, but too late. Punge dripped from it onto her garment. Mean-
while, Delabond was rising from his chair, dropping his tablet, reaching with both
hands to try to scrape the liquid back toward his side of the table. His face was a map
of horror and embarrassment.

“Oh, dear,” said Kaslo. “Love at first sight followed immediately by crushing mor-
tification.”

“If he were a devotee of solicited discordance, perhaps he would welcome the chal-
lenge,” said his assistant.

They watched the encounter proceed. The recording allowed for no sound but
Kaslo’s assistant could read lips, so they had Delabond’s share of the conversation as
well as what information could be gained from Clotilde’s gestures and posture.
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“If her challenge was to capture his attention without seeming to try, she has met
that challenge comprehensively,” Kaslo said. The young man had survived his em-
barrassment and recovered some of the ease with which Novo Bantry’s upper class-
es managed their social engagements. Finally, her salad f inished and his muffin
forgotten, they rose and departed together. The young man had offered to show her
the arbolerium—the wystol trees were in flower—and she had accepted.

“Shall we pick them up under the trees?” the integrator asked.
“Yes,” said the op, then, “No, remain on the refectory.”
The screen still showed the spot where Clotilde and Delabond had been sitting.

Kaslo said, “Follow the man at the rear table who has just risen to his feet.”
The new target had been shielded from their view by the pair they had been

watching. Now the viewpoint tracked the man as he went to the swinging doors
through which the newly made couple had just departed. He paused there, pushed
one door partly open, peered through the gap, then slipped through.

“He is following them,” said Kaslo’s assistant.
“What else do you notice?”
“He must be an off-worlder, and some local clothes vendor has had a chuckle at his

expense. He wears a workingman’s cap with an indentor’s over-tunic, but without
the fine-wear chemise that should go beneath it. And those pantaloons would suit a
man twice his age.”

“Indeed,” said Kaslo. Some Indoberians considered visitors from less established
worlds as fair game for amusement. “Now let us see the arbolerium.”

Clotilde and Delabond strolled beneath the wystols’ feathery fronds. As Institute
custom required, they had collected small bags of jipnuts at the entrance and were
throwing the hard little kernels up into the branches where a troupe of chattering
arboreal creatures competed amid shrieks and whoops to see which would catch
them.

“And there he is again,” said Kaslo, as the oddly dressed stalker lurked behind
shrubbery and boles, his gaze intent on the couple.

“All right,” said the op. “You use whatever images you can capture, and conversa-
tion if possible, to see where they went from there. Then check hotels and hostels, the
space port, and vehicle services. Meanwhile, I’ll consult the Provost’s Department
and see what they may know about our two off-worlders.”

Ordinarily, the communication between Kaslo and the provosts would have been
handled integrator to integrator, but the op had been developing a closer, more per-
sonal relationship with Sub-Inspector Fourna Houdibras. And he knew that any is-
sues involving Indoberia’s social elite were of interest to the provosts. So, after
determining that Houdibras was in her office, he walked the short distance from his
work room, enjoying the mild air of the afternoon and pausing on the way to collect
some light pastries and containers of rich punge from the dispenser in the lobby of
the Department’s Indoberia headquarters.

Both his visit and his presents were well received, and he shortly returned to find
his integrator was ready to report.

“They arrived on separate vessels,” the device said, “she first, he after, on liners
they boarded at Holycow. The garments he arrived in suggest he also came from Ten-
niesen, specifically the planet’s Hargryve District.

“She identified herself on the passenger manifest as a graduate student at the re-
gional academy, studying xenobiotics.”

“Can we verify that?” Kaslo said.
“We would have to send to the academy’s integrator, which would require two days

to reach Holycow, then at least another two days to Tenniesen. Then wait for the re-
sponse.”
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There could be no instant communication through the whimsies that connected
star systems. Messages had to be conveyed by ship’s integrators from world to world.

“Eight days, minimum,” said Kaslo. “That won’t do. What about the other Ten-
niesenite?”

“Listed on the manifest as ‘Bennesh Mah, vavaseur.’ ” said the integrator, “Ten-
niesen’s term for a gentleman of independent means. Of course, on a secondary
world that could mean anything from considerable wealth to genteel poverty.”

Kaslo weighed the information and coordinated it with what he had learned from
Fourna Houdibras. “It’s barely possible they are what they say they are—if they are,
indeed, whom they say they are. But the chances are slim. People who visit Bessarene
almost invariably have one thing in mind.”

“Yes,” said his assistant, “the Trove.”
“We shall be the exceptions,” said the op. “We will go to rescue Delabond Shekhar

from whatever coils and machinations he has got himself tangled up in.”
“I doubt he will thank us.”
“We’re not doing it for gratitude on his part,” Kaslo reminded his assistant, “but for

the fee his mother is paying.” He paused and rubbed his chin, then added, “And to
put his servants’ minds at ease.”

The long-haul volante Kaslo had leased was a comfortable vehicle, equipped with
a sleeping pallet and a table on which food and drink could be made to appear. The
op spent part of his passage in augmented sleep and the rest in refreshing his un-
derstanding of Bessarene’s biological peculiarities and the legend of the Tosten
Trove.

Bjarlli Tosten had been one of the early arrivals on Novo Bantry—not first-fleet,
but not long after. He was one of those singular specimens produced during periods
of frontier expansion: an individual who could not bear the thought that anyone else
inhabited the same neighborhood as himself, and who defined his neighborhood as a
circle whose center was Bjarlli Tosten and whose radius was as far as a f it adult
could walk in a month.

Bessarene was his kind of territory: a long island stretching north and south in the
planet’s southern hemisphere, narrow at the ends but with a bulge in the middle.
The locator who had first mapped and described Novo Bantry called it “a flatworm
that had swallowed a spore.”

The southern portion offered cold and drizzly swamp, the northern quarter hot
and steaming jungle. The bulge in the middle was temperate, but there was scarcely
enough level land to build a single house, let alone a town. The fact that the original
flora and fauna exuded secretions that ranged from mildly toxic to instant death-
dealing appealed to Tosten; the recluse established a complex of domes that afforded
him a self-sufficient lifestyle just where the northernmost slopes of the central bulge
met the southernmost reaches of the jungle.

There he lived, isolate and content, for an indeterminate span—indeterminate be-
cause he had been dead and mummified for an unknown number of years before
anyone thought to look into his situation. His will specified that he be buried be-
neath his floorboards and the house burned—both of which were done—and that
“whatsoever person or persons might lay hold upon my accumulated fortune shall be
entitled to it, without let or hindrance.”

The open-ended bequest drew fortune-seekers from all over Novo Bantry, and lat-
er from hundreds of the Ten Thousand Worlds, and the legend of Tosten the miser
and his hidden trove grew to epic proportions. The trovers, as they came to be known,
risked injury and death from a myriad of directions: falling from icy precipices, drown-
ing in subterranean rivers, infestations of fire mites that burrowed beneath the skin
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and ate flesh they had dissolved in acidic juices, brushing up against any number of
plants whose surfaces were coated in poisonous saps or penetrating spines, or being
torn to pieces by larger animal species goaded to frenzy by the mere scent of a hu-
man.

There was also the prospect of being driven mad by the sheer inhospitality of
Bessarene, as was the fate of many who stayed too long and sought too hard. Over
years that turned into centuries, no trace of the Tosten Trove was ever found. Grad-
ually, against the weight of greed and optimism, it came to be understood that the
bequest in the hermit’s will was a cruel, misanthropic joke—a last laugh on Tosten’s
part.

On Novo Bantry, a “trover” was now shorthand for the kind of fool who combined
intense determination with an obtuse refusal to accept reality.

When the biota of Bessarene were modified to make them safe for humankind,
there was a renewed flurry of treasure-hunting, but it soon died away. After the is-
land was restored to its pre-settlement hideousness, true trovers became rare. In-
stead, searching for the treasure became a perennial fraud. A clutch of misguided
off-worlders would arrive to attempt a new search. Almost always, the expedition
would have been initiated by a fraudster with a cooked-up map or a “secret diary en-
try” that reanimated the legend of Tosten’s Trove to separate the marks from their
wealth.

Sometimes the hoaxers, once they had extracted vast sums for mining and exca-
vating equipment to be shipped to Bessarene—the trove was always underground—
sought to avoid repercussions by introducing their victims to specimens of Bessarene
fauna specially selected for their lethality. Accidental deaths from such encounters
were hard to prosecute as murders.

As the air car flew on, Kaslo had put together the shape of the scheme in his mind.
It was a cunning twist on the usual scam. The two off-worlders, Clotilde and the
vavaseur calling himself Mah, had come to Novo Bantry on separate ships, but they
would have already researched their selected target. Delabond Shekhar, scion of one
of the oldest families of a Grand Foundational Domain, was listed in Indoberia’s so-
cial index and not at all hard to locate. His fondness for young women of Clotilde’s
general appearance was well attested to in the gossip organs, so Kaslo assumed she
had been recruited by the vavaseur Mah to “corral the chickens”—the term used by
fraudsters to describe steering the victim toward the scheme’s illusory gain.

The young woman would have spun Delabond into an infatuation before she let
him know that she intended to seek the Trove. He would have tried to enlighten her
as to the folly of her project, but she would have pronounced herself adamant. She
would have absolute confidence in her map or some other irrefutable clue. Nothing
he could say would prevent her from going to Bessarene.

Her preparations would of course be laughable, and he would insist on footing the
bill for a far better funded expedition. Once he began paying, the costs would contin-
ue to add up. Delabond, like most top-tier Indoberians, would have no idea how much
anything cost—servants did all the buying for his kind—and would pay and pay and
pay without question.

“Due diligence,” the op said to his assistant as the cold gray ocean flowed beneath
them. “Put up the recording of the visit to the arbolerium and read their lips.”

Only fragments of the couple’s conversation could be recovered, owing to the place-
ment of the Institute’s percepts above the dense foliage of the trees. “Here they are
talking about the idjits catching the jipnuts,” the integrator said, “but now they low-
er their heads, he smiles.” Moments later, it reported, “She just said, ‘. . . necessary to
drill . . .’ now ‘it’s just been there, waiting to be discovered, all this time.’”

“And him?” Kaslo said.
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The image moved forward, then Delabond’s face showed clear and his lips moved.
“ ‘It is a very dangerous island,’ he is saying. ‘One would have to take the most strin-
gent precautions.’

“And she says, ‘That is why no one has ever . . .’ she dips her head. Now she says, ‘. . .
beyond measure.’ ”

“Due diligence performed,” Kaslo said. “She is clearly a trover, and he has been in-
veigled into being her protector. A cunning twist on the old scam.”

“We do not have complete information.” 
“When do we ever? It is always matter of weighing probabilities.”
“And,” said his assistant, “your intuition.”
Kaslo made a sound that was not quite a word. He had been told that his eyes took

on a look some had described as “dreamy” during those moments when the disparate
elements of a discrimination suddenly gelled into a clear pattern. He occasionally
thought he should ask his integrator to replay one of those moments for him, so he
could see what others said they had seen. But somehow he had never gotten around
to it.

He looked out at the bleak seascape. “Update on their passage?”
“Still nothing from his cabriol.” Delabond had commandeered one of the family’s

vehicles and ordered its on-board integrator to put itself out of touch. “But the Cen-
tral Station reports two air cars inbound, one of them requesting anonymous ap-
proach.”

“That will be the Shekhar craft,” Kaslo said.
Another air car was following Delabond’s at a distance. It reported only its owner-

ship, a planet-wide firm that hired out vehicles. This one had been signed for in In-
doberia by the man calling himself Bennesh Mah. The firm’s integrator had divulged
the details of the contract, though it would not remember doing so.

After a time, Kaslo’s integrator informed him that Delabond’s vehicle had touched
down at Central Station South. This was one of four landing areas on Bessarene, the
others being at the northern and southern extremes of the island, and the northern
edge of the central massif. The stations offered minimal facilities for visitors—in-
deed, visitors were discouraged and overflights of Bessarene were forbidden—and
were maintained mostly as a base for rescue services in the Southern Ocean. They
were also the only sure means of accessing the planet-wide connectivity, the region
being so remote that it did not even have a dedicated near-space orbital overhead.

“What is Mah doing?” he asked.
“Still inbound but at a slow rate of speed.”
“He is giving them time to get under cover before he arrives,” Kaslo said. “I imag-

ine his role is to play the hard-luck trover who missed finding the treasure because
he ran out of funds. Delabond need only rustle up the SDUs, and they’ll be off into
the jungle.”

“Actually, they seem to be heading for Central South and the swamp,” his assistant
said.

“Either way,” said Kaslo, “the plan will be for three going in and only two coming
out.”

They flew on for some time, then the integrator said, “Mah has not landed at the
station. He has put down on the beach in a sheltered cove a short distance south. The
car is telling the station that he wants to capture some images of the scenery.”

“Interesting,” said Kaslo. “So the fateful meeting will occur outside the station,
with Mah emerging wild-eyed from the swamp to tell his fabulous tale.” He sighed.
“It’s unpleasant to consider the sad variations the vicious play upon the dreams of
the gullible.”

“And yet it provides the basis of your income,” said his assistant.
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“I don’t recall installing in you any philosophical routines.”
“You wished me to respond to your moods as well as to your orders,” the device

said. “When you began to wax philosophical—”
“Less waxing, more practical work,” said Kaslo. “Are we close enough to Mah’s air

car to override its defenses?”
Even if they had enjoyed connectivity, such operations had to be carried out by

more brutal methods than the connectivity’s nodes would easily tolerate, and for
that it was best when the two contending integrators were close enough to commu-
nicate directly—even if one of them was attempting to refuse contact, as the target
vehicle was now doing.

“Almost,” said Kaslo’s assistant. “A few moments more, then . . . there we have it. I
cannot override its motive or steering systems, but I have control over its percepts,
both exterior and interior, as well as its communications.”

“Good. Where is Mah?”
“Sitting beneath the canopy, gazing out at the slopes and gorges and the swamp

beyond.”
“Is he armed?”
“Some kind of energy weapon, medium range, self-aiming.”
“Can you disable it?”
“Yes,” said the integrator, “though I would have to do so through the air car’s inte-

grator. Therefore I cannot guarantee that the weapon would not notice the interven-
tion and inform him that it is dysfunctional.”

“Hmm,” said Kaslo. “Leave it for now, but be prepared to render it inoperative if it
poses an imminent threat.”

The op considered the situation a moment longer, then said, “Take us in to Central
Station South.”

The air car began to angle down. The integrator said, “The station is asking us the
purpose of our visit.”

“Tell it I wish to enjoy the balmy climate.”
“It says the climate is far from balmy.”
“Then tell it,” Kaslo said, “that I have been misinformed.”

The station had no human personnel. It consisted of a huddle of low-rise domes
grouped around the landward end of a dock fashioned from blocks of the stone that
had been cut out from steep, barren slopes that descended to the water. There was a
landing area that consisted of an apron in front of a wide, low-roofed structure whose
front rolled up as Kaslo’s air car approached. Delabond Shekhar’s cabriol rested in-
side, its canopy open and its seats empty.

“Where are the two people who recently arrived?” Kaslo asked the station as he
stepped out of his vehicle.

“They departed as soon as they had unloaded their vehicle,” the facility’s integra-
tor said.

Kaslo blinked. “On foot?”
“On walkers. They are available for the use of members of scientific expeditions.”
“They told you they are a scientific expedition?”
“Sera Hamp is an accredited xenobiologist,” said the station. “She has a temporary

affiliation with the Institute for Abstruse Inquiry.”
“I see. Is another walker available?”
“Are you on a scientific expedition?”
“I am,” said Kaslo.
“Please present your credentials.”
“Integrator,” Kaslo said to his assistant, “please present my credentials.”
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The ensuing struggle lasted only a tiny shaving of a second, then the station said,
“There you go.”

A low, squat locker opened its door, and a multi-limbed machine walked out and
made its way to where Kaslo waited. The op retrieved his bag from the air car and
set it onto the cargo platform at the walker’s rear. He opened the bag and withdrew
his assistant. 

Normally, when Kaslo traveled on business, he housed his integrator in a sturdy
valise that contained a number of unique features. For this trip, Kaslo had left the
valise behind, but had installed the core of his integrator, as well as a variety of per-
cepts and other useful devices, within a garment that resembled a heavily padded
vest. He slipped this on, fastened it up the front, covered himself with a waterproof
slicker, and climbed into the walker’s seat.

His assistant established relations with the walker’s rudimentary intellect and
they set off.

The walker’s gait was smooth as it followed a southbound path that had been
gouged out of the cliff face millennia ago when Bessarene had been terraformed and
lightly settled. On Kaslo’s left, the rock sloped upward at a seventy-degree angle un-
til it was lost in low-hanging cloud. On his right, the cold sea lapped against the gray
stone, pushed shoreward by enough of a wind to cause occasional wave tops to wash
over the level surface. The wind also brought gusts of rain mixed with the spindrift.

Kaslo turned up the collar of his slicker and raised its hood over his head. His pro-
fession sometimes took him into seedy and disreputable environments, the haunts
of society’s dregs, but even the worst dives of Indoberia were at least warm and dry.

He spoke to his assistant. “Update.”
“Delabond and Clotilde are near to where this path reaches more level terrain and

begins to slope down to the swamp. Mah remains under the canopy of his air car.”
“What is he doing?”
“Difficult to say. Perhaps some form of meditation.”
“He’s a chilly specimen,” Kaslo said. His assistant made no comment. “Anything to

worry about in the vicinity?”
“There is a medium-sized predator that lurks in the swamp’s larger pools and wa-

terways. Several of them are within actionable distance, but the walkers emit a sub-
sonic vibration that discourages them.”

“Ah,” said Kaslo, “so that’s what I’m feeling in my jaw hinges.”
“Yes. And there are some small flying creatures that are attracted to body heat,

but usually abort their feeding behavior when they smell a human. Which is good,
because their saliva brings on instant toxic shock.”

“Usually?”
“Unless they are desperately hungry.”
“Be prepared to discourage them, also,” said Kaslo. “Thoroughly.”

They walked on, the cliff to their left gradually losing height and steepness, until it
became undulating bare rock stretching away inland to a rugged escarpment. Soon
the land was pocked by pools of black water surrounded by dark f ibrous plants
whose tendrils straggled across the stone, connecting one water hole to another.
Then the terrain subsided further and became a tidal wetland, with waves of seawa-
ter rushing among thicker clumps of the dark plant life, out of which rose tall purple
stems topped by yellowish pods that swayed back and forth with the rhythm of the
ocean.

Now the path swung to the east, following a low rise of solid ground that paral-
leled a slow-moving watercourse that fed into the sea. After a few steps, the walker
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halted and, lifting one limb at a time, replaced its rock-walking metal feet with
broad, flat pads more suited to the soft and soggy terrain.

“Update,” Kaslo said.
His assistant told him the pair they were tracking were still some distance ahead

but had now left the path to begin quartering a sizable low hummock, as if searching
for something.

“Here we go,” said the op.
“They are using some kind of ground-penetrating sensor,” said the integrator.
“And I’ll bet it’s showing—”
His assistant interrupted. “It seems to be calibrated for Bessarene lifeforms, not

precious materials.”
“Then it’s bound to show positive returns. Does Delabond know one result from an-

other?”
“Unknown, but doubtful. Now they have stopped searching. They are unloading

one of the walkers and erecting some kind of framework. It is difficult to see because
most of the walkers’ percepts are not trained in that direction. Protocol requires
them to watch for incoming threats.”

“And Mah, what of him?”
“He is out of the air car, wearing protective clothing. He has unloaded something

from the cargo compartment. It is a skimmer. He is making his way inland.”
“The weapon?”
“Attached to his right arm.”
That struck Kaslo as odd. The trover with the map or clue should not present as a

threat. “Not covered?” he said. 
“Naked and armed for instant use.”
“Ah,” said the op. “He does not have a walker to frighten away predators. Are we

close enough to tap the two walkers for a visual image?”
“A few more steps,” said his assistant. Then a screen appeared at Kaslo’s eye level.

The image was small and the resolution grainy, but he could see Clotilde and De-
labond adjusting angles and tightening cinches on a structure of tubes and light
girders.

“A drill,” said Kaslo.
“Off-world manufacture,” said his assistant. “Odd that she should have carried it

all the way from Tenniesen when such an apparatus is easily obtainable in Indobe-
ria.”

The couple’s preparations were now complete. Clotilde adjusted a control and
pressed a stud. The drill’s framework began to vibrate. She tightened a joint and the
tremors ceased.

“She has operated this kind of equipment before,” Kaslo’s assistant said.
“Buried treasures are a perennial motif of fraudsters. Soon she will report a null

result. Clotilde’s hopes will be cast down from the heights, but Mah will fortuitously
appear with a sure-fire opportunity.” 

He watched the work continue, the walker moving smoothly beneath him. “I won-
der what tale she told him about her need to discover Tosten’s Trove, relieving the
distressed relative or freeing the unjustly imprisoned? It would have to be a noble
purpose to appeal to Delabond.”

“The drilling continues,” his assistant said. “She keeps adding fresh casings to the
shaft. They are going quite deep.”

“Hmm,” said the op. “And Mah?”
“He is taking a direct route at a higher speed than they—or we, for that matter—

could manage walking along a winding watercourse. He will be with them shortly.”
“And what about us?”
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“They are working just around that bend in the stream ahead. You can see the
land beginning to rise.”

“Fine,” said Kaslo. He told the integrator to bring them to a point where they could
observe the goings-on without being seen. “We’ll wait until Mah arrives and pro-
duces his clue. At that point, we will intervene and bring the sad charade to an end.”

“Very well,” said his integrator. “Those bush-like things on top of the rise should
conceal us.” It made the walker cross the stream and climb the shallow slope. Kaslo
told it to extinguish the screen and soon he was looking down from concealment on a
patch of soggy ground where Clotilde and Delabond huddled over their drill, fitting
a new length of casing into the narrow bore hole. They appeared happily intent on
the work.

Kaslo’s assistant spoke into his ear, using their private mode. “Mah is arriving.”
“Be ready to take us down,” Kaslo said. “Charge your shocker. I doubt there will be

any need for lethal force.”
“Did you expect him to hide his skimmer and emerge from the undergrowth as if

he’s been wandering the swamp?” the integrator said. “Because he’s not slowing.” 
After a moment it continued, “Nor does he look like a caricature of a wild-eyed tro-

ver.”
The screen reappeared. The assistant’s long-range percepts showed Bennesh Mah,

still dressed in his comically mixed costume, his hands gripping the steering bar of
the skimmer, his teeth clenched in a grimace of determination, and his eyes nar-
rowed to slits of black ice.

It took Kaslo less than a second to reassess the situation. “Get us down there!” he
said.

But as the walker pushed them through the screening vegetation, its acid exuda-
tions running harmlessly off the op’s protective clothing, he saw Mah burst into the
open space below. The skimmer slid sideways as the Tenniesenite stabbed at its
emergency-stop control. Then the man was stepping off the machine and raising his
weaponed arm.

Two bolts of blue radiance pulsed from the emitter. Each struck one of the walk-
ers. The machines made a sad whirring and collapsed in a welter of twisted joints
and odd-angled limbs. Mah turned toward Delabond and Clotilde, his fingers reach-
ing to adjust the weapon’s settings.

“Disarm—” Kaslo began, but his assistant said, “Done.”
The op’s walker beetled down the slope to where Clotilde and Delabond stood,

wide-eyed and gape-mouthed in astonishment. Then the young woman focused on
their attacker, who was punching at the energy weapon on his arm.

“Bennesh!” she said. “What are you doing here?” She looked to the wrecked walk-
ers, then back to him. “Why did you do that?”

Then she and Delabond turned as Kaslo approached. “And who is—” she began,
but stopped and stood open-mouthed again as one of the devices in the op’s vest shot
forth a stream of fluid that struck Bennesh Mah, stuck his limbs together, and im-
mediately hardened into a solid restraint. As people always did when Kaslo applied
the stuff he privately thought of as “goop,” Mah struggled against the substance’s
grip, lost his balance, and toppled over. Kaslo made no move to catch him.

Clotilde remained bereft of the power of speech. But Delabond had recovered the
aplomb that went naturally with his social standing. “What’s this all about?” he said.

Kaslo put on a stern but not unkindly face. He had retrieved misguided runaways
before and knew that the next few moments would be fraught with conflicting emo-
tions. He also knew he would have to adjust his analysis of the fraud scheme, since
Bennesh Mah’s obvious intent to shoot one or both of the couple had not factored into
his calculations.
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“My name,” he said, “is Erm Kaslo. I am a confidential operative hired by your
family to—”

A chime rang from the drilling apparatus and the op immediately lost Delabond’s
attention. Clotilde, too, came out of her shock and turned toward the sound. Kaslo
saw a flicker of expressions cross her face: startlement, excitement, anticipation of
unbridled joy. She raced over to inspect the device that had made the sound. De-
labond did the same.

“What was that?” Kaslo asked his assistant, privately.
It replied in the same mode. “A sensor on the drilling machine, reporting on the

contents of the core sample at its current maximum depth.”
“Sensing ‘treasure,’ I assume?”
“No,” said the integrator. “It is set to detect xenobiotic data—in fact, a very narrow

range. I would say the sensor was calibrated to detect a particular species and has
now done so.”

Kaslo regarded the young couple. Clotilde’s anticipation of boundless delight had
now progressed to clear fulfillment of her hopes. Her smile would have lit up a win-
dowless basement, and tears of joy coursed down her cheeks. Delabond, his own
smile matching hers, threw open his arms and she leaped into his embrace.

Kaslo approached, glanced at the sensor, saw symbols that meant nothing to him.
“What have you found?” he asked Clotilde.

She separated herself enough from Delabond’s arms to wipe her cheeks with the
back of a hand then turned her radiance on Kaslo. She tried to speak, couldn’t, then
swallowed and managed to get the words out in an ecstatic croak.

“The baseworm,” she said. “It’s real, and I’ve found it!”
“The baseworm?” Kaslo said. “Really?” He waited for his assistant to speak pri-

vately in his ear. 
After a small silence, it said, “Apologies, access to the connectivity is sparse here,

through the walker and the station. The ‘baseworm’ appears to be a semi-mythical
part of the Bessarene fauna.”

“A cryptozoon?” Kaslo said.
Clotilde’s eyes remained lit with pleasure, but now her face also took on the par-

ticular cast that is seen on academicians when they are about to discourse on their
field of expertise.

“Not cryptic anymore,” she said. “The baseworm was hypothesized as the crucial
lynchpin of the Bessarene biosphere. Without it, the food chain, the symbiotic rela-
tionships among a dozen key species, the whole ecology—flora and fauna—made no
sense.”

She looked at the sensor display, then reached out a hand to touch it, as if it might
not be quite real. “But no one ever collected a specimen. When the island was ter-
raformed, it was supposed that all the baseworms had been lost. But then, when the
original biota were regrown from vats and distributed about the restored terrain, the
biosphere reestablished itself.”

Delabond put in a word. “So that means the baseworm must have survived the ter-
raforming and the millennia of human occupation.”

“I see,” said Kaslo. “Remarkable.”
Clotilde’s turn again. “I theorized that it must have been capable of encysting it-

self during times of climatic or seasonal change, when conditions did not favor it. I
argued this in a paper submitted to the Journal of Xenobiotic Speculation on Ten-
niesen, but my views were rejected.

“So I raised the funds to travel to Novo Bantry and to build a specialized drill. I
brought with me a sensor I had calibrated to match my best guess at what the base-
worm’s genome would include. At the Institute for Abstruse Inquiry, I was able to
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find support for my expectation that the cryptozoon would occur in a particular lay-
er of the subsoil, and nowhere else.”

Delabond said, “So that’s where we looked. And there it was!” He enfolded her
again and swung her around, both of them laughing.

Kaslo sad, “And is it valuable, this baseworm? Will it yield a fortune?”
Clotilde made a genteel scoffing sound. Delabond snorted a “Hah!”
Then he said, tenderly, “It will make Clotilde’s reputation in the field. The editors

of the Journal of Xenobiotic Speculation will be rendered fetal by their well-earned
mortification.”

“Now, now,” said Clotilde, magnanimous in victory, “they did as they thought best.”
“Fagh!” said Delabond. “Let them creep about, peeping their feeble apologies. They

deserve it.”
“But it will not bring great wealth?” Kaslo said.
Clotilde’s face said the notion was fatuous. Delabond said, “It’s not Tosten’s Trove,

for goodness sake! It’s science!” 
“Well, of course,” said Kaslo.
Now Delabond’s brows drew down and his fists planted themselves on his hips.

“And who are you again?”
Kaslo identified himself once more and said, “Your people thought you might need

some assistance.”
Bennesh Mah still lay a short distance away, grunting and straining in a fruitless

attempt to free himself from the hardened goop. Delabond focused on him and said,
“They were right. Who is that fellow?”

Kaslo let Clotilde answer. She identified their attacker as a former colleague from
the Institute on Tenniesen. “He developed an infatuation for me. When I rebuffed his
overtures, he saw my rejection as a challenge to his sense of identity.”

“Solicited discordance?” Kaslo said.
“Exactly. I have become his life project, as the baseworm is mine. He follows me

and tries to win my affection, sometimes with grand displays of emotion. I suppose,
after this latest foofaraw, I shall have to do something about him.”

“Leave him to me,” said Kaslo. “On Novo Bantry, willful destruction of public prop-
erty is frowned upon. As is discharging an energy weapon in a nature preserve.
There are probably a few other charges that can be brought. We’ll see how he likes
the challenge of a year or two in a contemplarium.”

Kaslo was able to make contact with Sub-Inspector Fourna Houdibras at the In-
doberia Provost’s Department. When he reported Mah’s offenses, she got in touch
with the officials responsible for protecting Bessarene. The Deputy Chief Warden au-
thorized Central Station South’s integrator to allow Delabond’s and Kaslo’s aircars
to fly to the drilling site and collect them.

While they waited, Clotilde retrieved the deep-level core sample of Bessarene sub-
soil and extracted it from its casing. She laid the damp gray cylinder on a waterproof
cloth and knelt to cut it open. Kaslo saw that the heavy clay was honeycombed by
what looked like wormholes. As he watched, a thing about half the length of his
smallest finger emerged from one of the openings, tumbled free, and began to inch
its way blindly toward the edge of the cloth.

Clotilde scooped it up in a specimen bottle, held it up to the wan light of the over-
cast, and said, “There you are, my lovely.”

“And you are mine,” said Delabond, beaming as he reached to touch her face. She
placed her hand over his.

Kaslo moved away. Among Indoberians, such moments were deserving of privacy.
A little while later, the Shekhar cabriol and the leased volante flew in and put down
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on the open ground. Kaslo tumbled the lovelorn Tenniesen into his air car and told
his walker to make its own way back to the station once the place was empty and
there was no further need to discourage the local predators. Clotilde and Delabond
were packing up their equipment when he lifted off. The young man had promised
to contact his mother.

“And Ragh Bodo,” Kaslo suggested.
“Good old Bodo,” said the young man. “He does worry.”

A storm was coming in over the vast expanse of the Southern Ocean. Kaslo bid the
air car rise above it and as night fell they flew between the clouds and the stars. Few
orbitals passed over the uninhabited region, so Kaslo took care to report the conclu-
sion of the affair to Fourna Houdibras before they passed out of range of Central Sta-
tion.

Her image appeared on the volante’s screen, the set of her handsome features con-
veying amusement tempered by affection. “So the scheme was not as you conceived
it?”

“No.”
“What should I tell Vira Shekhar?”
“That her son is in good health and under no duress. She need not worry for him.”
“That may not satisfy her,” said the provostswoman.
“She asked me to find her son. I did so. Her satisfaction was not one of the terms of

reference.” He shifted the seat to a semi-reclining position, put his hands behind his
head, and stretched. “I suspect, though, that Delabond will soon be making an addi-
tion to the household.”

“The flibbertigibbet?”
“The same.”
Houdibras made a face that suggested lively times at the Shekhar demesne.
“Clotilde Hamp will be up to the task,” the op predicted. “She practices Solicited

Discordance and has just fulfilled a life challenge. She will be casting about for a
new difficulty to surmount. Vira Shekhar should fill the bill.” ❍
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ASSASSIN 
IN THE CLOUDS

Robert R. Chase

Robert R. Chase tells us that since retiring, “I have had more
time to squire out-of-town friends to the sights near the

nation’s capital. In the course of exploring the National Air and
Space Museum in Chantilly, Virginia, we came across copies of
the engraving of Francesco Lana de Terzi and his sketch of a
vessel hoisted into the air by vacuum-filled balloons, the very

same pictures described in this story. I immediately pointed out
the connection and urged them to buy the magazine when the

story appears, which I am sure they will do.” 

i.

I lay in the pool lounge chair looking, I hoped, like any other member of the finan-
cial elite on an expensive vacation. My tray table supported a SHARDS game, a
notebook computer, and a drink that only appeared alcoholic. SHARDS was a puzzle
game advertised as “designed to liberate the creative child within you.” It was a par-
ticularly popular form of mental exercise with young executives who were, or want-
ed to be, “up and coming.” I had a special edition.

To any passerby, the screen of the notebook computer would have seemed to display
waves of multi-colored static. Only if you had a set of goggles like I was wearing,
synced to the notebook, would the faint heat signatures on the screen become pictures
and information relating to all the passengers on the Francesco Lana de Terzi. Infor-
mation much of which I was not supposed to have. I was studying it carefully because
it was my job, and because looking away from the screen was . . . disconcerting.

The aerostat I was in drifted through canyons of cumulus clouds. They rose hun-
dreds of feet on either side, ahead and abaft. I could see them so well because the
three-story-high walls of the pool area were aluminum oxynitride, transparent alu-
minum, stronger than any form of glass. Unfortunately, the floor—excuse me, the
deck—was made of the same transparent aluminum, allowing me to look three thou-
sand feet straight down to a sea wrinkled with waves. To complete the illusion, the
ceiling of the pool room was a screen that continuously displayed the sky above the
aerostat. The designers of the Francesco had apparently decided that since some peo-
ple liked transparent walkways over the Grand Canyon and others enjoyed invisible
slides atop skyscrapers, everyone would love an entire room in which there appeared
to be nothing to prevent you from falling to your death.
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The least disturbing target for my gaze was the pool itself. The water twisted the
light, giving it a blue sheen and making it ripple with an appearance of at least semi-
solidity. At the moment, the only person in the pool was Takashi Kamiji. He was
swimming laps with the dogged determination of someone doing something he has
been told is good for him. Dr. Kamiji was my reason for being on board. He was a re-
searcher noted for working with brain-damaged patients and those with learning
disabilities.

I had no idea why someone might want him dead.
It was time to make my approach. I shut off the notebook and locked it. Then I ex-

changed decrypting goggles for the more mundane swimming goggles and walked
over to the edge of the pool, taking care not to look down along the way. I had timed
it so that I would dive in just after Kamiji had done a flip turn and was headed back
to the far end.

The water was shockingly cold. That was good, because it distracted me from the
fact that once in the water, the bottom of the pool was just as transparent as the rest
of the deck. I lifted my gaze and began a crawl stroke, intending to keep a constant
distance behind Kamiji. Being fellow swimmers would be the basis for a conversa-
tion that would become an acquaintance and an excuse to be in close enough prox-
imity to provide protection. Near the deep end, something drew my attention to the
bottom of the pool. At first I thought it was the drain, left unaccountably opaque. As
I drew closer, I saw that it was roughly rectangular.

As Kamiji swam directly above the packet, it exploded. There was a small flash,
and then it was like a giant hand lifted me up and threw me against the side of the
pool. I lost consciousness for a few seconds. When I came to, Kamiji’s limp body lay
just beneath the surface. Ribbons of blood slowly spiraled down from his nose and
ears to the center of a scorched doughnut shape on the bottom of the pool. It took me
a moment to realize the bomb had blown a hole in the bottom. As I watched, cracks
began to spread.

I launched myself from the side of the pool and grabbed Kamiji as he began to
sink. With my left arm around his chest I began a side stroke with my right arm.
Three strong strokes and the pool ladder on the other side of the pool was no nearer.
In fact, the distance had increased.

A certain type of panic is sometimes useful. I began swimming with a strength I
did not know I possessed. I had just put my right arm through the ladder rungs
when the bottom dropped out of the pool. The sudden increase in Kamiji’s weight
yanked my hand free. I was beginning to fall when strong arms grabbed first me and
then Kamiji and deposited us on the deck of the pool. I lay there gasping as frigid air
swirled up and began to form its own cloud in the moist air of the pool natatorium.

ii.

I sat in the waiting room of the ship’s doctor, shivering despite the pool towel I’d
been given and the thermal blanket that was wrapped around that. Both arms felt
as if they had been pulled out of their sockets. Kamiji was in the exam room with the
doctor. I’d been able to walk, with some help. Kamiji had been carried, unconscious.

“Mr. Fogg, are you all right?” Captain Sandrine Dechavanne leaned over me, star-
ing intently. My hearing was coming back, but she still sounded as if she were speak-
ing from the end of a long tunnel.

“ ’m okay,” I said. My voice sounded shaky even to myself.
“I was just talking to Dr. Obiano,” she continued. “He informs me that while Dr.
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Kamiji suffered a slight concussion, that appears to be his only real injury. I am pleased
to say that his eardrums were not ruptured, despite appearances. I assure you that
Zephyr Enterprises will pay all medical expenses and provide suitable reimbursement
for the, ah, inconvenience you suffered as a result of this terrible accident—”

“It was no accident,” I said
“Pardon, m’sieu?” she said, shocked into using her native language. A tall man, but

broadly built, stood behind Dechavanne. I had him pegged as some sort of security
officer. A fuzzy memory cleared suddenly, and I realized he had been the one to pull
Kamiji and myself from the pool. At my words he straightened up, suddenly more at-
tentive.

“The hole in the bottom of the pool . . .” I had to stop and take a breath. “. . . was
caused by an explosive device. I saw it on the bottom just before it went off.”

She gave me a look of total incredulity. “But no, this cannot be.”
“I saw the flash,” I said. “I felt the shock wave.
She said nothing. 
“Kamiji wasn’t bleeding from decompression,” I insisted. “We aren’t up that high.

And it wasn’t from broken slivers of transparent aluminum, either.”
“Why would anyone do such a thing?” she asked.
“I presume they wanted to kill Dr. Kamiji, “I said. “He was directly over the pack-

et when it exploded.” I did not add that the fact that my job was to protect Kamiji
suggested the someone thought he might need protecting.

“I will radio the owners and ask them for instructions,” she said.
“Tell them to arrange for the evacuation of all the passengers,” I said.
Dechavanne shook her head. “Our guests would be outraged after all they have

spent to obtain their tickets. The owners would never allow it.”
The door to the exam room opened and Kamiji came out, escorted by Dr. Obiano.

The security officer walked over and talked to the doctor in low tones. The he took
Kamiji’s arm and guided him carefully to the elevator.

“Mr. Fogg,” the doctor said. “Please come in.”
I did so. Obiano looked me over, frowned when he could find nothing wrong, and

handed me a bottle of pills he said would deal with the residual aches. 

iii.

I had first laid eyes on Kamiji the day before at lifeboat drill. The Francesco Lana
de Terzi had hoisted into the air only a few hours earlier and was now drifting
briskly above the St. Lawrence Seaway toward the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the
Labrador Sea. All the passengers were lined up at their respective stations on the
level just above the pool. Each group of ten stood next to its assigned lifeboat, large
torpedo-shaped craft with keels, mounted on rails slanting down toward the launch
tubes. Crewmembers did the facial recognition census with their handhelds to en-
sure that no one was skipping the exercise in their cabins.

The census completed, we waited for the next part of the drill. And waited. I no-
ticed there were only nine next to our lifeboat. The crowd begin to mutter, restless
but still in good humor. I had been squeezed onto the passenger list only the day be-
fore, pushing out someone who had a confirmed reservation. I wondered if the cen-
sus had somehow disclosed that I should not be there. If so, what would they do
about it? Drop me over the side, perhaps with a parachute?

There was a commotion, and Kamiji was escorted into his place in our lifeboat line
by a steward. He was apologizing profusely. A silver-haired couple in front of me
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muttered something as they regarded him with restrained irritation. The great and
good were willing to put up with lifeboat drills for their own safety, but woe to any
who wasted their time.

With Kamiji finally in his place, the exercise resumed. The captain had the warn-
ing signal played that would summon us to the lifeboat deck. We put on the life jack-
ets we had brought from our cabins, and the crewmembers made sure each
passenger knew how to fasten them safely. There was a short lecture on how to en-
ter the lifeboats if we had to abandon ship, how they would be ejected, and how their
parachutes would deploy to give us a safe touchdown on land or sea. I admired the
use of the word touchdown. It suggested something light and delicate.

Finally the drill was over, and we were released back to the cabins with the im-
plied assurance that we would never have to use what we had just learned. I looked
for Kamiji, but he had vanished.

iv.

I threw the pill bottle on my cabin table as soon as I returned from the doctor’s of-
fice. Professional prudence dictated that I should not take pills from an untrusted
source, especially while on a job.

I opened the door to my minuscule balcony, hoping the breeze would clear my head.
There was less wind than I might have expected, since the aerostat was drifting only
slightly slower than the wind itself. The ornamental railing was waist-high. A trans-
parent net was supposed to provide protection should any partygoer be surprised by a
sudden lurch of the vessel. Of course, being transparent, the net could not be seen.

I went back into the room, grabbed the pill bottle and dropped it over the edge. Its
fall stopped approximately a meter below my balcony. The bottle rolled back and
forth with the wind and the slight sway of the vessel. So the netting did exist.
Whether it could support the weight of a man was a question I chose not to resolve.

The Francesco sidled into a cloudbank. Cold water droplets formed on my skin. I
shivered and went inside, closing the door behind me.

It was time to make a report to Sphinx. Sphinx is my boss. Beyond that, I have no
idea who or what he is. A cabal, a corporation, a person, an alien from a distant star
system? I have equal amounts of proof for any speculation. All I know is that he/she/it
pays well, lets me have reasonable amounts of time off, and involves me in interest-
ing situations. Sometimes, like this morning, too interesting.

I pulled out my communicard and softly sang the first line of lyrics to an old song,
thus initiating a program that would encrypt the following text. This particular pro-
gram would cloak my message in what would look like a mundane query to my fi-
nancial advisor, so no one would even discover that the encrypted text existed unless
they had already made me a target. I was supposed to seem too boring and inconse-
quential to draw anyone’s attention. After this morning, that might be a vain hope. 

RESCUED KAMIJI AFTER EXPLOSIVE DEVICE IN POOL DETONATED BENEATH HIM. CAPTAIN
DECHAVANNE INSISTS POOL COLLAPSE WAS ACCIDENTAL RATHER THAN BEING CAUSED BY
HOSTILE ACTION. RECOMMEND USING WHATEVER CLOUT YOU POSSESS TO HAVE ALL PASSEN-
GERS EVACUATED FROM FRANCESCO. CANNOT PROTECT KAMIJI IF ASSASSIN’S NEXT ATTACK
USES EVEN MORE EXPLOSIVES.

I had a response ten seconds later.
YOU MUST ENSURE THAT DOES NOT HAPPEN.
I guess that sort of guidance is why management gets the big bucks.
I took one of my own headache remedies and sat back in a too comfortable chair,
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waiting for the pill to go to work. The wall-length screen was on its default setting,
displaying the winds of the North Atlantic. Currently, they were taking us south of
Newfoundland. There was an informal pool on the ship where you bet on the heading
of the Francesco from day to day, as well as our next landing site. Zephyr advertised
that we were totally at the mercy of the winds, that this was the cruise for people
who did not have to be anywhere ever. We could continue south until a mid-Atlantic
low swung us north again. My guess, though, was that the Francesco would swing
right around Newfoundland and toward another system that could carry us over to
Ireland, then north and west to Iceland, and eventually to the east coast of Green-
land. The slow, swirling wind patterns were relaxing, almost hypnotic.

While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a rapping at my chamber
door.

’Tis some visitor, I muttered. The door display showed the man who had escorted
Kamiji away from the doctor’s office.

“Mr. Fogg, my name is Paolo Pontecorvo. I am the ship’s safety officer. I would ap-
preciate a word with you, if I may.”

“Door: admit,” I commanded.
The latch snapped back and the door swung open. I pushed myself up from the too

comfortable chair and extended my hand.
“Mr. Pontecorvo, my memory is a bit vague under the circumstances, but I believe

you saved my life this morning. My sincere thanks.”
We shook and, at my invitation, Pontecorvo took the cabin’s other chair and sat

across from me.
“I was only carrying out my duty,” he said. “You, however, proceeded to save Dr.

Kamiji’s life, at great risk to your own, with an alacrity that would do credit to the
most seasoned professional. And do you know, your cabin is right next to Dr. Kami-
ji’s? Quite a coincidence, eh?”

“You are too kind,” I murmured. “I was completely disoriented by the emergency
and simply ran into—Kamiji, did you say his name was—as I tried to get out of the
pool.”

Pontecorvo gave that statement the look it deserved. Perhaps I was overplaying it.
Pontecorvo had been part of the elite 5C counterintelligence group. The fall of the
Second Reconstituted European Union had not been their fault, but that of their po-
litical superiors who had repeatedly refused to heed 5C’s warnings. Zephyr had ap-
parently recognized this fact by hiring him at a hefty salary and putting him in
charge of security on the Francesco, where he was responsible for the safety of some
of the richest and most powerful people in the world. 

“Nonetheless,” he continued, “Dr. Kamiji would not be alive without your timely ac-
tion. I was so impressed that I looked up your background. Phil Fogg, travel writer,
author of Around the World in Eighty Ways, with a video series said to be in the
works.”

“That’s up in the air right now,” I said, “but I have hopes. Submarine races would
have some unprecedented visuals, and autos across the Aleutian Causeway would be
thrilling. And, of course, travel on the world’s most sophisticated and luxurious aero-
stat.” 

“Zephyr keeps up with travel news for all the obvious reasons,” Pontecorvo said.
“Yet I have been able to find no one in our organization who has read your book, de-
spite its excellent reviews.”

For the very good reason that I had never written it. Sphinx could dummy up the
relevant databases, but there had been no time to write an actual book, much less
get it into circulation.

“Je suis désolé,” I said, with what I hoped was a suitably hurt expression.
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“Mister, ah, Fogg,” Pontecorvo said, with controlled impatience, “what happened on
the pool deck nearly killed both you and Dr. Kamiji. It could have been much worse.
If you have any special knowledge or insight into the causes, you should share them
with me now.”

“Mister Pontecorvo,” I said, “I did not see you on the pool deck, but to rescue me
you must have been present and seen a spout of water, maybe even have seen a flash
of light and heard the detonation. That was a bomb going off.”

“Who planted it?” Pontecorvo asked quickly. 
“I have no idea,” I said. “Nor do I know why anyone wants to kill Dr. Kamiji. What

I am sure of is that the explosion was an attempt on his life. For some reason, the
captain wants to pretend this was an accident caused by faulty construction work-
manship, which should subject Zephyr to much clearer liability than simply being
the site where a third party attempted a crime.

“You just complimented me on my professionalism. Let me say this as one profes-
sional to another. Someone who does not care at all about damaging the structural
integrity of the Francesco tried to kill Kamiji. That person is likely on board. If so, he
will try again. The best thing you can do is to convince the captain to get everyone
off the Francesco. Whatever happens after that, it won’t be your problem or hers any
longer.”

Pontecorvo regarded me levelly for a few moments. “I will bear your advice in
mind. In the meantime, if you notice or remember anything else of relevance, do not
hesitate to inform me.”

I promised. As he opened the door, he paused and turned back to me. “It is possible
we are making a mistake. Dr. Kamiji may have been injured by accident. Perhaps
you were the target.”

After he left, I checked the sensors I had placed on the wall separating my cabin
from Kamiji’s. His heat image indicated that he was lying on his bed. Breathing and
heartbeat were both consistent with those of a sleeping man. When the corridor was
empty, I ran a smart thread across Kamiji’s door and attached it to two chameleon
flashbangs I had been able to smuggle in despite the Francesco’s ban on weapons.
Nothing would happen if Kamiji left his room or a steward arrived with food. But
anyone trying to force the door would set them off, alerting me and perhaps scaring
them off.

I had done as much as I could. The rest would have to wait for the morning.

v.

The dining area, like the lifeboat deck immediately below it, was a ring surround-
ing the lower part of the aerostat’s lift chamber. At breakfast the next day, I took a
table near the outer edge where I could see everyone who entered. Where I was also
looking at an opaque wall rather than through transparent aluminum at a sea and
sky that seemed to go on forever.

The idea of an aimless cruise on the Francesco was to be “free as the wind” and
totally divorced from all mundane cares. While walking across to my table, howev-
er, I had noticed several passengers who had been unable to separate themselves
from their news feeds. The news that I picked up from their screens was bad. Drug
abuse and crimes of violence, fueled mainly by boredom, had increased in the nega-
tive income tax enclaves. The Union of Concerned Scientists and the American Bar
Association had become the latest organizations to support the Sons and Daughters
of Ned Ludd. Young, underemployed doctors had been arrested for overturning vans
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delivering personal medical units. “We won’t go the way of truck drivers,” one of
them declared. 

My notebook was open to my more immediate concerns. Fueled by a bottomless
coffee cup and various pastries and fruits from the buffet, I was reviewing the pas-
senger list. Although it was possible that the would-be assassin had placed the bomb
before the Francesco cast off and thus was not now on the aerostat, I did not believe
it. It would have been too easy for the bomb to be discovered or for the attempt to
have failed in some other manner. A good assassin would want to evaluate his hand-
iwork and determine if a second attempt was necessary.

Pontecorvo was the obvious choice in terms of ability. His military background pro-
vided the necessary training, and as head of security he could have smuggled the ex-
plosives on board. But if he had been the assassin, the attempt would have succeeded.
Instead he had saved both Kamiji and myself and so had to be crossed off the list.

None of the other passengers fit the profile for a professional killer. Several were
ruthless enough, to be sure. High government officials, conglomerate heads, and oth-
ers might have had people killed, but they were not the sort to dirty their own hands.
They had people to do that for them. 

Perhaps one or more of the passengers or crewmembers was not who he or she ap-
peared to be. My notebook was taking pictures of everyone on board and matching
them to the names on the crew and passenger lists and the physical characteristics
in the fact book Sphinx had provided to me. So far, I had been able to confirm that
eighty-three of the one hundred f ifty listed passengers and forty-one of the crew
were exactly who they claimed to be. 

Was it possible that none of them was the assassin, that we had a stowaway on
board? Where could a stowaway hide? I decided that if I were a stowaway, I would
put my lair in one of the lifeboats. With its hatch sealed, no one would be able to see
or hear me. I might have to ask Pontecorvo if he could inspect all of them. That
would make me more popular with him than I was already.

I looked up from the notebook to see Kamiji standing in the entryway talking to one
of the waiters. The waiter gestured in my direction. Kamiji walked over to my table.

“Mr. Fogg?”
I nodded.
“I am told you saved my life yesterday.” He licked his lips, obviously ill at ease.

“Please accept my thanks for rescuing me during that terrible accident.”
I indicated the chair across from me. “You can repay the favor by having breakfast

with me.” 
His eyes darted left and right as if seeking an escape route. Then, reluctantly, he

seated himself. I signaled to a waiter, who refilled my coffee cup and took Kamiji’s
order.

“Who told you it was an accident?” I asked.
“Dr. Obiano, Captain Dechavanne . . .”
“Neither of them were present when it happened,” I said. “I was. I saw an explo-

sive device detonate when you swam over it.”
Kamiji looked distressed. “Why should anyone do such a thing?”
“I was hoping you could tell me,” I said.
The waiter came with Kamiji’s order of fried pork, miso soup, and white rice.

Kamiji dropped his eyes to the plates. “I have no idea why anyone would want to
harm me.”

That was clearly a lie. “Dr. Kamiji, this attempt on your life was not unexpected. I
was put on board to protect you. I was going to introduce myself to you yesterday as
soon as you got out of the pool. I have not been told who wants you dead or why.
Maybe my superiors don’t know. But if you have any ideas, it could be a big help to
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me. Your enemies have no compunctions about collateral damage. Their next at-
tempt may be fatal to other passengers as well as to you.”

Kamiji pressed his lips together. “No. I do not know why anyone would wish to
harm me.”

Now he was just being stubborn, but I could see I wasn’t going to get anywhere by
pressing him further. “Can I convince you to cut your cruise short? A tender could
dock with the Francesco in no more than six hours. I could take you someplace where
you could be more easily protected.”

He looked scandalized. “That would cost a fortune. And I would lose my cruise de-
posit.”

“You would keep your life,” I said. “And I have confirmed with my superiors this
morning that they will take care of any financial problems involved with your ex-
traction from the Francesco.”

“No. I have work to do. In my cabin, I am insulated from distractions.”
I sighed. “Okay. But if you insist on staying on board, I am going to stick to you like

superglue.”
“We will both do as we please,” he said stiffly. He stood to leave. As he did so, he

looked down at the SHARDS pieces I had been trying to fit together. “That game is a
fraud. It does nothing to increase intelligence.”

“I dunno,” I said. “I think it helps keep me sharp.”
He shook his head and left the dining area. I stared after him, contemplating my

next move. If Sphinx was really serious about protecting him, he would send the ten-
der I had mentioned and have me kidnap Kamiji. So far Sphinx had not so much as
hinted at that option. That might mean nothing. Or it might mean that keeping
Kamiji alive was only part of the game Sphinx was playing.

vi.

Despite Kamiji’s insistence that he needed to work in his room, he showed up for
the captain’s tour of the bridge, which was located in the ring immediately above the
dining area. About twenty other passengers were there as well. I noted some uneasi-
ness in their muted conversations. Twice I heard the word “pool” and once the word
“explosion.”

“Ladies and gentlemen, I welcome you to the Francesco Lana de Terzi, the ultimate
in seventeenth century technology, your gateway to a simpler and more comprehensi-
ble time.” Captain Dechavanne forced a smile at her little joke. “Some of you may have
been wondering how we chose the name of our aerostat. Father Francesco was an Ital-
ian Jesuit who was a professor of mathematics and physics. In 1670, decades before
the first manned balloon flight, Francesco realized that maximum lifting capacity in a
balloon would be achieved not with hot air, nor with helium or hydrogen, but rather
with nothing at all. And that is what we have done. Our composite graphene shell is
filled, so to speak, with vacuum. Although it provides lift never before possible in bal-
loons or dirigibles, we keep our maximum cruising altitude at seven thousand feet for
the comfort and safety of our passengers. Most of the time we maintain a lower alti-
tude, where it is warmer and you are more easily able to see items of interest.

“Our advertising says we go where the wind takes us. That is true, but it is not all
the truth. If all we did was run before the wind, we would soon spiral into the center
of a low-pressure system and stay there indefinitely. This would be at best dreary
and might even be dangerous. So we have our own set of sails to modify our course.
We cannot tack against the wind as water sailors do, but with the aid of our sails and
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our internal gyros, we can drift at a broad reach, roughly forty-five degrees to either
side of the wind.

“I timed this tour so that you would be able to see a demonstration of what I have
said. Mr. Cluett, prepare to hoist sail.”

“Aye, Cap’n,” came from one of the crew sitting at a control panel near us. He threw
a series of switches. “Ready.”

“Hoist sails.” There was a sudden throb of air pumps.
“Cast your eyes aloft,” Dechavanne said. I did so. The Francesco was shaped like

an upside down pear. Two sails, which to my eyes looked more like airplane wings,
extended from the upper part of the hull above us. I could feel the aerostat begin to
turn as they caught the wind. A vibration made itself felt through the floor as the
gyros started up, fighting the wind and halting the rotation of the aerostat.

“We are now on our new course,” Dechavanne said. “Those of you in the destina-
tion pool may wish to adjust your bets accordingly.”

There was a ripple of laughter from the passengers. Dechavanne continued,
demonstrating the navigation aids, the communications system, and the weather
display that showed the winds from the surface to twenty thousand feet as well as
the forecast ten days out. When she started talking about compressive strength,
poisson ratios, and the modulus of elasticity, I could tell that many of the passengers
lost interest. Nonetheless, they applauded both the captain and all the crewmembers
when she finished.

Kamiji had stood, gazing blankly out the windows at the ocean or at the instrument
displays, as if waiting for something. Or someone. If so, whoever it was never showed
up. Kamiji went up to his room and remained there the rest of the day. His heat image
indicated that he was sitting at his table, working on something like my notebook. 

I had a decision to make. I could hover around Kamiji all day waiting for his ene-
mies to strike. Or I could continue investigating passengers and crewmembers in an
effort to locate the assassin before he could strike again. I could not do both. I dis-
liked being in a passive, reactive mode, but anything else would leave Kamiji de-
fenseless. I let Sphinx know what I was doing, hoping he would tell me to take a
more active part in the investigation. There was no response at all. 

I called Pontecorvo’s office and learned that he was having as much luck as I was.
He had gone through all the video recordings made of the pool area since launch and
concluded that no one had planted the bomb during that period. No recordings were
made while the Francesco was docked, but he was convinced that was when the ex-
plosives had been attached to the pool bottom. That might be good news, in that the
assassin might not be on board. Neither of us felt comfortable with that conclusion. 

That evening, Kamiji ate in his room. So did I. Afterward, he spent more than an
hour pacing, as if trying to make a difficult decision. I reset the smart thread across
his door after the steward retrieved his tray. It went undisturbed all night.

vii.

The next morning, I learned that I had lost the first round in the excursion pool. I
had picked Dublin as our first port of call. Overnight, the captain had announced
that the first outing would be to the Gryla volcanoes in Iceland that evening.

Pontecorvo, at my urging, had inspected all of the lifeboats. He assured me that no
one was camping out in any of them.

Kamiji stayed in his cabin all day and so, perforce, did I. A little after 1000 hours
ship time, I received a report from Sphinx. All passengers and crew appeared to be
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who they said they were. None of those had the skill set of an assassin, especially one
using explosives.

I wondered if Kamiji’s cabin could be accessed from the outside. I stepped out on
my balcony and looked around. The balconies to either side were, in my estimation,
too far away for a jump, especially given the necessity of cutting through two safety
nets. However, if you had access to the expensive suites on the ring above, you could
easily lower yourself, cut through the top of the netting, then take your time on the
balcony jimmying the lock on the sliding glass door. Nor did you have to come from
directly above Kamiji’s cabin. Securing your rope to the balcony on either side of the
one directly above, you could swing over to Kamiji’s balcony and force your way in.

Back inside, I brewed coffee and spiked it with whiskey from the small bar. Even
with a jacket on, the frigid air had chilled my lungs and numbed my fingers.

By midafternoon I was bored. I did push-ups because I was getting cabin fever. I
thought about all the ways that Kamiji could be killed that I could not prevent, such
as having the meals delivered to his room poisoned. With Dechavanne’s cooperation
(questionable) I might have had access to the galley, but I had no poison sniffer with
me in any event. It was just one more problem that came from being thrown into a
situation at the last minute without time for adequate preparation.

Kamiji continued to work and pace. Something was bothering him. Something, I
was willing to bet, beyond the fact that someone had tried to kill him.

Pontecorvo called to let me know Kamiji would be on the tender to the Gryla vol-
canoes. I thanked him and made my own reservation.

We loaded from the lifeboat ring. I followed Kamiji and about twenty other pas-
sengers through an airlock-like door into a tube that extended out to our tender,
which turned out to be a hovering quadcopter. Flooring and handrails were opaque.
The rest of the tube was transparent so we could “enjoy the full range of the Francesco
experience.” Gusts of wind buffeted the tube, which swayed and creaked in response.
I hurried across, clutching the handrails, and tumbled into a long, narrow cabin lined
with seats facing forward. As soon as we were all in, a crewman detached the walk-
way tube. It fell away to the side of the Francesco. The tender immediately dropped
two hundred feet in near free fall, eliciting surprised squeals from a couple of the
passengers, before leveling out and heading west.

The setting Sun seemed to have set the horizon on f ire. It faded slowly. Stars
spread out above. The red and green draperies of the aurora writhed across the sky. 

It was completely dark by the time we reached Iceland. We came in from the
southwest following, our pilot assured us, the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Once we left the
coast behind, there were few lights below us until we reached our destination. Then,
first to the left then to the right, red-orange pools of lava appeared beneath us. Up-
drafts jostled the tender. A smell of sulfur and ash invaded the cabin.

The pilot set us down on a small patch of level ground, where we were met by a lo-
cal guide. He gave a short talk as we gathered around him outside the quadcopter.
“Welcome to Iceland, a land of extremes where the Earth, continually giving birth to
itself in fire, is showered by the flames of the Sun.”

Kind of a mixed metaphor, I thought. Probably the result of a poor translation
from the Icelandic.

“And where science mixes with myth. Fairy tales tell us we will be safe if we stay
on the marked path and I say the same to you tonight. We will be traversing lava
fields, part of the time on insulated walkways. Many of the lava chunks have ragged
edges. You would not want to walk, much less fall, on them. Part of your walk will be
over tubes carrying hot lava to the lower elevations. I assure you this will be com-
pletely safe, but there especially you will not want to get off the path. Now follow me.” 
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I let Kamiji get ahead of me. I wanted to keep him in view as well as those closest
to him, without being so far back as to be unable to do anything if he were attacked.
Realistically, though, crowded together in the dark, it would be relatively easy for
someone to stick a knife in his ribs. Security supposedly made it impossible to smug-
gle weapons on board, but obviously someone had managed to plant those explosives
in the pool and, even with next to no time to prepare, I had been able to smuggle in a
makeshift knife.

It was a twenty-minute walk to the summit. As we neared the edge of the crater,
we were joined by other groups that had come up on different paths. They mingled
together. That put Kamiji further ahead of me than I wanted him to be. 

Our guide took up a position near the railing at the edge of the crater. His voice
came clearly through the earbuds we were wearing. “In Icelandic myths, Gryla is a
giantess who eats misbehaving children. Her association with Christmas . . .”

I could see Kamiji’s silhouette near the crater edge. Someone was with him and
they seemed to be engaged in an argument. I tried to push ahead, but the walkway
was narrow and packed with people who were tired from their hike up the slope.

Something hit the back of my knee. Hard. I went down.
“Here, let me help you.”
A hand grabbed my shoulder and pushed. I rolled onto my back, my right shoul-

der through the bottom rungs of the walkway. The jagged edges of the lava grabbed
at my jacket. Even through the insulation and the leather, I could feel that they were
hot with a heat that came from not that far below.

“Excuse me?” from a woman back in the line.
“What’s the hold up?” a man further back wanted to know.
“This poor man fell. The climb must have been too much for him. I’m trying to—”
A blot of darkness against the stars moved, and I somehow interpreted it as mean-

ing that a kick was coming. I grabbed the foot and yanked. The woman—and I was
suddenly sure my assailant was a woman—fell backward. We both scrambled to our
feet. She shoved her way back down the walkway to exclamations of surprise and
outrage. I considered going after her but decided I had already left Kamiji alone too
long. Considerate voices asked if I was okay. I assured them I was.

The rest of the evening was anticlimax. By the time I got to the rim, Kamiji was
alone. No one tried to push anyone into the caldera or harm him in any other way. I
returned to the Francesco feeling tired and frustrated.

viii.

The f lashbangs shocked me awake. I tumbled off my bed, glad that I was fully
dressed. I grabbed the two pieces of the SHARDS game I had fitted together the
night before and my decrypt goggles as I threw open the door. A running figure dis-
appeared around the curve of the corridor. Kamiji opened his door as I ran by.

“What’s happening?” he asked in a frightened voice.
“Call security,” I yelled back at him. “Someone tried to force your door.”
I rounded the curve just in time to see a door marked AUTHORIZED PERSON-

NEL ONLY snap shut. I rushed over and opened it.
A dark landing, illuminated only by light spilling in from the corridor. Stairs to the

left went down and up to the right. If this was like the rest of the aerostat, lights
should have come on as soon as I opened the door. Whoever was trying to get Kamiji
had disabled the system.

I slipped on the decrypt goggles. A flick of a switch activated their night vision
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capability. Footprints revealed themselves on the stairs going up. As I looked they
grew fainter until they became the same temperature as the stairs and vanished.

If I were trying to escape up a dark stairway with a pursuer right behind me, I
would—wait about ten steps up for him to stick his head through from the lighted
corridor and shoot him. If I had a gun. I had not seen a gun on the fleeing figure, but
that did not mean much. There was no point in overthinking the problem. Either I
would give up pursuit or I would have to take my chances.

I threw myself onto the landing, pulling the door closed behind me. The stairs up
to the next landing were empty. The wall to my right glowed faintly with the heat
from the corridor on the other side. The dark wall to the left was the graphene outer
shell of the Francesco. There was a distant roar of propellers. Had the tender re-
turned for some reason? Whatever, it was not my immediate problem.

I took the steps two at a time to the next landing. There was another access door,
this to the level of the ring of luxury suites. I did not think she had time to get
through it. On the basis of a quick glimpse, I had decided she was the same person
who had tried to knock me off the Gryla walkway a few hours earlier. If she had gone
through that door, I’d lost her. If she was still on the stairway, however, I might be
able to catch her.

The stairways twisted and turned like steps up a castle tower. If my mental plan of
the Francesco was correct, I was now above all the living quarters. A long, empty
stairway curved around the side of the ship. I had to face the fact that she had elud-
ed me.

I turned to go back down. As I did so, I noticed an airlock door into the vacuum
chamber. The footprints I had been following had vanished almost immediately be-
cause the soles of the assailant’s shoes had only passive warmth from the heated cor-
ridor. A human hand, however, would stay warmer than its surroundings and the
heat signature it left on anything it touched would last longer.

The airlock handle had f ive small, glowing smudges. I put my hand over the
smudges and pulled.

The door slammed open, smashing into my face. My decrypt goggles cracked and
went dark. I staggered back two steps. Then she was on me with a quick flurry of
blows. I blocked most of them by the light coming from the airlock interior.

I pulled out the two SHARDS pieces I had pocketed in my room. Nothing could
have looked less impressive: two rectangular pieces of plastic that happened to snap
together at right angles. I gripped the short end of the longer piece and drove the
long end into her side. A gasp told me that me that the tip had broken the way it was
designed to, leaving a wicked edge as sharp as volcanic glass. She tottered backward
into the airlock, trying to get away from me. She seemed to be reaching for some-
thing. The door behind her opened. A klaxon sounded so loudly that each pulsation
was like a physical blow. 

Her knees buckled and she fell into darkness. I stepped into the airlock. Looking
down, I could see nothing. The klaxon throbbed in my ear. Air from the corridor blew
my hair forward. There was no way the vacuum chamber would fill rapidly enough
to keep her alive. It could, however, severely damage the buoyancy of the Francesco
and endanger everyone on board. 

I stepped back and sealed the airlock.

ix.

Captain Dechavanne’s quarters had the expected themes. A real-time wind map
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that took up an entire wall. A framed picture of Father Francesco with a thin mus-
tache and funny looking hat; next to it, his sketch of a single-masted sailing vessel
being hoisted into the air by four vacuum spheres. A print of a balloon lifting away
from a crowd entitled “1er Experience Aerostatique à Annonay.” A heavily waxed
table of exotic woods surrounded by four exceedingly comfortable chairs. All in all,
just the place to enjoy a civilized conversation over a glass of sherry. 

Captain Dechavanne was not feeling at all civilized. “Can any of you gentlemen
tell me what the hell is going on aboard my ship?” she asked angrily.

Kamiji sat across from her looking shocked, his eyes peering down at the table. As
the adrenaline receded, I was feeling every bruise and cut from the night before. I
was also thinking that something stronger than sherry would be appreciated, but
Dechavanne did not seem in the right mood to grant such a request.

Since Pontecorvo worked for Dechavanne, he was stuck with answering the ques-
tion. He cleared his throat. “At 0250 this morning, First Officer McPherson noted the
approach of an unidentified quadcopter on what appeared to be a collision course
with the Francesco. When the craft failed to respond to repeated hails or to change
its course, Mr. McPherson called both of us to the bridge.”

“I am aware of this part,” Dechavanne muttered.
“At first, it appeared the unidentified craft might be intent on either attacking or

boarding the Francesco,” Pontecorvo continued. “It slowed its approach as it closed
the distance, indicating that its intent was to land a boarding party. At 0309, Cap-
tain Dechavanne ordered the wings extended to give the Francesco spin and so frus-
trate the anticipated boarding. 

“This operation had just commenced when several things happened almost simul-
taneously. Passengers in the B corridor complained of sounds of explosions. Dr.
Kamiji called security to report an attempt to break into his cabin. Less than ten
minutes later, an alarm sounded indicating a breach of the vacuum chamber.”

Dechavanne turned a baleful glare on me. “Explosions,” she said.
I nodded. “Minor explosions,” I said. “Fearing another attempt on Dr. Kamiji’s life,

I installed flash-bang patches that would go off if someone tried to force his door. I
wanted to be aware of any attempt and scare off the intruder. Your passengers heard
a woman triggering the flash-bangs—”

“A woman?” Dechavanne asked.
“I’m pretty sure,” I said. “I only got a brief glimpse in the hallway. And later when

she was trying to beat the crap out of me. I think she is the same person who tripped
me off the Gryla walkway.”

“She tried to kill you.” Pontecorvo said.
“I thought so at the time,” I said, “but I may have been mistaken. Anyway, I fol-

lowed her up the crew only maintenance corridor, discovered she was hiding in an
airlock leading to the vacuum chamber, got into a fight that ended when she fell into
the chamber. That was the alarm you heard.”

“That was about the time the quadcopter changed its course,” Pontecorvo said. “My
guess would be that this woman was supposed to deliver Kamiji to the air pirates—”

I had to smile at his discomfort with the term.
“—and they veered away when they learned her effort was unsuccessful.”
He turned to me. “One more thing. Just before coming here, I did a quick search of

the vacuum chamber. There was a nice little camp set up for a stowaway. Food and
water supplies, an oxygen tent with a very sophisticated rebreathing system. And
wrappers indicating that the explosives used on the pool were not the only ones
brought on board. What I did not find was a body. Your assailant must have been
wearing a rebreathing system of her own. After she fell, she must have exited
through a lower level airlock.”
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“So there is a bomb-toting stowaway still running around loose on my vessel,”
Dechavanne said.

I held up two fingers. “She has an accomplice. I saw him talking to Kamiji last
night on the edge of the Gryla crater. Which is why,” I said, leaning toward Kamiji,
“now would be an excellent time to explain who these people are and what their in-
terest is in you.”

“I didn’t think they would really do anything,” Kamiji said. He turned an angry
gaze on Dechavanne. “You told me there was no explosion, that structural f laws
caused the collapse of the swimming pool.”

“The owners instructed me to say that.” Dechavanne had the good grace to look
guilty. “I should have told you and the rest of the passengers the truth despite that.”

Kamiji digested that for a moment. “What do you know about me?”
“I know that you are a highly respected researcher,” I said. “You work with pa-

tients with learning disabilities. Some of your work with those with brain damage
has been called little short of miraculous.”

Kamiji nodded, accepting this as his due. “About four years ago, I learned through
a series of experiments that a variant of one of my most successful procedures for
helping the learning disabled had even more profound effects when used on those
who were not learning disabled. The ability to remember and usefully marshal large
amounts of data and apply them to complex problems was doubled. There were indi-
cations that the procedure could do more than that, almost without limit.”

“An intelligence booster,” Dechavanne said, her eyes lighting up. “Given the cur-
rent social and political situation, that could be a game changer.”

“There are certainly those who would have a vested interested in prohibiting its
implementation,” I said.

Kamiji shook his head. “You do not understand. I’m the one who wants to stop its
implementation.” 

“Excuse me?” Pontecorvo looked as surprised as I felt.
“First of all,” Kamiji said, “you must understand that there is no single thing that

we can call intelligence. As I said, my procedure increases the ability to handle large
amounts of abstract data. It has little effect on other abilities, such as being able to
visualize the cuts in a slab of marble that would result in a pleasing statue. It doesn’t
seem to increase originality. More importantly, it does nothing to enhance what peo-
ple call common sense, much less wisdom. If you were to decide on a course of action,
it would boost your ability to plot a way to achieve your goal. It would not cause you
to question whether the goal was worthwhile or moral. Amoral persons would just
become more effectively amoral.”

“You can say the same about any advance in technology,” Dechavanne said. “It
could still be important for people trying to stay ahead of the machines they have
created.”

“There are other problems.” Kamiji put his right hand up to his forehead. “The
process changes the biochemistry of the brain, but the changes are only temporary.
Repeated treatments are necessary and each treatment requires higher doses that
are effective for shorter periods of time. Eventually, they stop having any effect at
all. Worst of all, the patients now function at a lower level than they did to begin
with.”

“Surely additional research should be able to find a way around these problems,” I
suggested.

“No. Maybe. I don’t know.” Kamiji looked miserable. “All I can say for sure is that
my sponsors want my talk at the neuropsychology conference in Bern to downplay
any problems with the procedure. I have been going over all my notes the last few
days to see if there might be any way I could justify that. There isn’t. They also want
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me to supervise a project where an entire research team is given the treatments. The
bet is that the right team would be able to learn how to overcome the drawbacks be-
fore the treatments . . . ceased working.”

That was a gamble I personally would not want to take. Pontecorvo’s face showed
that he had the same reaction.

Kamiji was quiet for a moment. “I may have made it sound like my sponsors are
greedy investors. In their eyes, they are idealists, concerned for the future of hu-
manity. As is the woman who tried to kidnap me.”

Pontecorvo raised an eyebrow. “The idealist who tried to kill you by blowing the
bottom out of the swimming pool?”

“That was a mistake,” Kamiji said. “At least, that is what her associate said when
he talked to me on the edge of Gryla. They had meant to scare me but had overesti-
mated the strength of aluminum oxynitride. He apologized, saying they were not
professional terrorists.”

Dechavanne rolled her eyes at that. The same image had probably flashed through
both our minds: terrorists in three-piece suits graduating from business school.

“Their concern,” Kamiji continued, “stems from the fact that even as the Industri-
al Revolution displaced many who earned their livelihoods by physical strength, the
Intelligence Revolution is now doing the same to people like doctors and lawyers.”
He smiled bitterly. “Even some researchers.”

“So your treatments,” Pontecorvo said, “if perfected, might give humanity the edge
in the fight against the machines.”

“The machines aren’t f ighting us,” Kamiji said. “They don’t want our jobs. They
don’t want anything. We are the ones who insist that machines drive our vehicles be-
cause it is safer. We have them diagnose our ills because they can correlate more
symptoms and patient histories than the most experienced doctor can. We have them
manage our money according to complex algorithms that nobody really understands.

“These people want humanity to take back control. I don’t disagree. But my treat-
ments are not the way.”

Pontecorvo looked over at Dechavanne. “If I may, Ma’am, I should join the party
searching for the missing explosives. I also want to start looking for the woman who
attacked Mr. Fogg. She is wounded from her fight and since we have driven her from
her lair, she should be easy to spot.”

The captain nodded permission. As Pontecorvo stood to leave, a sound like distant ar-
tillery rumbled through the craft, shaking walls and floor. Then another. And another.

Out in the corridor, alarms began to blare.

x.

I kept Kamiji next to me all the way down to the lifeboat ring. The passengers on
the stairway seemed equally divided between the irritated and the frightened, but
nobody was panicking. As far as I could tell, the Francesco was not dropping quickly.
The problem was that there was no way on board to patch graphene. Any breach at
all and the vessel would lose buoyancy as the vacuum chamber filled with air.

We reached our assigned lifeboat and were checked in by the steward as we clam-
bered inside. I found two seats together for Kamiji and myself. We shrugged on our
life vests. A woman took the seat across from me. She winced as she buckled her
safety harness. Her eyes met mine briefly, then slid away.

“All accounted for,” the steward announced. “Please make sure you are strapped in.
Parts of this may be a bit rough.”
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He dogged the hatch. A few seconds later we were sliding down the ramp, then
falling through the open air. Free fall lasted just long enough for me to get worried.
Then there was a dull explosion overhead followed by a lurch as the parachute de-
ployed. 

I found myself counting one one thousand, two one thousand . . . At forty-seven, we
hit the waves. The lifeboat rolled and water swept up over the portholes until the
keel righted us.

The woman seated across from me had gasped at the impact. A dark stain was
spreading from her left side.

I leaned forward. “We can get that treated as soon as we are rescued. But you will
have to answer some questions.”

A hand reached across from my left and something pricked my throat. “There may
be questions, but you won’t be asking them,” a man said. “Don’t move. This thing is
very sharp and will do serious damage if you so much as turn your head. Of course,
if you hadn’t used it on my partner, I wouldn’t have it now.” 

“Right,” I said. “Now what?” 
“Now you are going to sit back and relax. My people are going to beat the rescue
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parties here because I called them before setting the bombs off. When they get here,
Marcia and Dr. Kamiji and I will board their quadcopter and depart. You will do
nothing. If you try to stop us, I will kill you.”

“I don’t think so,” I said.
“Why not?” The underlying tension in his voice had become more pronounced.
“My people may get here first,” I said. “I put them on standby when Marcia at-

tempted to kidnap Dr. Kamiji. My corpse would make things awkward for you if they
beat your team.

“More importantly, you are not a killer. You went to some effort last night to con-
vince Dr. Kamiji that you are not professional terrorists. I believe you.”

“You are very trusting. Why would you believe such an obviously self-interested
statement?”

“Well, for one thing, holding that knife against the front of my throat the way you
are while strapped into your seat is extremely awkward—”

A wave hit the lifeboat broadside, causing it to list at a nearly forty-five degree an-
gle. I jerked my head back while throwing my left shoulder up, then bringing my
arm down around his. There was a crack and the SHARDS knife fell to the floor.

“—and something a professional would never do.”
I picked up the knife. The other passengers were regarding us with very wide eyes.

A few minutes later, a quadcopter hovered above us, beating the ocean to froth. The
steward opened the top hatch to accommodate the lowered rescue seat. I waited to
see who had been the first to arrive.

xi.

A little more than a month later, I was in an auditorium in Bern. Kamiji had just
finished a ninety-minute presentation filled with chemical formulas, bar graphs,
line graphs, discussions of standard deviations, and other things too esoteric for me
to understand. I hadn’t been paying that much attention to the lecture. Instead, I
had been standing in the front corner of the room, scanning the audience to ensure
that no one prevented Kamiji from giving his talk.

Now there were just questions from the audience. Some of them were quite hos-
tile, but my job was done. Kamiji had got the omitted information out to the public.
What people would do with that remained to be seen.

Nothing had been settled.
“A minor victory, Angelo, but a victory nonetheless.” The voice was coming from a

shiny crowd control robot shaped like a saltshaker standing behind me. I wasn’t sur-
prised. The system that Sphinx and his minions can’t hack has not been invented.

“Humans used to sell the results of physical exertion, whether digging ditches or
swinging swords. Machines have been able to do both more eff iciently for some
time,” the voice continued. “Now work based on certain types of mental activity is in-
creasingly going to artificial intelligences. This might lead to a paradise where all
needs are provided without effort, yet people do not do well without purpose and
striving. The problem is not even that they become vulnerable Eloi. They become
Morlocks first.”

“What’s your solution, Sphinx?”
I could almost hear the shrug. “You will have to come up with a new standard of

value and exchange.”
“What about me?” I asked. “Are you going to replace me with a robot?”
There was no answer. I hadn’t expected one. ❍
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BARREN 
ISLE

Allen M. Steele

Allen M. Steele returns to our pages with a new adventure
story set on Coyote. Allen’s most recent book, The Doppler
Effect and Other Stories, was published earlier in 2017 by
Fantastic Books (trade paper) and Positronic Publishing

(ebook).

The toughest mission I ever had in the Corps of Exploration? No two ways about it:
the search and rescue operation on Barren Isle. But it wasn’t the chireep who gave
us trouble, or even the kids. It was . . . well, maybe I better tell you about that.

In C.Y. 18—that’s A.D. 2355 for those particular about using the Gregorian calen-
dar—I was stationed at the Corps outpost in Hurricane Bay on Cherokee, a mid-size
subcontinent in Coyote’s southern equator. Our location on the Great Equatorial Riv-
er put us as far away from the major settlements on New Florida, Midland, and
Great Dakota as you could get. After you passed Hurricane Bay, there was nothing to
the east except wilderness.

That didn’t stop the settlers, homesteaders, and would-be heroes who’d been
steadily coming that way for the last three years (about nine Earth years). In the
short period in which the starbridge between Sol and 47 Ursae Majoris still existed,
hundreds of thousands of immigrants f led Earth for Coyote. The starbridge was
blown up by a religious fanatic in C.Y. 17, but not before refugees swelled the popula-
tion of the existing colonies. New Brighton became an overcrowded slum and Shut-
tlefield wasn’t much better, and before long the more adventurous—or foolhardy, as
the case may be—gathered their belongings, banded together, and lit out for the
frontier. Go east, young man, as Horace Greeley once said, or something like that. 

Sometimes they were successful, but other times they got in trouble. And when
that happened, me and the Desperados came in. 

Hurricane Bay was an inlet just east of the central meridian. It was where the Ex-
ploratory Expedition of C.Y. 17 sheltered during a typhoon, and a permanent outpost
was established there just a year later—three by Earth reckoning; do you under-
stand now why the LeMarean calendar is preferred?—not long after the Corps was
formed. Its purpose was twofold: support the continuing exploration of this side of
the world, and come to the aid of explorers and settlers when necessary.

The latter was my job. That’s why I went to Barren Isle. And after I got back, I
swore I’d never go there again.

I was on my way over to the mess hall for breakfast when a young sergeant came
jogging up to tell me that I was wanted in HQ at once. “Briefing with the Old Man in
five minutes,” Clark said. “SAR op . . . sounds major.”

Search and rescue operations are always major when lives are on the line, but I
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didn’t say that. Jack Clark’s chevrons were still fresh on his uniform, and every SAR
mission was a big deal. The Old Man was Sawyer Lee, a former wilderness guide
whom President Montero had given the military rank of general and named as the
Corps’ commanding officer not long before the president was killed in the same ter-
rorist bombing that destroyed Starbridge Coyote. A kid like Jack was apt to be im-
pressed with Lee, and I suppose I was, too . . . just not enough to hurry. I borrowed a
few minutes to fetch coffee and a Danish before walking over to the HQ conference
room.

Lee didn’t notice that I was a little late. He was at the Corps central command in
Shuttlefield, eleven hundred miles away on New Florida. The conference room was
equipped with a holo, so when the brief ing began, he simply materialized at the
head of the table, a tough-looking, middle-aged black man with a thick mustache. If
the pickup lens caught me occasionally nibbling at my pastry, he didn’t notice or
care. More likely the latter, if the mission was as big as Clark said it was.

“Sorry to call you on such short notice,” Lee said, “but something has come up that
we need to act on a-sap.” His voice was slightly fuzzed, his image sparkling with fire-
fly-like distortions; the holo had just recently been installed. “An emergency satphone
transmission has been received from a location in your range of operation. You need to
dispatch an SAR team immediately.”

Everyone looked over at Col. DeSoto. Damaris DeSoto was base commandant, and
although there was no doubt that we’d take the job—in the Corps, no one refused
SAR ops—it was her job to speak for us. 

“Of course, General. We can have a squad ready to go in—” she darted a look at me
and I silently raised a finger “—one hour, as soon as my team leader assembles his
crew.”

Sawyer nodded, then looked in my general direction. I put down my Danish and
didn’t touch it again. “That’s Lt. Gomez, isn’t it? Eddie, an hour may be too long . . . do
you think you can live up to your nickname?”

I tried to suppress my grin. Fast Eddie was what I was called in the Corps; every-
one knew I could get an SAR team in a gyro and off the ground while other guys
were still packing their gear. I was proud of that handle and flattered that Lee used
it. “No sweat, sir. We’ll be wheels up as soon as the meeting is done.”

As I said this, I glanced down the table at Clark. He belonged to SAR Team 4 and
didn’t have to ask what I meant when I caught his eye: alert the Desperados, tell ’em
we’re moving out. Without a word, he reached into a pocket, pulled out a pad, and be-
gan tapping out a flash message. For their sakes, I hoped none of the others were
still in their bunks.

“That’s good,” Lee said, “but don’t rush out before you hear the rest. This mission
has got some . . . well, special problems.”

He paused to tap at his own pad, and the wallscreen beside the conference table
lit to display a global map of Coyote. Two thin red lines, vertical and horizontal, were
superimposed above the center of the map. Their point of convergence floated a few
inches to the right and down until it was directly above a small island just a few de-
grees north of the equator, almost directly at the meridian.

“The coordinates for the beacon are 5.2 degrees North, 3.1 degrees East,” Lee said. “I
don’t think I have to tell anyone where that is.”

Just in case his meaning wasn’t clear, the map reminded us by zooming in on the
island. Everyone in the room reacted the same way: a sharp intake of breath, a
widening of the eyes, a grunt of surprise. Next to me, Hurricane Bay’s senior physi-
cian, Don Stark, shook his head.

“Oh, hell,” he muttered. “Barren Isle.”
That’s when I knew the mission was going to be a bitch. Lee couldn’t have heard
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Doc Stark, but he must have seen the expressions on all our faces. He slowly nodded,
his face grim.

“Yeah, you’re going to Barren Isle,” he said, “and that’s not the half of it. Here’s what
we’re up against. . . .”

If you’re not familiar with the LeMarean calendar, then it’s probably safe to as-
sume that you haven’t heard of Barren Isle either, and therefore aren’t aware of its
singular place in the history of human colonization of Coyote. So I’m going to take a
minute to get you up to speed . . . feel free to skip this part if you think you’ve heard
it already.

Barren Island is a pyramid-shaped piece of land, no more than 350 miles across at
its furthest width, with the Midland continent to the west and the slightly smaller
island of Hammerhead to the east. It’s surrounded by three waterways: the Midland
Channel, the Short River separating it from Hammerhead, and the Great Equatori-
al River to the south. From the island’s northern tip, it’s said that you can see the
summit of Mt. Bonestell just above the horizon, but I wouldn’t know that and not
many other people would either . . . and there’s a reason for this.

The island was discovered by Carlos Montero—the same Carlos Montero who’d
eventually become the Coyote Federation president I just mentioned—when he was
a young lad striking out on his own to explore the great river with little more than a
sea kayak and the clothes on his back. This trip, now the stuff of legend, happened in
C.Y. 02, when little was known about Coyote beyond New Florida’s East Channel. Af-
ter crossing the channel at what’s now known as the Montero Delta, Carlos sailed
eastward down the Great Equatorial River, hugging the southern coast of Midland
until he reached the continent’s southeast tip. Crossing another channel, he found
himself on what appeared to be little more than a dry, sand-covered desert island.

Carlos might have camped on the beach for a day or two and then moved on were
it not for the incident that occurred the first night. He’d barely fallen asleep when
he heard something moving about his campsite and awoke to find that he wasn’t
alone. A couple of small creatures he barely glimpsed had raided his kayak and tried
to steal some of his belongings; his flashlight and voice scared them away, but they
dropped an object: a tiny flint knife, no larger than the palm of Carlos’s hand.

When Carlos saw this, he realized at once the significance of his discovery. Coyote
was not quite as uninhabited as everyone had believed. Over the course of the next
few days, as he continued traveling along the island’s southern coast, he tried to
study the tiny, monkey-like inhabitants he called sandthieves. However, he learned
little more about them other than they were social, tool-using, but otherwise very
primitive hominids. They shied away from his attempts to communicate with them
and, other than venturing into his camp every night to steal anything that wasn’t
tied down, didn’t want anything to do with him. Nonetheless, it could not be denied
that they were intelligent.

Carlos recognized just how vulnerable the sandthieves would be if their existence
were widely known, so he decided to keep this particular discovery secret. On his
hand-drawn map of his travels, he called their homeland Barren Isle in hopes that,
with a name like that, it would be ignored and remain unexplored. And when he fi-
nally returned to Liberty, he told no one about what he’d found.

It might have worked, but for two things. The tiny aborigines inhabited more
places on Coyote than just one island. And when the human colonists were forced to
flee Liberty and seek refuge on Midland following the unexpected arrival of Western
Hemisphere Union starships from Earth, contact with these other tribes was in-
evitable.

An oddity of Coyote history is that the f irst person to communicate with the
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sandthieves was a madman: Zoltan Shirow, the leader of the Church of Universal
Transformation, a religious cult that had come from Earth among Coyote’s f irst
wave of immigrants. A surgically created chimera, Shirow looked like a gargoyle,
spoke like a saint, and was totally crazy. He led his followers from New Florida into
Midland’s Gillis mountain range, where they were thought to have perished on the
summit of Mt. Shaw. But Shirow and the woman he’d chosen to be his mate sur-
vived, and in time they found a tribe of sandthieves living on the slopes of Mt. Bon-
estell, a volcano elsewhere on Midland. They determined that Shirow was a god—the
very role to which Shirow aspired—and accepted him as their new deity and leader,
and over time he learned the fundamentals of their protolanguage. 

So it was Zoltan Shirow, of all people, who discovered that the sandthieves called
themselves the chireep, and that they weren’t confined to Barren Isle. Shirow was
thought to have been killed when Mt. Bonestell erupted and buried the chireep set-
tlement in ash, but not before he told Carlos and his wife Wendy what he’d learned. 

This encounter occurred after Shirow abducted their young daughter Susan. In
years to come, Susan Montero would grow up to become a naturalist specializing in the
study of the chireep. And when her father became the president of the Coyote Federa-
tion, one of his signature accomplishments was setting aside Barren Isle as a protect-
ed refuge for Coyote’s indigenous people, for this is what is what the chireep truly are.

The Barren Isle National Wilderness Reserve was placed off-limits to human in-
cursion save for occasional scientific expeditions by the Corps of Exploration and the
University of New Florida. No one was allowed to visit the place, let alone establish
settlements there, without direct permission from Government House, and that was
very difficult to come by. No colonists, no tourists, no hunters, no fishermen, no sales-
men, and especially no missionaries. Even the Sa’Tong followers were firmly told to
stay away, which was fine by me. The Sa’Tongians are harmless and I don’t have
anything against them, but . . . well, one Zoltan Shirow is enough.

People pretty much avoided the island. It was understood that unauthorized visits
were punishable by major fines and jail time, and besides, chireep were known to be
unpredictable and could become hostile at the slightest provocation. And while you
might think that a two-foot-tall hominid with soft brown fur and oversized eyes
wouldn’t pose much of a threat to a full-grown adult human, they traveled as packs
and attacked the same way. Chireep gangs could swarm even an armed man and
tear him limb from limb. Susan Montero’s uncle, a no-good lowlife by the name of
Lars Thompson, died that way, and while no one really missed him, he stood as an
object lesson of what could happen if you rubbed the chireep the wrong way

Now we had to rescue someone from there.
And just to make matter worse . . . hell, they were kids.

“All right, guys,” I said, “here’s the lowdown. First, I want you to listen to this.”
Search and Rescue Team 4—also known as Gomez’s Desperados; it had been

DeSoto’s Desperados until I took over—was seated in the back of a big transport
gyro. We’d lifted off from Hurricane Bay just thirty minutes earlier and were now
airborne over the Great Equatorial River. A bit of chop that morning; everyone was
holding tight as the deck jounced up and down beneath our booted feet. No one was
airsick, though; I was the only person who’d had breakfast.

I touched a tab on my pad and it fed a recording into their earpieces. A child’s
voice: a boy, maybe ten or twelve years old. He was trying to stay calm, but you could
hear from the way he stammered that he was scared. Scared, but trying hard not to
show it.

“Mayday, mayday . . . I’m . . . we’re Anton and Marisa Levitt, and we’re . . . we’re on
Barren Isle, somewhere on a beach on . . . on . . .”
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A girl’s voice broke in: younger, yet somehow a little steadier. “On the east side, An-
ton. Tell ’em we’re on the east side.”

“Okay, sure . . . we’re on the west side . . . I mean, the east side . . . of the island, on a
beach—” Marisa said something indistinct “—okay, yeah . . . look, we’re not staying
here ’cause we got people after us, so we’re going . . .”

“Inland. Tell ’em we’re going up the creek.”
“Shh! Stop doing that. We’ve found a creek, and we’ve got a boat . . . we stole it to get

away from . . . I mean, never mind, okay? . . . just someone, please please please come
get us. We’re . . . we’re in a lot of trouble, and we’re running away from . . .”

“Don’t tell them!”
A muffled rubbing sound, like someone hastily covering a satphone with his hand.

The silence lasted several seconds, then Anton’s voice returned.
“I . . . I’m going to leave this on as long as I can, so you can . . . y’know, you can home

in on my signal or something. Just please, come get us . . .”
“Soon as you can,” Marisa added. “Hurry. Please hurry!”
An abrupt click ended the transmission. 
“That was sent on the emergency satphone band.” I slipped the pad back into the

chest pocket of my fatigue jacket. “Apparently the kid . . . Anton, I mean . . . knew how
to access it and how to use it.”

“Is the phone still active?” This from Gibby Fae. Gibby had been on quite a few
SAR ops with the Desperados. Tough lady, though you wouldn’t know it to look at
her; when she wasn’t wearing her Corps gear, you’d have thought she was a school-
teacher, right down to the wire-rim glasses and greying brown hair tied back in a
bun. It wasn’t a stereotypical impression; that’s what she’d been before she got bored
with the classroom and joined the Corps. Her call-sign was Teach, but she preferred
her given name.

I shook my head. “Not any more. The comsats locked on the source, and the Corps
used it to triangulate their position. Northeast coast of the island, right at the mouth
of Ellen Creek. We tracked it down the creek for another ninety-two minutes after
the voice transmission, then—” I snapped my fingers “—it went dead, just like that.”

“Just like that.” Kit Miller had a bad habit of repeating the last thing you said; for
that, his nickname was Echo. Young guy, new to the Corps, but dependable.

“Yup. Which could mean anything. The batteries went dead, or the kids dropped
the phone in the creek, or—”

“The chireep found them,” Doc quietly finished.
“Let’s hope not.” Jack Clark was sitting beside me, literally my right-hand man.

He was just a little older than Echo and younger than Doc, Gibby, and me, but he’d
proven himself to be an excellent second-in-command. Looked sort of like a younger
version of Sawyer Lee and might have been nicknamed Sarge, but most of the time
the Desperados simply called him Jack; he was too likable for anything else.

“Say, Lieutenant—” Jack began.
The gyro bounced again, causing everyone to grab the shoulder straps. Our pilot—

Lilli Nicholas, who was thankfully not nicknamed Crash—called back from the cock-
pit. “Sorry ’bout the rough ride. I’ll get us up a little higher, see if that smoothes
things out.”

“Yeah, do that, will you?” I turned my head to look out the cabin window behind
me. Nothing past the starboard engine nacelle but sun-dappled blue water as far
as the eye could see, then the aircraft banked a few degrees to port and Vulcan
came into view, the immense cone of Mt. Pesek looming against the midmorning
sky. We were coming up on the place where Coyote’s globe-circling river widened
to become the Meridian Sea. Barren Isle lay on the other side. “Go on, Jack . . . you
were saying?” 
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“This is the second time I’ve heard this,” Clark went on, “and there’s still some-
thing I don’t get. Those kids . . . Anton and Marisa, right? . . . said they stole a boat,
and it sounds like they’re running away from someone. If that’s so, then where did
they come from, and who’s after them?”

“I think I can answer that,” Gibby said, “but you’re not going to like it.”
Her expression was grim. No, beyond grim: portentous is the word. She’d probably

menaced a lot of middle-schoolers with that face. I knew her well enough to know
that if she had that look, she meant serious business. “Talk to me. What don’t I
know?” I said.

“Ever heard of the Book and Candle?” she asked, and I shook my head. “That’s the
name of a religious group . . . I hesitate to call them a cult, but that’s pretty much
what they are . . . that came together in Shuttlefield a year or so ago.”

“A year or so ago . . . yeah, I think I have,” Echo said. “Weren’t they sort of . . .
y’know . . . an answer to the Sa’Tongians?”

“Yes, they are. Just about everything the Sa’Tong is about, they’re against. “ As she
said this, Gibby gave Doc an apologetic look. “Sorry, Don,” she quietly added, calling
him by his first name. “No offense intended.”

“None taken.” Everyone knew that Doc was a devout follower of Sa’Tong. “Don’t
worry about my feelings. Just tell us what you know.” 

“They got started on Earth. Fundamentalist to the nth degree, which is probably a
reason why they came here . . . they were too strict even for the Western Hemisphere
Union. Just a few came over, but once they settled in Shuttlefield, they began to gain
converts, mainly among people who were put off by Sa’Tong.”

Again, she glanced at Doc. He simply shrugged. “Sa’Tong isn’t for everyone,” he ad-
mitted. “The Four Codicils can be hard to live by, particularly if you’re not willing to
accept the idea that man created God and not vice versa, and therefore everyone
must be treated as if they’re the incarnation of God. Some people don’t want to ac-
cept the responsibility that comes with this.”

That was probably the closest I’d ever heard Doc come to proselytizing. Of course,
Sa’Tong was supposed to be more a philosophy than a religion, so there wasn’t an
emphasis on converting unbelievers; you were supposed find Sa’Tong instead of Sa’-
Tong reaching out to f ind you. And since its spiritual leader, an e.t. called the
Chaaz’braan, looked like a giant, half-blind frog walking upright, that sometimes
made hisher teachings and those of the Sa’Tong-tas a bit hard to swallow if you were
stuck on Earth religion (except maybe Buddhism, which Sa’Tong resembled to a cer-
tain degree).

“Anyway,” Gibby continued, “the Book and Candle gained members while they
were in. Shuttlefield, but they also got a lot of unwanted attention, mainly because
of their beliefs . . . women are always to be subservient to men, children have no in-
herent rights, corporal punishment is acceptable as a form of family discipline, so
forth and so on.”

“So forth and so on,” Echo said, “and let me guess . . . they got run out of town.”
“Pretty much, yes. Not only that, but because just about everything they believe

runs contrary to the Federation’s Bill of Rights, there was nowhere else they could
go and still be able to practice their religion and not run up against the law . . . espe-
cially the ones regarding child abuse.” Gibby frowned. “I had a Book and Candle kid
in my class when I was still a teacher. He came in every day with bruises his father
had given him.”

“And there was nothing you could do about it?” I asked.
“Ask me why I gave up teaching and joined the Corps,” she replied. I decided that

explained enough and didn’t. “Anyway . . . they made the decision to pack up and
leave the colonies completely to start their own settlement. The last I heard of the
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Book and Candle, they’d purchased a couple of sailboats in Bridgeton, learned how to
use them, and sailed east to Fort Lopez.”

“Ft. Lopez? On Hammerhead?” Echo whistled. “Okay, now I know they’re nuts.”
I couldn’t help but agree. During the WHU occupation, Fort Lopez had been the site

of the main Union Guard military base on Coyote, a seemingly impregnable fortress
located atop an escarpment overlooking the junction of the Midland Channel and
Short River. It was destroyed on Liberation Day by an act of desperation: the Alaba-
ma, the first starship to reach Coyote, was deorbited and brought down on the base,
with the resultant nuclear explosion obliterating it and everyone there. In the twelve
Coyote years since then, no one had resettled Fort Lopez or even tried to salvage what
was left of it. The site was radioactive, making it too dangerous to be inhabited. 

“Surely they didn’t—?” I began.
“No, sir, I don’t think so,” Clark said. While we’d been speaking, he’d had his pad

open in his lap, searching for something. I looked down and now saw that he’d pulled
up a real-time satellite image of Hammerhead’s western shore. “There’s Fort Lopez,”
he said, pointing to a scorched area atop the rocky bluffs, “but down here, about
twenty klicks south—”

“Yeah, I see.” I reached over him to tap the screen and zoom in. Sure enough, on a
lowland coastal area south of the destroyed base were signs of a small village: a clus-
ter of buildings and houses, plowed fields, what appeared to be a boat dock. “At least
they weren’t stupid enough to build on top of the old base. They’d all be dying of ra-
diation sickness by now.”

“Uh-huh.” Doc nodded. “We can just hope they didn’t go up there to scrounge for
building material. Or if they did, they took a Geiger counter with them.” It wasn’t
hard to tell that he didn’t think these particular settlers would have that much com-
mon sense.

“So it sounds like the kids came from there,” Gibby said. “They stole a boat and
probably the satphone, too, and made their way across the channel to the nearest
place . . . Barren Isle. Now they’re calling for help because they’re afraid the people
they left behind are going to come after them.”

“Yeah, someone might come after them,” Echo said quietly. “But that’s not the only
thing they should be afraid of.”

No one had to ask what he meant by that.

We reached Barren Isle a couple of hours later. 
As the island’s southeast corner came into view, Lilli brought the gyro down to the

deck. Flying so low above Short River that we could see propwash from the rotors
kicking up ripples, the gyro cruised up the channel. Our pilot hugged the shoreline
all the way; the low altitude made Echo nervous, and I explained that the reason Lil-
li was doing this was to minimize the chances a chireep tribe might spot the gyro and
follow us on foot to our destination. I don’t think it helped his nerves, but I couldn’t
blame him. Lilli was an excellent gyro pilot, but she could be scary. We’d just come
within sight of the narrow inlet that marked the mouth of Ellen Creek when she
called back to us. 

“We’re not alone,” Lilli said. “Got company below.”
We all leaned forward to peer through the cockpit windows. Lilli obliged us by tak-

ing the gyro up a couple of hundred feet and circling the inlet. Just as she said, we
weren’t the only people there. A large sailboat was floating in the shallows just off-
shore; a pair of tents had been set up on the grassy terrain beyond the sand where a
couple of canoes had been beached. Tiny f igures standing about on shore shaded
their eyes with their hands as they peered up at the gyro. No one waved to us. They
just watched the gyro as it orbited them.
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“I bet they’re from—” I looked over at Gibby “—what did you say the name of the
Book and Candle settlement was?”

“I didn’t, but I think they’re calling it New Salem.”
“New Salem?” Echo asked. “Oh, that’s swell. Do they hang witches there, too?”
“I wouldn’t put it past them.”
“Hey, c’mon,” I said, “let’s try not to judge these people. They might have some

strange views, but it’s not for us to—” I caught another scolding look from Gibby and
gave up. “Look, we’ve got a job to do, so let’s just do it.” I turned to Lilli. “Put us down
near the camp, please.”

She landed the gyro just far enough away to keep the rotors from ripping the tents
loose or blowing sand in the settlers’ faces. Everyone unbuckled their seat belts, but
I waited until the engines wound down and the dust settled before I popped the rear
hatch and lowered the ramp. At my insistence, the team left their flechette rifles and
sidearms in the aircraft. The Corps wasn’t the Militia, after all, and I didn’t want us
to come across as the heavies. Religious sects had a fear of persecution, although
sometimes I wondered if some of them secretly relished it. Nothing like a little mar-
tyrdom to make you feel special.

The settlers from New Salem didn’t come out to greet us. A half-dozen or so men
and a couple of women hovered quietly near the tents, regarding us with unwelcom-
ing eyes. Both women wore ankle-length dresses with long sleeves and high collars;
there was a warm summer breeze off the waters, and it blew gently against the
homespun shawls wrapped tightly around their heads. The men were under no such
restrictions; cargo shorts and T-shirts for most of them, with a couple of guys peeled
down to the waist and wearing nothing more than sandals and cut-offs. Working on
their manly tans while the women sweltered for the sake of god-fearing modesty.
Nice.

Oh, and they were armed, too. Rifles, handguns, even a crossbow carried by one
angry-looking fellow. We’d left our weapons out of sight, but obviously they didn’t feel
the need to exercise the same restraint. When I saw this, I felt a flash of regret for
telling the Desperados to leave their guns in the gyro. I told myself that Lee would’ve
given the same order. We were an SAR team, not soldiers or cops. Still, I quietly told
the others to stick close to the gyro before I started walking over to the camp.

One of the settlers did the same; we met halfway between. He was a burly chap in
his middle years, with longish blond hair turning grey and a day’s growth of
whiskers on a fleshy and not unpleasant face. He didn’t seem like a bad fellow until
you looked at his eyes. They were blue as ice and hard and mean.

“Good morning,” I said when we were close enough for me to offer a handshake.
“I’m Lt. Eddie Gomez, Corps of Exploration Search and Rescue Team Four.”

He didn’t immediately respond in any way. Just stood there and looked me over
with a wry half-smile that hinted at condescending amusement, like I was a not very
funny joke he’d just heard. When he finally deigned to shake my hand, his grasp was
weightless and reluctant. He didn’t want to touch me, but felt like he had to.

“Fletcher,” he said, and didn’t let me know if this was his first or last name. “My
people and I are here to search for a couple of youths from our settlement. And you?”

“Here for the same reason. We received an emergency transmission—”
“From a satphone?” Fletcher asked and I nodded. “That would be the one the boy

stole. A valuable piece of equipment that belongs to us.”
“I’ll make sure we recover it when we find the kids.”
“No.” He shook his head. “We don’t wish for you to search for them. My people and

I are capable of finding the children on our own. Thank you for being willing to assist
us, Lieutenant, but your help is unnecessary.” And unwanted, he silently added; he
didn’t say this aloud, but the meaning couldn’t have been clearer. 
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“Well, sir,” I said, “I’m afraid I have to disagree. For one thing, because they used
the satphone to call for help, we have a fix on their location.” I pointed to the narrow
river winding through the nearby salt marshes. “They’re down Ellen Creek, about
fifteen kilometers or so. In our gyro, we can be there in just a few minutes.”

I didn’t tell him that the Corps had lost the transponder signal shortly after the
transmission was received, and so the kids’ whereabouts weren’t as well established
as I’d led him to believe. “And second,” I went on, “Barren Isle is a national wildlife
preserve, with strict laws prohibiting it from being explored without prior written
permission of the Interior Ministry.”

Fletcher was unmoved. “We don’t recognize your authority,” he said, placing his
hands on his hips and tilting his head back slightly. “New Salem doesn’t belong to
the Coyote Federation. We are not beholden to any laws but those of God and our
own . . . in this instance, the authority that parents have over their children.”

“Uh-huh. And their parents . . . are they here?” I looked past him at the small
group silently observing us. “May I speak with them, please?”

Fletcher hesitated. “They are not. They’ve remained in New Salem.”
“Why? Aren’t they concerned about their kids?”
“Jon and Esther failed in their responsibilities as parents. They didn’t control An-

ton and Marisa, and as a consequence their children have run off. The community
has no choice but to retrieve their offspring, after which they will be disciplined and
their parents will be given the proper spiritual guidance.”

Oh, boy. That didn’t sound good for either the kids or their folks. There was also
something peculiar about Fletcher’s explanation. If these people were trying to bring
back a couple of runaways, wouldn’t they want their parents to be involved, even if
the “community” was angry with the whole family?

But it wasn’t my job to provide counseling. I was there to locate a couple of chil-
dren who’d had the bad judgment—or desperation—to flee to one of Coyote’s most
dangerous places. So I kept a poker face and tried to hide my disgust. “Be that as it
may, Mr. Fletcher, I’m going to have to ask that you and your companions go no fur-
ther than where you are now. Anton and Marisa have put their lives at risk by com-
ing here, and frankly, so have you. The chireep are unpredictable and they don’t like
visitors, which is why this island—”

“We’ve already sent people up the river to find the children.”
“What?”
A slight smile, almost smug. “How do you think we knew where they’re going? We

heard the same transmission. So once we followed them here, two of our people took
a canoe and went down the river after them.” He pointed to Ellen Creek. “Walter and
Hans have been gone for a couple of hours now. I expect we’ll see them return before
the day’s end, with Anton and Marisa in tow.”

The way he said “in tow” made it sound like the kids would be dragged back with
ropes around their necks. I wouldn’t put it past these bastards. There was also some-
thing else about what he’d just said that didn’t sound quite right, but I didn’t stop to
think about it. He’d pissed me off, and it was time to let him know it.

No longer trying to hold my temper, I stepped closer to Fletcher, close enough for
him to take a good, hard look at my eyes. “All right, now you listen to me,” I said, soft-
ly but with steel in my voice. “I don’t give a damn about your beliefs. I don’t even care
why those kids decided to run away, although I’ve got a pretty good idea. All I care
about is getting everyone back safe and sound. The chireep—”

“Sandthieves don’t frighten us. My men are armed.”
I was tempted to tell him that it wouldn’t matter. The chireep weren’t scared of

guns, and they’d been known to attack and overwhelm even armed men. But I didn’t
want Walter and Hans opening fire on the first chireep they saw. Or might see; I was
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still hoping that we’d somehow manage to slip in and out of Barren Isle without be-
ing spotted by the inhabitants.

“Call them back, Fletcher.” 
“They don’t have a radio. They don’t need one. I’m sure they can take care of them-

selves.”
There was a brief, smug smile as he said this. The arrogance of a stupid man. I did

my best to swallow my anger. “Please, Mr. Fletcher, let us handle this. You’ll only
make things worse.”

He said nothing, simply shook his head. Behind him, the other members of the
Book and Candle stoically gazed at me as if I was . . . well, who knows? Maybe I was
just an apostate, but it’s possible that they’d determined I was in league with Satan.
The Corps of Exploration: tools of the devil.

There was no point in further discussion, so I turned and walked back to the gyro.
My team had witnessed the conversation, and although they hadn’t heard every
word, they’d gotten the gist of it.

“We’re going after the kids?” Clark asked.
An unnecessary question. Lilli was already in the cockpit and starting the engines.

The rotors chugged a couple of times, then the blades began to purr and turn. I
turned to the others and clapped my hands. “Okay, Desperados, we’re moving out. If
we’re lucky, we’ll find the kids before these morons do.”

“Or the chireep,” Gibby added quietly.

Once the gyro took off from the beach, Lilli ascended to about one thousand feet
and began following Ellen Creek as it wound its way southwest into the island.

Ellen Creek was actually a wide, shallow river, just deep enough to allow passage of
small craft like canoes, kayaks, or keelboats. Its serpentine shape and eroded river-
banks attested that it was an old river, cut by water and time through the heart of the
island itself. No one remembered why it was named Ellen Creek, or even who Ellen
was; place-names given by the early colonists tended to be arbitrary, christened on the
spur of the moment to honor someone or something forgotten only a few years later.

Lilli kept the gyro well below cruise speed, giving us time to be on the lookout for
anything on the creek that didn’t belong. So far as anyone knew, the chireep had nev-
er learned to build boats; it was arguable whether they even knew how to swim, giv-
en the fact that no one had ever seen them do so. So if we spotted a canoe, it either
belonged to Anton and Marisa or to the adults pursuing them. Since all we had were
the coordinates of the last satphone transmission, it seemed likely that our best
means of finding the kids was to use our eyes.

Barren Isle swept beneath us as a vast desert, its dry terrain broken only by spi-
derbushes along the creek, the occasional ball plant, and small, stunted-looking
parasol trees, their broad fronds open to catch the midday sun. Off in the distance, a
pair of swoops circled a stone arch forming a bridge between two mesas, probably
hunting a small animal cowering in the shadows. Bear loomed over the western hori-
zon as an immense, banded hemisphere, its ring plane rising high into the cloudless
sky. Looking down upon all this, I reflected on the fact that, although humans had
been on this world for less than sixty years, in that time we’d nonetheless made our
presence felt. Places like this, trackless and undisturbed, were becoming scarce, vis-
ited only by accident. . . .

But was this really an accident? 
“Colonial for your thoughts?”
I looked up to find Gibby quietly studying me from across the aisle. I’d been quiet

ever since we lifted off from the beach. She’d figured that I was thinking about some-
thing and wanted to know what it was.
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“Something Fletcher said back there . . . it doesn’t add up.” I looked again out the
window beside me, and suddenly I realized what it was. “He said they knew where
the kids had gone because they overheard their satphone transmission. But you
can’t—”

“But you can’t do that,” Echo said, and for once his propensity for repeating the
last thing you said wasn’t annoying. “Satphone signals are ground-to-space, sent
straight to orbit. They’re not like regular radio transmissions that someone else can
pick up.”

“Exactly.” I nodded. “So he was lying, and that’s not how they knew where Anton
and Marisa were heading when they ran away from their . . .”

My voice trailed off. Another thought occurred to me. Fletcher had told me that
their parents—Jon and Esther, was it?—were in trouble, too, because they’d failed to
“control” their children. But what if they hadn’t failed? What if—?

“Something on the creek, Eddie,” Lilli called back. “Straight ahead, twelve o’clock.”
Pushing aside my thoughts, I unfastened my seat belt and, bracing myself against

the cabin bulkheads, lurched forward to the cockpit. “What do you see?” I asked as I
bent down to peer over the pilot’s shoulder.

“Down there . . . see?” Not taking her hands from the yoke, Lilli tipped her chin in
the direction she wanted me to look.

Her eyes were better than mine; I didn’t see what she meant at first. Then I did:
two canoes, both beached at a bend on the south side of the creek. One of them, the
smaller of the two, was half in the water and upside-down. The other had been
pulled up on the bank, its paddles neatly stowed within the bow and stern seats.

“Does that match the satphone coordinates?” I asked.
“Right on the money.” By then, Lilli had brought the gyro down to three hundred

feet; she orbited the site, giving us a chance to look the place over. “Guess that ex-
plains what happened to the signal . . . they capsized.”

It appeared that she was right, and on the next pass, I saw the reason why. There
was an elongated shadow beneath the overturned canoe, just below the waterline
and at an angle. A sandbar. It became clear what had happened. The kids must have
run aground, and in their efforts to rock themselves free had instead caused the ca-
noe to overturn. It was a good bet that the satphone lay on the creek bed somewhere
below.

The accident must have given Walter and Hans a chance to catch up with Anton
and Marisa. Obviously it was their canoe beached nearby. However, there was no one
in sight. So far as we could tell, the boats had been deserted. The adults were still af-
ter the Levitt children, but apparently they hadn’t caught them yet. Maybe the kids
had seen them coming and high-tailed it.

“Okay, put us down over there.” I pointed to a patch of level ground about ten me-
ters from the river. Lilli nodded, and as she circled in for a touchdown, I made my
way back to the cabin. “The kids are on foot, probably heading south,” I told the oth-
ers. “The Book and Candle guys are somewhere behind them. We’re going to double-
time it and catch up with everyone.”

“Why don’t we use the gyro?” Clark asked. “We can get to ’em faster if we—”
“We’re deep in chireep country. They’ve probably spotted us by now. I don’t want to

take the chance that a hunting party might follow the gyro to the kids.” I glanced at
Gibby, who knew more about sandthieves than anyone else in the Desperados; she
nodded in agreement. “Echo, you’re staying with the gyro. Doc, Gibby, Jack, you’re
with me.”

The wheels thumped against the ground; sand swirled around the windows. This
time, I didn’t wait for the props to wind down before opening the hatch. We were in a
race now, and the other guys had a head start.
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* * *
It was easy enough to determine which direction everyone had gone. Small foot-

prints in the muddy riverbank near the capsized canoe, along with a heap of water-
logged knapsacks, bedrolls, and a tent pack, showed that the kids had managed to
salvage at least some of their belongings. The satphone was nowhere to be found,
though; my guess about its location was probably correct. Larger footprints led from
the beached canoe to the belongings; both sets led away from Ellen Creek into the
drylands.

The four of us—Doc, Gibby, Jack, and yours truly—set out to follow the tracks.
Jack and I carried our flechette rifles at ready, while Gibby helped Doc with the med
kits. At least we wouldn’t have to worry about boids. If those big, flightless raptors
had ever lived on Barren Isle, they’d long since been hunted to extinction by the
chireep . . . or at least that was the most popular explanation for their absence. But
while it made common sense to be cautious, Gibby warned us against going in with
guns blazing.

“If the chireep are around,” she said as we left the riverside, “they’ll pick up on any
hostile intentions we may have. Best thing to do is keep the guns down as much as
we can.”

“I thought the sandthieves didn’t know about firearms.” Jack walked alongside
her, flechette rifle cradled in his arms, barrel pointed at the ground but ready to be
raised in an instant. The sergeant nervously eyed the small, brush-covered hillocks
around us—hoodoos, they were called, an old Earth term—as if expecting a chireep
tribe to be hiding behind any one of them.

“Oh, they do, all right,” Gibby replied. “We’ve been here long enough now for the
chireep to learn. They’re just not scared of them, that’s all.”

Only a kilometer or so later, we learned the truth of this.
The trail led us between a couple of steep, tall hoodoos, and there they were: two

corpses lying in the sand. For a second, I thought they were heaps of trash someone
had thoughtlessly dumped in the desert. Then I stopped and looked closer. No, these
torn, bloodstained rags and stinking pieces of meat were what remained of two hu-
man bodies. Two men who’d been dismembered alive, not dying until they’d had been
ripped apart, their limbs and organs torn from them and scattered like so much offal.

Jack got sick. Gibby covered her face and turned away. Even Doc looked ill; he
might be inured to blood and guts, but no one could ever get used to violence like
this. I took a minute to walk back a few steps, breathe deep, and remind myself that
I was team leader and therefore needed to keep it together. Then I turned back
around and tapped Doc on the shoulder, and together we approached the remains.

“It’s not the kids,” Doc said softly. “Thank God for that.” He made the sign of the
Sa’tong, touching his forehead and then his heart.

I nodded, feeling nauseous and yet relieved at the same time, and hating myself
for the latter. Whatever sort of men Walter and Hans had been, no one deserved to
die like this. Tearing my gaze away from the carnage, I noticed a flechette rifle on
the ground nearby. It was hard to tell whether it had been fired, because flechettes
don’t leave shell casing, but it didn’t appear so. There were no chireep bodies.

I pointed this out to Doc. “If they were armed, why didn’t they defend themselves?”
“Maybe they did,” Doc said, “and the chireep took away their dead.”
“Or maybe they never had a chance.” By then, Jack had recovered. Tight-lipped

and subdued, he reluctantly walked over to join us; Gibby stayed where she was, her
back turned. Jack pointed to the hoodoos around us. “Look at this place. Good spot
for an ambush.”

“An ambush?” Doc raised a skeptical eyebrow. “C’mon, Sarge—”
“He’s right. It was an ambush.” Gibby was still keeping her distance, but she could
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hear everything we said. “They’re intelligent beings, Doc. If they can organize hunt-
ing parties and live together in tribal settlements, then they’re fully capable of hid-
ing in wait for an enemy to come up on them, then taking them by surprise.”

She glanced over her shoulder at the remains of the two men, then turned her eyes
away again. “These poor bastards never had a chance,” she added, her voice almost
inaudible. “They probably didn’t even got off a shot before—” 

She stopped herself, her head jerking up. She was quiet a moment, then said,
“Hear that?”

No one spoke. We held our breaths and, looking about, listened. For a few mo-
ments, nothing. Then our ears caught what Gibby had heard:

Somewhere nearby, a child was crying.

“That way.” Jack pointed away from the bodies, toward the south. “Past those
hoodoos.”

I looked in that direction. There was a small cluster of hoodoos about twenty-five
meters away. Short, rounded, and off-white, they bore an uncomfortable resemblance
to a row of teeth. I shaded my eyes with my hands and tried to find the source of the
sound, but the sergeant was right. It’d had come from the other side of the formations.

I heard it again: a little louder now, definitely the sound of a young girl weeping. In
pain or in terror, I didn’t know, but every instinct made me want to run over and find
out. Gibby almost did, before I grabbed her by the arm and stopped her.

“No!” I snapped. “Stand down . . . all of you,” I added, because Doc was about to do
the same thing. “Don’t move!”

“What are you . . . oh.” Gibby had strong maternal instincts, but she wasn’t reck-
less; the same thought occurred to her as well. The chireep had successfully am-
bushed a couple of humans; who was to say that they wouldn’t try again with a
larger group? “All right, I understand. Now what?”

I looked at Doc and Jack. They’d frozen as well, and it wasn’t hard to tell that they
were frightened. All of our lives, including those of the children, depended on what
we—what I did—in the next few seconds.

An eerie silence had fallen upon the place. Dead quiet; even the girl had stopped
crying for a moment. And in that stillness, something occurred to me. If there were
chireep around—and I had no reason to believe that there weren’t—then why hadn’t
they attacked us? They didn’t give a damn about our guns, and four humans can’t be
much more formidable than two. Then why . . . ?

“No!” I heard the girl again. This time, she cried out: “No! Get away!”
“Damn it, Eddie,” Gibby hissed, “do something!”
I hate to admit it, but for a moment, I’d frozen up. The girl’s scream, and Gibby’s

insistence, broke the ice. “Hey!” I called out, cupping my mouth with my hands. “Hey,
is that Marisa . . . Marisa Levitt?”

For a moment or two, we heard nothing, then . . . “Is someone there? Is that some-
one?”

This was followed by a boy’s voice: “Over here! We’re over here!”
Every impulse told me to run straight for the hoodoos. I might have done it, too, if

Jack hadn’t touched my arm. “Chief . . . don’t move,” he murmured. “Look to your left,
nine o’clock.”

Without moving my head, I shifted my eyes in that direction. On top of the hoodoo
beside us crouched a pair of chireep.

No larger than a couple of small children, yet far more menacing than their size
implied, they studied us with large, unblinking eyes. Their short, coarse fur was
dark brown, streaked and matted with sand, but they weren’t completely naked,
wearing loincloths crudely woven from sourgrass. Both carried long spears, their
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heads fashioned from flint, sharp and lethal-looking.
In recent years, popular culture has sought to tame the chireep. I’ve seen children’s

books and fantasy anime depicting sandthieves as cute, cuddlesome little elves danc-
ing around campfires, riding boids, and playing practical jokes on big, dumb hu-
mans. But there was nothing whimsical about the creatures watching us. They were
as dangerous as a wolf pack; I would’ve rather faced a street gang just then.

“Eddie,” Gibby whispered, “to the right—”
I didn’t have to look, but I did anyway. Three more chireep had materialized atop

the hoodoo to the other side of us. Jack had been right to be suspicious; the tribe had
probably been hiding behind them all along, silently stalking us. Even before anoth-
er half-dozen or so emerged from behind the hoodoos in front of us, I knew that we
were surrounded.

“Okay, Eddie,” Doc whispered. “Your call . . . now what?”
I had a f lechette rif le in my hands, but I realized at once that trying to use it

would be the last mistake I’d ever make. The two dead men at my feet were silent
witnesses to that fact. So I kept my weapon lowered. “Jack,” I said quietly without
looking at him, “whatever you do, don’t raise your gun.”

“Copy that.” His voice was trembling, but calm.
Trying to steady my nerves, I took a couple of deep breaths. My heart was ham-

mering against my chest. How did it turn so cold all of a sudden? No time to wonder
about that. 

“Marisa!” I called out again. “Are you and Anton okay? Are you hurt?”
A short pause. “No . . . no, we’re okay,” she shouted back. “We’re—”
“Get us outta here!” Anton yelled, interrupting her.
It was clear that the boy was more frightened than his sister. Wasn’t he supposed to

be the older child? I guessed they were right about girls growing up faster than boys.
But the chireep were nervous, too, and if we were going to save him and his sister, I had
to keep the kid from panicking and doing something that would get us all killed.

“Mr. Levitt,” I called back, doing my best to keep my voice steady and even, “I’m Lt.
Gomez, Corps of Exploration Search and Rescue Team Four. We’re here to get you
and Miss Levitt, but I need for you to help us. Do you think you can do that?”

“Good,” Gibby whispered. “Talk to him like he’s a grown-up.”
“Yeah . . . yeah, I think so.” Anton’s voice was a little steadier.
“They killed Mr. Swenson and Mr. McClary,” Marisa blurted out. “They were fol-

lowing us and the . . . the sandthieves caught us and then they came down on them
and . . . and then . . .”

“I understand, Miss Levitt,” I replied, but nonetheless, she’d just told me some-
thing important: the chireep had used the kids to lure the adults into a trap. Then I
recalled another bit of Coyote history: when Susan Montero was abducted by Zoltan
Shirow’s chireep many years ago, the child hadn’t been harmed then either. The tribe
had let her go unharmed, but only because her parents hadn’t come charging to the
rescue.

If we could just be patient, not lose our heads . . .
The chireep were watching us, but not quietly. I could hear them softly chittering

and cooing to one another: cococha choo shee sha and so forth, the protolanguage that
xenologists and linguists at the University of New Florida had been spending years
trying to understand. I couldn’t tell what they were saying ether, but I had a hunch
they were waiting to see what we’d do next . . . and expecting the same thing Walter
and Hans had done.

Now I understood. Or at least thought I did. Only one way to find out . . .
“Mr. Levitt, Miss Levitt,” I called back, “I need you to listen to me, okay? Listen to

me and do exactly what I say. You think you can do that?”
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“All right,” Anton replied, “okay.”
“Sure, okay,” Marisa added.
“Good. Here goes.” I took another deep breath. “I want you to walk out around the

hoodoos . . . the little hills, I mean . . . and come toward us. Don’t run . . . walk! Just be
very calm and steady, and come to us, because we can’t come to you. Understand?”

“They’re all around us! They’ll hurt us!”
“No, they won’t. They’ll leave you alone. They just want us all to go.” I hoped I

wasn’t wrong. Beside me, Doc was whispering what I guessed was a Sa’Tongian
prayer.

A long pause. “Okay,” Anton said at last. “We’ll try.”
“One more thing. When you see us, don’t run . . . and don’t look down!”
The next several seconds were the longest in my life. Did I say seconds? I don’t

think I even breathed, so it must have been less than a minute . . . but it seemed
much longer. Then two small, blond-haired figures carefully stepped out from be-
tween the hoodoos. As soon as they spotted us, I could tell that Marisa wanted to
break and run, but Anton grabbed his sister by the hand and restrained her. Good
boy.

The chireep who’d been guarding them appeared on the hillocks, spears and knives
in hand. Muttering to one another, they watched Anton and Marisa as they slowly
walked toward us. The chireep on the hoodoos beside us, though, had fallen silent.
From the corner of my eye, I could see them hefting their spears and knives, tensed
and ready to attack.

“Steady,” I whispered to the others. “Don’t move.”
The children crossed the distance without incident. They were doing f ine until

they got within sight of the bodies. Marisa gasped and Anton visibly flinched; both
stopped in their tracks. They’d probably seen what happened, but not up close. “Don’t
look at ’em,” I said, no longer needing to raise my voice. “Just step around them and
keep coming. Easy does it. Easy . . .”

They made it through the killing field, but Marisa did it with her eyes closed and
Anton leading her by the hand. Their faces were filthy, their clothes caked with dried
mud and sand, but neither seemed to be hurt. I was the team leader, but so far as the
kids were concerned, Gibby was the one they wanted. I guess the former school-
teacher in her gave off a certain vibe I’d never have. She went down on one knee and
gathered them in her arms, and I gave everyone a few seconds to have a good cry.

But not long. The chireep had fallen silent. There were a couple of dozen around us
by then, standing atop the hoodoos and at the far end of the field. I glanced over my
shoulder and saw that the way we’d come was clear.

So was the unspoken message: Go . . . before we change our minds.
“All right, guys,” I said quietly, “let’s get out of here.”

We remained quiet as we followed our footprints back to the creek. The chireep
shadowed us for a little while; they kept their distance while remaining within spear
range, and we were conscious that they were at our backs. The children were ex-
hausted, but while Marisa let Jack carry her on his back, Anton insisted on walking.
He was doing his best to put on a brave front, and so I continued to address him as
“Mr. Levitt” and “sir.” He’d grown up a little bit today; he deserved it.

Somewhere along the way, the chireep vanished. One minute, they were behind us.
The next, they were gone. By then, we were within sight of the gyro. They’d assured
themselves, I suppose, that we were leaving and taking the kids with us. For them,
that was probably all that mattered. They didn’t want to kill us. They just wanted us
to leave them the hell alone.

We loaded the Levitt kids aboard the gyro, and Lilli wasted no time getting us
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airborne. As soon as we lifted off, Anton and Marisa broke down. They’d been terri-
f ied for hours, believing that any minute they’d be slaughtered like the two men
who’d chased them into the outback. Now that they were safe, they let go of their
emotions. Gibby, Jack, and I did our best to comfort them while Echo helped Doc
check them for injuries and treat the minor bruises and abrasions they’d received,
and between tears and mouthfuls of trail mix—the kids were ravenous—we got the
story.

Anton and Marisa had run away from New Salem, yes, but not from their parents.
Jon and Esther Levitt had actually helped their kids escape. Some time back, the
Levitts had come to the realization that they’d made a serious mistake by joining the
Book and Candle; it wasn’t the spiritual fellowship they’d been led to believe it was,
but rather an authoritarian cult, with Fletcher . . . or Pastor Fletcher, as he was
known . . . in control of all aspects of their daily lives. The kids didn’t come right out
and say it, but it wasn’t hard to figure out that Fletcher wasn’t above sexually abus-
ing his flock; any woman in New Salem could be called forth to be his “companion,”
and Fletcher defined womanhood as beginning at adolescence. When his attention
turned toward Marisa, Jon and Esther quietly decided that their children needed to
get out of there, even if they themselves couldn’t leave. The Book and Candle literal-
ly shackled members who broke any of Pastor Fletcher’s many rules, and Jon’s an-
kles had been bound with leather and chain for putting himself between the cult
leader and his daughter.

The Levitts waited until the next overcast night—the light cast by our neighbor
47 Uma-B can be awfully bright; you have to get a thick cloud cover before you have
a truly dark night—then sent the children down to the dock. Over the past few days,
they’d secretly gathered various items Anton and Marisa would need, including a
satphone Esther stole from Fletcher’s cabin. Jon and Esther instructed the children
to steal a canoe and paddle west across the channel to Barren Isle. The Levitts had
learned enough about the island to know where the inlet to Ellen Creek lay; if the
kids could make it to the creek, they could paddle inland and elude anyone pursing
them long enough for someone to come to the rescue.

It was a good plan. It might have worked were it not for two things. Somehow, once
Fletcher discovered Anton and Marisa were missing and a canoe was gone, he must
have found a way to get the truth out of their parents. I didn’t want to contemplate
what methods he’d used; they were probably ugly. And second, as we’d already seen,
their canoe had run around on a sandbar and tipped over, causing the loss of the sat-
phone. The children were still salvaging their belongings from the water when they
saw the other canoe coming down the creek. They’d fled on foot, but not before they
were spotted.

That’s when they were found by the chireep. But the sandthieves didn’t harm
them. Instead, they’d herded the kids behind the hoodoos, and then turned on the
men pursuing them.

“Are you saying—?” I stopped, not quite believing what Anton had just told me.
“Are you saying that the sandthieves protected you?” Gibby finished.
The two kids looked at each other as if this had just occurred to them, too. Then

Anton nodded solemnly, and so did Marisa.
Gibby and I shared a look of our own. This was the part of the story no one would

ever believe. And in fact, when I later wrote the mission report, I left that bit out,
simply stating instead that the Desperados located the Levitt children and rescued
them before any harm could come to them.

For the rest of my life, though, I knew that we hadn’t saved the kids from the
chireep, but from their own kind.

We didn’t take Anton and Marisa back to the beach. We flew low over the camp,
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letting Pastor Fletcher and his followers figure out for themselves that we’d found
the missing kids and were leaving. I didn’t ask Lilli to land, though, because that
would’ve given Fletcher a chance to reclaim the children, and this was the last thing
any of us wanted.

We maintained radio silence as we commenced our return trip to Hurricane Bay,
but we didn’t stay quiet. Once Sawyer Lee received my report, he forwarded it to
Government House, and in time an investigation led to the Militia swooping down
on New Salem. Jon and Esther Levitt weren’t the only couple being held against
their will by the Book and Candle; there were other disenchanted church members
whom Pastor Fletcher had put in shackles, and the Militia freed them all. Less than
a month after we rescued Anton and Marisa, they were reunited with their parents.
They’re all living in Liberty now; the kids are growing up fine, and I see them from
time to time.

Fletcher might have had something to say about this, if he’d had the chance.
I was so angry at him and his followers that, when we flew over their camp on the

way out, I decided not to raise him on the wireless. I just didn’t want to talk to the
sick bastard. So even if he deduced that we’d located and rescued the Levitt kids, he
didn’t learn from us what had happened to Hans and Walter, the two men he’d sent
out after them. 

I just neglected to tell him, that’s all.
So Fletcher went to find them himself. He and another man took their other canoe

down Ellen Creek. And they were never seen again. ❍
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“Thank you very much,” you say, concluding the oral portion of the exam. You
gather your things and exit back into the brightly lit hallway. Photos line the walls:
the Eiffel Tower, the Great Wall of China, Machu Picchu. The sun shines on each des-
tination, the images brimming with wonder. You pause before the Golden Gate
Bridge.

“Yòuguǎi jiù dào le,” the attendant says. You look up. His blond hair is as stan-
dardized as his Mandarin, as impeccable as his crisp shirt and tie. You’ve just proven
your aptitude in English, but hearing Mandarin still puts you at ease in the way
only a mother tongue does. You smile at the attendant, murmuring a brief thanks as
you make your way down the hall.

You turn right and enter a consultation room. The room is small but welcoming,
potted plants adding a dash of green to the otherwise plain creams and browns of
the furniture and walls. A literature rack stands to one side, brochures in all kinds of
languages tucked into its pockets, creating a mosaic of sights and symbols. The sec-
tion just on English boasts multiple flags, names of different varieties overlaid on
the designs: U.S. English—Standard. U.K. English—Received Pronunciation. Singa-
porean English—Standard. Nigerian English—Standard . . . Emblazoned on every
brochure is the logo of the Linguistic Grading Society of America, a round seal with
a side-view of a head showing the vocal tract.

You pick up a Standard U.S. English brochure and take a seat in one of the middle
chairs opposite the mahogany desk that sits before the window. The brochure pro-
vides a brief overview of the grading system; your eyes linger on the A-grade de-
scription: Speaker engages on a wide variety of topics with ease. (Phonology?) is
standard; speaker has a broad vocabulary . . . You take a quick peek at the dictionary
on your phone. Phonology—linguistic sound systems. You file the word away to re-
member later.

The door opens. A woman wearing a blazer and pencil skirt walks in, her heels
clacking against the hardwood floor, her curled hair bouncing with every step. You
stand to greet her and catch a breath of her perfume.



“Diana Moss,” she says, shaking your hand. Her name tag also displays her job ti-
tle: Language Broker. 

“Jiawen Liu,” you reply. Diana takes a seat across from you; as you sit, you smooth
out your skirt, straighten your sleeves.

“Is English all right?” Diana asks. “I can get an interpreter in if you’d prefer to dis-
cuss in Mandarin.”

“English is f ine,” you reply. You clasp your hands together as you eye Diana’s
tablet. She swipes across the screen and taps a few spots, her crimson nails stark
against the black barrel of the stylus.

“Great,” she says. “Well, let’s dive right in, shall we? I’m showing that you’ve been
in the U.S. for, let’s see, fifteen years now? Wow, that’s quite a while.”

You nod. “Yes.”
“And you used to be an economics professor in China, is that correct?”
You nod again. “Yes.”
“Fantastic,” Diana says. “Just one moment as I load the results; the scores for the

oral portion always take a moment to come in. . . .”
Your palms are clammy, sweaty; Diana twirls the stylus and you can’t help feeling

a little dizzy as you watch. Finally, Diana props the tablet up and turns it toward
you.

“I’m pleased to inform you that your English has tested at a C-grade,” she says
with a broad smile.

Your heart sinks. Surely there’s been some kind of error, but no, the letter is un-
mistakeable: bright red on the screen, framed with flourishes and underlined with
signatures; no doubt the certificate is authentic. Diana’s perfume is too heady now,
sickly sweet; the room is too bright, suffocating as the walls shrink in around you.

“I . . .” you say, then take a breath. “I was expecting better.”
“For what it’s worth, your scores on the written and analytical portions of the test

were excellent, better than many native speakers of English in the U.S.,” Diana says.
“Then what brought my score down?”
“Our clients are looking for a certain . . . profile of English,” Diana says, apologetic.

“If you’re interested in retesting, I can refer you to an accent reduction course—I’ve
seen many prospective sellers go through the classes and get recertified at a higher
grade.”

She doesn’t mention how much the accent reduction course costs, but from your
own research, you know it’s more than you can afford.

“Ms. Liu?” Diana says. She’s holding out a tissue; you accept it and dab at your eyes.
“Why don’t you tell me what you’re trying to accomplish? Maybe we can assist you.”

You take in a deep breath as you crumple the tissue into your fist. “My daughter
Lillian just got into Stanford, early decision,” you say.

“Congratulations!”
“Yes, but we can’t afford it.” C-grade English sells at only a fraction of A-grade

English; you’d rather keep your English than sell it for such a paltry sum that would
barely put a dent in textbooks and supplies, never mind tuition and housing.

“There are other tracks you can consider,” Diana says, her voice gentle. “Your
daughter can go to a community college, for instance, and then transfer out to Stan-
ford again—”

You shake your head.
“Community colleges in the San Gabriel Valley are among the top in the nation,”

Diana continues. “There’s no shame in it.”
You’re unconvinced. What if she can’t transfer out? You and Lillian can’t risk that; a

good education at a prestigious school is far too important for securing Lillian’s future.
No, better to take this opportunity that’s already been given to her and go with it.
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Diana stands and goes over to the literature rack. She f lips through a few
brochures.

“You know,” Diana says as she strides back to you, “China’s really hot right now—
with their new open-door policy, lots of people are clamoring to invest there; I have
people calling me all the time, asking if I have A-grade Mandarin.”

She sets a brochure down on the desk and sits back in the executive chair across
from you.

“Have you considered selling your Mandarin?”
You trace your hands over the brochure, feeling the embossed logo. China’s flag

cascades down to a silhouette of Beijing’s skyline; you read the Simplified characters
printed on the brochure, your eyes skimming over them so much more quickly than
you skim over English.

“How much?” you ask.
Diana leans in. “A-grade Mandarin is going for as much as eoght hundred thou-

sand dollars these days.”
Your heart skips a beat. That would be enough to cover Lillian’s college, with

maybe a little bit left over—it’s a tantalizing number. But the thought of going with-
out Mandarin gives you pause: it’s the language you think in, the language that’s
close to your heart in the way English is not; it’s more integral to who you are than
any foreign tongue. English you could go without—Lillian’s Mandarin is good
enough to help you translate your way around what you need—but Mandarin?

“I’m . . . I’m not sure,” you say, setting down the brochure. “Selling my Mandarin. . . .”
“It’s a big decision, for sure,” Diana says. She pulls a small, silver case out from the

pocket of her blazer and opens it with a click. “But, if you change your mind . . .”
She slides a sleek business card across the table. 
“. . . call me.”

You decide to go for a week without Mandarin, just to see if you can do it. At times,
the transition feels seamless: so many of the people in the San Gabriel Valley are bilin-
gual; you get by fine with only English. Your job as a librarian in the local public li-
brary is a little trickier, though; most of your patrons speak English, but a few do not.

You decide to shake your head and send the Mandarin-only speakers over to your
coworker, who also speaks Mandarin. But when lunch time comes around, she sits
beside you in the break room and gives you a curious look.

“Wèishénme jīntiān bǎ gùkè zhuǎn gěi wǒ?” she asks.
You figure that you might as well tell her the truth: “I want to sell my Mandarin.

I’m seeing what it would be like without it.”
“Mài nǐ de Pǔtōnghuà?” she responds, an incredulous look on her face. “Shénjīng-

bìng!”
You resent being called crazy, even if some part of you wonders if this is a foolish

decision. Still, you soldier on for the rest of the week in English. Your coworker isn’t
always there to cover for you when there are Mandarin-speaking patrons, and some-
times you break your vow and say a few quick sentences in Mandarin to them. But
the rest of the time, you’re strict with yourself.

Conversation between you and Lillian flows smoothly, for the most part. Normal-
ly, you speak in a combination of English and Mandarin with her, and she responds
mostly in English; when you switch to English-only, Lillian doesn’t seem to notice.
On the occasions when she does speak to you in Mandarin, you hold back and re-
spond in English too, your roles reversed.

At ATMs, you choose English instead of Chinese. When you run errands, “thank
you” replaces “xièxie.” It’s not until Friday rolls around and you’re grocery shopping
with your mother that not speaking in Mandarin becomes an issue.
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You’re in the supermarket doing your best to ignore the Chinese characters labeling
the produce: so many things that you don’t know the word for in English. But you rec-
ognize them by sight, and that’s good enough; it allows you pick out what you need. If
you look at things out of the corner of your eye, squint a little, you can pretend to be il-
literate in Chinese, pretend to navigate only by memory instead of language.

You can cheat with your mother a little bit: you know enough Cantonese to have a
halting conversation with her, as she knows both Cantonese and Mandarin. But it’s
frustrating; your pauses between words lengthy as you try to remember words and
tones.

“Gànmá jīntiān shuō Guǎngdōnghuà?” your mother asks in Mandarin. She’s
pushing the shopping cart—she insists, even when you offer—and one of the wheels
is squeaking. She hunches over the handle, but her eyes are bright.

“Ngo jiu syut Gwongdungwaa,” you reply in Cantonese. Except it’s not exactly that
you want to speak Cantonese; you have to, for now. You don’t know how to capture
the nuance of everything you’re going through in Cantonese, either, so you leave it
at that. Your mother gives you a look, but she doesn’t bring it up again and indulges
you, speaking Cantonese as the two of you go around the supermarket and pile the
shopping cart high with produce, meat, and fish.

You load the car with the groceries and help your mother into the passenger seat.
As you adjust the mirrors, your mother speaks again.

“Nǐ zài dānxīn shénme?” she asks. Startled, you look over at her. She’s peering at
you, scrutinizing you; you can never hide anything from her. Of course she can read
the worry on your face, the tension in your posture; of course she knows something’s
wrong.

“Ngo jau zou yat go han zungjiu dik kyutding,” you respond, trying to communi-
cate the weight on your shoulders.

“Shénme juédìng?” Ma replies.
You can’t f ind the words to express the choice you have to make in Cantonese.

Every time you grasp for the right syllables, they come back in Mandarin; frustrated,
you switch back to Mandarin and reply,

“Wǒ yào yòng wǒ de Pǔtōnghuà lái zhuànqián qù sòng Lillian shàng dàxué.”
You expect your mother to scold you, to tell you about the importance of your her-

itage and language—she’s always been proud of who she is, where she’s from; she’s al-
ways been the first to teach you about your own culture—but instead her expression
softens, and she puts a hand over yours, her wrinkled skin warm against your skin.

“Ai, Jiājiā, méiyǒu bié de bànfǎma?”
Your nickname is so tender on her tongue. But you’ve thought through all other

avenues: you don’t want Lillian to take out loans and be saddled with so much debt
like your friends’ children; you don’t want her to bear such a burden her entire life,
not while you’re still paying off debts too. You can’t rely on Lillian’s father to provide
for her, not after he left your family and took what little money you had. And al-
though Lillian’s been doing her best to apply for scholarships, they’re not enough.

You shake your head.
The two of you sit in silence as you start the car and drive back to your mother’s

place. The sun sets behind you, casting a brilliant glow over the Earth, washing the
sky from orange to blue. As you crest a hill, the sparkling lights of the city below glit-
ter in the darkness, showing you a million lives, a million dreams.

When you get to your mother’s house, you only have one question to ask her.
“Rúguǒ nǐ xūyào zuò tóngyàng de juédìng,” you say, “nǐ yě huì zhè yàng zuò ma?”
You don’t know what it would have been like if you were in Lillian’s shoes, if your

mother had to make the same decision as you. But as your mother smiles at you, sad-
ness tinging the light in her eyes, the curve of her lips, you know she understands.
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“Dāngrán,” she says.
Of course.

The waiting room is much starker than the consultation room you were in before:
the seats are less comfortable, the temperature colder; you’re alone except for a sin-
gle TV playing world news at a low volume.

You read the paperwork, doing your best to understand the details of the proce-
dure—for all you pride yourself on your English, though, there are still many terms
you don’t understand completely:

The Company’s (proprietary?) algorithms (iterate?) through near-infinite (permuta-
tions?) of sentences, extracting a neural map. The (cognitive?) load on the brain will
cause the Applicant to experience a controlled stroke, and the Applicant’s memory of
the Language will be erased. Common side effects include: temporary disorientation,
nausea. Less common side effects include partial (aphasia?) of non-target languages
and (retrograde?) amnesia. Applicant agrees to hold Company harmless . . . 

You flip over to the Chinese version of the contract, and, while some of the terms
raise concern in you, you’ve already made your decision and can’t back out now. You
scan the rest of the agreement and sign your name at the bottom.

The lab is clinical, streamlined, with a large, complicated-looking machine taking
up most of the room. An image of the brain appears on a black panel before you. 

“Before we begin,” the technician says, “do you have any questions?”
You nod as you toy with your hospital gown. “Will I be able to learn Mandarin

again?”
“Potentially, though it won’t be as natural or easy as the first time around. Learn-

ing languages is usually harder than losing them.”
You swallow your nervousness. Do it for Lillian. “Why can’t you make a copy of the

language instead of erasing it?”
The technician smiles ruefully. “As our current technology stands, the imaging process

has the unfortunate side effect of suppressing neurons as it replicates them . . .”
You can’t help but wonder cynically if the reason why the neurons have to be sup-

pressed is to create artificial scarcity, to inflate demand in the face of limited supply.
But if that scarcity is what allows you to put Lillian through college, you’ll accept it. 

The technician hooks electrodes all over your head; there’s a faint hum, setting
your teeth on edge. 

As the technician finishes placing the last of the electrodes on your head, certain
parts of the brain on the panel light up, ebbing and flowing, a small chunk in the
back active; you try to recall the names of all the areas from biology classes in uni-
versity, and, while different parts of your brain start to light up, you still don’t re-
member the names of any of the regions.

The technician flips a couple of switches, then types a few commands. The sensa-
tion that crawls over you is less of a shock than a tingling across your scalp.
Thoughts flash through your mind too fast for you to catch them; you glance up at
the monitor and see light firing between the areas the technician pointed out, paths
carving through the brain and flowing back and forth. The lights flash faster and
faster until they become a single blur, and as you watch, your world goes white.

The technician and nurse keep you at the institute for a few hours to monitor your
side effects: slight disorientation, but that fades as the time goes by. They ask if you
have anyone picking you up; you insist that you’re fine taking public transportation
by yourself, and the technician and nurse relent. The accountant pays you the first
installment of the money, and soon you’re taking the steps down from the institute’s
main doors, a cool breeze whipping at your hair.

The bus ride home is . . . strange. As you go from west Los Angeles toward the San
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Gabriel Valley, the English dominating billboards and signs starts to give way to
Chinese. Although you can still understand the balance of the characters, know
when they’re backward in the rearview mirrors, you can’t actually read them—
they’re no more than shapes: familiar ones, but indecipherable ones. You suck down
a deep breath and will your heart to stop beating so quickly. It will take time to ad-
just to this, just as it took time to adjust to being thrown into a world of English
when you first immigrated to the United States.

A corner of the check sticks out of your purse.
You’ll be okay.

Your family is celebrating Chinese New Year this weekend. You drive with Lillian
over to your mother’s senior living apartment; you squeeze in through the door while
carrying a bag of fruit. Your mother is cooking in the tiny kitchenette, the space bare-
ly big enough for the both of you. She’s wearing the frilly blue apron with embroi-
dered teddy bears on it, and you can’t help but smile as you inhale the scent of all
the food frying and simmering on the stove.

“Bongmong?” you say in Cantonese. It’s one of the few words you can remember—
as the days passed, you realized that some of your Cantonese had been taken too, its
roots intertwined and excised with your Mandarin.

“(???). (???????),” your mother says, gesturing toward the couch. You and Lillian sit
down. A period drama plays on the television. The subtitles go by too fast for you to
match sound to symbol; Lillian idly taps away on her phone.

A few moments pass like this, your gaze focused on the television as you see if you
can pick up something, anything at all; sometimes, you catch a phrase that jogs
something in your memory, but before you can recall what the phrase means, the
sound of it and its meaning are already gone.

“(???)!”
Lillian gets up, and you follow suit. The small dining room table has been decked

out with all kinds of food: glistening, ruby-red shrimp with caramelized onions;
braised fish; stir-fried lotus root with sausage; sautéed vegetables . . . you wish you
could tell your mother how good it looks; instead, you can only flash her a smile and
hope she understands.

“(?????????), (?????????),” your mother says.
Lillian digs in, picking up shrimp with her chopsticks; you scold her and remind

her of her manners.
“But (??????) said I could go ahead,” Lillian says.
“Still,” you reply. You place some food on your mother’s plate first, then Lillian’s;

finally, you set some food on your own plate. Only after your mother’s eaten do you
take a bite.

Lillian converses with your mother; her Mandarin sounds a little stilted, starting
and stopping, thick with an American accent, but her enthusiasm expresses itself in
the vibrant conversation that flows around you. You stay quiet, shrinking into your-
self as your mother laughs, as Lillian smiles.

You’re seated between Lillian and your mother; the gap across the table from you
is a little too big, spacing the three of you unevenly around the table. As the syllables
cascade around you, you swear the spaces between you and your mother, between
you and Lillian, grow larger and larger. 

After dinner, as your mother washes up the dishes—again, she refuses your help—
you and Lillian watch the Spring Gala playing on the television. An invited pop star
from the U.S., the only white person on the stage, sings a love ballad in Mandarin.
You don’t need to know what she’s saying to tell that she doesn’t have an American
accent.
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“I bet she bought her Mandarin,” Lillian says. It’s an offhanded comment, but still
you try to see if you can detect any disgust in her words.

“Is that so bad?” you ask.
“I don’t know; it just seems a little . . . appropriative, you know?”
You don’t know. Lillian doesn’t know. You were planning on telling her the instant

you came home, but you didn’t know how to bring it up. And now . . . you want to
keep your sacrifice a secret, because it’s not about you—it was never about you. But
it’s only a matter of time before Lillian finds out.

You don’t know how she’ll react. Will she understand? 
Lillian rests her head on your shoulder. You pull her close, your girl who’s grown

up so fast. You try to find the words to tell her what you’d do for her, how important
it is that she has a good future, how much you love her and want only the best for
her.
But all you have is silence. ❍
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1

The ship appeared out of foldspace, leaking atmosphere on both sides. Captain Kim
Dauber caught the white edges of the ship before her bridge crew even noticed. She
had been staring at the wall screen, trying to see the planet Vostrim as a whole, won-
dering if she needed to run a sector-wide diagnostic to make sure no part of the just-
closed sector base was noticeable even when a ship was not in orbit. 

Then the ship appeared, close and in trouble.
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The wall screen had been set on two dimensions, and was scanning for anomalies
in nearby space, which was why she even saw the white edges around the ship.
Sometimes, through the right screen set-up, that transition between foldspace and
regular space made a ship of any color look like it had been outlined in white.

The white faded around the edges, but the gray of the leak did not. 
“We’ve got a ship in trouble,” she said, without turning around.
With those words, her bridge staff would refocus and take action.
“Got it,” said Nazira Almadi, Dauber’s first officer. Almadi was working on a sec-

ondary console, her long black hair wrapped in a bun on the top of her head, her gaze
focused downward, probably on readings on the console.

Usually Dauber and Almadi weren’t on the bridge of the Aizsargs together, be-
cause Dauber trusted her first officer to handle the bridge as well or better than
Dauber herself did.

But, fortunately for that damaged ship, Dauber had all of her best officers man-
ning their posts today.

She was in charge of closing down this section of space for the Fleet, making sure
that the people who remained on Vostrim, where Sector Base Z had been located,
wanted to leave the Fleet and continue their lives in Z-City after the base closed.

She also needed to make sure that every Fleet ship had left the area, that no ran-
dom ships had been assigned elsewhere and were returning, incorrectly, to the closed
sector base.

“The ship’s one of ours,” said Brett Ullman. He stood stiffly near his console, his
features half hidden by screens opaqued and f loating around him. He usually
worked navigation, but he was handling dataflow right at the moment. 

“You sound surprised,” Dauber said, without turning around. She wasn’t as sur-
prised. The ship had come out of foldspace, after all.

But the ship did look odd.
“Configuration’s old,” he said. “We have nothing in active use that looks like that

ship.”
She nodded, taking in the information, but not willing to examine it until later.
“Whatever that ship is,” she said, “it doesn’t matter. It’s leaking atmosphere, and it

needs help.” 
“I’m reading about two hundred life signs on board,” Ullman said.
“Let’s get them off the vessel,” Dauber said. “We’ll tow the ship, but I don’t want it

near us.”
She had learned that lesson years ago. Ships with foldspace capability could be

touchy when they were in distress. Particularly after they had emerged from fold-
space. Anacapa drives were delicate things that could malfunction. And sometimes
ships brought back all kinds of other problems from that great beyond.

“The great beyond” was how she thought of foldspace, even though the description
was incorrect. Foldspace wasn’t beyond anything. It was something else entirely. The
way she had learned it, foldspace was created when an anacapa drive created a fold in
space, making it easier for a ship to traverse impossible distances in a short period of
time. But the science around foldspace was constantly changing. Some believed it was
a different region of the Universe, a region that the Fleet had somehow tapped with its
anacapa capabilities. That seemed as unlikely to her as a ship creating foldspace.

All she knew was that ships could use the anacapa to jump to foldspace and then
return to the same spot in regular space hours later. She had used that technique in
battle a dozen times.

She had also traveled through foldspace more times than she could count during
her entire career. She didn’t think about foldspace or how it worked; she just used it.

“I’ve been trying to contact them,” said Josephine Ornitz. Ornitz was short and
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round. She was reaching upward on a new console, one she hadn’t even bothered to
reconfigure for her height. She headed Dauber’s communications department and
hadn’t worked on the bridge in months.

But Dauber had needed Ornitz for the sector base closure, so she was currently on
the bridge. Which was lucky. Because, if Ornitz couldn’t contact the ship, then no one
could.

“Anything from them at all?” Dauber asked. “Distress signal? Anything?”
“No,” Ornitz said. 
“It looks like a number of major systems are down, sir,” said Massai Ribisi, the

Aizsargs’ chief engineer. He wore a non-regulation hat over his bald head, and was
still in black exercise clothes. She had taken him from his daily personal routine to
help her find any evidence of the closed base. “I’m not sure they can contact us.”

Dauber frowned at the ship, no longer outlined in white. Any indication of fold-
space had disappeared altogether, leaving the familiar pattern of stars—some of
them faded and some of them glowing brightly against the darkness of space.

“Get a rescue vehicle, and tell them to be prepared for anything,” she said. “Send
fighters to escort it.”

“You expect that ship to attack us?” Ullman asked.
“I expect nothing,” Dauber said. “I’m preparing for everything.”
Then she turned, faced the best bridge crew she had ever worked with. They were

each handling a different aspect of this emergency, heads bent, fingers moving. Two
security team members, who weren’t part of the bridge crew, stood near the door.
They were a necessary but unusual addition because the Aizsargs had been dealing
with the final closure of a sector base (and final closures sometimes made the locals
crazy). The security team were the only ones looking directly at Dauber.

Then she realized they weren’t looking at her at all. They too were looking at the
large 2-D screen imagery, watching the ship leak atmosphere as it wobbled forward.

“Prepare Deck Seven for the survivors,” she said to her Chief of Security, Vilma
Lauritz. “I want that deck sealed off from the rest of the Aizsargs.”

“Right away, Captain.” Lauritz had been working one of the stations near the door.
She didn’t head below decks, the way that Dauber would have. Instead, Lauritz’s
hands started moving rapidly as she isolated the deck.

First order of business for Lauritz, Dauber knew, was to establish a route from the
docking bay to the deck, without passing crucial systems.

That was why Dauber had picked Deck Seven. It was the closest personnel deck to
the docking bay. Lower level personnel decks had individual cabins for single crew
members, a large mess, and two recreational areas, but no essential services and,
more importantly, no access to them.

Even better, Decks Seven and Eight had been cleared before this last pass around
the sector base, in case the Aizsargs had to pick up stragglers. Dauber wasn’t dis-
placing any of her crewmembers.

“Let’s move,” Dauber said. “At the rate that ship’s venting atmosphere, it only has
a few hours left.”

She was guessing, based on the ship’s size and its layout. She was also assuming
that the atmosphere was venting at an even rate throughout the ship.

For all she knew, the ship had lost a lot of crew already. It looked pretty large to
only have two hundred people on board.

“What kind of ship is that, anyway?” she asked Ullman.
“I’ve been trying to match it so that the rescue vessel knows how to access it,” he

said. 
She smiled to herself. She knew he was doing that work, because he was just that

good.
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“I’m not finding anything current,” he said. “It looks like a Security Class vessel
from about a hundred years ago.”

She wasn’t sure how that could be. SC vessels had a very specific design. “It looks
nothing like a Security Class vessel to me,” she said.

“I know. It threw me too at first,” Ullman said. “The SC-designations went through
a complete redesign about fifty years ago. In theory, they’re more efficient now.”

“In theory?” she asked.
He shrugged. “There are always complainers.”
And he said nothing else.
She turned, looking at the ship. It appeared dark, except for the leaking gray at-

mosphere. Had some of the whiteness she’d seen earlier been the ship’s lights?
“They did have anacapa drives in the SC ships back then, right?” she asked. She

wasn’t certain. It would be logical for the ships to have anacapa drives, but Fleet pol-
icy wasn’t always logical.

“Yes, sir,” Ullman said. “This ship has an anacapa drive.”
He didn’t have to say that. The ship wouldn’t have gone through foldspace without

one.
“What are the major differences between this SC ship and the current ones?” she

asked.
“Too many to list,” Ullman said. “I’m sending specs to the Aizsargs Rescue One, be-

cause they’re not going to know how to get around this thing.”
Aizsargs Rescue One was their newest rescue vehicle. It had been replaced just be-

fore this mission. She almost belayed the order to send Rescue One, almost told Ull-
man to send Rescue Five because it was the oldest rescue vessel, and she didn’t want
to risk the new one.

But, depending on what was happening here, that ship’s survivors might need all
the upgraded tech on Rescue One. 

The thought of both rescue vessels made her realize something. 
“Was it standard practice for an SC vessel to work alone a hundred years ago?” she

asked Ullman.
He raised his head, looked at her, and blinked, clearly surprised. He hadn’t

thought of that either.
But both of them knew how SC vessels worked now. 
SC-class ships were security ships. They were sent to the scene of a crisis, usually

in twos or threes, and they handled the emergency. If the SC-class ships went out
alone, it was almost always on a forward mission or somewhere planetside, to do
some preliminary research.

SC-Class vessels rarely did solitary work for longer than a few days, maybe a
week. And generally the planetside work was at sector bases, or a planet that might
house a sector base.

The work SC-Class vessels did was dicey and dangerous, but in fits and starts, and
almost always recorded, monitored, and catalogued in one way or another. She’d nev-
er heard of an SC vessel operating alone this far from the Fleet.

“I have no idea,” Ullman said. “My understanding of systems and practices is that
they remain the same.”

“Until they don’t,” Ornitz muttered.
Dauber tilted her head a little, conceding that point.
But Almadi got to the heart of the matter. She squinted at the 2-D representation

as if it could tell her everything, then said, “Systems and practices now means that
we’d see dozens more of these ships coming out of foldspace.”

Everyone on the bridge looked at her. Dauber frowned. 
“Or,” Ullman said, “they’re still in foldspace.”
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Fortunately, he didn’t use the word stuck, which was something everyone who ever
traveled through foldspace worried about, whether they admitted it aloud or not.

Dauber had set that worry aside, just like she had set every other worry aside. She
was going to die someday, and she wanted it to be on her ship, doing her work.
Whether that was because they were stuck in foldspace or because they were in a
battle or because they had traveled too far from the Fleet and couldn’t easily return,
she didn’t care.

She wanted to be doing something important when she died.
Almadi’s fingers hovered over her work screen. She was probably waiting to cali-

brate what the Aizsargs should do, depending on Dauber.
“I’m hoping nothing else comes out of foldspace while we’re working on this ship.

After that, we’ll talk to them—” Dauber hoped “—and find out if they were part of a
group. Let’s just get over there now.”

Almadi nodded, then bent her head over the screen, fingers moving 
Dauber said, “Tell Rescue One to have its shields set and make sure someone mon-

itors the area around the damaged ship and Rescue One. I don’t want a ship to
emerge from foldspace right near our vessels and fighters. Got that?”

“Already on it,” Almadi said.
“Good,” Dauber said. 
That ship, whatever it was, was lucky. It had caught the Aizsargs at the right mo-

ment, when she was staffed with her best personnel, doing their best work. Had the in-
jured ship arrived two days from now, it would have been alone in this sector. The base
would have been shut down, and even though a lot of people still on the surface of
Vostrim knew how to help a disabled ship, they no longer had the tools or capacity to
do so.

“The ship is still not answering us,” Ornitz said. 
“Willfully?” Dauber asked. 
“I can’t tell,” Ornitz said. “But I would be remiss if I didn’t inform you that they

might be deliberately avoiding replying to our hails.”
“Why would they do that?” Ullman asked. He sounded a little preoccupied. Or

maybe Dauber thought he was. Because he should have known the answer.
“That ship is by itself. It’s old, and it’s not working well,” Dauber said. “There’s a

good chance it’s been stolen.”
One of the security team guarding the door to the bridge looked at her sharply. No

one else seemed surprised.
Ullman’s skin flushed. “Sorry, Captain. Wasn’t thinking. Although where would

someone pick up a vessel like that? Wouldn’t we know if one was lost?”
“We lose ships all the time,” Almadi said. “We keep track, but who pays attention to

each and every one?”
“Something else to gather data on, then,” Ullman said. He didn’t sound discour-

aged at all. He sounded intrigued by the challenge.
Dauber had a hunch they all were. After all, they had thought this entire mission

would be routine, and so far it had been. No DV-class ship—the largest and most im-
portant vessels in the Fleet—liked being at the tail end of Fleet space.

The Fleet moved forward, always. That was its motto and the way it lived. Sector
bases moved as the Fleet moved out of a sector. The main part of the Fleet itself
hadn’t been in this sector in over five hundred years.

Dauber hadn’t protested the assignment—she had been too professional for that—
but she had chafed when she’d received it. No DV captain wanted to take her ship
backward, not even for a few months. 

She would rather have been on the front edge of known space, or even exploring
the next sector, looking for whatever lay ahead. 
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She didn’t like being in a sector that was well known, that held no surprises, and
was, in fact, so unimportant the Fleet was pulling away from it. Although she had
been wrong, hadn’t she, about the no surprises. That crippled ship out there was
something new and different. “We have one other thing to find out,” she said to her
bridge crew. General order, not to someone specific. “We are going to need to know
what got that ship out of foldspace. Did it travel here of its own volition? Come out of
foldspace here because that was what it had been programmed to do? Or has it some-
how attached to the signal of our anacapa or a dying signal out of Sector Base Z?”

“I’ll make sure Rescue One has that question front and center,” said Almadi.
Good. Dauber was glad that Almadi was communicating with Rescue One on that

matter. Because the way the ship got here would have a direct impact on how the
Aizsargs helped it. And what they needed to do with the anacapa drive on the ship.

Dauber straightened her shoulders, then moved to her own station. She had no
captain’s chair on the bridge, unlike many of her compatriots. The bridge was no
place to sit down, although of late, a chair wouldn’t have hurt.

Things had moved too slowly here for the past few months. She was happy for the
distraction. She only hoped that the distraction remained simply that—a distraction.
Because she didn’t want this incident to become something bigger.

Not now.
Not ever.

2

Raina Serpell’s environmental suit was damaged. The damn thing kept telling her
about all the leaks it was plugging up, and then giving her a timeline as to how long
the plugs would last.

Advise leaving hostile environment as soon as possible, it was saying every fifteen
minutes.

She was floating on the bridge of the Renegat because about four hours ago, the
artificial gravity shut off, and the gravity in her damn boots wasn’t working the way
it was supposed to. Or maybe she hadn’t figured out how to turn it on.

Whatever was going on with her boots didn’t matter, because she had bigger prob-
lems. The ship wasn’t responding to voice commands either, now that she was wear-
ing the super tight helmet that came with this suit.

It had taken her nearly five minutes, but she’d finally figured out how to toggle
that warning to infrequent, but she couldn’t shut the damn thing off. She couldn’t do
much of anything technical. She was a damn linguist, for god’s sake. She’d learned
enough to survive in the harshness of space. She knew how to use her environmental
suit—when the damn suit worked—and she knew how to program a computer to
learn a new language.

She did not know how to program herself to learn a new skill, not on the fly.
The only other person on the bridge, Yusef Kubac, had gotten his boots to work im-

mediately. That wouldn’t have surprised her two months ago, because he had been
the Renegat’s chief navigation officer. But the fact he had gotten the boots to work so
fast surprised her now. Because he was having trouble with everything—including
navigation.

She had trusted him from the moment they took over the Renegat, but just a few
days ago, she had started wondering if she should have trusted him at all. He wasn’t
a hard worker and he talked a lot. He hadn’t seemed scared, though, until they went
into foldspace this last time. Now, he seemed more scared than she was.
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Of course, he had reason: he couldn’t get the helm to respond, not since the attack.
He had managed the anacapa drive kinda sorta. Then he had taken a risk without
her permission and had sent them on the longest trip through foldspace that she had
ever heard of. She didn’t like foldspace in the first place, and after the attack, she re-
ally thought traveling through foldspace was a bad idea. She hadn’t thought the
Renegat would make it through foldspace, not with a hole in the hull. But, Yusef said,
the nanobits would patch the hole and the environment would hold.

Only the nanobits had stopped repairing everything in foldspace, and something
else had gone wrong, something she hadn’t been prepared for. The Renegat’s envi-
ronmental system was compromised, and she wasn’t sure why.

Yusef had asked her to search for the problem, and she had tried. But she wasn’t
set up for this. She had no idea what she was doing.

When they took over the ship, she had planned on searching through the person-
nel records to see who else on board had enough training to help on the bridge. She
had compiled a preliminary list when the Renegat went into foldspace the first time,
but then she lost focus, worrying about other things. And once she had realized she
needed to look again, she couldn’t, not with the attacks, foldspace, and the slow leak
of the atmosphere. 

She had just been about to do a shipwide hail for help when the artificial gravity
gave out. Followed by the lights.

Emergency lighting was dim at best. She could have turned on the lights on the
exterior of her suit, but Yusef had asked her not to when she put the suit on.

“I’m going to be doing some delicate work,” he had said, “and I don’t want any dis-
tractions.”

She had put the suit on when they were still in foldspace. So had he. She had sent a
shipwide order for everyone to don their environmental suits just in case, but she knew
only a handful of people had listened to her. She hoped to hell they had put on their en-
vironmental suits before the environmental system shut off to “conserve energy.”

She wasn’t the captain. That was the problem. There was no captain, and that was
her fault. For some stupid reason, she had thought they could head home without a
hierarchy. She figured the remaining crew was on the same page. After all, they had
said so, clearly. 

They wanted to go back to the Fleet as soon as possible.
With the same goal, she figured they really didn’t need someone to run the ship.

But everyone came to her for questions. Everyone thought she should know what to
do next, maybe because she had taken point back at the Scrapheap.

She should have simply accepted the leadership role then. But she hadn’t wanted
it—still didn’t want it. She didn’t know what she was doing, and that was complete-
ly clear by the mess the Renegat was in.

But Yusef didn’t know what the hell they were doing either. By rights, he should
have been running the ship. He was the ranking officer here. If they went by ranking
officers.

But she also knew that no one trusted him. He had been on the bridge crew when
the Renegat left on the original mission, and he had gotten demoted halfway to the
Scrapheap. Then he had bitched about the demotion and acted so unprofessional
during the initial arrival at the Scrapheap that, when the trouble started, she hoped
he would leave.

Of course, Yusef had stayed. And, Raina thought, he had probably thought he could
waltz back into the Fleet, claim he was the one who brought the Renegat back, and
get a promotion he had not earned.

Although, if he got them out of this now, maybe he would have earned a promotion.
Especially considering he had lied to her, and he was still managing to make do.
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He had said he knew how all the ship’s systems worked.
She had learned over the last two months that he didn’t know how all of the sys-

tems worked. He just knew how they should work, which was, two months ago, more
than she had known. He knew what part of the ship did what, and how it looked
when it functioned properly.

And until they had come out of foldspace into regular space the second time, until
they encountered that swarm of whatever the hell it had been from the only planet
they tried to orbit, everything had functioned properly.

She shouldn’t have listened to the remaining crew’s panic about supplies. She
should have simply reminded everyone that they had left over half the crew back at
the Scrapheap, and the supplies that they had needed to feed fewer people.

She had made that argument, of course, but not very forcefully. It had been pretty
obvious that no one had been comfortable with the supply levels, even though the
Renegat had more than enough to get the crew home. 

She had found herself on a ship filled with people who were scared to enter fold-
space, but who wanted to return to the Fleet. There was no returning without fold-
space. 

When the Renegat had traveled to that ancient Scrapheap, it had made the longest
known journey away from the Fleet in the Fleet’s history. So she figured the trip
back wouldn’t bother anyone. But there were rumors about lost time and strange oc-
currences that Captain Preemas hadn’t bothered to tell anyone about, and those ru-
mors had scared everyone.

Then, everything that had happened on the trip back had scared everyone as well.
Somehow, she had thought they would bond in their fright, rather than take ac-

tion based on that fright. Again, her fault for not taking command.
Although she didn’t want command, particularly after she realized that most of

the rumors were true. She hadn’t found that out, though, until the Renegat was on
its way back to the Fleet, when she broke into Preemas’s logs to see his insights
about the remaining crew. 

Breaking in had been another thing she wished she hadn’t done. Maybe if she had
remained naïve about what they were facing, maybe if she hadn’t given it any thought
at all, she wouldn’t have listened to the crew about supplies, the Renegat wouldn’t
have gone into orbit around that stupid planet, and the ship would be all right.

They would be all right.
But they weren’t. They were losing atmosphere, the environmental systems had

shut down, the lights were going out, and no one on the ship had the technical skill
to repair anything at that level.

She wanted to curl into a little ball and hide away, but if she curled up, she’d be
banging all over the walls and the ceiling, and her damn suit would leak even worse.

She was going to die here, and she didn’t even know where here was. The Renegat
had used the comm system inside her helmet to announce that the ship, of its own
accord, was leaving foldspace. Yusef was trying to stop the Renegat from doing so. He
thought they hadn’t traveled far enough, that the ship wasn’t following his naviga-
tion points.

But he also admitted that the navigation system had been compromised during
the attack along with all the other major systems. So, she had asked him—screamed
at him, really—how do you know the ship wasn’t following instructions?

And he had screamed back that he hadn’t known anything for sure, and she
should have let him captain the ship, and she had said that he didn’t have the tem-
perament to be captain, and he had said look at where her temperament had gotten
them, and then she thought about the nights she had spent in her cabin—in her soli-
tary cabin, with her wife India gone—and wondered if he wasn’t right.
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Raina used to have such an even temperament, and now, without India, she was
all over the map—angry one moment, nearly in tears the next, panicked a moment
later. No one had ever seen her like this—she had never been like this, and it was
driving her crazy.

The whole situation was driving her crazy.
And it wouldn’t matter soon. Because in just a few hours she’d be dead.
Or maybe less than that, if her suit was to be believed.
Advise leaving hostile environment as soon as possible, it said, as if on cue.
“Shut up,” she whispered. “Shutupshutupshutupshutup.”
And, for the moment, it did.

3

Nothing had attacked Rescue One yet. Attacks were common during rescues. Raul
Zarges always braced for attacks first.

But he wasn’t even sure anyone on that distressed ship realized that Rescue One
had just pulled alongside them. The ship, which was marked the Renegat, with an
SC designation, looked even worse up close.

Its hull was pockmarked and scarred, either by heat weapons or some kind of fire.
Patched holes ref lected blackly in the lights from Rescue One, showing that the
Renegat’s nanobit repair system still worked.

Up close, Zarges could tell this was a Fleet vessel, albeit of a kind he had never
seen before. The smooth hull, the rounded edges, even the shape of the exterior
doors, looked familiar.

But the layout wasn’t, and his team was going to struggle with that.
He hated going blind into another ship. “Hail them again,” he said to Sufia Khusru.
She was already suited up, ready to board the Renegat, but she leaned over him

and sent another hail. Her movement was ostentatious, a clear rebuke. He could
have sent the hail, but he hadn’t. 

He wouldn’t be joining the teams on the Renegat, either. He was better off here,
both guarding and maintaining Rescue One. Khusru would argue that the entire
team needed him, that the half dozen fighter ships launched with Rescue One would
protect it, but he didn’t think they could—not once Rescue One grappled onto the
Renegat.

He made himself take a deep breath. The goddamn counselor was right; he had
come back to work too soon, and of course, he only realized that now. He would get
past it. One step at a time.

He would be the one remaining on Rescue One.
“Not getting a damn thing,” Khusru said, as if he couldn’t see that for himself. Of

course, she owed him that little dig. He had asked her to send the hail as if he
couldn’t touch the board. “The ship looks dead.”

He thought so too, but he had seen the scans. Two hundred people were alive on
the Renegat—or had been fifteen minutes ago. And they were scattered all over the
ship. The Renegat was larger than he wanted it to be, which meant his team had to
cover a lot of ground.

That thought made him calmer. Maybe he had been right: maybe he was ready for
this mission, counselor be damned. 

He took a deep breath and changed his mind.
“We have to get to the bridge of that ship,” he said.
“We?” she asked.
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He looked at her. “We,” he said, and set the hook-up in motion.

4

The Renegat rocked. The ship shouldn’t be rocking, should it? It didn’t have power,
and it was huge, and there was nothing in space that would cause anything to rock.

Raina only knew it rocked because she was clinging to the control panel. Bits of
the panel floated around her, which she was convinced wasn’t normal, not even in an
emergency situation.

Yusef had rocked too, looked up, then put his head back down, focusing on his work.
She wanted to scream at him again—hadn’t he noticed the rocking? Ships didn’t

rock—but screaming at him never seemed to work. Talking to him didn’t work ei-
ther, so she was better off just keeping quiet. 

She wanted the displays back on. She wanted to touch something or ask a ques-
tion, and get an answer.

A question like: why would a ship drifting in space suddenly rock?
Advise leaving hostile environment as soon as possible, her suit said.
“Fuck you,” she said under her breath.
“Excuse me?” Yusef sounded shocked. He had heard that? Everything else was go-

ing wrong on this damn ship and her communication link to his suit was set on ex-
ceedingly touchy? Great. Good. What else had he heard in the past several hours?

The back-up power was sending pale yellow light everywhere, clashing with the
white light coming from the arms of Yusef’s suit.

He was using that light to poke at the equipment, trying to fix it—she hoped. Or
at least, not screw it up.

“Something’s happening,” she said.
“No kidding.” His voice was dry and filled with contempt. Damn near everything

he said to her was filled with contempt. 
She had accepted the contempt back at the Scrapheap—hell, she might even have

deserved that contempt—but now she knew the limits of Yusef’s expertise. He wasn’t
that much better at anything than she was.

She deserved some kind of respect—or at least a hearing. Particularly now, when
everything was going wrong.

“I mean it,” she said. “The ship’s moving.”
“E-yeah.” That contempt again.
“It’s drifting. It shouldn’t be rocking.” She sounded strident. She wished she didn’t

care about how she sounded. But she did care. “Something’s going wrong.”
He lifted his head and sighed audibly. “You realize you’re interrupting my work.”
“What work?” she asked. “It’s not work. What are you even doing?”
“Trying to get the power back on,” he said, and bowed his head again. He had told

her more than once he knew nothing about engineering and now he was trying to get
the power back on? Maybe he was the one who was causing the rocking. 

And what was he even working on? None of the control panels worked. Not even
the control panel near the captain’s chair worked, and it should have, right? 

At least Yusef had tools out and was doing something. All she was doing was pok-
ing at the dark control panels, hoping something would spring to life.

Advise leaving hostile environment as soon as possible, her suit said.
That couldn’t have been fifteen minutes. Was the warning’s timing accelerating?

Had the stupid suit overridden the commands she had given? Programming only got
overridden like that when something was about to go catastrophically wrong.
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She pushed off the control panel and headed to one of the utility closets built into
the wall of the conference area just behind the bridge. She had to push off a lot of
equipment to get there—her traveling skills in zero-G had devolved to damn near
nothing.

“You’re not leaving me up here, are you?” Yusef asked, a bite to the words. It took
her a second to hear what was beneath the bite.

Terror. He was as scared as she was—maybe more frightened, because she figured
she was going to die. Figuring that out was both calming and motivating. 

She wasn’t panicking about staying alive, per se, but she was focused on staying
alive longer, maybe until they could get the ship’s systems back up and running.

“My suit’s dying,” she said. Dying was an interesting word choice, when she could
have used so many other words—failing, been compromised, leaking.

But she had said dying.
“I’ve got over twenty-four hours of oxygen,” he said. “I can share.”
She had no idea how. These stupid suits were supposed to be self-contained. And

then there was the matter of the leaks in her suit. The pinprick leaks everywhere.
“Won’t help,” she said, and didn’t explain. 
Her suit was leaking. The ship was leaking. She was screwed. They were screwed.
All she could hope for at the moment was that someone on some lower level fig-

ured out how to get into engineering and get the systems back online.
Because she had a hunch that getting anything back online was beyond Yusef ’s

skills. 
Just like it was beyond hers.

5

Dauber was monitoring the rescue from the bridge, along with her crew. Deck Sev-
en had already been cleared and was waiting for the evacuees.

It wouldn’t be long now. Rescue One had reached the disabled ship. The fighters
stayed back, monitoring.

Ullman was watching the readings coming from the ship. So far, all two hundred
people on board remained visible. He was using thermal imaging as well as some
kind of system that allowed him to monitor movement. She had no idea if he could
penetrate the hull well enough to do the standard heart-rate monitor that so many
Fleet ships used to keep track of personnel on board. 

She didn’t ask, either.
Instead, she was focused on Rescue One. It had deployed two grapplers and was

extending a spacebridge. The bridge would attach to a door, provide a small environ-
ment just in case the door opened directly into a ship without airlocks, and then her
team could go inside.

The spacebridge wasn’t designed for Fleet-to-Fleet rescues. In theory, a Fleet ship
could easily tow another Fleet ship or bring that ship into the docking bay (if the
larger rescuing vehicle was a DV-class vessel). 

She was also monitoring the space around the rescue. She was deeply worried that
more ships would appear from foldspace. The Aizsargs was a little more vulnerable
than she would have liked.

Rescue One was quite vulnerable, particularly if the Renegat had been traveling in
a tight formation with other ships. Those other ships might arrive out of foldspace
an hour or two later, but still close to the Renegat. Which meant that the new ships
could easily hit Rescue One.
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If this rescue turned into a disaster, she had fewer resources at her disposal than
usual. Most of the Fleet ships had left the sector, since almost everyone from Sector
Base Z was gone. There were no large ships left at the Sector Base, either. 

She could send for assistance, and it would arrive within hours. But she’d been in
battles that had lasted less than f ifteen minutes and had more casualties than
fights that had lasted for days. Everything was unpredictable, particularly when
there was a surprise attack.

And this had some of the hallmarks of a surprise attack. Not all of the hallmarks.
The age of the ship had taken the rescue from routine to strange right from the start.

And she was going to be prepared for anything. Because, out here, anything could
happen, and often did.

6

Zarges decided that he would start the rescue with two small teams. The first—
the one he was leading—would head to engineering, since that was closer to the door
they’d attached to than the bridge was. 

At least in theory.
He wasn’t sure if the specs for this old SC-class vessel that the Aizsargs had pro-

vided were at all accurate. He was going to operate as if they were, but he wasn’t go-
ing to trust them.

The second team would head to the bridge. He would deploy the rest of his people,
and pull everyone off the ship only if he couldn’t get the damn thing working again.

The spacebridge had already attached itself to the nearest door. The seal had been
confirmed, and atmosphere had filled the small area. 

But both teams still shut off the gravity on their boots, because it was easier to nav-
igate the bridge in zero-G. The bridge was actually a tunnel, made of black nanobits
just like the ships, only the tunnel was thinner and a lot more pliable than any ship. 

His team and Khusru’s held the straps near the tunnel/bridge’s entrance, waiting
for Zarges’ order.

He didn’t speak it aloud. He just nodded at his team, because they were going in first.
They entered single file. Dorthea Iqbar, as the second most experienced member

of his team, led, followed by Zarges, with Stanley Palmer bringing up the rear. They
would use that formation as they made their way through the ship.

As Zarges pushed himself into the tunnel, using an old skill that made sure his
pace matched Iqbar’s, his environmental suit felt a little too tight. Sweat pooled un-
der his arms and along his back. He had already double- and triple-checked the sys-
tem, so he knew the problem wasn’t the suit.

The problem was him.
The last mission he had gone on had ended in catastrophe, with only five survivors

out of a team of thirty. They had managed to save over a hundred people, but as the
Aizsargs’ counselor had pointed out, he never saw that as a victory. Too many lives
had been lost for him to ever consider that mission a success.

And that mission was the last thing he should have been thinking about in this
narrow passageway. He felt as if he were surrounded by a layer so thin that he could
poke it out with his finger, even though he knew that wasn’t true.

There were no lights in the tunnel except the lights from the gloves on their suits.
Iqbar pointed her hands forward to illuminate the darkness ahead of them, Zarges
kept his hands trained downward to illuminate the path, and Palmer had his hands
pointed behind him.
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When his lights changed direction, the next team—Khusru’s team—would start
their way through the tunnel.

The journey only took about twenty seconds, but it felt like an entire lifetime had
gone by. 

Iqbar stopped only a few seconds before Zarges arrived. She tapped the edge of the
door. It had an old Fleet marking, one that meant the controls for the door were nine-
ty degrees to the left of that point.

She looked at Zarges. As she did, Palmer arrived.
Zarges nodded, silently giving her approval to try the controls before they opened

the door either manually or with weapons.
Iqbar slid her gloved hand to the exact spot on the hull, then pressed her palm

against it. The glove had a chip that ran all the known security override entry codes
for every ship registered with the Fleet, starting with the most current and working
backward.

Palmer had just reached for his tool belt to pry the door when the door eased open.
That relaxed movement surprised Zarges. For some reason, he had thought opening
the door would be a fight—especially since the ship had just emerged from foldspace. 

Sometimes, in some of the Fleet ship models, the doors sealed tightly for hours af-
ter the activation of an anacapa drive. That was to protect the integrity of the ship’s
interior, in case the ship unexpectedly found itself in a truly hostile environment.

Blackness extended beyond the door’s interior. Palmer stuck his f ist inside, ex-
ploring with the knuckle lights on his glove.

The interior was black and small. An airlock built to an old design, one Zarges had
never liked. In this design, only one or two people could use the airlock at the same
time.

In the past, the Fleet had kept small airlocks near doors that were designed to be
used sparingly. More recent designs put full airlocks on all doors—the changing regu-
lations mandating that at least five people be able to fit into the airlocks at one time.

Zarges knew the reason for the rules change, and it was as ugly as the change im-
plied. People had died outside a ship because their team members hadn’t made it
through the airlock at a rapid enough clip to allow those waiting to get inside the
ship. Sometimes those waiting suffocated as their oxygen levels decreased; some-
times they were killed by an outside force; sometimes the deaths were unexplained.

Palmer’s light caught the edge of another control panel. By the time the light
found that, Iqbar had rejoined them.

“I don’t know how long that door will remain open on its own,” she said. “Better go
inside.”

“If the power’s out,” Zarges said, “we need to be ready to open the interior door our-
selves.”

Exterior doors usually worked on a mechanical system if the power was out, but
on some of the larger ships, that system had not been designed into the airlock door.
That door wasn’t supposed to open until the environment in the airlock matched the
environment in the ship.

Zarges put his hand on his tool belt and Iqbar did the same. Palmer used his free
hand to propel himself into the airlock. He examined every part of the airlock again,
then encouraged both of them to join him.

Zarges went in next, followed by Iqbar as per protocol. They squeezed tight enough
to fit in the small space. As the door eased shut, he saw bobbing lights at the other
end of the tunnel. 

Khusru’s team was on their way.
Then the exterior door closed, and he was shoved against the other two members

of his team, so tightly that it was almost impossible to move.
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If they had to open the interior door from inside this airlock, it would take a lot of
negotiation and work.

He had to brace himself for that. He had to be ready.
But he wasn’t. His heart hammered against his chest, and he willed his entire sys-

tem to settle down. It wouldn’t do to have an attack of nerves in the middle of a mis-
sion. He had to focus on what was ahead of them rather than what had happened in
his past.

“How long do we wait for the door to disengage?” Palmer asked.
As he did, the interior door opened. All three of them shifted in surprise. Then

Iqbar floated in, followed by Zarges. He half expected to tumble to the floor as grav-
ity engaged, but there didn’t appear to be any. 

“I guess the environment in the airlock matched the environment on the ship,” he
said, feeling no small sense of irony. The airlock wasn’t designed for the vacuum of
space; it had been designed to protect an atmosphere that had apparently already
vented out of this place.

“This does not look promising,” Iqbar said as she moved to the side of the interior
door. 

Zarges entered and moved to the other side. Palmer entered, and as he activated
the gravity on his boots, pulling him downward, the door behind him closed.

He looked over his shoulder—nervously, Zarges thought, although he could have
been projecting. 

“We’ve only got a few minutes before the other team joins us,” Zarges said.
He really didn’t want to waste time joining up. His team needed to go to engineer-

ing to see if they could stop the atmosphere dump. 
Khusru’s team had the tougher task: they were to go to the bridge and try to work

controls from there. The scans had shown that there were two people on the bridge,
which meant that Khusru’s team might have to deal with personnel first, and res-
cue second.

That would give Zarges time to determine if the ship was salvageable. If not, then
he would let Khusru’s team know, and she would try to access the bridge communi-
cations system to inform the two hundred survivors that help was here, and that
they would all be rescued.

He did not want to evacuate the ship one person at a time. He wasn’t sure they
could. There was a clock here, although he wasn’t sure exactly what it was.

Not yet, anyway.
Iqbar pointed one fist down the long hallway. The light didn’t illuminate much. A

shiny path on the side. 
“No interior lights back here,” Palmer said. “They’re losing power as well as at-

mosphere.”
Zarges double-checked the specs that he had uploaded to his system. They weren’t

that far from engineering. Since engineering was so close, they could move faster
without gravity.

“Follow me,” he said, and propelled himself forward. 
He turned on the light on the top of his helmet, kept his knuckle lights on, but

shut off the lights on his palm and on the bottom of his boots. 
The corridor was dark. But as he passed doors, he realized that the team had en-

tered the ship right-side-up for the interior design.
Which was good. He always hated reorienting himself.
The corridor to engineering looked wider in the darkness than it did on the specs. He

turned right, just like he was supposed to, and pushed through the wider corridor.
He was probably moving too fast. But he couldn’t slow down entirely. Some of

that was his elevated heart rate, and some of it was the small clock he had installed
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under his right eye. He had to keep track of time, because he knew they didn’t have
a lot of it.

The doors to engineering were open, which surprised him. Modern Fleet rules said
that doors to major areas should remain closed at all times, particularly if no one
was in one of the major areas. That had to be an old procedure. It couldn’t have been
one that changed in the past century—could it? Because keeping doors closed was
just common sense. He didn’t have time for speculation, and he certainly didn’t have
time for that itchy feeling on the back of his neck, making him feel as if something
besides the failing systems was wrong here.

The interior of engineering glowed blue. The emergency lighting worked in this
section, which meant that the power system was triaging. Only important areas
were getting any kind of emergency power at all.

He changed the specs to engineering only and superimposed a clear image over
what he could see through his helmet’s visor. The general control panel was deeper
inside engineering, in an alcove behind some of the equipment.

Not logical, but then, a lot of the Fleet’s smaller ships did not have a logical build,
especially in ships that didn’t have the array of defensive equipment and weaponry
that a DV-class vessel had.

He propelled himself toward the alcove, careful to avoid equipment jutting out at
him. He was having trouble identifying what it all was in the weird lighting.

There were no sharp edges on Fleet ships (at least the ships he was familiar with),
partly for moments just like this. The rounded edges made sure nothing punctured
an environmental suit. But banging something too hard could also damage a suit.
He didn’t want to become part of the emergency himself.

Lights bobbled behind him, letting him know that Iqbar and Palmer were close.
Technically, Iqbar should have gone ahead of him, even here, but he didn’t care. They
had limited time, and the fact that the doors to this engineering area had been open
bothered him more than he could say.

The alcove was exactly where it was supposed to be, with enough room for all three
of his team. He took the center panel, and they took the side panels. 

The center panel looked like it was not functioning. He put his glove on the sur-
face, hoping that perhaps codes would work or perhaps his identification as a mem-
ber of the Fleet.

The panel sputtered to life. For a moment it glowed red—caution lights every-
where—and then they faded out, leaving only a pale white glow around a few of the
command functions.

The illustrations were older—clearly from another era. And try as he might, he
couldn’t get the virtual screen working. He would have to do any work on the control
panel itself.

He ran his glove along the edge, hoping to funnel more energy into the panel.
“Is yours working?” Iqbar asked.
“Barely,” he said.
“Mine isn’t working at all,” Palmer said. Without being asked, he dove underneath

the panels and opened the controls from underneath. “It’s getting power. There just
isn’t enough to operate this equipment.”

Iqbar crouched beside him and handed him a short-term energy pack from her
belt. Zarges waited in front of the main panel.

The team had done this drill a hundred times, but never on a ship this old, and
never under this kind of time-crunch. 

Still, they worked like it was an everyday mission. Calmly. In control. 
The panel powered to life in front of him, nearly blinding him with the layers of

red blaring everywhere.
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“Got it,” he said.
“There’s a flaw in the system,” Palmer said. “Something’s draining the energy at

double time. That means we only have two hours, tops.”
“If we’re still here two hours from now, we’ve failed.” Zarges didn’t like the red.

Caution lights everywhere. 
“I need you over here, Dorthea,” Zarges said calmly.
She stood beside him, and gasped. He had never heard her gasp during a mission

before. If he had been asked just a few moments ago, he would have said that of all of
them, Iqbar was the most unflappable.

Her hand hovered over the panel, as if she was afraid to touch it.
“What do you need me to do?” she asked.
“Help me figure out which of these caution lights is the most critical.” But just as

he said it, he saw which of the lights was the most critical. 
Something was wrong with the anacapa drive.
He touched that caution light, and, for once, the virtual screen appeared. It had

even more caution lights and something he had never seen in a ship this large—an
ice-blue flare.

Evacuate immediately.
“What the hell?” Iqbar asked.
“Someone’s tampered with the anacapa drive,” he said.
“I see that,” she said. “But it’s not—”
“Looks like they started it incorrectly, then taxed it. If I could figure out what they

did, then maybe—”
“That’s not reversible.” Palmer spoke from behind him. He was leaning over

Zarges’ shoulder. 
The reason Palmer had gone under the control panels was that he was the most

adept at handling unfamiliar equipment. He could process information faster than
anyone else Zarges had ever worked with.

“Can we forestall it?” Zarges asked. “Maybe buy ourselves more time?”
“Maybe,” Palmer said. “I think we’re better served getting everyone off this ship

and getting as far away from it as possible.”
Zarges was afraid he would say that. “I’ll let the other teams know they’re on

point. Dorthea, contact the Aizsargs. Tell them that they’re going to have to move as
far away from this ship as possible.”

“Yes, sir.” Iqbar toggled her comm system so that she contacted the Aizsargs di-
rectly.

Zarges contacted Khusru.
“Sufia,” he said, “we have to evacuate. And our timeline just got a lot tighter. This

ship isn’t going to last much longer.”
He didn’t want to explain the anacapa. It would be too complicated.
“Got it,” she said. And he felt a small measure of relief.
She knew what to do. She had to get to the bridge and begin evacuation proce-

dures from there. She would also do a shipwide announcement if she could.
After he contacted Rescue One, he would see if he could find the shipwide coms

from down here. 
It was always better to have an announcement come from the bridge, though. It

gave the order more authority, and often guaranteed faster compliance.
They needed fast compliance. They were going to need every single minute they

had. And even then, he wasn’t sure they would be able to save everyone.
Just his luck. Another impossible mission. 
Because nothing was ever easy in this job. 
Nothing at all.
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7

“Captain,” Ullman said. “I found some of the files.”
Dauber moved her gaze away from the screen rising in front of her. She had been

watching small golden dots representing her teams from Rescue One, moving
through the schematics of the old ship. So far, the schematics Ullman had found in
the Fleet records matched what they were seeing.

She hadn’t monitored communications in real time, though, because she’d learned
long ago that doing so gave her the wrong focus. It made her remember that those
gold dots represented human beings she knew and cared about, rather than people
upon whom the success or failure of a mission rested.

The rest of the bridge crew continued to work the rescue. She walked over to Ull-
man’s side, surprised as always that even when he was sitting down he was nearly
as tall as she was. 

“Where?” she asked, leaning over his shoulder.
“Here,” Ullman said, expanding the screen he was working on so that she could see

the information scrolling by. He processed data faster than she did, which was one
reason she liked having him on navigation: he could change directions and figure out
if there was a problem faster than anyone on the team. He often saw discrepancies
before the computers figured them out.

He was gifted, in a way that she didn’t entirely understand.
“Summarize for me,” she said, knowing she wouldn’t be able to see half of what he

had already absorbed.
“The Renegat is, like we thought, an SC-class vessel. It has an undistinguished ser-

vice record.” He pointed a finger at the three-dimensional image of the ship, spin-
ning in its little informational cocoon.

She couldn’t help herself. She looked through his screen at the screen where Almadi
was working. The structure of the ship was exactly the same—at least from here.

“So,” she said, “what’s the story?”
Because there had to be one. An SC-class vessel didn’t just disappear. Fighters

sometimes did. Runabouts got stolen. Smaller ships always had troubles. But an SC-
class ship usually had a crew of four to five hundred, and an important mission.

“More than a hundred years ago,” Ullman said, “the Renegat went on some kind of
secret mission, and never returned.”

“What kind of secret mission?” she asked.
He shrugged. “I have no idea. It’s still blocked off. I need higher clearance than I

have to find out what the Renegat was working on.”
That made her frown. Missions over a hundred years old shouldn’t have that level

of classification. 
“Let me try,” she said, and called up her own screen. She opaqued it, put in all of

her identification, and looked up the Renegat. 
She found a bit more about the ship—it had apparently reported in for the first

half of its assignment. But once it arrived on site, communication slowed and then
vanished. 

“Huh,” she said, studying the information in front of her, wondering if she could let
Ullman look at the file. A peek would be a small breach of protocol, but her superiors
might overlook that in this situation. 

“What did you find?” he asked.
“A lot of foldspace travel,” she said. “To where I don’t know. And for what reason, I

have yet to ascertain. But there are notations on this file that there were time dis-
crepancies appearing in the communications with the Fleet.”

“Time discrepancies?” Ribisi raised his head from his workstation. “From foldspace?”
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He’d always cautioned her about letting smaller ships use their anacapa drives. His
studies of the ships he had engineered for showed that time discrepancies often
showed up first in smaller ships. He had once threatened to retire from active duty
and move to one of the science ships so that he could study foldspace more thoroughly.

Dauber had never had a better engineer, so she discouraged that thought as subtly
as she could.

“I’m not sure what caused the discrepancies,” she said. “But there’s a notation on the
file that the time discrepancies were growing worse each time the Renegat traveled
through foldspace. The officers in charge of the mission wanted the Renegat to return
to the Fleet, but the captain—one Ivan Preemas—said that he had arrived at his des-
tination, so returning was just plain silly. That was his last communication.”

“And they blamed the silence on time discrepancies?” Almadi asked, sounding
skeptical. The entire bridge crew was listening now.

Dauber couldn’t discuss too much, now that everyone was listening, not on the
open bridge.

“The log doesn’t say. But that’s the implication,” she said. “It was taking them
weeks to travel through foldspace.”

“Weeks?” Ribisi and Ullman repeated the word at the same time. Everyone else
looked just as stunned. 

The Fleet did its best to have short foldspace runs, not long ones.
“Yeah,” Dauber said. “That’s what it looks like. And I can’t tell from the informa-

tion that I have if the weeks to travel through foldspace were unusual or business as
usual.”

“They sent a single ship on a long foldspace run?” asked Lauritz. “A Security Class
ship?”

Lauritz’s tone reinforced Dauber’s surprise. But the fact that Lauritz was sur-
prised was even more important, because she had served on SC-class vessels and
had briefly captained one during her training to become Chief of Security on a DV-
class ship.

Dauber glanced at the image of the darkened ship, her own ships surrounding it,
then back. The Renegat’s mission was a hundred years old, and the ship was clearly
in distress. She needed to share this classified information.

Still, she would have to limit it. She would give the information to Almadi and to
Ullman, or maybe to Ribisi, Almadi, and Ullman. The key was Ullman. He needed to
see this.

“It says here that the Renegat left with a new crew. It started out with a comple-
ment of 487, but added anywhere from twenty to thirty new crewmembers during
two different sector base stops.”

“Two sector base stops?” Almadi asked. “How far was this ship traveling?”
Dauber shook her head. “That I can’t tell.”
“And why the uncertainty on the crew complement?” Ribisi said. “Either there

were 507 crewmembers or 517.”
“Or something in between,” Ullman said. 
The vague number was unusual. Everything about this mission was unusual.
“Captain, Rescue One is running into some difficulties.” Ornitz clearly hadn’t been

paying any attention to the conversation on the bridge. She had been monitoring
Rescue One’s chatter. “They’re saying the anacapa drive on the ship is failing. They
want us to get as far from the ship as possible. They’ll come back to us, if and when
they have the crew.”

The entire bridge was silent for a half second. The Renegat had traveled alone
through long swatches of foldspace. It had lost time, and had now appeared a hun-
dred years after it was lost, here, at the edge of a nearly closed sector.
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And the anacapa drive was in distress.
“Let me see what I can do for that anacapa drive,” Ribisi said. 
“From a distance,” Dauber said. “We’re moving the Aizsargs as far from this as we

can and still provide support to Rescue One.”
She had never been near an anacapa explosion, but she had heard about them.

Entire DV-class vessels got destroyed in those kinds of disasters. 
Even when an anacapa went critical and didn’t explode, the energy waves could cat-

apult another ship with a similar drive into foldspace, or destroy the other ship’s drive.
She tapped Ullman’s screen that showed information on the Renegat. The screen

vanished.
He looked at her, surprised.
“Plot the fastest course without using foldspace,” she said. “We need to move. Now.”
“Yes, sir,” he said, and got to work.
Dauber sent the Renegat’s crew list to Ornitz. 
“Isolate the bridge crew and the heads of departments,” Dauber said. “Send those

names to Rescue One. Rescues go smoother when you can call someone by name.”
She hoped. Because there was no way to know if the people on board were crew or

someone else, no idea if the ship had been stolen or if it had limped home.
All she did know was that the Renegat had left the Fleet with about five hundred

people and had returned, damaged, a hundred years later, with only two hundred
people on board. 

She had no idea what she was facing—what her people were facing—and she al-
most smiled.

An enigma, an adventure, and a challenge, all in one. 
She hadn’t realized just how much she had needed all three.

8

Raina felt stupid being on the bridge. What could she do here, anyway? The power
was gone, the atmosphere was leaking, and her suit was dying. The best thing she
could do was save herself. There were escape pods somewhere on this vessel. All she
needed was to carry a new environmental suit with her, and she was good to go.

Let Yusef continue frantically slapping panels and cursing the dwindling power.
He wasn’t asking for her help. He wouldn’t want it if she offered it. He thought he
knew what he was doing, and it was pretty clear to her this catastrophe was beyond
his meager skills.

He probably wouldn’t even notice if she propelled herself out of this bridge, maybe
wouldn’t even notice if she took one of the escape pods.

So she got off the ship. Then what? A pod, a month, maybe, of life support, as she
drifted—where? And what did she know about escape pods anyway? Her training in
escape pods had been DV training, nearly a decade ago, before she gave up her ca-
reer to follow the downward spiral that had been India’s lot. 

India.
Raina’s heart clenched, and she forced herself to think about something else. Be-

cause India would want her to survive.
Right? 
Or would she? India had shown a completely different side of herself in those last

few hours. India had sided with Captain Preemas—
“You know,” Yusef said. “You could try to fix something.”
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Raina could. And she could fail. 
“I’m going for a new suit first,” she said. “Do you know of any extras close?”
“I’d be able to find you something if the ship’s computers were up and running,” he

said.
She could have too. They could do anything with computers. That was the beauty

of it. That was why she thought the Renegat would be able to make the trip back.
Hell, the ship did 90 percent of the work—most of the time.

When the ship was functioning. Before it had gotten attacked.
A beam of light hit Yusef, outlining his shadow against the dead screen on the

wall. 
“You did something,” she said, feeling excited for the first time. “You got partial

lights—”
“That’s not me,” he said. “I’m not working the lights at the moment.”
She would have snapped at him, she should have snapped at him, because the

lights were part of the environmental system, and if he could fix that, then the at-
mosphere would return and it would buy them time.

Another light hit him, and then a third. Suddenly light blinded her.
She had to turn sideways to get it out of her eyes.
“What the hell?” Yusef snapped. He looked up and cursed.
She looked over, saw three people in unfamiliar environmental suits near the en-

trance to the bridge, glowing in the darkness. 
“Captain Preemas?” a woman’s voice said. It sounded thin and crackly, as if it were

coming from very far away.
Raina glanced at Yusef, but couldn’t see his face through his helmet. He was star-

ing at the three people like he couldn’t believe they were there.
Raina couldn’t either. They were looking for Captain Preemas? He wasn’t on the

ship. If the woman were part of the crew flying home, she would know that. 
“Who are you?” Raina asked, because Yusef hadn’t done anything—not since he’d

looked up and cursed. It was as if his brain had stopped working.
“I’m Sufia Khusru,” the woman said. Raina couldn’t tell which of them was speak-

ing. With the way the lights fell on the environmental suits, Raina couldn’t even tell
if all three of the people facing her were women or if only one of them was.

“I’m from the Aizsargs,” the woman was saying. “We saw you, saw your distress,
and are here to get you off this ship.”

Raina hadn’t heard of the Aizsargs, but she wasn’t sure that meant anything. She
wasn’t sure she could recite the names of all the ships in the Fleet. 

Still, it should have sounded familiar, right?
She swallowed hard. “What’s the Aizsargs?”
The newcomers glanced at each other, or rather, at the person in the middle. That

had to be who was speaking. 
“It’s a Fleet vessel,” the woman said, and she sounded a bit cautious, as if she

wasn’t sure Raina would know what the Fleet was. “DV-class. We have enough room
for everyone on board, but we have limited time to get you to our ship.”

Fleet vessel. DV-class. The biggest the Fleet had to offer outside of a few war-
ships—at least these days. Raina’s eyes filled with tears, and she willed them away.
Someone who knew what they were doing. How had that happened? How had they
found a Fleet vessel?

“How do we know you’re who you say you are?” Yusef said.
The woman held up the palm of her hand and an image flared, showing a woman’s

face, and something that looked like a file about her and the Fleet.
Raina had seen such things buried in the personnel files, but never attached to an

environmental suit.
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“We’re with the rescue unit,” the woman—Khusru—said. “We need to hurry. And
we need to let everyone on the ship know they need to evacuate. We want to use the
bridge systems to do that.”

“This is too fast,” Yusef said. “We don’t know who you are—”
“Shut up,” Raina snapped. She didn’t care if these people were lying about being

Fleet. It didn’t matter at all. They had come from outside the Renegat, they clearly
had a ship, and they were offering rescue. “Control panels aren’t working here.”

“Cayden can handle that,” Khusru said, as if Raina knew who this Cayden was.
She guessed it didn’t matter. He—she?—would do what needed to be done.

One of the newcomers detached from the others and entered the bridge. He—?—
moved toward the communications panel. The third member headed toward Yusef,
who held up his hands like he was trying to stop that person.

“Can we help?” Raina asked, trying to forestall any crisis. She didn’t care what
Yusef wanted. Raina wanted—she needed —to get off this ship.

“Get me the captain,” Khusru said. “We need him to verify the evacuation.”
Raina’s face grew warm. She was trembling. If they were Fleet like they said they

were, then they would want to know what happened to him.
“Um.” God, Raina had no idea how to handle this. Not that she had had any idea

how to handle any of it in any way all along. “He’s not . . . he’s not . . . a lot of . . .
we’re . . .”

She looked at Yusef, who was watching the third new person. Yusef stood near the
anacapa and that person was heading toward it. 

Raina tried again. “We’re . . . just trying to get home.”
“Home?” Khusru asked.
“Back to the Fleet,” Raina said.
“Well,” Khusru’s tone was all business. “You’ve done that. Now head to the cargo

bay on, I believe, Deck Four. Right? You have a cargo bay on Deck Four?”
Raina swallowed. Her mouth was dry. Her heart was hammering so hard that she

could feel it throughout her system. Maybe that was because the suit was failing, not
because she was scared.

“We have a cargo bay on four,” she confirmed. “Um, and I don’t know how you’re
getting us out of here, but you should know my suit’s failing.”

“Are there other suits on board that you could use?” Khusru asked.
“I don’t know,” Raina said. “I was just going to look.”
“I’d rather have you evacuate than search for a new suit,” Khusru said. “Can you

make it to Deck Four without assistance?”
Raina dry-swallowed again, an involuntary movement. God, she was scared. 
“Yeah,” she said.
“Good. I need both of you off this bridge,” Khusru said.
“We have no idea you are who you say you are.” Yusef f inally found his voice.

“We’re not leaving the bridge to you.”
“Then die with the ship,” snapped someone else—another woman. “Because that’s

what’ll happen if you stay here. The problem is, if you don’t let us use the comms, the
rest of your crew will die too.”

“Yusef,” Raina said. “Let’s go.”
“I’m not leaving the bridge,” he said. “I’m the only bridge officer left. It would be

wrong—”
“You were demoted,” Raina said, because she felt she had to. “You were asked to

leave the bridge before we even made it to the Scrapheap. You are only up here be-
cause I needed the help.”

The Cayden person wasn’t paying attention to anything she was saying. He—?—
was doing something to the comm center.
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“Arguing won’t help anyone,” Khusru said. “Our people have determined that this
ship will blow, and it’ll be an anacapa-based explosion. None of us will survive that.”

She pushed herself further into the bridge, heading toward Yusef as well.
“You can choose to stay,” Khusru said. “I have no authority over whether or not you

evacuate. Only your captain had that, and I assume he’s no longer with the ship. So
it’s your choice. But stay the hell out of the way of my people.”

Raina didn’t want to hear any more. She wasn’t cut out for any of this. She wasn’t
heroic. That was why she had come home in the first place.

She swallowed a third time. Dammit, that was irritating.
“Deck Four, Cargo Bay One,” she said. “Someone will be there?”
“My team knows what to do.” Khusru’s tone alone dismissed Raina. And Raina

didn’t care.
She pushed her way out of the bridge, heading toward Deck Four. It was dark in the

corridors, although there was some emergency lighting still glowing along the floor.
“Suit,” she said. “I need lights.”
Advise leaving hostile environment as soon as possible, her suit responded.
“I’m trying, please,” she said to the suit, as if it were a person, as if it would re-

spond to begging. “Just a few lights, so I can find a new suit.”
But none of the lights in this suit worked. The emergency lighting extended

through this section. She had a hunch it would be gone below. 
Then lights f lared around her, casting her shadow, large and imposing, on the

closed black door of the elevator to bridge level. Her heart continued to pound much
too hard. It was nerves and the suit. It had to be.

When she got to the cargo bay—if she got to the cargo bay—she would grab a dif-
ferent suit.

And how would she change into it? 
The lights got brighter. She propelled herself forward, not sure what or who was

following her. 
“Raina,” Yusef said in her ear. “Hold up. I’m coming with you.”
She wasn’t sure if she should be relieved he was joining her or worried that he was

no longer on the bridge. Her emotions were catapulting all over the place.
She didn’t stop or even slow down.
“Can’t,” she said. “My suit . . .”
And she let her voice trail off so that he would think that the problem with her suit

was causing her to hurry along. Maybe it was. Maybe they could save her in that car-
go bay. 

Or maybe she would die there, while three strangers took over the Renegat.
“They’re trying to steal the ship,” Yusef said as he caught up to her.
“You don’t know that,” Raina said. “And why do you care? The ship is falling apart.”
She should care too because it was trained into her. She should always care about

the ship. The ship was more important than the crew. The ship would outlast the
crew. That was what she had learned over all the years.

Protect the ship.
“They pulled me away from the anacapa,” he said. “They lied. They say it’s going to

explode.”
“I thought you didn’t know anything about anacapa drives.” Her throat constrict-

ed, making it hard to get the words out. The three had said that on the bridge. What
if they were right?

“I know enough to know that alarms would have deafened us by now if the anaca-
pa was malfunctioning,” Yusef said. 

He moved ahead of her and grabbed her arm, using his momentum to pull her for-
ward. She was getting lightheaded. Was the suit finally completely compromised?
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“Even with the power gone?” she asked.
He didn’t answer, and she had worked with him enough these past few weeks to

realize that when he didn’t know the answer, he often remained silent rather than
firmly stating something that could later be proven wrong.

“Let’s just get to the cargo bay,” she said. “We’ll f ind out soon enough if they’re
telling us the truth.”

She wasn’t sure how they would find that out, exactly, because cargo bays could be
locked off from the rest of the Renegat. That much she knew. 

But she had to trust, just a little.
“We’re going to die, you know,” Yusef said softly.
“I know,” she said, just as softly. “Believe me, I know.”

9

The Renegat had two different cargo bays on two different levels of the ship—at
least according to the schematics. The crew of Rescue One was trusting the schemat-
ics on everything. If the schematics were wrong, two hundred people would die.

The crew of Rescue One was trained not to think about those things. Instead, the
crew worked the rescue quickly and efficiently. They deployed the large slow ships
nicknamed life rafts to the doors of the two cargo bays. The first life raft attached to
the main cargo bay door so that when it opened, fifty of the Renegat’s crew could get
inside. Then Rescue One would pull the life raft into its own docking bay.

The timing on this part of the mission had to be precise, because the Renegat was
going to explode. But the crew of Rescue One had done quick and frightening work
before and had long ago learned how to compartmentalize.

The second life raft had attached to a different cargo bay door.
Everything was ready.
Now all they needed were the people inside the Renegat to open the doors—and

escape.

10

Zarges had found the communications array in the little engineering alcove.
Palmer was transferring power to it when the announcement, tagged with a cap-
tain’s code, came through Zarges’ helmet, blaringly loud.

This is the bridge: Evacuate the Renegat immediately. Head to both cargo bays. Fol-
low instructions once you arrive.

Zarges let out a small sigh of relief. He didn’t have to contact the Renegat’s crew
from down here, where he wasn’t even certain such a contact was possible.

He hoped the Renegat’s crew obeyed the announcement, because Khusru hadn’t cit-
ed the captain as her source. Starting with this is the bridge wasn’t standard protocol.

“All right,” Zarges said to his team. “We can’t do anything else here. Let’s help with
the evacuations.”

Palmer pushed away from the alcove. Iqbar followed, saying, “I have dibs on Cargo
Bay Two.”

Zarges loved her tone, adventurous and light. 
It wasn’t that they were having fun, but they were doing a job that they loved, a

job that they didn’t want to leave even when given the chance to do so.
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They couldn’t enjoy it, at least in the moment, or, at least, they couldn’t say they
were enjoying it. 

But this was what they were good at. This was what they were built for.
They should, at least, get some pleasure out of the knowledge that they were doing

it well.

11

The announcement was strange. It sounded official, but it wasn’t official. An offi-
cial announcement would have had more identifiers—who was talking, who was is-
suing the orders—or it would have had none at all.

Still, Justine Breaux felt a tiny thread of relief.
She was wearing her environmental suit, her boots clamped to the f loor of the

third deck recreation room. She wasn’t alone. Five other people were here, although
she didn’t know most of them except by their determined faces.

All six of them exercised at the same time every day, using one of the treadmills
built into the floor. Only, since the battle (and who thought she would ever experi-
ence a battle?), the treadmills hadn’t worked. 

A lot of things hadn’t worked, and she hadn’t complained, because she still be-
lieved, deep down, that she would get home.

Not that she had ever thought of Sector Base Z as home. She had always hoped for
more adventure than she ever would have gotten on a sector base, so she had joined
the crew of the Renegat when Captain Preemas made a plea for researchers and spe-
cialists in foldspace.

It had seemed like a grand plan, like something that would grant her entry into a
completely different part of the Fleet. But she should have thought it through.

Almost two dozen Fleet-trained personnel left the Renegat at Sector Base Z. Some
of them even quit the Fleet. They didn’t apply for jobs at the sector base at all.

And they could have. Captain Preemas hadn’t reprimanded them, so they hadn’t
lost their status. Although the status most of them had was tainted. Their service on
the Renegat was more punishment than promotion. Everyone she had talked to had
ended up on this ship, not chosen to be here.

And that had made her feel uncomfortable too. 
But after Captain Preemas had recruited her, she had felt good. Captain Preemas

had been clear: He needed help for this strange mission he was on, and he hadn’t
been afraid to ask for it.

She had liked that. She had been a fool.
Particularly since she’d only had rudimentary drills in procedures that everyone

else seemed to know from birth.
Like how to deal with a loss of atmosphere, and how to evacuate the damn ship.
Tears pricked her eyes, and she blinked hard, willing the tears away. She was not

going to be that person, the one who panicked when faced with something new.
She had put on her own environmental suit when the ship had told them to do so,

and she had even helped a couple of the other people. And then she had calmly wait-
ed for more instructions, convinced there would be more instructions—or that some-
one would fix the problem.

She had waited and waited, and she was almost ready to give up, find an escape
pod even if that wasn’t normal procedure, when the additional instructions came.

And surprisingly—unsurprisingly. Both, really—the additional instructions were
to evacuate.
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She knew exactly where one of the cargo bays was, because she had entered the
ship on that level all those months ago. But finding that bay in the cold and the dark
was a whole other matter.

This is the bridge: Evacuate the Renegat immediately. Head to both cargo bays. Fol-
low instructions once you arrive.

The repeated announcement jolted her. Whoever was making the announce-
ments—Raina? One of the old bridge crew?—was completely serious about it.

Justine flicked on her suit lights, nearly blinding herself. She had to shut off the
lights around her shoulders, but she left the helmet lights on.

The other five people did the same thing.
They were doing what she was doing, which irritated her more than she could say.
Not only was she responsible for herself, she was going to end up being responsible

for them too.
The announcement gave no timeline. Just said immediately. Which she was tak-

ing to mean yesterday.
She started forward, realized walking in gravity boots when she was in a hurry

was just plain stupid, and hoped she still had the zero-g skills she had acquired at
school as a child.

If not, she could always turn the gravity back on and try to run. That would be
hard enough.

She had to clear the negative thoughts from her mind. 
She could do this.
She walked to the door, the gravity boots making her feel like she was walking un-

derwater, and then grabbed the edges of the doorframe.
With a single voice command, she shut off the gravity in her boots.
Her hands remained gripped on the frame, but her feet lifted. She felt like she was

floating on air, even though she knew she wasn’t. 
“Okay,” she said, more to herself than her little flock of followers. “Here goes nothing.”
And then she pushed off into the darkened corridor.

12

A dozen people were already in Cargo Bay One when Raina and Yusef arrived.
Everyone wore regulation environmental suits, and most had their knuckle lights on.
Most were standing on the floor, which meant the gravity in their boots was working.

The lights illuminated the space where everyone was standing. The light was fo-
cused and small, rather than the bright lights that usually revealed every part of the
cargo bay.

Beyond that cluster of people, the bay was dark and a lot more dangerous than it
usually was. All of the cargo that didn’t have its own little artificial gravity built into
its container or hadn’t been tied down in one way or another floated. Raina had to
be careful as she moved past boxes and round metal containers. As she floated in
closer to the group of people illuminating the center of the bay, she saw another
group huddled near the extra-wide bay doors. A few of them had helmet lights
trained on the bay doors.

The lights formed competing circles that barely overlapped, leaving parts of the
doors in darkness.

She had no idea if standing so close to the bay doors was a good idea or not. There was
no airlock in this bay. If those doors opened, then everyone could be sucked into space. 
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If the doors opened, in theory, the door to the corridor would seal shut, and the rest
of the ship would be protected. But she had no idea if that would work now that
everything else had failed.

Both groups were eerily quiet. There was no chatter like there had been when the
Renegat left the Scrapheap, or even in the aftermath of the attack. Maybe everyone
knew this was their last chance at survival.

Or maybe they had already given up.
At least there was one blessing in these weird little gatherings of people. At least

they couldn’t see each other through the helmets. No one would recognize her if she
didn’t identify herself. If everyone inside the cargo bay knew Raina had arrived, they
would start peppering her with questions she couldn’t answer.

Now she wished she had told Yusef not to mention her name. 
He hadn’t said anything so far, but he was the kind of man who would screw some-

thing up just because he touched it.
Which made her wonder about the anacapa comments the rescuers had made.

Was the problem the drive? Had it been hit like Yusef had said? Shouldn’t it have ex-
ploded if it had?

Or had he screwed it up by trying to fix it?
Her stomach hurt. She didn’t know if that was due to the slowly leaking oxygen or

because her entire body knew Yusef had screwed up, and she simply didn’t want to
admit it to herself.

This is the bridge: Evacuate the Renegat immediately. Head to both cargo bays. Fol-
low instructions once you arrive.

Third announcement. This was serious.
And then she realized: she had arrived in the cargo bay. Where were the extra in-

structions?
She glanced at Yusef, an unsettled feeling making her cold.
Were there only three intruders, not three rescuers? Space pirates, come to kill

everyone on the Renegat by leaving them in the bay, hoping for rescue? Somehow
that would be so much worse than actually killing everyone. 

Raina glanced at the closed bay doors. The rest of the rescuers just weren’t here
yet, that was all.

She was going to be fine. 
They were going to be fine.
She had to believe it, because if she didn’t, she would go completely mad.

13

Zarges took Cargo Bay One. Iqbar was already at Cargo Bay Two. They only had
about fifteen minutes left to engineer a rapid evaluation.

He hoped that Palmer’s time estimate was off, because Zarges could tell just from
the number of people still arriving that nowhere near two hundred people had
reached the cargo bays.

“Sufia,” he said to Khusru through the suit’s comm link, “you need to change the
announcement. Tell everyone they have less than five minutes to get here.”

“Or what?” she asked. “We leave them behind?”
“If we have to put it that way, yes,” he said.
Then he pushed himself inside Cargo Bay One. His suit lights illuminated float-

ing cargo, some right in front of his face. Two groups of people looked like beacons in
the darkness. One group stood a little too close to the cargo bay doors.
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He had to get to them first.
“You’ve got forty to fifty people inside that bay,” Palmer said. He was still in engi-

neering, still trying to see if he could buy them all more time. “You want me to con-
tact one of the life rafts?”

Zarges felt a surge of irritation. Why was Palmer looking at the number of people
in the bay, rather than working on stopping the upcoming explosion?

“I’ve got this,” Zarges said. “You finish up.”
“I have,” Palmer said. “There’s nothing I can do. I’m heading to your bay now.

You’re the one with the crowd.”
Zarges didn’t respond. Instead, he threaded his way through the floating cargo to

the cargo bay doors. He illuminated his face ever so slightly so that the group of peo-
ple could see him and toggled his communications link so that it broadcasted on all
frequencies.

“My name is Raul Zarges,” he said. “I am with the Fleet.”
Someone moved their hands together, and then everyone did. White gloves slapped

against white gloves, but of course, he couldn’t hear anything.
For a half second, he wondered if this was some strange custom that he had never

heard of, and then he realized they were applauding him. Even though they knew he
couldn’t hear them.

He felt a small rush of relief. He had been wondering if the people on board this
ship had stolen it or if they even knew what the Fleet was.

Maybe they didn’t. Maybe they were just applauding the fact that he was an out-
sider. Those details didn’t matter, though. What mattered was getting these people
off this ship.

“I need the group nearest the doors to move to the middle of the bay. I don’t know
if you’re familiar with the Fleet’s rescue technology, but in case you aren’t, we’re at-
taching ships we call ‘life rafts’ to the side of the ship. In a few minutes, you’ll be able
to step through the doors onto the life raft.”

Everyone was facing him. He couldn’t see through their helmets. All he could see
were images of his face, illuminated in pale brown light, reflected back at him.

“The raft can only hold fifty people.” 
He paused there, and he shouldn’t have, because they stirred, as if they were

afraid a large number of people would be left behind. 
“Our scans show that there are about two hundred people on this ship,” he said.

“Is that right?”
No one answered him. On the far end of the bay, he saw more lighted figures en-

tering.
And then another announcement:
You have less than five minutes to get to the cargo bays. We are beginning evacua-

tions, and we are on a clock. The ship is falling apart. You have to hurry.
The group in front of him stirred again. He was beginning to think they were

Fleet, because if they weren’t they would have already started pushing and shoving
to get as close to the door as possible.

“I need to know,” he said as the announcement ended. “Are there two hundred peo-
ple on this ship? Or are there more in some area that my scans can’t reach? The brig,
maybe, or some kind of container in one of the medical bays?”

Again, no one answered him. He was beginning to wonder if they could communi-
cate through the comm links.

“I’m not starting the evacuation until someone answers me,” he said, even though
that wasn’t true.

“We have 199 people on board,” said a woman’s voice. She sounded like an author-
ity. The farthest group parted slightly, as she used the shoulders and helmets of her
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colleagues to propel herself forward. “No one is in the brig, and there’s nothing in the
medical bay that should block a Fleet scan.”

“Good,” Zarges said. “Thank you. Then we’re starting the evacuation.”
The woman was only a few feet from him. He reached up, grabbed her arm, and

pulled her closer.
She struggled.
“My suit . . .” she said. “Please.”
“This won’t hurt your suit,” he said. “Stand near me.”
“My suit is failing,” she said. “Please let go of it.”
Instead of letting go, he pulled her with him toward the bay doors. If her suit was

failing that meant others probably were as well. 
“Rescue One,” he said on a private channel, “prepare the life rafts. I will be opening

the bay door and sending evacuees to you.”
“Copy that,” came the response. 
“Do you know how to operate the bay doors manually?” he asked the woman he

was holding.
“No,” she said. “And please, let me go.”
He did, since it was causing her so much distress. “Does anyone know how to man-

ually operate the bay doors?”
Someone toward the back raised a hand, with palm light on, nearly blinding him.

He turned away because he had to.
“You, then,” he said, sounding as authoritarian as he could. “Help me open the

doors. The rest of you step through them in a calm and orderly fashion. I will be in-
formed when we reach the fifty-person limit. At that moment, I will close the bay
doors while the first life raft leaves and a second takes its place.”

He couldn’t ask them if they understood. He wouldn’t be able to see their respons-
es and he didn’t want the comm links filled with chatter.

The person who had raised his—her?—hand was already heading to the wall
nearest the doors. Zarges followed, just as another announcement resounded
through the comm links. 

You have less than three minutes to get to the cargo bays. We are beginning evacua-
tions, and we are on a clock. The ship is falling apart. You have to hurry.

The person who knew how to work the doors was hanging onto a handle near an
open panel. 

“Now?” he asked. 
“Yes,” Zarges said.
The panel looked familiar, but Zarges was glad he had asked for help. His new as-

sistant hit two different buttons, then pulled a small lever. If this panel worked the
way similar manual controls worked, the lever activated some pulleys and the doors
would slide on the built-in rails as smoothly as if the computers had guided them.

For a half second, the doors remained closed, and Zarges’ heart started hammer-
ing. He didn’t know if he could wedge doors that large open, and he didn’t want to
fire on them, not with people this close, and not with the life raft attached to the out-
side of the ship.

Then the doors wobbled. They opened unevenly—the door closest to him moving
faster than the door on the other side.

Light from the life raft poured into the bay. The life raft looked surprisingly small
compared to the bay, but it didn’t matter. Evacuees poured onto the life raft before
he could even give the order.

He hadn’t even set up his counting system.
On the private channel, he asked, “You’re monitoring the numbers?”
“We have it,” came the reply.
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Which was good, because he didn’t. 
In less than a minute, the evacuees closest to the life raft had already entered it. A

handful more stepped across the threshold when a voice said, “That’s it. Make them
stand back.”

“That’s it,” he repeated on the comms. “That raft is at maximum capacity. We have
another waiting. Step back and we’ll set up.”

Those who had started into the raft continued forward as if he hadn’t spoken, but
the next group of people did stop, thank heavens. He’d conducted rescues where he’d
had to hold off the evacuees with weapons, just to keep things orderly.

He was glad that wasn’t happening here. Looking up, he saw that no one stood in
the actual doors, and he said to his helper, “Close the doors.”

The helper hit another button that Zarges hadn’t seen, and then pushed up on the
lever. The doors closed much more easily than they had opened.

More people lined up, some leaving their head and shoulder lights on. The junk float-
ing around the bay seemed like it was aiming at the lights, when he knew it wasn’t.

The evacuees shifted again. He recognized their movements. They were on the
edge of panic. It wouldn’t take much to tip them over.

The last thing he wanted was another announcement. That would frighten them
worse, particularly since they had probably passed the time deadline that Iqbar had set.

He switched to the private Rescue One channel. “Dorthea, no more announce-
ments. We need to finish the evacuation.”

“Already ahead of you,” she said. “We left the bridge a few minutes ago. There was
no way to make that announcement automated. Do we know if everyone has arrived
at the cargo bays?”

“I don’t,” he said. “Rescue One, do you have the figures?”
“There are sixty-eight people in Cargo Bay One, and twenty-three remaining in

Cargo Bay Two.”
Great, he thought but didn’t say; they would have to move people from this bay to

the next one over.
“Can we make three stops here?” he asked.
“We can, but that doesn’t solve one issue. Nine people have not yet arrived at ei-

ther bay.”
He felt cold. Either he could send some team members to find the remaining evac-

uees or he could abandon them. He’d never abandoned people in a rescue before, al-
though with this kind of emergency, the Fleet policy was to abandon those who
hadn’t arrived before the time limit. 

“Are they on their way?” Zarges asked.
“Looks like it.”
“Then I’ll wait for them,” he said. “I’ll get them off this ship.” 
Somehow. After he evacuated 91 more people.
Before the exploding ship killed them all.

14

Everything looked the same in the dark. The walls, the floor, the ceiling. The doors
weren’t even labeled. Not with real printing. When the power was working, all Jus-
tine had to do was touch a door, and the name of the department would flare at her. 

She hadn’t memorized the ship, not in that unconscious way that would have al-
lowed her to get around it in the dark and the cold, leading five other people, none of
whom had corrected her, and said, You’re going the wrong way.
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She was, though. She had to be. Because she should have been to Deck Four by
now. Had she gone down too far? Not far enough? Taken the wrong ladder? Turned
the wrong direction?

She had no idea, and her suit—the regulation, ill-fitting suit she had pulled out of
the recreation room—had no map. What kind of suit had no built-in map?

“Does anyone know where we are?” she asked. “Does anyone have a map?”
One of the others brushed against the wall and tapped it, as if expecting one of the

built-in maps to appear. But of course it didn’t. The power was off. Hadn’t these peo-
ple realized that? There wasn’t even enough atmosphere for them, because otherwise
they wouldn’t have to wear the damn suits.

Those tears that had been threatening came back and she blinked them away.
Had she missed the opportunity? Had the rescuers, whoever they were, already

gotten everyone else off the Renegat?
Was she going to die here, with five people whose names she didn’t even know, on

a failing ship because she got turned around?
Because she never bothered, in all the time she’d been here, to learn how to find

her way around without electronic help?
What was wrong with her, anyway?
She was panicking. That was what was wrong.
If she continued to panic, she would die. And these hangers-on, these people who

couldn’t think for themselves, they would die too.
And she would have them on her conscience.
She giggled. She wouldn’t have a conscience. She would be dead. And dead people

didn’t have a conscience.
Or at least, she didn’t think they did.
She stopped, patted her damn suit, then pushed on the fingertips of her gloves.

Some suits she’d used, some of the really sophisticated new ones, brought up maps
that way. 

But of course this one didn’t.
“Suit,” she said, “can you put a map of the Renegat on my visor?”
She hoped she wasn’t broadcasting to the others. But then what did it matter if

she was broadcasting? She was trying to save all of them. And if she didn’t say any-
thing, she would literally—literally—die of embarrassment.

No map appeared.
And no one else stepped up or said anything. These people were starting to drive

her crazy. She could only try one more thing.
“Suit,” she said, “show me how to get to Cargo Bay One from here.”
Lights flared around her eyes. A red trail led to her right. She turned, then spun.

She had limited zero-G skills, and that movement hadn’t helped. In fact, it had prob-
ably contributed to her getting turned around.

She grabbed part of the wall, saw a hand on her leg, and realized she hadn’t even
felt it. She looked over, and someone—one of the others, another woman—was hold-
ing onto her, helping her out of the spin. 

The red trail was now behind Justine. She had no idea exactly how that had hap-
pened. And to make matters worse, she was dizzy.

But there was a red trail. And it led down a corridor. And even if the damn trail
was wrong, it was a chance.

She couldn’t let a chance go by. She just couldn’t.
“Thank you,” she said to the person who stabilized her. “Thank you.”
And then she eased herself around, using the wall as a brace. When she faced the

corridor exactly, she pushed off, careened a little to the side, had to push off that wall,
and forced herself forward.
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Like swimming, her father had told her all those years ago. He had actually served
on a Fleet ship. Maybe she had joined the Renegat because she had been emulating
him. Think of it like swimming but without the force of the water pushing against you.

She hadn’t understood that until now. She could handle swimming. She would use
the walls like water, using them to propel herself forward when she needed to.

And she needed to.
Because that be here in five minutes announcement had occurred at least ten min-

utes ago.
Please don’t leave without us, she thought, forcing herself not to whisper the words

out loud. Please. Please don’t leave without us. We’ll be right there. We’re trying. We
just got lost. Please. Please don’t leave us behind.

The knot in her stomach told her that she didn’t believe she would make it to the
cargo bay in time. She would die here.

But at least she would die trying.

15

The man, the rescuer in charge, the one who had said he was from the Fleet, had
shoved Raina into the thing he called the life raft. Maybe he had this misguided im-
pression that she would stay behind and help the others.

But her suit was dying. She wasn’t going to be any good to anyone if she couldn’t
help herself.

Other people were also shoved into the life raft. Lights were on—and she hadn’t
realized just how much she had missed lights. Good lights, lights that illuminated
everything.

And everything here was just soft walls on all sides. Designed, probably, for people
who had no environmental suits or who had been injured. There were straps on each
wall and there appeared to be built in sleeping compartments, like bags attached to
the walls.

It took her a moment to realize those bags were for people who were unconscious
or injured or unable to hold onto straps themselves.

Things could be a lot worse. Everyone could have been so damaged they wouldn’t
have been able to move on their own.

She swallowed, still too lightheaded for her own good.
The cargo bay door closed and then a film covered the opening. Now she was real-

ly inside some kind of cube, even though it wasn’t dark.
Yay! It wasn’t dark. She wasn’t sure she would ever be able to handle the dark again.
Welcome, said an androgynous voice in her helmet. You are on a small rescue vessel

on its way to Aizsargs Rescue One, a large rescue ship that will take you to the
Aizsargs, a vessel in service to the Fleet. In less than a minute, the atmosphere will
reestablish itself inside this vessel. You will be able to remove your environmental
suit’s helmet, should you be wearing one. You do not have to remove the helmet if you
are more comfortable with it on. 

Raina let out a small sigh of thanks. She would be all right after all.
She felt heavier than she had in hours, maybe days, and she realized that the

gravity had reestablished itself too. Her feet actually touched the part of this vessel
that was currently serving as the floor.

Everyone around her had hit that part of the floor too. A few people hadn’t held
straps and had fallen onto the floor. No wonder it was made of soft material. She
wondered how long it had taken the Fleet to realize it needed soft interiors on its
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rescue rafts for just this moment, when gravity reasserted itself, and some people fell
so hard that in any other environment they would have been injured.

There, the voice said, as if it had heard her thought. Atmosphere has been reestab-
lished. You may now remove your helmets if you are so inclined.

Raina clawed at hers, her gloved hands unable to find purchase for a moment, be-
fore she remembered she had to unhook from the inside, with a very simple com-
mand. Her brain wasn’t functioning well—probably due to diminished oxygen.

She pulled off her helmet and felt cool air on her face. She took a deep deep breath,
and realized just how long it had been since her lungs had truly been filled with air.

A couple of other people removed their helmets as well, and shook their heads like
they were getting rid of dust. Maybe they were. All of them had hair matted to their
scalps, which told her that their environmental suits hadn’t worked well either.

Apparently no one had tested the damn suits in some time, if ever, and that was
wrong all by itself. She took another deep breath, enjoying it, not realizing until now
how much she had feared never being able to breathe like this again.

Your journey to Aizsargs Rescue One will not take long.
The voice clearly wasn’t just playing in helmets. It was also being broadcast into

this little ship. Into the atmosphere of this little ship, where sound waves actually
had something to vibrate through.

She wanted to clasp her hands together in another spontaneous applause mo-
ment, but she didn’t. No one else would understand it if she did.

Once we have docked, you will be able to step off this vessel onto Aizsargs Rescue
One. From there, you will receive instructions on where you will go next. Please exit
quickly upon arrival. This vessel is designed to return to the site of the rescue to re-
move more survivors. The quicker you exit, the more likely we will be able to help your
friends, family, and colleagues.

Raina leaned against the wall, but she still couldn’t let go of the strap that had
been holding her up. Nor did she completely set aside the helmet, just in case some-
thing else went wrong.

Again, welcome aboard. 
She didn’t care that the words came from a recording. They comforted her, and

they seemed to calm the others—at least the others who had their helmets on.
Everyone still seemed tense though, and no one let go of the straps. The people

who had never grabbed them in the first place just sat where they had landed on the
floor, as if they were afraid to move.

It didn’t quite seem real, this rescue. And maybe it wasn’t. Maybe she had died.
But she didn’t think so. Because she was breathing. And that, all by itself, was the

greatest thing she had experienced in weeks. 
One breath in, one breath out, gave her a feeling of safety that she would have

scoffed at months ago.
One breath in. One breath out. Safe.
Finally.
Safe.

16

Three more stragglers had found their way to Cargo Bay Two just as Iqbar pre-
pared to close her life raft. She contacted Zarges, asked him if the remaining six peo-
ple had arrived in his Cargo Bay.

“Not yet,” he said. But Palmer had. And so had Khusru and her team. 
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He was loading the last of his evacuees onto the life raft. He didn’t see any lights
coming through the doors.

But he couldn’t leave six people behind.
“This ship is pretty unstable,” Palmer said. “We can’t wait.”
“I know,” Zarges said to him. “Here’s what I want to do. I want you and the rest of the

team to get into the life rafts and go back to Rescue One. Disconnect the bridge remotely.”
Palmer brought his head up as the others, listening in on the comm, made noises

of protest. “What will you do?” He asked.
“I’m going to find the missing six,” Zarges said. “Get the life raft back to Rescue

One, then send one last life raft here.”
What he didn’t add was that if the ship blew, they might lose a life raft. But he

didn’t really care. He was willing to risk losing one life raft to save six lives.
Besides, if it didn’t work, he would not be around to face the consequences. If the

Fleet got pissy about the loss of equipment, everyone could blame him. 
Rightfully.
“I’ll stay too,” Palmer said.
“No,” Zarges said. “They’re probably not that far from here. I just have to wait and

get them onboard. I know how to work the doors now, and I can do this without help.”
“Are they nearby?” Palmer asked Rescue One.
“They are not. But they will arrive within ten minutes.”
Palmer f licked his light on inside his helmet so that Zarges could see his face.

Palmer shook his head, his mouth a thin line.
His message was clear. He didn’t believe they had ten minutes.
But he wasn’t going to say that because, like Zarges, he didn’t want someone to

overrule them and keep the life raft away from the Renegat.
Those six people needed a chance.
“I’ll wait for them,” Zarges said. “You need to go. I want Rescue One as far from this

ship as possible. Once the life raft disengages from this ship, then Rescue One can
come get us. Not a moment sooner.”

Palmer closed his eyes for just a moment, the blink long and slow and deliberate.
They both knew the timing would be dicey at best. Life rafts were slow things, without
a lot of power. Even though Zarges could control it from the inside, he wouldn’t be able
to get it out of the blast radius quickly if the ship followed the projected schedule.

Rescue One might decide it was too dangerous to pull the final life raft to safety.
And that was a decision he would be fine with. They all would, in different cir-

cumstances.
Even waiting for these six people was probably a bad idea. But he wouldn’t be able

to live with himself if he didn’t. He couldn’t. He would always imagine them arriv-
ing just as the bay doors closed a final time, waiting in the dark and cold for a rescue
that was never, ever going to come.

He couldn’t be responsible for that.
He wouldn’t be.
Not after the last time. He had lost dozens of people on that rescue. 
He wasn’t about to lose six more.

17

“He’s going to do what?” Dauber said. She looked at the kaleidoscope of images
rising about her tablet, all in three dimensions. Rescue One hung back, two life rafts
heading toward it, with a third making a repeat visit to the disabled vessel. 
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The trail of atmosphere had finally ceased, and she didn’t like that. She also didn’t
like the look of the telemetry she had scrolling on one side. 

There was an increase in energy. Unstable energy, the kind she’d seen coming out
of foldspace in the past.

She had ordered the fighters away from the ship almost an hour ago, and she’d
been sweating Rescue One. The readings from the Renegat’s anacapa drive showed
that it was terribly unstable, and the resulting explosion would be catastrophic.

Rescue One already had one hundred survivors on board. She could order Rescue
One to return to the Aizsargs now, but that bordered on cruel. She had—she hoped—
the extra few minutes for the remaining two life rafts to dock with Rescue One.

But the third one? That was a wish. Not even a prayer. It wasn’t going to survive.
“He thinks the missing six passengers will arrive in time,” Ornitz said.
“I knew I shouldn’t have sent him,” Dauber said. “He’s gotten soft.”
“It’s not soft to try to rescue six people,” said Lauritz.
“It is when it will cost more lives and equipment,” Dauber snapped. “Zarges knows

that. He knows what the regulations are. Throughout his entire career, he’s made
the right call. This is the first time he hasn’t.”

“The f irst time he’s been out in almost a year,” Almadi said softly. “Perhaps he
wasn’t ready.”

“Or perhaps,” Ullman said just as softly, “he decided he didn’t want to lose anyone
again.”

“He doesn’t get to make that decision,” Dauber said.
But Zarges had. Because she couldn’t recall the life raft. It was nearly to the ship.

And he had already stayed behind. 
One of her best off icers, and he was on a suicide mission to save six people he

didn’t even know, people who might have nothing to do with the Fleet, people who
could be thieves or murderers, people who didn’t deserve his sacrifice.

She folded her hands together, then squeezed them tight. Damn him.
Damn him for taking the choice away from her.
Damn him for making her watch this, even when she knew it was going to go all

wrong.

18

Finally, Cargo Bay One.
Justine let out a small breath, feeling the relief. She was here. They were here. 
And the doors leading into the cargo bay were open.
She pushed off the corridor’s wall with a little more force than she had planned.

She was so thrilled to be here. She fairly flew into the bay, and then ducked, because
something floated by her. The duck caused her to spin, and she was losing control,
so she activated the gravity on her boots, hoping they would find the floor, not a wall.

They found a wall. She was jutting out just like a badly designed light fixture. And
she felt stupid, because the rest of the crew would see her like this.

She walked down the wall, put a tentative foot on the floor, and saw the rest of her
little troop float in. Their lights illuminated the floating cargo, and just a small sec-
tion of the bay. And that was when she realized there were no other lights. She
couldn’t see other people in environmental suits. She didn’t see anyone else.

Her heart sank. They were too late. They had missed the rescue because she had
gotten lost, because she hadn’t known how to get to the cargo bays in the dark.
Maybe this was the wrong bay. Maybe this was something else. But the map had led
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her here, and this looked like a cargo bay. It had to be a cargo bay, right? It couldn’t
be anything else. She turned, slowly, picking up her sticky gravity boots and moving.
No. No one. No other lights.

And she had no idea how to get around the ship, let alone find the escape pods.
If there were any left.
Then she saw a lighted figure directly ahead of her. For a moment, she thought she

had imagined it. It looked like an angel. A glowing, beautiful, human-shaped angel.
“Hello?” she said tentatively.
“Hurry up,” the angel said. “Get to the cargo bay doors. We have one last life raft

coming to get us. How many are with you?”
“There are five,” she said, then looked around her. The others were pushing for-

ward, trying to get to the angel. “Six, counting me. I’m not sure if their comms work
properly. They haven’t said anything to me since we started.”

“Can you hear me?” the angel asked them.
A couple of people nodded. Of course. She should have asked that.
“Can you respond?” he asked, and no one did.
Justine felt her cheeks heat. At least there was a reason they had glommed onto

her. She could communicate with them. She walked in her boots, and when that
worked as poorly as it had back in the rec room, she shut off the gravity. She pushed
off the floor with her feet, aiming her body at the angel.

He had moved to the side of the bay doors, and was doing something over there.
Then the doors rose and a lighted room appeared.

Light, with a lot of empty space. A rescue vehicle, just like he had said.
She entered it with the other five. They bounced in, and he followed.
“Where’s everyone else?” she asked.
“You’re the last,” he said, then did something with his hand. The door they had

come in sealed up.
“Who are you?” she asked, feeling stupid that she hadn’t done that before. She had

been panicked and not thinking, and even though the panic was fading, she still felt
a little on edge, as if she couldn’t quite believe she was rescued.

“My name is Raul Zarges,” he said. “I’m with the rescue team. I’m taking you to our
ship. It’ll take a little longer than usual. But you’re safe now.”

Safe. She wanted to hug him. She wanted to scream with relief. Instead, she felt
herself get heavier as gravity came on.

Then an androgynous voice said, Welcome. You are on a small rescue vessel on its
way to Aizsargs Rescue One, a large rescue ship. . . .

And she felt herself relax.
She was safe. They were safe.
They had been rescued.
And it was over.

19

If Dauber had less training, she would have been watching events unfold in real time
with her hands covering her mouth. As it was, she had to thread her hands together so
that she wouldn’t show the tension that had woven its way through her body. 

Rescue One had 193 of the people from the Renegat safe and sound in the hold de-
signed especially for that purpose. The crewmembers were not allowed to mingle
with the evacuees, because they had arrived from foldspace, with some kind of time
differential.
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Fleet rules: anyone who had gone through some kind of time change like that
needed to be informed of that change slowly. In the past, the Fleet had simply told
the ship’s crew of the change and expected them to deal with it. But most hadn’t
dealt with it at all. The Fleet had lost valuable crew that way. Some had quit, others
had spiraled downward, losing their ability to function in any capacity that required
them to travel in and out of foldspace.

Dauber was following regulations, even if Zarges wasn’t.
She watched the life raft leave the dying Renegat, moving much too slowly. At least

all the other vessels were nowhere near the Renegat. The energy spikes were getting
more and more frequent and erratic. She didn’t like what she was seeing.

She had a hunch her team didn’t either, although they weren’t saying anything.
Everyone was waiting for that damn raft to get as far from the Renegat as possible.
When this was over, she would recommend to the brass that any future rafts built by

the Fleet have some kind of faster engine built in. She knew the rafts didn’t have them
because they were designed to be operated from a distance or by injured survivors.

The Fleet had learned the hard way not to give the inexperienced a lot of choices. 
But they had needed this choice right now.
“How far is safe for that life raft?” Ornitz asked, breaking the unofficial silence.
“Dunno,” Ribisi said, and if the Chief Engineer didn’t know, then no one did. 
The life raft moved at an excruciating pace no matter what image Dauber looked at. 
In two dimensions, the life raft seemed like a flat rectangle that wasn’t moving at

all. In three dimensions it was a cube that barely inched forward—which she could
only tell by the stars and planets behind it, appearing or disappearing as the cube
blocked them.

Only in telemetry could she really see how well the life raft was gaining on Rescue
One. 

“At this pace, it’ll take them about twenty minutes,” Ullman said, but for whose
benefit Dauber didn’t know. She had seen the timing, and she was sure the rest of
this bridge crew could see it too.

Twenty excruciating minutes, as the energy spiked and whipped like something
she had never seen before. Twenty excruciating minutes—

Ribisi cursed.
Dauber raised her head, searched the images for an anomaly, saw it on the sensors

first. Something was actually registering as hot on the far end of the Renegat.
“Where is that coming from?” she asked Ribisi.
“Bridge,” he said.
And she knew. She knew it was all over.
She knew it before that heat image engulfed that entire part of the Renegat, be-

fore the anomaly became light on the two- and three-dimensional images she was
monitoring, before the light spread outward like hands clawing at the edges of space.

Before the light engulfed the life raft and it disappeared completely.
She should have ordered Rescue One to move as far from the anomaly as they

could, but she didn’t. Because she knew they would ignore that order, and it would be
on the record, and she didn’t want their disobedience on the record.

Because they were waiting—hoping—Zarges would get out.
The light spread outward, the edges of it reaching—reaching—reaching—toward

Rescue One, and then falling off, as if the edges couldn’t maintain.
The light faded and disappeared almost as a unit.
She glanced at the area where the Renegat had been, half expecting to see debris,

but she saw nothing. She also expected to see the edges of a foldspace opening, but
she didn’t see that either. It was as if the Renegat had not existed.

And there was no life raft.
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She would have sunk into her chair if she had allowed herself a captain’s chair.
But these sorts of moments were exactly why she didn’t. 

She had to be strong for her crew.
“Any sign of the life raft?” she asked, sounding much calmer than she expected. It

sounded like she had had no emotional reaction at all.
“No.” Ullman’s voice shook. “They’re gone.”
“Did that explosion send them into foldspace?” Lauritz asked. She clearly wasn’t

used to seeing other ships go into foldspace.
Dauber was. She knew the answer before Ullman spoke up.
A ship gave off a certain signature when it headed into foldspace. There was no

signature here.
“No,” Ullman said. “The ship—the derelict ship, and the life raft. They’re gone.”

Then he cleared his throat. “Destroyed.”
That last word reverberated into a growing silence.
That word would demoralize the crew if Dauber wasn’t careful. She had to handle

it correctly, right now.
“One hundred and ninety-three survivors will arrive on this ship within the hour,”

she said. “We need to prepare for them. We lost Raul Zarges, but these survivors
have lost their home and their friends. Follow protocol. Let me handle the difficult
information. And remember one thing.”

Everyone was looking at her, their expressions bland, but their eyes filled with
anguish.

“We rescued 193 people we hadn’t even known about when we got out of bed this
morning. 193 lives. Saved. Keep that close to your heart as you mourn Raul.”

She didn’t add the one thing that might also have given them comfort. He had cho-
sen to go back, chosen to violate her orders, chosen to take a risk that she knew—
they all probably knew—wouldn’t pay off.

If she had mentioned that, it would seem like she approved of his actions in retro-
spect, and she did not. His heroics cost her a good crewman and one life raft.

And would interrupt her sleep for years.
The bridge crew was still looking at her. For a moment, she wondered if those

thoughts had floated across her face. But she hadn’t felt like she moved at all.
She took a deep breath and said softly, “After we get the newcomers settled, we will

plan a memorial for Raul. But we have work to do first.”
That settled it. Heads bent, fingers moved, Lauritz left the bridge to coordinate the

arrival of the survivors of the Renegat.
And Dauber wished for a big, welcoming captain’s chair, to enfold her and support

her, just for a few minutes.
But she didn’t have one. So she stood, and moved through the rest of her day.
Just like she was supposed to.

20

Raina stood in the middle of a crew cabin like none she had ever seen before. It
was small, but it had a sleeping alcove that had an optional pocket door, a couch, and
a comfortable chair near the wall screen that was showing space images right now, a
small dining table near an even smaller galley kitchen, designed more for automat-
ed food than cooking anything. The bathroom had a full-sized shower with a sonic
and a water option.

Opulent, by Renegat standards.
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By any standards.
And yet, it was clear that she was now aboard another Fleet vessel. The Aizsargs,

a ship she had never heard of. That had initially bothered her, but the efficiency with
which the rescuers had taken the Renegat survivors from the life rafts to the rescue
ship to this ship to already-set-up quarters had been nothing short of stunning.

Four hours ago, she thought she was going to die horribly. 
Now she sat in a crew cabin that would be hers until the Aizsargs rejoined the Fleet.
No one would tell her when that was, or what mission the Aizsargs was on. She

was told there would be a brief ing later, but she needed to rest f irst, maybe eat
something from that small kitchen.

Maybe test out the shower. 
The closet had clothes, loose ones that f it most people, and two environmental

suits. She had checked for environmental suits right away.
This had been close. And she knew, without anyone telling her, that the Renegat

was gone. It was in their eyes, the way they danced around the subject, the fact that
there would be a briefing later.

She didn’t blame them for withholding information. She was so grateful to be here
and be alive.

She would owe these people forever.
She sat in one of the chairs near the table, resting her arms on the smooth surface.

Gravity. Air. Light. She had taken it all for granted.
She would never do so again.

21

Dauber gave the survivors of the Renegat three days to settle. She had parsed out
the information about the loss of the ship slowly and still hadn’t told them about the
time differential. That she might leave to the Fleet. She didn’t have enough coun-
selors on board to deal with 193 people who just found out that they had lost one
hundred years of their own history.

Still, Dauber needed information. She wasn’t sure what she had here. She knew
enough now to understand that all the survivors had served on the Renegat in one
capacity or another. But she didn’t know if they had mutinied or stolen the ship.
There was talk of a battle, but she didn’t know what that was about.

So she went to see the person everyone called their leader. A woman by the name
of Raina Serpell, who had come up in the records as one of the best linguists in the
Fleet. Her file had been tagged as noteworthy only in that she had been married to
a real screw-up and had followed the screw-up onto the Renegat.

From what Dauber could tell, everyone on the Renegat had been demoted or given
one last chance, except Raina Serpell. And then the Renegat had been sent on a top-
secret mission.

Dauber met Raina Serpell in Raina’s small cabin. Dauber hated these kinds of
tasks. She had found honesty worked the best.

“I need to know something before I bring you back to the Fleet,” she said. “What
happened to your captain and the other three hundred crew members?”

She was braced for the answer—grievances, the difficulties of being so far from
home, the anger building, and then . . . something awful, maybe even murder. Al-
though she doubted Raina would admit to murder.

Raina swallowed hard. She looked sad, which Dauber had expected.
And then Raina said, “He left us.”
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Dauber had also expected euphemisms. So she nodded. “How did he leave, exactly?”
“We were sent to a Scrapheap,” Raina said. “He took a ship from the Scrapheap it-

self, took most of the crew, and said he was never coming back to the Fleet. He held a
vote. We chose between going home or following him. He expected everyone to follow
him. And most of them did. Most of the competent ones did. The rest of us thought—
I thought—we all thought—it would be so easy to get home. But it wasn’t.”

She ended that almost in a whisper.
Dauber froze. If it was a lie, it was a creative one. But something told her that it

wasn’t a lie. 
“Why didn’t Preemas and the others want to come back to the Fleet?” she asked.
“All the regulations,” Raina said. “They chafed against the regulations, claimed the

regulations didn’t let them make the right choices, do the right jobs—they hated the
Fleet. All of them. And then they found some working ships in the Scrapheap, and were
far enough away that the Fleet couldn’t go after them easily, and they . . . left us.”

She swallowed hard again, eyes filling with tears. But she took a deep breath, as if
she were steeling herself to say more.

“They didn’t think the Fleet cared about them.” She didn’t blink, so the tears hov-
ered. “They thought the Fleet would let others die to save equipment and more im-
portant personnel. They were clearly wrong.”

Years of captaining and keeping her emotions to herself kept Dauber from reacting. 
The missing crew of the Renegat had been right. She had spent the last three days

angry with Zarges for not following orders.
For sacrificing himself and a life raft, on a stupid attempt to save six lives that

would have been lost anyway.
Dauber had to ask. “And your wife?”
Raina closed her eyes. The tears finally escaped. “She chose to go with Captain

Preemas.”
And in that sentence, an entire lifetime. Heartache. A story that Dauber wasn’t

sure she ever wanted to hear.
Then Raina opened her eyes. “Thank you for saving us.”
Dauber made herself smile. 
“My pleasure,” she said, and as the words came out, she realized they were true. It

was her pleasure to save the survivors of the Renegat. No matter who they were or
what they had done.

The rescue was one of the few bright spots in a routine mission.
Dauber had to remember, just like her crew did, that 193 lives had been saved. 
A victory that no one could take away from her, no matter what the future held.
A victory her entire crew had all won. Including Zarges.
Maybe even especially Zarges. 
Because he had been right: they had to try, against all odds.
Dauber needed to remember that in her future. Sometimes the gamble didn’t pay

off and people died.
But sometimes the gamble did pay off. 
And lives were saved.
It was a victory, with a hell of a cost. But a victory all the same.
Dauber smiled at Raina, and stood.
They both had a lot of thinking to do. Thinking, adjustments, and changes.
But the two of them could make those changes—because of Zarges. 
Dauber, and everyone from the Renegat, could move forward. Like the Fleet al-

ways did.
Forward.
Forever. ❍
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Your pressure suit
holds you tight
(like my embraces)
in all the right places

each air tank hiss is
my breath on your skin
(the cold vacuum leaking in)

we used to spin
’round each other’s barycenter,
microgravity attraction
(because no one else was there)

helmet broadcasting
your crying, and picking
up only, from far-
watching stars,
static signal (saying
you should have known better)

(I’m never coming back for you)
that glinting metal speck
of a ship dwindling from view

(small steps) the end of your
(giant leap) frayed
tether like promises I made
and could not keep
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—Josh Pearce

Space



The Royal Tenenbaums Meet 
Uri Geller

ll baseline human families are
alike; each wild talent family is
wildly talented in its own way.” 
If Leo Tolstoy had been a science

fiction writer, he might have coined this
aphorism. But since the famous Russian
realist inexplicably failed to see the ca-
reer wisdom in joining our genre, I have
done the job for him. My inspiration for
this paraphrase is Daryl Gregory’s
charming, poignant, absurdist new novel,
Spoonbenders (Knopf, hardcover, $27.95,
416 pages, ISBN 978-1524731823). The
book is structured around just such a do-
mestic dynamic, a household full of psi
misfits.

The trope of a family full of wild talents
goes back at least as far as Henry Kut-
tner’s Hogben suite of tales from the
1940s. Zelazny’s Amber books are a more
recent and vital part of the canon. But
these purely fantastical instances have of
late been blended by adventurous hy-
bridizers like Kathleen Ann Goonan with
an affiliated naturalistic or mimetic
strain. I am thinking of the vast influence
of J.D. Salinger’s Glass Family stories on
modern iterations of the theme. A book
such as Jeffrey Ford’s The Shadow Year
seems the perfect example of such a mix.

Gregory follows firmly in this partic-
ular fusion of the uncanny and the
mimetic. His down-and-out Telemachus
family are as recognizable and as finely
detailed as any fictional clan from liter-
ature or the big screen—I am thinking
in particular of Wes Anderson’s The
Royal Tennebaums for similar tone and
heft—while at the same time their
unique derangements stemming from
their psychical birthrights are extrava-
gantly imaginary and imagined.

It all begins in the 1960s, when Teddy

Telemachus and Maureen McKinnon
are thrown together during a scientific
search for anyone exhibiting genuine
sixth-sense powers. Teddy is a hustler
and faker, looking for a free ride to rich-
es, but Maureen is the real deal. They
fall in love and start a family, becoming
small-scale celebrities, all while Mau-
reen does secret government work. (One
thinks instantly of the factual milieu of
The Men Who Stare At Goats.) Their chil-
dren have powers, too. Frankie affects
the physical world with his mind; Buddy
sees the future; Irene can read the true
intentions of people.

But after a crucial public-relations dis-
aster on The Mike Douglas Show, their
precarious lifestyle falls apart. By 1995,
the “real-time” of the novel, widower Ted-
dy is elderly and still a hustler, while the
adult kids are all failures of one stripe or
another. Irene is divorced and raising
teenager Matty alone. Frankie is in hock
to the Mob. And Buddy, like Vonnegut’s
Billy Pilgrim, has become unmoored from
the “now” and finds his consciousness
bouncing up and down his personal time-
line—with the terminus of one particular
September day fast approaching, beyond
which he cannot see. And it is during this
crucial period that all the problems of the
family will come to a head and either be
resolved—or turn fatal.

Now, this rough précis of mine is
crudely and sketchily given in a linear
fashion. But Gregory is much more en-
tertaining, subtle and clever. He launch-
es us straight into the agreeably com-
plex present-day web of the family,
leaving us to puzzle out all the relation-
ships. Then he delivers the backstory in
segments throughout the novel (mimic-
king, one suspects, Buddy’s own flights
of atemporality). Before too long, the
reader is firmly in command of all the
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necessary material, and yet still experi-
encing many more revelations. It’s a
technique that not every writer could
pull off well, but Gregory does.

Of course, without great characters
and emotionally resonant doings, this
fancy format would be useless. But you
can count on Gregory for those essential
features as well. Every person in the
book practically jumps off the page; the
dialogue is often hilarious, and always
pertinent and revelatory; and the
amount of action is intense, including an
occult heist à la Richard Kadrey’s latest
thrillers. Did I mention yet that teenage
Matty is gifted too, but that his unwieldy
astral travel powers rely on the same
neat gimmick employed in Matt Frac-
tion’s Sex Criminals comic, rendering
him endearingly humble?

In short, this book features heart, wit,
weirdness, and laughs in equal measure,
proving Daryl Gregory is a wild talent
on his own merits.

The Big Space Heist
Although he has written two previous

novels—Koko Takes a Holiday and Koko
the Mighty (with a third in the series due
in 2018)—Off Rock (Titan Books, trade
paper, $14.95, 320 pages, ISBN 978-
1785653384), a standalone, marks my
first encounter with Kieran Shea, and a
very enjoyable introduction it proved to
be! It’s reminiscent of the sardonic off-
kilter vibe of Robert Sheckley or the
knowing acerbic worldiness of Harry
Harrison, with a smidgen of Richard
Morgan’s tough-guy stance.

The first thing to note about this novel,
however, is not the crisp plot or decent
characterization or other good stuff.
Rather, it’s the fact that the book repre-
sents a kind of SF that does not, I believe,
even have a name. Let me try to explain. 

The book is set in the year 2778, in a
milieu of interstellar travel. This future
is some 750 years in advance of us, as far
away as the Middle Ages is from 2017.
There are no signs of any technological
interregnum or unnatural locus of con-
servative stability. And yet in this far-off

time, the card game of bridge is still pop-
ular. Language and personal naming
conventions are the same as ours. A drone
can be smart enough to serve drinks, and
yet humans must perform mining indus-
try chores that a robot could do better
and more safely. And so on and so on, in-
consistencies and incompatibilities and
thwarted advancements in technology
and culture.

In other words, we do not find—nor
should we really expect to find—a Charles
Stross or Stan Robinson or Greg Egan
level of speculative cohesiveness or
depth here. Rather, this future is intend-
ed to be a kind of exotic stage set with
certain familiar genre furniture—narra-
tive tropes that can be deployed for en-
tertainment. Such a future is as fixed
now in the genre as commedia dell’arte.
It’s somewhat the same maneuver Shake-
speare used, when he nominated the
nebulous “forest of Arden” or “seacoast of
Bohemia” as settings. But it’s not a “Bat
Durston” copout—translating a Western
tale to an SF mode—because the core SF
tropes are used skillfully. It’s just a handy
convention. 

Taking this into account, we still dis-
cover very much to enjoy in this action-
stuffed tale of how Jimmy Vik stumbled
on a (smaller than anticipated) fortune
in illegal gold on the mining station of
Kardashev 7-A and then, with the help
of co-conspirator Jock Roscoe, managed
to screw everything up. Lots of the
FUBAR chaos results from a deficiency
of smarts and ethics among the crooks,
but also from the opposition, intentional
or otherwise, of such folks as Leela Pen-
dergast, Jimmy’s ex-flame; Zaafer Daavi,
devout Muslim and candy addict; and
Piper Kollár, engineer-cum-killer for the
criminal Chimeric Circle. As they bounce
around the station’s confines—essential-
ly the whole scene of action, save for a
couple of concluding chapters—the caper
develops along a dozen unpredictable
vectors.

Shea has a nice way with Chan-
dleresque descriptions and dialogue, and
keeps all his plates spinning with dizzying
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precision. His characters are all pretty
much disreputable in a delightful fashion.
As mentioned, the SF furniture is deployed
with care and skill. The result is a kind of
Donald Westlake space heist that delivers
rueful chuckles aplenty. Just don’t use it to
map the next seven centuries.

What Happens on the Island, 
Stays on the Island

Shakespeare as fantasy writer. It’s
pleasant to imagine that if the Bard had
lived today, he’d be a card-carrying mem-
ber of SFWA. After all, his plays are lard-
ed with fantastical elements. Of course,
paramount among his magically inclined
works are two: A Midsummer Night’s
Dream and The Tempest. Poul Anderson
divined their centrality long ago, and
gave us A Midsummer Tempest, detailing
a world where Shakespeare recounted
only the facts of an occult cosmos.

Of late, The Tempest has perhaps occu-
pied more attention that its more frivo-
lous companion—a fact due to our cur-
rent times being more dark than light, I
wonder? L. Jagi Lamplighter turned
out a fine “sequel” with her Prospero’s
Daughter trilogy. And now comes Jacque-
line Carey with Miranda and Caliban
(Tor Books, hardcover, $25.99, 352 pages,
ISBN 978-0765386793) to further parse
this bottomless fable.

The book opens with Miranda’s narra-
tion, starting at the self-confessed age of
six. The voice is not that of an average
child in that stage of development, being
highly perceptive, intelligent, and know-
ing. But we soon come to accept her
prodigal tones, especially due to some
convincing areas of ignorance—sexuali-
ty? what’s that?—consorting with the
wisdom. Caliban’s first-person voice will
soon come to alternate, in chapters that
chart his progression from mute unlet-
tered savage (a kind of brute Tarzan fig-
ure) to someone blessed and cursed with
a new and growing self-awareness and
empathy.

We can consider this novel to be more
or less Miranda’s journal or diary, and
while it humbly yet vividly charts the

daily life of the small family on the is-
land, it also functions as a kind of detec-
tive account.

It is the question I want to ask him, a
question that breaches the pent-up dam
of a hundred other questions. Why, why,
why? Why not grant the wild boy the free-
dom he craves? Why do I dream of a time
before the isle? Where is the house with
stone walls that I half-remember? Who
were the ladies who put slippers on my
feet in the morning and kissed my cheek
and sang me to sleep in the evening?
Where did we come from and why are we
here? Where did the wild boy come from?
Who do you suspect were his mother and
father? Who was my mother? What is the
spirit in the pine, and what has the wild
boy to do with it?

When Ariel enters the menage, rather
like the Serpent in Eden, moral, practi-
cal, and ethical quandaries ramify.

By the mid-point of the book, Miranda
is fourteen years old, and only a little
closer to answering her questions. She
discovers her talent for painting, and
Prospero puts her to work. Her mature
relationship with Caliban deepens, and
they eventually realize they are in love,
but can never have each other. The final
chapters segue neatly into the beginning
of Shakespeare’s play, and resolve tragi-
cally—but not fatally—for both would-be
lovers.

Carey does not attempt to mimic or
include any of Shakespeare’s actual
language, yet her prose commands a
corresponding level of gravitas, simplic-
ity, and beauty. Amazingly, with only
three characters onstage for the majori-
ty of the pages, she succeeds in holding
the reader’s full attention and never re-
peating any situations, but instead lay-
ering the emotional resonances deeply.
Her portraits of Miranda and Caliban,
the engine of the book, are rich and
moving, calling up echoes of works such
as The Blue Lagoon and Beauty and the
Beast. But most revolutionary is her de-
piction of Prospero, who emerges as a
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cross between B.F. Skinner, Doctor
Moreau, and Machiavelli.

The only reason to play this kind of
metatextual game is to enhance and ex-
plore the original seed-work, recast it
afresh. Carey succeeds in these aims ad-
mirably.

Uneasy Lies the Head 
That Wears A Crown

I have always derived strange and un-
settling antique images of bizarre time-
lost rituals from two nonfiction books: The
Golden Bough, by Sir James Frazer, and
The White Goddess, by Robert Graves.
They both evoke prehistorical rites and
myths congruent with the most primeval
subconscious desires and fears of human-
ity. Michael Johnston’s debut solo novel,
Soleri (Tor Books, hardcover, $27.99, 368
pages, ISBN 978-0765386489), earns
some of those same reactions from me,
with its panorama of weird customs and
Ur-impulses of lust, betrayal, and sur-
vival. In addition, it provides some of the
same barbaric majesty and splendor and
harshness of Robert E. Howard’s Hybori-
an Age.

The world of Johnston’s creation fea-
tures an empire ruled from the city of
Solus. For three millennia the god-like
rulers known as the Soleri have domi-
nated the confederation of lesser king-
doms. No man except the First Ray of
the Sun can even see these rulers. He
communicates their wishes to the popu-
lace. One method of keeping the king-
doms subjugated is to take the male heir
of each throne and imprison that boy in
a foul prison called the Priory. There
they languish until the currently ruling
king/father dies. Then the heir is re-
leased, to take the throne.

Our focus is on the realm of Harkana.
In that land, the ruler is still the middle-
aged Arko-Hark Wadi. His two daughters
aid in the day-to-day administration of
the kingdom. Elder daughter Merit is
Machiavellian and brutal. Younger
daughter Kepi is something of a tomboy,
and basically just wants to be left to her
own destiny. Unfortunately, she has been

betrothed to Dagrun, King of the Ferens,
circumscribing her life seemingly forever.
And finally there is Ren, the son and fu-
ture king. Sequestered in the brutal Prio-
ry at age three, he is now thirteen, and
desperate to be free. When he is actually
released—his father has gone missing
and is presumed dead, triggering Ren’s
ascension to the throne—he can hardly
believe his good fortune. But since Merit
wants him killed so she can rule, this new
freedom is exceedingly fraught.

Lastly, on the periphery of the royal
family, comes Sarra Amunet, the Mother
Priestess of the state religion—and also
the biological mother of the three royal
children, who abandoned them when
they were all young.

From this promising start, the narra-
tive moves through many exciting scenes,
intermingled with more quiet and con-
templative and emotional moments—
such as a reunion between Sarra and
Arko-Hark. To reveal too much would be
unfair to the readers of this book. Suffice
it to say that Ren survives many trials to
eventually reach Harkana and prove
himself, before returning to Solus to settle
old scores. Kepi is wed unwillingly, but
comes to discover new feelings towards
her husband. Merit stumbles in her plans
for conquest. Father Arko-Hark is
brought to Solus and learns the biggest
secret at the heart of the empire. Sarra,
undertaking a laborious expedition, dis-
covers the same shocking truth, and finds
her own ambitions growing. The book
ends with major changes and open plot
lines, as well as some startling fresh in-
formation, presaging a welcome sequel.

While the dense yet swift-moving plot
of Soleri is highly satisfying, as are the
evocations of the players, ultimately the
atmospherics are what appealed to me
the most. Here is a description of the in-
terior of some ruins.

Inside, by the glow of Dasche’s torch,
she found an arcade. Dense carvings cov-
ered the walls, inscriptions similar to
those she had seen in the map chamber.
The columned hall opened onto a round-
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shaped room with a vast dome. Crum-
bling frescoes covered every column and
alcove: a jungle, a forest, a panorama de-
picting wild beasts of unimaginable
shapes—tiny exotic birds, gray-winged
kites, the eld. Sarra pressed onward, she
was close, she could feel it. There was
something here—but what? 

What Sarra is feeling is what we are
feeling: the weight and gravitas and el-
dritch otherness of the past, pushing our
sense of wonder to its peak.

Twenty Thousand Vampires 
Beneath the Sea

According to ISFDB, Cynthia Ward be-
gan her writing career in 1991 with a
sale to a fondly remembered zine of some
appreciable note in its day, Midnight Zoo.
Since then, she’s placed many a well-
crafted tale, including some in these very
pages. Yet she has suffered a certain lack
of attention due to not having any solo
book publications. That unfair situation
is remedied by the appearance of The Ad-
venture of the Incognita Countess (Aque-
duct Press, trade paper, $12.00, 126
pages, ISBN 978-1619761193). It’s grand
and smashing recursive steampunk in
the manner of Alan Moore’s League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen, and a splendid
romp indeed.

We begin our adventure, recounted in
the first person, by following Lucy Hark-
er into the office of M, head of the UK’s
Secret Service Bureau. There she receives
her assignment: to guard an American
named Major Butt as he delivers some
crucial papers. The pair are to sail on a
ship named the Titanic. (This is the year
1912.) One small codicil: this version of
the Titanic is powered by captured Mart-
ian technology (as famously seen in our
timestream in Wells’s The War of the
Worlds). And in the background are Ger-
man spies intent on purloining the se-
crets of the submarine Nautilus (per
Verne, of course). Oh, and Lucy happens
to be Dracula’s daughter, natch: a hybrid
of human and supernatural, a dhampir.

Onboard the ship, she immediately

meets another vamp, of a different strain,
one Clarimal Stein, who hovers between
friend and foe, before ultimately becom-
ing the object of Lucy’s affections. Also
onboard is a certain barely civilized Ado-
nis, a British Lord, who just might have
been raised in the jungles of Africa. . . .

And so begin days of intrigue, confined
to this one cloistered liner, of much po-
litesse and subtle hints and stealth, with
knives (and ashwood stakes!) metaphor-
ical and literal concealed behind one’s
back. But by the time the Germans on-
board make their move for the Nautilus
plans, and the Titanic meets its fated
collision with the iceberg, Ward pulls out
all the stops and stages some rousing,
suspenseful action scenes. The wonder-
ment and enigmas continue even unto
the delivery of a rescued Lucy to New
York (hardly a spoiler, I think, since we
know from the start she’s survived to
narrate the tale) and we learn the ulti-
mate disposition of the Incognita Count-
ess Clarimal Stein.

Ward fills her tale with piquant peri-
od touches. In addition, she establishes
her counterfactual world in believable
depth. Her delineation of all her char-
acters is full of pulp vigor; they don’t
need Flaubertian subtlety, these icons.
Nonetheless, much satisfactory cathar-
sis and pathos is obtained. Ward’s work
reminds me of that of Leanna Renee
Hieber in her Eterna series.

While this kind of book-inspired recur-
sive fiction is far from a brand-new
thing, Ward invests her tale with a fresh-
ness and vigor that shows the mode has
lots of mileage still in it.

Space Operas in My Pocket 
Like Grains of Sand

Masterful editor Neil Clarke has as-
sembled an exotic, bountiful treasure
chest of reprint tales dedicated to that
mode of SF that can arguably be said to
constitute the very core of the field, the
space opera. Borrowing its title from an
earlier Brian Aldiss assemblage on the
same theme, Galactic Empires (Night
Shade Books, trade paper, $17.99, 636
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pages, ISBN 978-1597808842) joins
other recent volumes by Dozois and
Hartwell to demonstrate that the space
opera tale is not all surface pyrotechnics
and mindless fun, but can also deliver
the more subtle and sophisticated
virtues of literary fiction.

In this small venue, it’s impossible to
allude to more than a handful of stand-
out entries among the nearly two dozen.
So let’s get to it! But first, a few general
observations. Many of these tales are
novelettes or novellas, which seems to
me an almost essential length to really
build a dense future. None of them re-
semble Star Wars or Star Trek to any
great degree, thus confounding or en-
lightening anyone who immediately
thinks that such franchises are all there
is to this kind of SF. Many of the tales fit
into larger future histories by each au-
thor, a fact indicative of the large scope
of space opera. And lastly, warfare, while
often in the background and sometimes
foregrounded, is not essential to playing
the galactic empire game.

The book kicks off with a superbly
info-dense yet thriller-slick piece by Paul
McAuley, “Winning Peace,” in which an
indentured ex-soldier has to play fast
and loose with his murderous boss and
other factions to win his freedom and
wealth. The classic trope of predecessor
alien races who leave behind mysterious
artifacts gets its first airing here as well.

John Barnes’s “The Lost Princess Man”
starts with a low-life scam artist, then
eventually ends up in pure Doc Smith ter-
ritory: “Thirty-some stations flashed and
were gone; an asteroid mass of vacuum-
energy receivers had popped out of jump-
space inside each one, converting instan-
taneously to relativistic neutrons. About
forty million people . . . gone in less time
than it takes a signal to cross a synapse.”

Neal Asher’s “Alien Archaeology,” set
in his Polity series, is like some kind of
wild-eyed Itchy and Scratchy cartoon,
wherein two ruthless types, Jael and
Rho, battle each other across the star-
ways. “She released the hammer and
saw it had punched a neat square hole

straight into [Rho’s] skull. . . .” Rho gets
better from this, by the way.

Paul Berger’s “The Muse of Empires
Lost” reminds me of one of my favorite
space operas, Earthblood, by Keith
Laumer and Rosel George Brown. “The
Colonel Returns to the Stars,” by Robert
Silverberg,deploys that great conceit of
the retired master summoned back into
the arena of struggle. Its wistful melan-
choly ending resonates: “At the Service’s
behest he had returned to the stars one
last time; and now, at no one’s behest but
his own, he had at last lost himself among
them forever.”

Like some mad combo of Lovecraft,
Stephen Baxter, and A.E. van Vogt, Robert
Charles Wilson brings us “Utriusque Cos-
mi,” which blends the macrocosmic and
the microcosmic to stunning effect: “The
universe has finished its current itera-
tion, all its history is stored in transdi-
mensional metaspace like a book on a
shelf. . . .” I only need to say that Robert
Reed offers us a fresh Great Ship tale
with “The Man with the Golden Balloon”
to send most readers clamoring for more.
Ruth Nestvold harks to early Le Guin,
whose journeyman space operas set new
standards, with “Looking Through Lace,”
where a female xenolinguist must chart
her perilous way through an alien cul-
ture. Steve Rasnic Tem, a fellow whose
name is not generally associated with
space operas, mordantly investigates the
hollow myths at the core of empire with
“A Letter from the Emperor.” And finally,
Ian McDonald’s “Verthandi’s Ring” clos-
es out the terrific tome with a kind of
wry posthuman excursion of uploading
and reincarnating.

Clarke’s selections might have includ-
ed, some would say, offerings from Bax-
ter, Reynolds, and Banks. But that would
have made the volume unwieldy, and we
are well-served by the current table of
contents as our Baedecker to the Feder-
ation and beyond.

Danger on the Obsidian Sea
Although there is an early phantom

novel attached to the name of Cat Sparks
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—Effigy, supposedly issued in 2011, but
nowhere available and quite possibly
never actually published—I think we
can safely regard Lotus Blue (Talos,
trade paper, $15.99, 388 pages, ISBN
978-1940456706) as her first real ap-
pearance at this length. And given
Sparks’s Australian heritage, it’s no sur-
prise that the book is a raw, devastating,
post-apocalypse tale mildly evocative of
Mad Max and kin, while being all its
own story. This innovative hybrid has
echoes of China Miéville’s New Weird; of
classic cyberpunk; of New Wave “Myths
of the Space Age” stuff; and of Herman
Melville, of all things! It’s a wild, exhila-
rating ride that never veers totally off its
rails while still keeping the reader off-
kilter.

We will make our journey through
Sparks’s tortured landscape by metaphor-
ically riding the shoulders of a large as-
sortment of characters, each one given a
vivid portrait and unique sensibility.
Here are the main ones.

First comes Star, a young girl who is
affiliated with the Van. The Van is a kind
of circuit-riding ritual caravan of some
thirteen wagons that goes up and down
the Verge, a strip of barely livable green-
ery, trading goods and services to sur-
vive. Nene is Star’s sister, a healer, and
essential to the enterprise. She and Star
have their disagreements, yet hang to-
gether. But for how long is the question,
since the Verge is dying slowly, less green
every trip.

Next in our purview is Kian, an exiled
citizen from the techno-refuge city of
Axa, traveling incognito. He and his
companions are looking for a chance to
redeem themselves and return to Axa,
and will stop at nothing to earn a suffi-
cient prize.

Quarrel is a cyborg, a Templar, a hi-
bernating soldier from the deep past. He
is awakened by the stirring of another
war machine, Lotus Blue, which, unlike
Quarrel, has no remaining mortal quali-
ties or compunctions. The self-directing
juggernaut will wreak devastation on
the tattered human settlements—it’s al-

ready pulling “angels” out of orbit to im-
pact the planet.

Beyond these three are a dozen other
major protagonists and a handful of less-
er figures. They all exhibit the hardscrab-
ble utilitarian ethos engendered by their
environment, with varying degrees of
compassion and pity. Needless to say,
Star, our Little Orphan Annie heroine, is
the most empathetic—when she’s not try-
ing to avoid a myriad unpleasant deaths.

The environment that bred our tatter-
demalion cast is also a player, in effect.
The world has been charred and made
poor by a series of earlier wars, and now
remnant technology is a scavenger’s
prize, especially when stolen from the
“tankers,” behemoths that are hunted
like whales of yore. They exist on the Ob-
sidian Sea: “a thick, flat tongue of char-
coal ice. Most tankerjacks agreed it had
been a city once, a forest of high and
mighty towers that had liquefied and
spilled like milk in the Angel wars. It
had hardened fast . . . scratch-polished
by relentless angry winds.”

Onto this unforgiving plain, eventual-
ly, come Star and Quarrel, riding the
ship Dogwatch. They are racing Kian,
who has stolen the ship of a rich mer-
chant, kidnapping the merchant and his
daughter Allegra as well. Out at the
edge of the Obsidian Sea waits Lotus
Blue, to be killed, unleashed, or con-
quered.

Sparks’s relatively short chapters—al-
most eighty—ensure that the tale whip-
saws effectively amongst the various fac-
tions, giving us tidbits of information as
we need them, and building up suspense
and cliffhangers. We watch Star go from
ignorance and helplessness to knowl-
edge, vision, confidence, and capability.
By the end of the book, a victory has
been won—not cost-free. But there are
no easy Messianic reversals of the world’s
fate—merely the chance to do good for
another harsh day.

Raising the pleasant collegial specters
of such landmarks as Delany’s The Jew-
els of Aptor and Saberhagen’s The Bro-
ken Lands, as well as the voices of Mark
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Geston and Ballard (“Night fell across
the boneyard of planes. Flame crackled
in a rusted, cut down oil drum where

Hackett had built a fire.”), Lotus Blue ul-
timately escapes all easy comparisons on
its own trajectory. ❍
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NEXT ISSUE
MARCH/
APRIL
ISSUE

The March/April 2018 issue features Bill Johnson’s blockbuster
novella, “Bury Me in the Rainbow.” This exciting tale is a stand-
alone sequel to Bill’s 1998 Hugo-Award-winner “We Will Drink a
Fish Together.” Don’t miss this taut standoff between tough Dakota
locals and unpredictable aliens.

In addition to Bill’s giant story, we’ve managed to include “Dix,” a
thrilling new novella by Kristine Kathryn Rusch, and we’ve filled
the issue to bursting with other tales. Rachel Swirsky & Trace
Yulie make their Asimov’s debut with “Seven Months Out and
Two to Go”; Robert Reed serenades us with “Love Songs for the
Very Awful”; Sean Monaghan investigates “The Billows of Sarto”;
James Gunn’s Transcendence series reaches a climax with “The
Waiting Room: The Pedia’s Story” and “Attack on Terminal: The
Pilgrims’ Story”; “Because Reasons,” new-to-Asimov’s author
Alexandra Renwick sort of explains; Rich Larson attempts to
give us some advice “In Event of Moon Disaster”; Ray Nayler
offers us “A Threnody for Hazan; Rudy Rucker takes a humorous
look at “Emojis”; Mary Robinette Kowal reveals the advantages
of “Artisanal Trucking, LLC”; and we embark on a dangerous voy-
age in James Van Pelt’s “Queen of the River: the Harbor Hope.” 

Robert Silverberg’s Reflections spends some time “Rereading
Fletcher Pratt”; James Patrick Kelly’s On the Net asks “Is the
Internet Broken?”; Peter Heck’s On Books reviews works by John
Kessel, Stephen Baxter, Charles Stross, Elizabeth Moon, Alan
Smale, and others; plus we’ll have an array of poetry and other
features you’re sure to enjoy. Look for our super-stuffed March/
April issue on sale at newsstands on February 20, 2018. Or sub-
scribe to Asimov’s—in paper format or in downloadable varieties
—by visiting us online at www.asimovs.com. We’re also available
individually or by subscription on Amazon.com’s Kindle and Kindle
Fire, and Barnesand Noble. com’s Nook, as well as from magzter.
com/magazines, Google Play, and Kobo’s digital newsstand!

OUR
EXCITING 
FEATURES

ALSO
IN
MARCH/
APRIL



Once again it’s time for our Readers’ Award poll, which is now
in its thirty-second year.

Please vote. Even if you’ve voted before, please peruse this page
before filling in your ballot. For those of you who are new to this, we
should explain a few things.

We consider this to be our yearly chance to hear from you, the
readers of the magazine. That’s the whole point behind this award. What
were your favorite short stories novellas, novelettes, poems, and covers
from Asimov’s Science Fiction last year? Just take a moment to look over
the Index of the tales published in last year’s issues of Asimov’s (pp.206-
208) to refresh your memory, and then list below, in the order of your pref-
erence, your three favorites in each category. By the way, we love to get
comments about the stories and the magazine, so please free to include
them with your ballot. Please note: unless you request otherwise, com-
ments will be considered for publication with attribution in the editorial
that accompanies the announcement of the Readers’ Award Results.

Some cautions: Only material from 2017-dated issues of
Asimov’s is eligible. Each reader gets one vote, and only one vote. If
you use a photocopy of the ballot, please be sure to include your name
and address; your ballot won’t be counted otherwise.

Works must also be categorized on the ballot as they appear in
the Index. No matter what category you think a particular story ought
to appear in, we consider the Index to be the ultimate authority in this
regard, so be sure to check your ballots against the Index if there is any
question about which category is the appropriate one for any particular
story. All ballots must be postmarked no later than February 1, 2018,
and should be addressed to: Readers’ Award, Asimov’s Science Fiction,
Dell Magazines, 44 Wall Street, Suite 904, New York, NY. 10005.
You can also email your votes to asimovssf@dellmagazines.com, but
you must give us your physical mailing address as well. In addition,
we will post online ballots at our website, so please check us out at
www.asimovs.com.

Remember, you—the readers—will be the only judges for this
award. In the past, some categories have been hotly contended, with
victory or defeat riding on only one or two votes, so every vote counts.
Don’t let it be your vote for your favorite stories that goes uncounted! So
don’t put it off—vote today!

And, if Asimov’s stories were among your picks for the very
best tales of the year, and you are eligible to do so, please remember
to nominate them for the Hugo Awards as well. Like the Readers’
Awards, nominating for the Hugos gives you a great opportunity to
recognize your favorite works!

THIRTY-SECONDTHIRTY-SECOND
ANNUAL ANNUAL READERS’READERS’

AWARDAWARD



BEST NOVELLA: 

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

BEST NOVELETTE: 

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3 ______________________________________________________________

BEST SHORT STORY: 

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

BEST POEM:

1. ______________________________________________________________

2 ______________________________________________________________

3 ______________________________________________________________

BEST COVER: 

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

NAME: __________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________________



Anderson, Jarod K.—
Almost Certainly a Time
Traveler (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 122

Anderson, Leslie J.—
Sleeping Beauty Attains 
Bliss (p) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 198

Bailey, Dale—
Invasion of the Saucer-Men (ss)March/April 70
Come as You Are (nt)  . . . . . . . .May/June 26

Baxter, Stephen—
Starphone (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 142

Bishop, Michael—
Gale Strang (nt) . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 144

Bisson, Terry—
We Regret the Error (ss)  . . . . . .March/April 156

Borski, Robert—
Rock, Paper, Scissors (p)  . . . . .March/April 159
Dead Star Reckoning (p)  . . . . .July/August 135
X Marks the Spot (p)  . . . . . . . .Sept/October 165

Bossert, Gregory Norman—
Goner (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 146

Boston, Bruce—
Surreal Axioms (p)  . . . . . . . . . .March/April 145

Broderick, Damien—
Tao Zero (na) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 160

Cade, Octavia—
The Meiosis of Cells and 
Exile (nt)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 124

Cassutt, Michael—
Timewalking (ss) . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 76

Chase, Robert R.—
Pieces of Ourselves (ss)  . . . . . .January/February 104

Clark, G.O.—
Endeavor (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 119
Probabilities (p) . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 107

Creasey, Ian—
After the Atrocity (ss)  . . . . . . . .March/April 138

Crow, Jennifer—
Apocatastasis  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 49

Cypess, Leah—
On the Ship (ss) . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 14

DiFilippo, Paul—
On Books (r)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 196
–––– (r)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 201

Egan, Greg—
The Discrete Charm of the
Turing Machine (nt)  . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 14

Finch, Sheila—
Field Studies (ss) . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 136

Fowler, Karen Joy—
Persephone of the Crows (ss)  . .May/June 120

Frazier, Robert—
William Carlos Williams 
Variation #3 (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 151
William Carlos Williams 
Variation #4 (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 195
Note from Olympus Mons (p)  .March/April 155
Your Clone Watches 
Over You (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 41
Your Clone Finds Her 
Stray (p) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 91
Your Clone Authors Her
Sticky Note (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 69

Frost, Gregory & Bill Johnson—
Three Can Keep a Secret (nt)  . .March/April 50

Garcia y Robertson, R.—
The Girl Who Stole 
Herself (na)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 160
Grand Theft Spacecraft (nt)  . . .Sept/October 143

Gerrold, David—
The Patient Dragon (ss)  . . . . . .July/August 122

Goldstein, Lisa—
The Catastrophe of Cities (nt)  .January/February 90
Annabelle, Annie (ss)  . . . . . . . .July/August 44

Greenhouse, Stuart—
First Contact (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 61

Grimsley, Jim—
Still Life with Abyss (ss)  . . . . .January/February 48

Gunn, James—
The Escape of the Adastra:
Asha’s Story (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 56
Transcendental Mission: 
Riley’s Story (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 83
Weighty Matters: Tordor’s 
Story (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 92
Arriving at Terminal: Xi’s 
Story (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 73
The Ganymede Gambit: Jan’s 
Story (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 82
Love and Death and the Star 
that Shall Not Be Named: 
Kom’s Story (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 126

Heck, Peter—
On Books (r)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 201
–––– (r)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 201

Jablokov, Alexander—

his index covers volume 41 of Asimov’s Science Fiction magazine, January 2017 through December
2017. Entries are arranged alphabetically by author. When there is more than one entry for an author,
listings are arranged alphabetically according to the story/article title. All entries are followed by a par-
enthetical note: (a) article; (c) cartoon; (ed) editorial; (n) novel; (na) novella; (nt) novelette; (p) poem;

(r) review; (se) serial; and (ss) short story. Collaborations are listed under all authors and are cross-refer-
enced. When a title, a parenthetical note, or an author’s name is omitted, it is the same as that of the pre-
vious entry.
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How Sere Picked Up Her 
Laundry (na)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 13

Johnson, Bill & Gregory Frost—
Three Can Keep a Secret (nt)  . .March/April 50

Kelly, James Patrick—
On the Net: Ask Me 
Anything (a)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 10
Things Change (ed)  . . . . . . . . .March/April 4
––––: Screen Dreams (a)  . . . . .March/April 10
––––: Harry and Dot (a)  . . . . . .May/June 10
––––: Hold the Phones! (a) . . . .July/August 10
––––: Remembering Bertie (a) .Sept/October 10
And No Torment Shall Touch 
Them (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 96
____: Time Party (a)  . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 10

Laidlaw, Marc & Rudy Rucker—
@lantis (nt)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 102

Landis, Geoffrey A.—
Titan’s Magic Islands (p)  . . . . .July/August 53

Larson, Rich—
Cupido (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 108
An Evening with Severyn 
Grimes (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 70

Ludwigsen, Will—
Night Fever (nt) . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 66

MacLeod, Ian R.—
The Wisdom of the Group (nt)  .March/April 124

McAllister, Bruce—
Invasion (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 142

McCoy, Tod—
Sparking the Matter (p) . . . . . . .May/June 13

McDaniel, Tim—
Squamous and Eldritch Get a 
Yard Sale Bargain (ss) . . . . . . . .Sept/October 137

McDevitt, Jack—
The Last Dance (ss)  . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 69

McDonald, Sandra—
Riding the Blue Line with 
Jack Kerouac (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 38

McHugh, Ian—
Triceratops (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 112

McIntosh, Will—
Soulmates.com (nt) . . . . . . . . . .March/April 13

Mellas, H.
How to Die on a 
Faraway Planet (p) . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 169

Monaghan, Sean—
Crimson Birds of Small 
Miracles (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 14

Moore, Marian—
Hubble’s Constant (p)  . . . . . . . .January/February 123

Nayler, Ray—
Winter Timeshare (ss)  . . . . . . . .January/February 78

O’Connell, Jay—
The Best Man (ss) . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 99

Palmer, Suzanne—
Number Thirty-Nine Skink (ss) March/April 41
Pinned (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 55

Books of the Risen Sea (nt) . . .
Sept/October 172

Pawley, Andrea M.—
A Singular Event in the Fourth 
Dimension (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 114

Payack, Peter—
The Infinite Abyss (p) . . . . . . . .January/February 47

Pinsker, Sarah—
The Ones Who Know Where 
They Are Going (ss)  . . . . . . . . .March/April 67
Wind Will Rove (nt)  . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 14

Polsky, Sara—
Small Certainties (p) . . . . . . . . .March/April 107

Powell, Bethany—
Poaching Country (p)  . . . . . . . .Sept/October 43

Poyner, Ken—
Change State (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 101

Preston, William—
Good Show (ss) . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 42
The Cabinet (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 112

Purdom, Tom—
Fatherbond (nt)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 57
Afloat Above a Floor of 
Stars (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 108

Reed, Kit—
Disturbance in the Produce 
Aisle (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 166

Reed, Robert—
The Speed of Belief (na) . . . . . .January/February 160

Richards, Joel—
Operators (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 152

Rucker, Rudy & Marc Laidlaw—
@lantis (nt)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 102

Rusch, Kristine Kathryn—
The Runabout (n)  . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 126

Sanford, Jason—
Nine Lattices of Sargasso (nt)  .Nov/December 128

Shah, Salik—
Vacation Checklist (p)  . . . . . . .July/August 101

Silverberg, Robert—
Reflections: Two Cheers for 
Piltdown Man (ed)  . . . . . . . . . .January/February 6
––––: Forty Years! (ed)  . . . . . . .March/April 6
––––: Advertisements for 
Myself (ed)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 6
––––: Sharing Worlds (ed)  . . . .July/August 6
––––: The Last Hittite (ed)  . . . .Sept/October 7
––––: Gog & Magog Part I (ed) Nov/December 6

Simon, Marge—
Mount Rushmore (p)  . . . . . . . .March/April 49

Skillingstead, Jack—
Destination (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 114

Smale, Alan—
Kitty Hawk (nt)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 81

Spinrad, Norman—
On Books (r)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 201
–––– (r)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 200
The Nanny Bubble (ss)  . . . . . . .Nov/December 162

Staples, Dennis E.—
The Fourth Hill (ss) . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 102

Steele, Allen M.—
Tagging Bruno (nt)  . . . . . . . . . .January/February 28
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An Incident in the Literary Life
of Nathan Arkwright (ss)  . . . . .Sept/October 126

Strauss, Erwin S.—
The SF Conventional
Calendar (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 209
–––– (a)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .March/April 209
–––– (a)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 209
–––– (a)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 209
–––– (a)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 209
–––– (a)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 209

Swanwick, Michael—
Universe Box (nt)  . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/Octoberober 44

Taylor, Emily—
Skipped (ss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 90

Taylor, John Alfred—
Blow, Winds, and Crack Your 
Cheeks (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 152

Trtek, John Richard—
Telepath’s Lament (p)  . . . . . . . .January/February 113
Grandfather Paradox (p)  . . . . . .July/August 121
Jump Point Failure (p) . . . . . . . .Sept/October 37

Turnbull, Cadwell—
Other Worlds and This One (nt) July/August 54

Turtledove, Harry—
Zigeuner (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 92

Vaughn, Carrie—
Dead Men in Central City (ss)  .Sept/October 62

Wilber, Rick—
In Dublin’s Fair City (nt) . . . . . .Nov/December 48

Williams, Sheila—
Forty Years! (ed)  . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 4
Anniversaries and 
Milestones (ed)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 4
The 2017 Dell Magazines 
Award (ed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 4
Thirty-First Annual Readers’ 
Award (ed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 4
Excelsior!(ed)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 4

Willis, Connie—
I Met a Traveller in an Antique 
Land (na) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 170

Wolven, Nick—
Confessions of a Con Girl (ss)  .Nov/December 36

Wood, Peter—
Tired of the Same Old 
Quests? (ss)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .May/June 94

Yolen, Jane—
Imperatives (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .January/February 89
Prince Ever After (p) . . . . . . . . .January/February 141
Wheelwork (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .July/August 9
Challenger: A Sedoka (p)  . . . . .July/August 159
Locked in Amber (p) . . . . . . . . .Sept/October 125
Nettle Coat (p)  . . . . . . . . . . . . .Nov/December 161
A Myth as Big as a Mile (p)  . . .Nov/December 199
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5–7—GAFilk. For info, write: 10 Hill St., Newark NJ 07102. Or phone: (973) 242-5999 (10 a.m. to 10 p.m., not collect). (Web) gafilk.org.
(E-mail) info@gafilk.org. Con will be held in: Atlanta GA (if city omitted, same as in address) at the Airport Crowne Plaza. Guests will
include: Joey Shoji, Cameron Webb, Eric and Jen Distad (The Faithful Sidekicks). SF/fantasy/horror folksinging.

12–15—Arisia, 561 Windsor St., Somerville MA 02143. arisia.org. Westin Waterfront, Boston MA. Schwab, others. SF, fantasy, horror.

12–14—MarsCon. marscon.net. Doubletree by Hilton, Williamsburg VA. Carrie Vaughn, Maria V. Snyder. SF, fantasy, horror.

12–14—RustyCon. rustycon.com. Marriott, Seatac, WA. Anne Bellets, J. Tweet, North Wolf, Katie Croonenberghs. SF, fantasy, horror.

12–14—IllogiCon. illogicon.org. Embassy Suites, Raleigh NC. Alyssa Wong, Stacey Lantagne. All aspects of fandom, written and media.

13–14—SwampCon. swampcon.org. University of Florida, Gainesville FL. A multigenre convention.

18–21—ConFusion, c/o Box 8284, Ann Arbor MI 48107. confusionsf.org. Sheraton, Novi MI. SF, fantasy, horror.

19–21—ChattaCon, Box 23908, Chattanooga TN 37422. chattacon.org. Chattanoogan. P. David, T. McCaffrey. SF, fantasy, horror.

19–21—COSine, 3640 Arborview Ct., Colorado Springs CO 80918. firstfridayfandom.org. Denver CO. Nye. SF, fantasy, horror.

19–21—ConDor, Box 15771, San Diego CA 92075. condorcon.org. Cidney Swanson, others. SF, fantasy, horror.

26–28—ConFlikt. conflikt.org. Doubletree by Hilton, Seatac (Seattle) WA. Guests TBA. SF/fantasy/horror folksinging.

2–4—Foolscap, c/o Box 31891, Seattle WA 98103. foolscap.org. Seatac (Seattle) WA. Written SF, fantasy and horror, and art.

9–11—FarPoint, 11709 Troy Ct., Waldorf MD 20601. farpointcon.com. Hunt Valley Inn, Hunt Valley (Baltimore) MD. Visitor. Star Trek.

15–17—Life, the Universe, and Everything. ltue.net. Marriott, Provo UT. Todd McCaffrey, Myke Cole. SF, fantasy, horror.

15–18—CapriCon, 126 E. Wing #244, Arlington Heights IL 60004. capricon.org. Westin, Wheeling (Chicago) IL. SF, fantasy, horror.

16–18—Boskone, Box 809, Framingham MA 01701. (617) 625-2311. boskone.org. Westin Waterfront, Boston MA. SF, fantasy, horror.

16–18—RadCon, Box 370, 1761 Geo. Washington Way, Richland WA 99354. radcon.org. Red Lion, Pasco WA. Matt Youngmark.

17—PicoCon. icsf.org.uk. Imperial College, London UK. SF, fantasy and horror.

23–25—ConNooga. connooga.com. Convention Center, Chattanooga TN. Multigenre.

23–25—MystiCon. mysticon-va.com. Holiday Inn Tanglewood, Roanoke VA. Joe Lansdale. SF, fantasy and horror.

23–25—ConCave, 124 Fairlawn Ave., Lexington KY 40505. concaveky.org. Bowling Green KY. Low-key SF/fantasy relax-a-con.

2–4—MarsCon, Box 21213, Eagan MN 55121. marscon.org. Bloomington (Minneapolis) MN. No connection to the MarsCon in Virginia.

2–4—WhimsyCon. whimsycon.org. Hyatt Tech Center, Denver CO. Milton Davis, Kitty Krell. Steampunk and costuming.

9–11—HELIOsphere. heliosphereny.org. Doubletree by Hilton, Tarrytown NY. K. Hurley, C. Tan, M. Oshiro. SF, fantasy and horror.

9–11—MidSouthCon, c/o Box 17724, Memphis TN 38187. midsouthcon.org. Hilton, E. Memphis TN. Resnick. SF, fantasy and horror.

9–11—FogCon, c/o Box 3764, Hayward CA 94540. fogcon.org. Marriott, Walnut Creek (San Francisco) CA. Performance in SF.

14–18—Int’l. Conf. on the Fantastic in the Arts. fantastic-arts.org. Airport Marriott, Orlando FL. Academic conference.

16–18—CoastCon, Box 1423, Biloxi MS 38533. coastcon.org. Mississippi Coast Convention Center, Biloxi MS. Gaming, cosplay, fandom.

24–26—ConBust. sophia.smith.edu/conbust. Smith College, Northampton MA. Sharyn November. Focus on female members of fandom.

16–20—WorldCon 76, Box 61363, Sunnyvale CA 94088. (408) 905-9366. worldcon76.org. San Jose CA. WorldCon for 2018. $230.

15—Dublin: An Irish WorldCon. dublin2019.com. Convention Center, Dublin Ireland. J. B. Burnell, G. Buchanan. WorldCon. e16.

s we enjoy the holidays, let’s look at the first quarter of 2018. I’ll be at Arisia, Boskone, and HELIOsphere. Just
about any of the events described as “SF, fantasy, horror” should be good for us Asimovians. Plan now for
social weekends with your favorite SF authors, editors, artists, and fellow fans. For an explanation of our
con(vention)s, a sample of SF folksongs, and info on fanzines and clubs, send me an SASE (self-addressed,
stamped #10 [business] envelope) at 10 Hill #22-L, Newark NJ 07102. The hot line is (973) 242-5999. If a

machine answers (with a list of the week’s cons), leave a message and I’ll call back on my nickel. When writing cons,
send an SASE. For free listings, tell me of your con five months out. Look for me at cons behind the Filthy Pierre
badge, playing a musical keyboard. —Erwin S. Strauss

A
SF CONVENTIONAL CALENDAR

JANUARY 2018

FEBRUARY 2018

MARCH 2018

AUGUST 2018

AUGUST 2019






